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Beth T
Philadelphia, PA • 12 contributions

Fascinating and entertaining for ALL ages!

Aug 2016 • Family

Written August 20, 2016

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 22, 2016

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

hgergs
1 contribution

AWESOME

Jun 2016 • Friends

Written July 21, 2016

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 22, 2016

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Nicole B
North Carolina • 47 contributions

Would see again!

Jul 2016 • Couples

Written July 14, 2016

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 22, 2016

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

owlgetaway
Halethorpe, MD • 2 contributions

Mind Blowing!!!

Jul 2016 • Couples

Written July 7, 2016

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 9, 2016

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Rmist
NC • 2 contributions

A Must See in Hilton Head

Jun 2016 • Friends

Written July 4, 2016

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 7, 2016

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jessica L
Hoboken, New Jersey, United States • 5 contributions

Great entertainment

Jul 2016 • Couples

Written June 30, 2016

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 3, 2016

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

susan50761
Niles, OH • 13 contributions

Fun evening

Jun 2016 • Couples

Written June 18, 2016

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 21, 2016

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Patty D
5 contributions

Bike ride through Palmetto Dunes

Apr 2016 • Couples

Written April 30, 2016

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 1, 2016

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Mark H
Boston, MA • 7 contributions

Great Value.....

Apr 2016 • Couples

Written April 20, 2016

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 20, 2016

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Erin N
2 contributions

Great show!

Apr 2016 • Family

Written April 15, 2016

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 17, 2016

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

…
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Spend an evening with Thought Reader Bill 
Gladwell as he seemingly pulls thoughts from 
your mind, predicts what you will say before 
it comes out of your mouth, and reads you 
like an open book.
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0

Teenage boys aren't easy to impress, but Bill did that and more. They called it, "Absolutely filthy,"
(translation: "awesome") and "cooler than it sounds." They jointly said, "If you aren't impressed with this
show, there's something seriously wrong with you." Really, it's fabulous, and Bill plays to his audience,
no matter what the age. He tells a few jokes which are cute, but the meat of the show is his uncanny
ability to tell you things about yourself and your family that he would have no way of knowing. And he
covers the whole audience if it's small, so you know there are no "plants." Highest praise remains that a
15 and 16 year old reminded me to post a review and wanted to contribute. Keep up the good work, Bi…
Read more

I am very happy that all of you had such a great time. I was not aware that "filthy" had a new
meaning. I will be sure to add that to my vocabulary. Thank you so much for coming as well as for
the great review. I really appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

This show was ridiculous! This guy is so damn good it will seriously blow your mind. AND you can drink
during the show so don't worry about being away from the downstairs bar for too long. This Bill guy
either has an incredible talent for reading people or he is a sorcerer. (Though, come on folks, let's be
honest, we all really suspect the latter).

I'll take sorcerer. It was a real pleasure to have you at my show, and I look forward to seeing you
again soon. Thank you for the kind words as well as for the time it took to write this review. I
appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill

0

We seriously had the best time at his show! My family and boyfriend were in Hilton Head and wanted to
see an entertaining show. When we found this show online we booked the tickets and wondered how he
really was going to "read" people's minds. Well, after attending the show we all agreed it was amazing.
We all were super impressed! We had a blast at the show and it was super entertaining the entire time.
There is alot of audience involvement which kept it interesting. If you are going to HHI, I would not miss
this show! We would definitely attend again if we are ever in the area.

Nicole, Thank you so much for the kind words. It was a pleasure having you at my show, and I am
glad you had such a great time. Please, come back anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Absolutely amazing! We're still trying to figure out how he knew the answers. Can't wait to see his show
again! Must see to believe!

It was a pleasure meeting you. Thank you so much for the review as well as for coming to my show. I
really appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Was looking for something di+erent to do when visiting Hilton Head (for 20 years) and found Bill
Gladwell the Thought Reader. Sounded a little ridiculous but the reviews were so good that I decided
to try it. My boyfriend, parents and I went to Bill's show and the reviews were right. The show was
awesome! Bill is interesting, funny, entertaining and amazing! We all had a great time!!! We've been
recommending Bill's show to everyone we know. HIGHTLY RECOMMENDED!!! DON'T MISS IT!!

Thank your so much. It was great having you at my show. I'm glad you took a chance on me. I
appreciate the time you took to leave your review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I went to Bill Gladwell's show and we were amazed by his talent and ability to read
what we were thinking. He gets the audience involved which is always fun. He is funny and entertaining.
We highly recommend his show for an evening out.

Jessica, Thank you so much for the kinds words. I very much appreciate it, and I am happy that
you enjoyed my show. I hope to see you again. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Fun filled, fascinating evening. The tickets were very reasonable priced and we would highly
recommend it. I actually purchased tickets for my daughter and son in law to attend the following
week.

Susan, It was a pleasure having you at my show. Thank you so much for coming as well as for your
review. I really appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

1

Great bikes and the guy even put on comfortable seats for us.He was very helpful and knew where to
go. He gave us a map

Patty, I am very happy that you enjoyed your ride through Palmetto Dunes; although, I do not o+er
bikes during my performance. You may have just committed a crime by taking someone else's bike,
OR... you left your review on the wrong listing. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

1

We (4) attended Bill's show last night and were totally entertained...Great Value for our money...small
crowd, but very entertaining...how did he do it??? we were challenged on how he did it....

Mark, It was a pleasure having you and your party at my show. You guys were great to perform for.
Thank you for coming out, and thank you for the wonderful review. I really appreciate it. Reading
Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We had a small crowd but Mr. Gladwell did not disappoint. We are still wondering how he knew what he
knew! We live locally and brought our out of town guests. We would definitely go see the show again!

Erin, It was great having you at my show. Thank you for coming out and bringing guests as well as
for your review. I really appreciate it. Reading Tour Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

1 2
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Wendy B
Hampton, VA • 21 contributions

Blew our minds!!

Apr 2016 • Family

Written April 5, 2016

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 7, 2016

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Julie B
North Carolina • 2 contributions

Fascinating!

Mar 2016 • Family

Written April 2, 2016

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 3, 2016

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Karen K
New Bern, NC • 5 contributions

Amazing!

Mar 2016 • Couples

Written March 30, 2016

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 30, 2016

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BrooksRambo
Blu%ton, SC • 7 contributions

How does he do it?

Feb 2016 • Business

Written February 9, 2016

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 9, 2016

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

david j
Blu%ton, SC • 1 contribution

sitting on the edge of my seat

Jan 2016 • Friends

Written January 22, 2016

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 24, 2016

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Karen B
Savannah, GA • 1 contribution

If you do nothing else on Hilton Head Island, SEE THIS SHOW!

Jan 2016 • Friends

Written January 21, 2016

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 24, 2016

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

David P
Southport, North Carolina, Usa • 48 contributions

Second time was just as entertaining!

Dec 2015 • Couples

Written January 6, 2016

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 9, 2016

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

bliegey
Fuquay-Varina, NC • 1 contribution

Fun Night Out

Dec 2015 • Couples

Written January 3, 2016

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 4, 2016

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

shooshoo2
New Haven CT • 10 contributions

DO NOT MISS!

Dec 2015 • Couples

Written January 3, 2016

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 4, 2016

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

MandJH712
Laguna Beach, CA • 14 contributions

Fun night

Dec 2015 • Couples

Written December 28, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 30, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Crazy ability to read people! So much fun. So cool it is scary. This man should be on some government
watch list! Well worth the $.

It was such a pleasure having you at my show, Wendy. Thank you for coming out. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Went to the show with my husband and daughters, ages 8 and 11 and we all had a great time. What Bill
does is really amazing and can't be thoroughly explained in a short review. You have to see it for
yourself. He and his lovely wife were both very welcoming and he did a great job of involving the entire
audience. Not to be missed if you are in Hilton Head.

Hi Julie, It was a pleasure having you and your family at my show. You all were great! Thank you for
spending the evening with me as well as for your review. I really appreciate it. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I enjoyed the show so much we can't stop talking about it. He really makes you think.
Definetly for all ages and he makes everyone feel like part of the show. PERFECT!

Karen, It was a pleasure performing for you. Thank you so much for coming to my show as well as
for the time you took to write your review. I appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We had Bill at a seminar and everyone was fascinated. No one could figure out how he does what he
does and were talking about it for hours.

It was truly my pleasure Sandee. I am very happy that you enjoyed my show, and I look forward to
performing for you again. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill Gladwell's performance was excellent. Would definitely recommend to anybody wishing a nights
entertainment. Being amoung friends was even more enjoyable knowing they too doubted the results
of the presentor, but were truly proven wrong while watching him perform. He got 100% right the
thought predictions which was truly something.

David, I am glad I could prove you all wrong, and I am very happy that you enjoyed yourselves.
Thank you for spending the evening with me. I had a lot of fun. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill
Gladwell

1

Our group of about 30, young and old, was astounded by The Mentalist! None of us knew what to
expect and his instant camaraderie with the audience put everyone at ease. He's funny, engaging and
spot on! Bill was able to tell people names of long gone pets, old boyfriends, and words written on
cards. He drew pictures of what people were thinking, and used drawings, numbers and colors to
amaze us all! This should be high on everyone's list to see, whether a resident or visitor to Hilton Head.
Don't miss this show!

Karen, It was such a pleasure performing for all of you. I am very happy that you enjoyed my show.
Thank you for the kinds words as well as the time you took to leave a review. I appreciate it.
Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We had seen Bill Gladwell once before, but we had di%erent people with us on this trip to Hilton Head
and we knew they would love the show. In spite of the fact that we had seen it before, we loved it too.
Totally interactive with the audience. Lots of great humor. But the stu% he does is what is truly beyond
belief. After each bit, we just look at each other and say "How did he do that." We'll be back in HH with
a group of 10 friends who have not seen the show yet and the first thing we will look to do is get tickets
for Bill's show.

David, I am very happy that you are bringing new people to my show. Thank you so much for the
support as well as for your kind words and review. I really appreciate it. When you come back next,
I will be at a new venue. Stay updated on my website and Facebook Fan Page. I look forward to…
Read more

0

My husband and I had a great time at your show last week. We came to Hilton Head for a few days
following Christmas and were looking for something fun to do one night and Bill's show was just the
ticket. My husband even got "volunteered" for a part of the show and completely out of character
enjoyed the experience! We would certainly come see this show again if the opportunity presents itself
again!

I am so glad that you found my show. It was a pleasure performing for you, and I hope to see you
again soon. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Awesome evening. Bill's ability to read people is amazing. Lots of laughs. Casual environment. Fine for
older children. Fairly priced. Must see! I will go back again...his abilities are intriguing! Wish it were
longer.

Thank you so much for the kind words and great reviews. I very much appreciate it. Please, come
back anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Since we were in Hilton Head for a week, we wanted to find some di%erent things to do in the evening.
We went with our "kids" and their husband/fiancée to the performance. There weren't many people
there that night so I thought it might be "awkward", but we all enjoyed ourselves - no one felt
uncomfortable coming up on stage. We were happy that we had gone to the show, it was a nice
evening activity/entertainment to do with everyone (ages 22-59). It was fun, in good taste and everyone
left with a smile on their face.
The venue was a bit tricky to find given that the restaurant downstairs was closed - just make sure you…
Read more

It was also a fun night for me too! It was a pleasure meeting you. Thank you so much for coming to
my show as well as for the kind words and recommendation. I truly appreciate it. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

1 2 3
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IslaEsperanza
Las Vegas, NV • 337 contributions

How did he know that????

Nov 2015 • Couples

Written December 2, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 3, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

donna n
Bu%alo, NY • 152 contributions

A fun evening

Nov 2015 • Couples

Written November 29, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 30, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Cassi R
1 contribution

Beyond Exceeded Our Expectations!!

Dec 2014 • Family

Written November 27, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 30, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Dianne060
Southport, NC • 49 contributions

Worth a special trip

Nov 2015 • Couples

Written November 21, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 22, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

CurlyGirl54
United States • 10 contributions

FANTASTIC!

Nov 2015 • Couples

Written November 21, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 22, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Ron B
Columbus, Ohio, United States • 2 contributions

Amqzing

Nov 2015 • Friends

Written November 12, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 13, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Chris D
Upstate NY • 3 contributions

Great show, highly recommend!

Nov 2015 • Solo

Written November 12, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 13, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Je% W
Westlake, OH • 1 contribution

Refined and entertaining

Oct 2015 • Couples

Written November 3, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 5, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Melanie G
1 contribution

Great time

Oct 2015 • Friends

Written November 3, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 5, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

N0tafan
Boston, MA • 6 contributions

Great time!

Oct 2015 • Couples

Written October 31, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 1, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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Spend an evening with Thought Reader Bill 
Gladwell as he seemingly pulls thoughts from 
your mind, predicts what you will say before 
it comes out of your mouth, and reads you 
like an open book.
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0

Bill Gladwell, Mentalist 702-721-8456
Pelican Roost, 18 Harbourside Lane upstairs, 
Hilton Head Island, SC 29938 
(Psssst- I’ll let you in on a little secret- Bill doesn’t read your mind, so if you’re thinking something you
shouldn’t- don’t be afraid to go- he won’t know!!! I Hope!) However, How does he have the correct
answers about stu% in your life he couldn’t possible know????? Favorite color, pet’s name, vacation
plans? If we could get him to lead a lottery consortium, we’d all be set for life. He is incredibly talente…
Read more

Thank you so much for the kind words and recommendation. I very much appreciate it. I look
forward to seeing you and your family again. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

It was truly amazing the way Bill is able to read people. We really enjoyed the show! I am a huge fan of
the show "Lie to Me" so I got a real kick out of seeing this method in action. Well worth the price of
admission which was not pricey at $22.

Donna, I love "Lie To Me" also. You can take some of Paul Ekman's courses online. Paul is the guy
that "Lie To Me" is based on. Google his name, and it will take you to his site. I believe you will enjoy
it. Thank you for the kinds words and wonderful review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We actually seen him last November at the Iris Theater for my daughter's 10th birthday. All I could say
is (((WoW))) We left absolutely speechless! If you are lucky enough to get the chance to see Bill Gladwell
in person, don't let it pass you by! And If we have a chance to see him again, we will not miss it!
DEFINITELY WORTH EVERY PENNY 

⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐

 5 STARS!!

Cassi, Thank you for the kind words. I appreciate it. Come and see me on Hilton Head Island!
Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

I hate magicians so was skeptical about the show. This man is AMAZING ! 
There are no tricks other than his special ability to read people and make very subtle suggestions. At
certain points during his show, Bill tells the audience how he is able to determine the correct answers. If
you have the opportunity to attend his show, DO NOT PASS IT UP.

Dianne, I am very happy that I could exceed your expectations. It was such a pleasure having you
at the club and my show. Thank you for coming. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Fantastic! Amazing! Lot's of fun! If you visit Hilton Head, you have got to go. You won't believe your
eyes. He is accurate 100% of the time. I have no idea how he does it! - Marla

Maria, I am very happy that you enjoyed my show so much. Thank you for coming out as well as for
the review. I appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

I have seen his show several times and I have yet to not be amazed at the things he does on stage.
Highly recommend to anyone that is in the area to catch his show. I dare you not to be amazed. ..

Ron, It was a pleasure seeing you again. Thank you for bringing everyone to the show. Reading
Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill did a great job and our entire group truly enjoyed his performance. Our group of varying ages
enjoyed his performance.

Chris, I am very happy that you and your party enjoyed my performance. Thank you for coming
out. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Attended an intimate gathering for Bill's show on Hilton Head Island in late October, and was
pleasantly surprised and entertained throughout the evening. The show is one part comedy, one part
mentalist, one part magic, one part crowd interaction, and all parts are loads of fun. Bill has perfected
his routine, and is very refined with his crowd interactions. Be prepared for some easy and fun crowd
participation, good laughs, and head scratching amazement.

Je%, It was such a pleasure performing for you and your party. Thank you so much for coming to
my show as well as for the kind words and great review. I appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill
Gladwell

0

He did an awesome show, it was a lot of fun. Very interesting and something di%erent to do! I would love
to go again and I would definitely recommend checking him out!

Melanie, Come back anytime. It was a pleasure meeting you. Thank you for spending the evening
with me. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We decided to go to the show sort of on a whim and had a great time. It's a comedy and mentalist
show where he guesses what various members in the audience are thinking. You'll be amazed at what
he can do.

I am glad you took a chance on my show. Thank you for the kind words as well as for spending your
evening with me. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

1 2 3 4
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5.0 114 reviews
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Very good 1

Average 0
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Terrible 0

Nhgramma13
Derry, NH • 1 contribution

Extraordinary!

Oct 2015 • Friends

Written October 31, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 1, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

dvtylwalk
Bu#alo, NY • 24 contributions

Enjoyable show!

Oct 2015 • Couples

Written October 30, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 31, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Phoebehhi
Hilton Head, SC • 2 contributions

Excellent show

Oct 2015 • Friends

Written October 29, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 5, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Magdalene66
5 contributions

The amazing Bill Gladwell

Oct 2015 • Friends

Written October 29, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 31, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

grandmalc9
Franklin, NC • 3 contributions

Girls night out!

Oct 2015 • Friends

Written October 29, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 30, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

travelingmomhhi
Westlake, OH • 30 contributions

wonderful way to spend an evening in Hilton Head!

Oct 2015 • Business

Written October 29, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 30, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Doug S
Savannah, GA • 1 contribution

Incredible!

Oct 2015 • Couples

Written October 24, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 26, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Palmettowolverine
Greenville, SC • 12 contributions

Exceeded Expectations

Oct 2015 • Family

Written October 20, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 23, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Hazel H
Incline Village, NV • 2 contributions

Bill Gladwell

Oct 2015 • Couples

Written October 7, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 8, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Marlene P
Springville • 3 contributions

You WILL be amazed

Sep 2015 • Couples

Written October 4, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 6, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

We had a great time! Would recommend this show for everyone who visits the area...

The only bad part was that the venue is not "senior friendly"...stairs di#icult to climb for us oldies!

It was a pleasure having you at my show. Thank you so much for coming. I agree, we need an
elevator. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We were not quite sure what to expect but left pleasantly surprised. Bill's show is fun and quite
remarkable. A must see if visiting the Hilton Head area!

Thank you for your review and the kind words. I really appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill
Gladwell

0

I totally enjoyed the show Tuesday night as a member of the Hilton )Head Rotary Club group. I will
defiantly be b k to see the show again. Thank you for N enjoyable evening.

It was a pleasure having you and the club at my show. Thank you so much for coming, and I look
forward to seeing you again. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill is fast, funny and intriguing. Everyone is wondering at least 20 times: How is he doing this? It's very
special when you be there with friends or family.
A memorable evening you shouldn't miss!

Loni, Thank you for the kind words. It was a pleasure performing for you and your guests. Come
back anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Our group (4 adult females) were thoroughly entertained by the Bill Gladwell show. Very talented
mentalist!!

It was great meeting all of you. Thank you for the kinds words as well as for coming to my show. I
appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

2

Wonderfully personable, entertaining and mesmerizing entertainer! Lots of audience interaction, but
the setting is so intimate and so many people are involved that it doesn't feel awkward. Hard to figure
out HOW he knows so much about total strangers! Go, you will certainly enjoy it! On of the best
bargains in nighttime entertainment on the island.

Thank you so much for spending your evening with me. I am very happy that you enjoyed the show.
Come back anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

My wife and I were ver4y impressed with not only Bill's talent, but his ability to make even very shy
people feel a part of the performance...which in itself was incredible. Lots of fun...

Doug, Thank you so much for the review and the kinds words. Please, come back anytime. Reading
Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Our family of five (2 adults, 3 teenagers) went to see Bill's show while vacationing on Hilton Head. I
booked the show based on reviews I had seen. The rest of the family did not really know what to
expect. The whole family had a great time at this 75-90 minute show that takes place in an intimate
theater--capacity 75 people max. Very funny and entertaining with a lot of audience participation.
Bill's ability to read people's mind will amaze you and leave you wondering "how did he do that"?
Highly recommend. Great value as well with very reasonably priced tickets.

I am so glad that you and your family enjoyed my show. Thank you so much for coming as well as
for the great review and recommendation. I appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We were not expecting to be as impressed as we were by Bill's talent and show. Thoroughly enjoyed
ourselves and will return and take friends too.

Hazel, I am so glad that you came to my show. Thank you very much, and thank you for the review.
Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill Gladwell's show is both fun and amazing. Found his show when I was searching the web for
entertainment in Hilton Head. SOOOO glad I did! The show will leave you entertained and wondering
how in the world did he do that! The show we saw was definitely a show you could bring the kids, as
long as they are old enough to understand and sit through the show. I highly recommend this show and
I give it 5 stars!

Marlene, It was such a pleasure meeting you at my show. Thank you so much for coming as well as
for your review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell
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Lori C
Columbus, OH • 11 contributions

A Great Time!

Sep 2015 • Friends

Written October 3, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 4, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

RWsr3
Warminster, PA • 5 contributions

Entertaining and fun

Sep 2015 • Couples

Written October 3, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 4, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

KMAGS2014
Allentown, PA • 29 contributions

Funny- Entertaining and amazing!!

Oct 2015 • Couples

Written October 2, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 4, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

festarini
Toronto, Canada • 8 contributions

Worth it.

Sep 2015

Written October 1, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 4, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Richard A
Havana, IL • 3 contributions

Amazing Show

Sep 2015 • Couples

Written September 29, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 30, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

nchappygal
Loudon, TN • 58 contributions

fun evening

Sep 2015 • Couples

Written September 23, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 25, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

JoeyandKaye
Staten Island, NY • 3 contributions

Very Intriguing and Entertaining

Sep 2015 • Solo

Written September 21, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 23, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Bari B
Hilton Head • 1 contribution

A Great Birthday

Sep 2015 • Friends

Written September 16, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 4, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

FloridaElisabeth1
Florida • 109 contributions

Amazing fun evening with a great mentalist

Sep 2015 • Friends

Written September 9, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 10, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Chandler0201
Gainesville, Ga • 2 contributions

What A Fun Evening!!!

Sep 2015 • Couples

Written September 5, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 6, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Four of us went to see Bill Gladwell and Dean Napolitano while on vacation in Hilton Head. The show
was outstanding. One member of our group was called onstage, and Bill was able to "read" his mind--
impressive, because Jac tried to be unreadable. He also did a card trick with someone else in our
group and everyone had a wonderful time. We chatted with Bill after the show and found out he used
to live in Columbus, Ohio, where we are from. I'll be making another trip to HIlton Head, with some
di+erent people, next week and I can't wait to share Bill's show with them. If you're looking for a great
evening of entertainment, be sure to see Bill Gladwell.

Lori, I look forward to seeing you again. Thank you for coming to my show as well as for the time
you spent writing your review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Great fun and very entertaining. So glad I found your show. I will recommend to all my friends visiting
HH

I am glad you found my show, too! I look forward to seeing you again. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill
Gladwell

0

I have seen many shows over my many years of travel. Never have I been so entertained. Bill Gladwell is
a MUST SEE !!! Bill keeps you entertained and also amazes you with his "mind reading" abilities. I
expected a few surprises but his talents far exceeded what I anticipated. I will see him again on my
next visit to Hilton Head Island. The restaurant below his venue is good too. If you don't do anything
else while on HiltonHead, do yourself a favor and take the family to this show!

You are in the top 5 list for my favorite reviews. Thank you so much for the kind words as well as for
coming to my show. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Fun evening of entertaining. Good value and if you have older kids hey would like it as well. Drinks and
sanacka available

It was my pleasure. Please, come back anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Found out about Bill Gladwell show while browsing for things to do in Hilton Head. I spent 90 minutes of
his show amazed at how Bill read people's body language and thoughts, reactions, etc. I have spent
the past week reflecting on his show.......still amazed. The audience was full, and Bill incorporated
nearly everyone as a participant at some point in the show. Simply amazing, and some of the best $ I
spent at Hilton Head.

Richard, It was a pleasure having you at the show. I am glad you found me. Thank you so much for
coming as well as for the review. I appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We totally enjoyed the evening show at the comedy club! Bill Gladwell was amazing! And the comedian
Dean Politano was super! This was our first time. But we will return.

It was a pleasure meeting you. Please, come back anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

A great night out when you are looking for something di+erent. Funny and surprising. Bill had our
attention from beginning to end.

It was a pleasure having you at my show. Thank you so much for coming as well as for your review.
Reading Your Mind, Bill Gladwell

0

My Good friend and I went to celebrate my birthday at the Hilton Head Comedy Club
I just moved to the island a couple months ago and now I have found a place I will frequent. 
Bill Gladwell was not only an amazing Mentalist but he is an incredible host also. 
There were a few other birthdays this same night, but I felt like it was mine alone
The comedy of Dean Napolitano was excellent as well. The intimacy, sta+, food, comedian, host, and
company made it a night I will always remember! If you haven't gone... Go!
I am looking forward to the next show and will bring all my guests there.…
Read more

Bari, It was a pleasure celebrating your birthday with you. Thank you so much for coming as well
as for the review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We had dinner at the restaurant which was average but thoroughly enjoyed the 90 minute show with
Bill the mentalist. The comedy club which he manages is located upstairs and is a small venue- perfect
for this type of show. 

He does a great job of " reading minds" and engages the audience in a way that everyone is
comfortable but feels a part of the show. 
…
Read more

I am so glad that you enjoyed your time at my show. It was a pleasure meeting you. Thank you for
the great review. Please, come back anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

The last night of our vacation, my husband and I, and his brother and his wife, attended the Bill
Gladwell show. Because the show wasn't totally booked up we were seated in the VIP section right
down front. It was our first time attending the show and we all were chosen at di+erent times to
participate in Bill's fun antics. We enjoyed the show so much and just had a ball. It was fun, appropriate
for all ages, and quite memorable!! We would go back to see him again in a heart beat!

It was such a pleasure performing for you. Thank you so much for coming out to my show as well as
for the great review. I am very happy that you had such a wonderful time. Please, come back
anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell
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Packfan34
La Crescent • 2 contributions

Good family entertainment!

Aug 2015 • Friends

Written September 1, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 4, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

KCgoingplaces
Prairie Village, KS • 7 contributions

Such a fun show!

Aug 2015 • Couples

Written August 11, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 17, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

GBR1116
Clemmons, NC • 4 contributions

A great night

Aug 2015 • Family

Written August 10, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 11, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

gtski2
Atlanta, GA • 20 contributions

Amazing Show

Aug 2015 • Family

Written August 5, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 6, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Raunie A
1 contribution

Unbelievable!!!

Aug 2015 • Couples

Written August 5, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 6, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Sandy H
Blu&ton, SC • 7 contributions

Fun and Entertaining

Aug 2015 • Friends

Written August 5, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 6, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

snshn07
Mulberry, Florida • 190 contributions

Really Fun Show!

Jul 2015

Written August 2, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 4, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Clayton H
1 contribution

Blow away!!

Jul 2015 • Family

Written August 2, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 4, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Je(ie B
Hilton Head, SC • 1 contribution

Great Entertainment!

Jul 2015 • Family

Written July 31, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 3, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jill W
Hilton Head, SC • 5 contributions

WOW!

Jul 2015 • Family

Written July 29, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 3, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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Spend an evening with Thought Reader Bill 
Gladwell as he seemingly pulls thoughts from 
your mind, predicts what you will say before 
it comes out of your mouth, and reads you 
like an open book.
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0

An enjoyable evenings entertainment at a reasonable price.
While there's a method to his ability to seemingly read minds, it's di&icult to figure out just how he does
it.

Thank you very much for the review as well as for coming to my show. It was a pleasure to meet
you. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I enjoyed the show so much, we decided to bring the kids the night after. Amazing,
unique and fun for all ages.

It was such a pleasure having you at my show... twice. Thank you so much for coming to my show as
well as for the great review. I appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

1

This was an excellent, family friendly show. My 10 and 13 year old daughters enjoyed the show, while my
father went home and called his friends to tell them about what a great time he had. If Bill is still in
Hilton Head next year, we'll definitely go see him again. He was very friendly, and his humor was kind
and funny, not caustic nor mean in any way. We had 7 very fun days on vacation; nothing topped this
day, though, thanks to Bill's show. The venue is small and intimate, and Bill does a great job of making
all of those in attendance feel at ease; no one refused to go on stage, and that's a credit to how
comfortable Bill made each person feel. I could go on and on; in summary, a show worth much more…
Read more

Wow! What a great review! Thank you so much for the review as well as for coming to my show. I
really appreciate it. You and your party were a blast. I look forward to seeing you again. Reading
Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill Gladwell is the best! Our party of 6 was thoroughly entertained. He asks for a lot of audience
participation and puts everyone at ease. I would go see him again.

Bob, You and everyone in your party were great! I appreciate you coming to my show as well as for
your review. I am happy that you enjoyed my show so much. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill's show was so great on Saturday that my wife and I had to see it again on Sunday. I'll definitely
return every time I make it to Hilton Head.

Raunie, It was a pleasure meeting both of you. Thank you so much for coming to my show as well
as for the review. I really appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

I was pleasantly surprised and very entertained with this show. I was skeptical like most that he could
read people and guess it ALL .I'm still trying to figure out how he did it. I especially liked he involved the
entire audience. I would definitely do this again and bring more friends.

Sandy, It is always great to have locals at the show. Thank you for coming, and I am so glad you
enjoyed my performance. Please, come back anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We took advantage of the special of dinner and the show and received 10% o& of dinner and 10% o&
the show. VERY entertaining; we were just stumped on how he did some of his mental tricks! He got
everyone in the venue involved at some point - we would do this again.

I am very happy that you enjoyed dinner and my show. It was great having you in my audience.
Thank you for coming to my show as well as for your review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

My family and I were looking for something "out of the ordinary" to do while vacationing on HHI. I read
a few reviews on TripAdvisor about Bill Gladwell's show, and we decided on blind faith to give it a shot.
Thank goodness we did!! It was, without question, the highlight of our entire vacation. My son and I
both were chosen to participate and we all walked away spellbound by Bill's abilities. Don't miss this
show. Price was totally reasonable, food and drinks were good. Service was great!

Clay, Thank you so much for the review as well as for attending my show. I really appreciate it.
Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

A local who loves it! Brought a group of friends with our families. Still trying to figure it all out! We will be
back!

Je&ie, It is always great to be popular with the locals. Please, come back anytime. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Was not quite sure what to expect, but what a great show. Initially, I was a a little nervous and I felt the
same vibe from others in the audience. Bill Gladwell's engaging manner put everyone at ease. He does
not put people on the spot and in the course of his show builds a sense a of easy going fun and
camaraderie that has you talking to the people at the next table. The "tricks" he did were amazing. I
don't want to say too much about his act, because you wouldn't believe it anyway. You truly have to see
this show for yourself. He says he is not a psychic, but I am so sure. The whole family enjoyed the show
and we are still talking about it. Not sure how he did what he did, but he was dead on with his…
Read more

Promise... Not psychic. I am so glad you enjoyed my show. Please, come again. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell
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LisaGH123
Linden, NJ • 15 contributions

HHI Family Vacation 2015

Jul 2015 • Family

Written July 27, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 3, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Terry T
1 contribution

Bill Gladwell Review

Jul 2015 • Couples

Written July 27, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 3, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Karen D
2 contributions

Great family fun enterainment.

Jul 2015 • Family

Written July 26, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 3, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

FaSnizel
Fairview, NC • 270 contributions

No idea how he does it, but didn't care, was fantastic!

Jul 2015 • Family

Written July 23, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 24, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

slinkin
Atlanta • 15 contributions

Great family and friends night out

Jun 2015 • Family

Written July 22, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 24, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

joekl625
Normal, IL • 1 contribution

Great show

Jul 2015 • Family

Written July 19, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 22, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Kristy M
Louisiana • 2 contributions

Great show

Jul 2015 • Family

Written July 18, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 22, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Bumblebee456
6 contributions

Awesome show

Jul 2015 • Family

Written July 18, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 22, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Katem2000
Indianapolis, IN • 11 contributions

Comedy Mentaist

Jul 2015 • Family

Written July 15, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 18, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

DrDAiken
New Ellenton, SC • 20 contributions

Awesome entertainment and entertainer

Jul 2015 • Family

Written July 12, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 15, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Our family has been going to HHI every summer for 15 years. This year I was pleased to see this new
comedy show as something "di+erent" to do, and I was even more thrilled that the show was family
friendly so that I could bring my kids (teenagers). Since this is our annual family vacation, I knew
attending a comedy show would be a great memory (or at least I hoped so). Bill did not disappoint! We
attended his mentalist show first, and he totally blew our minds. Two of my sons were even called up on
stage to participate in two di+erent activities. They loved it. We stayed for the comedy show that
followed, and it too was awesome. I would highly recommend both shows to everyone. We plan to…
Read more

Lisa, It is great to hear that you and your party enjoyed both my show as well as the comedy show.
Thank you for coming, and I look forward to seeing you next year. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill
Gladwell

0

My group of four adults celebrated a birthday at Hilton Head's Comedy Club. Bill Gladwell, The
Mentalist, put on a great show and we all had a fun evening. I would recommend his show to tourists
and those who live on the Island too.

Terry, I am very happy to have been a part of the birthday celebration. Thank you for choosing to
come to my show. Come back anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We went to the show with a party of 8 people with 4 adults and 4 children. I have to say that all of us
between the ages of 10yrs and 78yrs had a great time. There are no other shows that I know of that can
appeal to such a wide audience. We all were amazed at what Bill was able to do, and we're talking
about it the rest of our trip. If you go to Hilton Head, this is a must see show. Great family fun
enterainment!

Karen, Your family was great, and it was a pleasure to meet you. Thank you so much for coming to
my show. I am happy that you all enjoyed yourselves. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Saw Bill's mentalist show in HHI, venue held about 50 and quite a few of us were involved. Very
engaging, fast paced, and great fun! We have absolutely no idea how he could have known what he
did, truly amazing. A must see event.

I am glad you came to my show. Thank you. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We get to visit Hilton Head at least once a year and now that the kids are getting older, we were
looking for something fun to do. I remember seeing Bill being adverised in Gatlinberg last time we were
there, and decided to check out the show. After meeting friends for happy hour at Pelican's Point (also
great time), we went upstairs to see the show. Like similar reviews, it was a very entertaining night out,
especially for the kids. I asked my youngest what he thought about the show afterward and he said
"That was insane, I just kept thinking 'how is that possible?'".

I am so glad that you finally tracked me down. It was a pleasure having you and your family at my
show. Thank you for the review and recommendation. I really appreciate it. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Great family show. Bill got everyone in the audience involved. My teenagers were asking how he
accomplished some of his tricks well after the show. Had a great evening.

I am glad I could help make your evening great. Thank you for your review as well as for coming to
my show. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We loved the show and are still wondering how he did things! It was awesome, I highly recommend the
show!!!

Kristy, Thank you for coming to my show. I appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We just saw Bill's show this week. We have kids from 10-17 and all of us loved it and we're completely
entertained. Our whole family has been trying to figure out how he does it. I would recommend this to
everyone. Also note he saw the kids and was careful to keep the show appropriate for younger ones
which I appreciated. Go see this--worth every penny. Also, it's at Shelter Cove and we enjoyed walking
down to the Harborfest afterwards. Wonderful evening--many thanks!

Thank you for the review and recommendation. Your entire family was a pleasure to have at the
show. Come back anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

1

Three generations of our family attended Bill's show while we were on our annual trip to Hilton Head.
The show was fabulously entertaining! From Grandpa (age 71) to our daughter (age 9) we were
entertained all evening. We are still amazed at how he reads minds. My husband said we are making
this an annual tradition. We also recommend eating at the restaurant downstairs before the show.
Great food!

I am so glad all of your family enjoyed my show. Thank you for coming. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill
Gladwell

0

Spent a Wednesday evening being amazed and entertained by Bill Gladwell. Most everyone in our
party of 6 got to be a part of the show. Bill does a great job of getting the audience involved without
being overbearing or embarrassing folks. You will come away amazed again and again - our family was
still talking about the show days later. Super reasonable ticket prices for the quality of entertainment
you get. We will definitely see Bill again when we visit HHI.

Thank you for the kind words and the recommendation. I really appreciate it. I am very happy that
you and your party enjoyed my show. It was a pleasure performing for you. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell
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Rick F
Friendswood, TX • 255 contributions

Great Entertainment

Jun 2015

Written June 30, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 5, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jean S
Hilton Head, SC • 7 contributions

New and di!erent.

Jun 2015 • Couples

Written June 26, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 28, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jim A
La Grange Park, IL • 3 contributions

The obscure pet naming incident.

Jun 2015 • Couples

Written June 22, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 24, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

horlion
2 contributions

mentalist show

Jun 2015 • Family

Written June 13, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 14, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Pjennycup
Savannah, GA • 14 contributions

A MUST See!! Super Fun and Great Laughs! Worth it!

Jun 2015 • Couples

Written June 10, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 11, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Barbara H
1 contribution

A Great Show

Jun 2015 • Family

Written June 5, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 6, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Sue W
Yorktown, VA • 3 contributions

A great evening's entertainment.

May 2015 • Couples

Written May 31, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 1, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Courtney B
Portsmouth, Ohio, Usa • 22 contributions

Wonderful time!

Jun 2014 • Family

Written May 13, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 15, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

travelking91
Dayton, OH • 2 contributions

Bill Gladwell is amazing.

May 2015

Written May 10, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 12, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

StormOtto
Greensboro, NC • 60 contributions

Great family night

May 2015 • Family

Written May 7, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 8, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

The show was wonderful. Bill was funny and clean for younger teens. It was 90 minutes of mind awing
entertainment. I was most impressed with his ability to use interpersonal communications to "read your
mind". Furthermore, Bill made it very clear that minds cannot be read, which I appreciated. Great
evening entertainment.

Rick, It was a pleasure having you and your family at my show. I am very happy that you all enjoyed
it. Please, come back anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Great way to spend an evening, dinner and a show. You come away saying to yourself, and others,
"how did he do that)? Fun, and a break from the normal.

Jean, It was a pleasure meeting and performing for you. Thank you so much for the review as well
as for coming to my show. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

My wife thought of something from her childhood that I never heard before -- it was very unusual, and
Bill nailed it! It involved her 3 year old sister naming a pet rabbit "Quackers". You'd think that was a
duck? No way -- Fantastic!!

I almost went with a duck on that one, Jim. I am glad you enjoyed my show. Reading Your Thoughts,
Bill Gladwell

0

We had a great time. Bill is funny and talented. We all had a lot of laughs and a lots of "what the....."
moments

I am very happy that you enjoyed my show. Thank you for coming as well as for the review?
Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I had such a good time with Bill Gladwell in Hilton Head! It's been about two weeks
and we still talk about it! There were about 20 of us for the hour and a half show and all of us had the
pleasure of participating. We paid a little extra for the VIP seats and it was a funny, semi-clean adult
fun time!! Certainly worth the $20 ish per person and make sure you have dinner before! If you don't,
the show allows you to order drinks and small food plates... also, it's super awesome that Bill's family
was there as it's family run. Super awesome, well worth the time and money!

Thank you very much for your wonderful review, kind words, and recommendation. I really
appreciate it. I am glad that you and your husband had such a good time, and I hope to see you
again. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill Caldwell's show was very intriguing as well as entertaining. My husband and myself thoroughly
enjoyed the show and was amazed at the things he could tell the audience. Well worth every penny!

Barbara, It was a pleasure having you and your husband in my audience. Thank you so much for
coming as well as for the kind words. They are much appreciated. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill
Gladwell

0

Bill Gladwell goes out of his way to include all the audience members in his performance, and provides
a humorous and amazing performance as a mentalist. Well worth your time, and the price of the ticket.

Sue, It was a pleasure having you and your guests at my show. I appreciate that you chose to
come to my show and the time you took to leave your review and kind words. Thank you. I look
forward to seeing you again. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

This show was well worth every penny! It was very reasonable and we all left wondering what just
happened! If you're looking for something fun to do, look no further! We left VERY happy and just
couldn't believe everything Bill accomplished. You will NOT be disappointed. Can't wait to watch him
again!

Courtney, I am glad that you enjoyed my show and that you had such a great time. I appreciate
you coming to my show, and thank you for the kind words. I look forward to seeing you again.
Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Not a magic show but so much better. You will be very hard pressed to.find a more enjoyable
performance in town. He is top of the line when we come back next year.

Jimmy, I am very happy that you enjoyed my show so much. Thank you for coming, and thank you
for the great review. I look forward to seeing you the next time you're on the island. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Still trying to figure out how he does it! My husband and I took our 2 children, age 8 and 12 and we were
all left astounded by the totally random things Bill figured out. The only thing I would recommend
di+erently is we would not have paid the extra for VIP tickets. The venue is small so any seats in the
house are just fine. 
Very entertaining!

I am very happy that you and your family enjoyed my show. Your children were great! Thank you for
coming as well as for the review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell
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Carol O
Hilton Head, SC • 44 contributions

Great show, how does he do it?

May 2015 • Couples

Written May 7, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 8, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

2x210us
Studley, VA • 10 contributions

Excellent

May 2015 • Friends

Written May 6, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 7, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

4Browncoats
Hilton Head, SC • 2 contributions

Bill Gladwell

May 2015 • Family

Written May 5, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 6, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jannie A
Hilton Head, SC • 3 contributions

Fantastic evening out with girlfriends

May 2015 • Friends

Written May 5, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 6, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Sheila R
4 contributions

Retire

May 2015 • Friends

Written May 5, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 6, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Vacationer259124
2 contributions

Highly recommend!

Written May 5, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 6, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Richard M
Wilmington, MA • 55 contributions

Great entertainment

Apr 2015 • Couples

Written May 2, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 5, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

DrDusty
Phoenix, AZ • 4 contributions

WOW!!

Mar 2015 • Couples

Written April 28, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 5, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

MelisWeh23
1 contribution

Amazing

Apr 2015 • Family

Written April 21, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 22, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

laurie0401
Stanley, NY • 18 contributions

Lotsa Fun!

Apr 2015 • Friends

Written April 21, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 22, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Saw the Bill Gladwell "Mentalist" show this Tuesday evening. It was 1 1/2 hours of GREAT!!! Still
wondering how he does it?
My husband and I were excited that the Comedy Club of Hilton Head Island had returned to the new
Pelican Point Restaurant this spring. For part of my Mother's Day treat, we attended Mr. Gladwell's
show. He is funny, had everyone in the audience participate, and kept us spellbound.
The best show and greatest entertainment value on HHI.
…
Read more

Carol, What great feedback and review. Thank you! Thank you as well for coming to my show. I am
very happy that you and your husband had such a great time... a great enough time to come back
twice in one week. That means a lot to me and says something about the comedy club. I…
Read more

0

This was one of the best shows I've seen. So engaging and fun. Would highly recommend it to all ages.
Bill Gladwell made me a believer.

Thank you for the recommendation. I am very glad that you enjoyed my show, and I hope to see
you again. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and our two sons (ages 14 & 11) were in awe during this performance! Almost everyone in
the audience was selected to participate in some way, which just added to the fun.

You have a great family, and it was a pleasure performing for you. I am glad that you enjoyed my
show. I appreciate the time you took to leave your review. Thank you. Please, come back anytime.
Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Wow! What a great time we had at Bill Gladwell's show. Extremely engaging and entertaining....I cannot
imagine any one of any age not enjoying this show. Fantastic from start to finish.

Jannie, It was truly my pleasure having you at my show. I am very happy to hear that you and your
friends had such a great time. Thank you for coming as well as for the review. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We had a super time. Laughed so much!! I return with my family when we come back in August for our
family vacation. We were aamazed and I sm looking forward to our return.

It was a pleasure having you at my show, and I look forward to seeing you the next time you're on
the island. Thank you for your kind words and the review. I appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts,
Bill Gladwell

0

Bill Gladwell is amazing and his show is very entertaining. I'll still be wondering years from now how he
came up with my first love's name with absolutely no clues! I truly believe he has a very special gift.

I am so glad that you enjoyed my show. Thank you for coming, and thank you for the wonderful
review and kind words. I appreciate it. I am glad I could bring up a good memory that had been
forgotten. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We had a great time and the show was outstanding. We will go back again in the next few months.
Have suggested to friends to go and enjoy the show.

Richard, I am very happy that you had such a great time at my show. I appreciate that you chose
my show over all the other things to do in the area. Thank you for the time you took to leave your
review. I appreciate it. I look forward to seeing you again. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill's show is incredible! I have no idea how he is able to read the thoughts of the audience but however
he does it, he is amazing! One of the best shows I have ever seen!

Dusty, It was my pleasure having you at my show. Thank you so much for coming. I am glad you
enjoyed it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill Gladwell put on an excellent show. He was highly entertaining and watching him perform really was
amazing. I would highly recommend going to his show. It was unique, humorous and (I know I already
said it) amazing. We left the show thinking 'how did he do that?'. We were even part of the show and
can say that we re lot don't know how he could've guessed the things he did because we had never
spoken before. So if you want a great night out go see his show!

It was a pleasure having you at my show as well as walking through your mind. It means a lot to me
that you took the time to leave your review. Thank you. Please, come back anytime. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We went on April12th as a girls night out, Bill was amazing! He was able to read the most amazing
things..how could he know that I a trip to Patagonia was on my bucket list??? Yet he did! I would
recommend a night with Bill Gladwell!

Laurie, Thank you so much for the kind words and recommendation. I really appreciate it. You and
the girls were great, and I am happy to have been a part of your "girl's night out". Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell
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margee313
10 contributions

What a fun night!

Apr 2015 • Couples

Written April 14, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 15, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Kathy B
Bel Air, MD • 24 contributions

Amazing Entertainment

Apr 2015 • Couples

Written April 14, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 15, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Missyitch
Hilton Head, SC • 1 contribution

so much fun!!!!!

Apr 2015 • Family

Written April 13, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 14, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Gregg P
Columbus, OH • 1 contribution

Must see show!!!

Apr 2015 • Couples

Written April 12, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 14, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Momof4BoysinOhio
Twinsburg, OH • 1 contribution

Great show!

Apr 2015 • Family

Written April 12, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 14, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Laura H
Fort Thomas, KY • 3 contributions

Awesome show!!

Mar 2015 • Family

Written April 2, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 7, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

dja86
Northfield, IL • 4 contributions

Bill Gladwell amazing show!

Apr 2015 • Family

Written April 2, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 7, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Susan R
2 contributions

Gladwell is amazing

Mar 2015 • Couples

Written March 31, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 1, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Bbeam
58 contributions

Great Show - Fun for all ages!

Mar 2015 • Couples

Written March 28, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 29, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Christine R
New York City, NY • 28 contributions

Bill Gladwell..the Mentalist

Mar 2015 • Couples

Written March 22, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 22, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

My husband and I thought we'd try something totally di+erent from our usual Hilton Head
experiences---and were we ever treated to a gem! Bill Gladwell is just an amazing "thought reader!"
The whole evening is an "OMG---how did he do that???" How could he guess the name of my first kiss?
How??? He read my "thoughts" twice and I'm in awe! You DON'T want to miss this!

I am so glad that you took a chance on my show. Thank you for coming. I appreciate the kind
words, and I look forward to seeing you again when you're back in the area. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I attended this show at Pelican Point and thoroughly enjoyed every minute. Bill
Gladwell has you amazed and thinking, how did he do that????, from start to finish. He involves
everyone in the show and it was very comfortable to be called up on stage to participate in various
thought reading activities. This show can be enjoyed by all ages. Thanks Bill for providing us with a
great night out!

Kathy, It was a pleasure having you and your husband at my show. Thank you so much for coming,
and thank you for the great review and kind words. Please, come back again. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

so much fun and a very di+erent way to spend an evening! We went with another couple and highly
recommend..what a fun night out!!!!!!

Missy, I am so glad that you had such a great time. Thank you for coming to my show as well as for
your review and recommendation. I appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

This was an awesome show! I have seen many performers, including mentalists, and Bill Gladwell is one
of the best. HIs ability to entertain and connect with the audience is excellent. Throughout the entire
show you'll find yourself ba+led, mesmerized and completely entertained. I would HIGHLY recommend
this to anyone!!

Gregg, It is always great to hear from people who enjoyed my performance. I had one fan send a
video to me of himself performing a few things that were inspired by my show. I still pull that video
out every now and then, because it is great that I can touch people's lives that deeply. Thank you…
Read more

0

Great show, very entertaining and perfect for all ages! My eleven year old son and I attended Bill's
show last Tuesday for his birthday and as we were leaving my said to me "that was better than any
present you could have bought me."

You and your son were great at the show, and it was a pleasure to meet you. Thank you for the kind
words and for allowing me to spend your son's birthday with you. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill
Gladwell

0

Even my 3 teenage boys, who are very hard to please, LOVED the show. They were just as blown away
as I was!

I am very happy that my show was a hit with your entire family. It is sometimes di+icult to please the
teenagers... or at least, it is di+icult for the teenagers to show that they are having a great time.
Thank you for coming to my show as well as for the time it took to leave your review. It means a lot…
Read more

0

Greatest show! You must go see it. Truly unbelievable. We are still talking about it three days later trying
to figure out how he did it.

I am glad to hear that you are still talking about my show. It was a pleasure having you and your
guests in my audience. Thank you for coming to my show as well as for the kind words. I really
appreciate it. Come back anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Being a mentalism enthusiast, I was excited to know that Bill Gladwell was performing in Hilton Head. I
have seen many mentalists perform and can truly say that Bill was second to NONE. He was very
engaged with the audience and his insight, intuition and ability to "read" and "guide" people was
absolutely jaw-dropping. I encourage anyone and everyone to attend this show....you will be
entertained, amazed and awed !!!! Thank you, Bill for a wonderful evening!
Susan

Susan, It was great to meet you. It was a pleasure having you at my show. Thank you for coming,
and thank you for the kind words and review. I look forward to seeing you again. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

1

Friends were visiting us for a long weekend. We decided to go to Bill's show for something fun and
di+erent. Bill did not disappoint. He did a great job keeping the audience involved. It was fun, relaxing
and he was AMAZING!

You will not be disappointing!

Thank you for the kind words as well as for taking a chance on my show. I appreciate it. My show is
something unique on the island, and I am glad that you had such a good time. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Awesome show! Best on Hilton Head. A must see for all ages. Bill does an absolutely fantastic job and
you will be amazed! Do not miss this show.

Thank you so much for the kind words. I appreciate it. I am glad that you enjoyed it enough to
send others my way. You are welcome back anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell
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Timothy F
Gretna, LA • 1 contribution

Amazing mind reader

Dec 2014 • Family

Written March 8, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 10, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Ashmongroid
1 contribution

highlight of our trip!

Jun 2014

Written March 7, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 10, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Pauligirl66
1 contribution

Awesome

Feb 2015

Written March 7, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 8, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Valerie A
Bamberg • 3 contributions

Fascinating and perplexing entertainment!

Jan 2015

Written March 7, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 8, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Roger L
Battle Creek, MI • 1 contribution

Awesome show

Apr 2014 • Family

Written March 7, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 8, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Barbara S
West Portsmouth, Ohio • 12 contributions

Mentalist Bill Gladwell

May 2014 • Family

Written March 5, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 5, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

brutus43
Carey, Ohio, United States • 2 contributions

great show,one you don't want to miss,well woth your time !

Jul 2014 • Family

Written March 5, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 5, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Josh K
Washington, Pennsylvania • 2 contributions

One of the best shows I have been to.

Feb 2015 • Couples

Written March 5, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 5, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Brad N
Washington Court House, OH • 41 contributions

Every chance I get!

Aug 2014 • Couples

Written March 5, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 5, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Ian R
Atlanta, GA • 2 contributions

My mind is playing tricks on me

Dec 2014

Written February 28, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 28, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Guessed the name of my mothers cat from years ago, no one else knew besides us. You just can't be
skeptical after seeing something like that.

Pulling the name of your mother's cat from her mind was a bit tricky, but I am glad that it ended in
a very memorable moment for you. Thank you so much for the review as well as for coming to my
show. I appreciate it! Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

This show was incredible!
One of the highlights of our trip.
We were still talking about it a month later. Definitely a good value, too!

I will take incredible as a description of my show. Thank you for attending and for the kind words. I
look forward to seeing you back at my show. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We thoroughly enjoyed this show, it was entertaining and engaging. Would definitely see it again.
Thank you Bill Gladwell for such a fun night.

I appreciate you spending your time at my show. Thank you for coming, and thank you for the kind
words. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill Gladwell's show was very entertaining and he kept you intrigued. The show was paced and timed
perfectly.Great value as well!

Valerie, It was such a pleasure meeting you. Thank you for the kind words as well as for the review. I
appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Went and seen Bill Gladwell with the family and was left bewildered on his performance. I still scratch
my head and wonder how he did this or that. It was lots of fun for the entire family with lots of audience
participation. A definite recommend if you are in the Gatlinburg/Pigeon Forge area.

Roger, A bit of bewilderment is a good thing. I am very happy that you and your family enjoyed my
show. Thank you so much for coming out, and thank you for the review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill
Gladwell

0

Bill will amaze you with his abilities to know what you're thinking. I've seen his show twice and a private
session with him about my fear of storms.I am now better able to handle the storms thanks to Bill and
his DVD about fear of storms!! He is so personable with his audience and cares about his fans. When
his show is over he makes himself available to shake hands, sign autographs and to take pictures with
you.. I just can't say enough about Bill's talent you have to see for yourself and you won't be
disappointed!!!

Barbara, Thank you for the time you took to leave your review. I appreciate it. There are a lot of
other things that you could be doing instead of sitting in my show, and I am glad that my show is
worth your time. Please, come back anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

I took my new bride to see Bill's show in 2013 and she truly loved it
and this last summer we took our 2 youngest kids and they were really impressed also,and thought it
was really cool on how he does a lot of the things he does.
truly a show worth going to see , and you'll return again as we have and planning on going down to see
him again this summer,kids talk about it all the time.
keep up what you're doing Bill, we wouldn't change a thing in your show,.
signed …
Read more

I think I have become a tradition. Thank you for coming to my show again and again. That means a
lot to me, and I hope to surprise you each time. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

I saw Bill Gladwell when he the #1 show to go to in Gatlinburg/Pigeon Forge Tennessee on TripAdvisor.
He blew us away. It is so incredibly amazing and also personal to the audience. Every routine involves
the audience. Reading your thoughts, playing tricks with your mind. Unlike most shows, where once you
leave, you are satisfied, at Bill's show, once you leave, you can't stop thinking about how did he do
that. I think over the year, he has become even more amazing. His show in Hilton Head is even better
than when he was in Tennessee. This guy gets better, and more amazing every time. 3 times seeing him
and can't wait to bring more people to see him again.

Josh, It is always great to have you in my audience. Thank you for the wonderful review and kind
words. I really appreciate it, and I look forward to seeing you again. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill
Gladwell

0

We see Bill Gladwell every chance we get. His show is never 'quite' the same. The interaction with his
audience is what makes his show wonderful. Kudo's to Bill for keeping the show as good as it can be.
We will definately be back for another mind bending experience.

Brad, It was my pleasure having you at my show. Thank you so much for coming, and I am happy
that you enjoyed it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

The show blew my mind! In fact, I have seen Bill perform on three separate occasions. Every single time,
I think I'm going to figure out one of his performance tricks, but I can't do it. The show appeals to all
ages and is 10 times better than the show that I saw in Vegas last week. If you are in Hilton Head, this is
an absolute must. I highly recommend that you see Bill Gladwell. If you don't like the show, I will give you
a full refund (ha ha, I say that because that's what he always says after his shows, and it's true).

Ian, If after attending three of my performance you still love it this much, you may be one of my Top
10 fans. Thank you for the great review as well as for choosing to come to my show. I appreciate it,
and I look forward to seeing you again. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell
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Langosta1
New York • 3 contributions

You NEED to see this show

Feb 2015

Written February 28, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 28, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

whitt1travels
Dayton, OH • 37 contributions

Mentalist Bill Gladwell shares tricks and laughs

Feb 2015

Written February 27, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 28, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

rwhitt67
1 contribution

Great fun and very entertaining.

Feb 2015

Written February 27, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 28, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

ThatKid123
Cincinnati, OH • 3 contributions

Great Show

Feb 2015 • Friends

Written February 27, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 28, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

What an amazing show! I have been trying to figure out how Bill does it and am stumped! After seeing
shows in Vegas I can say that this is not only better but better value as well. Even if you're skeptical, you
NEED to see this show!

Vegas has some great shows. Hilton Head Island, however, now has an amazing show and
beaches. I love the beach more than the desert. I am happy that I could send you away
"stumped". That means that I just shattered what you used to believe was true. Thank you for…
Read more

0

Bill Gladwell presents a show that is engaging, entertaining, and full of things that will make you say,
"What just happened?" So much fun!! Don't miss this one!

Thank you so much for the review. I appreciate it. I am very happy that you enjoyed my
performance. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell • Voice: (702) 721-8456 • Inbox:
Bill@BillGladwellLIVE.com • Website: BillGladwellLIVE.com

0

What a great show! I still can't figure out how you seem to read minds and I'm looking forward to seeing
the show again. The way you involved the audience in the performance was a big hit with everyone
and added to our enjoyment. Thanks for a great night of entertainment, we had a blast!
Ron, Dayton, Oh

Ron, I am so glad you enjoyed my performance. Yes, the audience is the biggest part of a
successful show. Thank you for the time you took to write your review. It is much appreciated.
Please, come back anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell • Voice: (702) 721-8456 • Inbox:…
Read more

0

Bill does an incredible job of debunking psychics and informing the audience of the power of
persuasion and psychology that is used to trick people. The show is very fun and unique and houses
many psychology tricks to help show his points and leaves you feeling entertained. I recommend his
show to friends and coworkers and can't wait to see it again when I'm back in the area.

I appreciate the kind words, and I am glad that you enjoyed my performance. It was a pleasure
having you there. Thank you for your review. I look forward to seeing you again. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell • Voice: (702) 721-8456 • Inbox: Bill@BillGladwellLIVE.com • Website:…
Read more
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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Leah H
Carbondale, IL • 95 contributions

SIMPLY AMAZING!!!

Written February 15, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 15, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

cts333
Seymour, IN • 1 contribution

Worth the money.

Feb 2015 • Couples

Written February 10, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 11, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

jelebeen
Fy$e, AL • 3 contributions

Excellent experience!!

Feb 2015 • Couples

Written February 8, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 9, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

jrick001
Lilburn, Georgia • 1 contribution

Mind blown

Feb 2015 • Couples

Written February 8, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 8, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

richardvaughn4
Columbia, South Carolina • 12 contributions

Fantastic show!

Jan 2015 • Family

Written February 2, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 3, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Kelsey B
1 contribution

One of our favorite adventures!

Jan 2015 • Couples

Written February 1, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 2, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jim M
Gilbert, South Carolina • 1 contribution

Great show!

Jan 2015 • Business

Written January 21, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 23, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Meghann M
Greenville, SC • 29 contributions

A must have for your corporate event!

Jan 2015 • Business

Written January 17, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 20, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Bgray72118
Trumann, AR • 17 contributions

Very Entertaining

Dec 2014 • Couples

Written January 14, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 15, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Sara C
Louisville, Kentucky, United States • 1 contribution

fun, entertaining, engaging!

Jan 2015 • Couples

Written January 11, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 11, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

The venue was small and intimate but the show was a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess my
favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other parts of
the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!! DEFINITELY!!!

Leah, I am so glad that you enjoyed my show. It was my pleasure performing for you. You were
great! Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about everything. I was worried this was going to be a very
low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining part of
the show was watching the audience members around me. It was definitely shock and awe in a great
way. The guy is so confident in his show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee. I would be
surprised if anyone has taken him up on this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're still talking
about it. "How the heck did he do that?!?!?!!"

Thank you for your review. It means a lot coming from someone who is picky in the area of what
you do and see. I appreciate you coming to my show as well as the time you took to write a review.
Come back anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Mr. Gladwell the Mentalist is a must see when you visit Gatlinburg!!! He is a true entertainer with a
fascinating skill. We loved the show and thoroughly enjoyed the audience participation. If you want to
be truly amazed and have a fabulously awesome time, Bill Gladwell is the man to see!!

It was a pleasure having you at my show, and I am very happy that you enjoyed it so much. Thank
you for the kind words as well as the time it took to write your review. I appreciate it. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

I know what a lot of you are thinking. This may just be another Gatlinburg tourist trap an gimmicky
show. Well you're wrong. I am a total skeptic when it comes to this type of stu$ and I was thoroughly
entertained. Mr. Gladwell is a true performer and I will make it a point to see his show every time I come
into town. He pulls out some incredible tricks and my wife and I left in total awe. Kudos, Bill. You have
gained another fan!

Thank you so much for the kind words and the recommendation. I truly appreciate it. I have very
happy that you enjoyed my show, and you are welcome back anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill
Gladwell

3

My family and I absolutely loved Bill Gladwells show. Our party ranged in age from 10 up to 63 and we
all had a fantastic time.

Richard, I am very happy that you loved my show. It means a lot to me that you chose to spend the
evening with me over all the other options in the area. Thank you. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill
Gladwell

0

We had a blast at the mentalist show! I appreciated Bill's honesty in that he doesn't actually believe in
psychics or reading people's minds, but rather in the expertise of reading ones body language and
senses. The tricks he did were fascinating and left us wishing the show was much longer:-)

Kelsey, I am very happy that you had a blast at my show. You were great! Please, come back
anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

I really enjoyed the show and firmly believe that everyone in our group that attended was completely
entertained.

Jim, I am very happy that you and your guests enjoyed my show. Thank you for spending the
evening wtih me as well as for the review and kind words. I really appreciate it. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill was amazing! My husband and I had seen him perform in Gatlinburg and were very impressed. We
hired Bill to perform at our corporate dealer show where we had clients, vendors, company workers
and the CEO of our company. His mentalism show was captivating and guests continued to comment
on it and wonder "how he did it" well into the buying show the next day. Several guests wanted to have
him speak at their company functions. He was appropriate, entertaining, and easy to work with. A must
have for your corporate event. He even provided pictures for us to use the next day!!!!!

Meghann, Thank you so much for the great review as well as for the recommendation. It was my
pleasure performing for you and your guest. Your event just may be the best corporate event I
have ever performed for. The people were great, the venue was classy, and you and Josh were…
Read more

0

My Husband and I went in December 2014. I had never been to a "Mentalist" show, so we were not sure
what to expect. Wow were we amazed. I did not see the end coming!!!! Bill Gladwell is quite the
performer. He was very entertaining and approachable. We definitely go to his show again!!!

I am very happy that you and your husband enjoyed my show. Thank you so much for spending
your evening with me when there are so many other things to do in the area… I really appreciate it.
Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I were looking for a last minute something to do after dinner on our visit to Gatlinburg.
We found Bill with all of his great reviews on Trip Advisor and he definitely delivered! We both really
enjoyed the show and felt very entertained the entire time. We don't have kids but did really enjoy that
the show was family friendly. It seems that frequently entertainers turn to more adult topics to make
things more interesting (and I think often is a sign of limited talent/ content to pull from) but Bill was
able to very successfully host an all ages show. We'd definitely go back if in the area!

Sara, I am very happy that you and your husband enjoyed my show. Thank you for coming and
spending the evening with me, and thank you for the wonderful review. I really appreciate it.
Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

1 2
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Taresag
1 contribution

Mind blown

Jan 2015

Written January 10, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 11, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Laura G
Oxford, Alabama, United States • 3 contributions

Amazing and Fun

Dec 2014 • Family

Written January 6, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 7, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

VMD1223
Coal Valley, IL • 23 contributions

Fun show!

Dec 2014 • Family

Written January 5, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 7, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Deena A
2 contributions

Mind-bending

Dec 2014 • Family

Written January 5, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 7, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Tana M
Valdosta, Georgia • 1 contribution

Awesome show!

Jan 2015 • Family

Written January 4, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 7, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

347angelaw
Plainfield, IN • 2 contributions

Great for family time!

Dec 2014

Written January 2, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 5, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

R S
Cincinnati, OH • 54 contributions

Something to see

Jul 2014 • Friends

Written January 1, 2015

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 5, 2015

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

MargHutson
Silverhill, AL • 3 contributions

What a Fun Show!

Dec 2014 • Family

Written December 29, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 31, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Roving362547i
Murfreesboro, TN • 4 contributions

Great Show!

Written December 29, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 31, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Nathan B
Hernando, Mississippi • 1 contribution

HES AMAZING

Dec 2014 • Family

Written December 27, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 27, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

There are no words but if I had them, he would know before I do. He has changed the way I think. He
has some sort of gift which cannot be explained. We had a great time and anyone who has the chance
should go see him. Thanks to bill and his family!

Taresa, It was my pleasure meeting you. I had a great time blowing your mind. Thank you for the
review! Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Our family of five decided this would be a fun thing to do on New Year's Eve. We were not disappointed!
Bill was extremely entertaining and engaging. Audience participation made it fun for all. We are all still
trying to figure it all out!

Laura, I'm glad I could help make your New Year's Eve memorable. Thank you for choosing to
spend the evening with me, and I really appreciate the time you took to leave your review. Reading
Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Highly recommend this show ... entertaining and good value especially compared to similar shows in
other areas of the US.

Thank you for coming to my show, and I am very happy that you enjoyed it. I really appreciate the
time you took to leave your review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

A well done show. Bill Gladwell is wonderful. The kids are still trying to figure out some of the mind
blowing illusions! A great time by all.

Deena, I am very happy that you and your family enjoyed my show. Thank you so much for coming
as well as for the time you took to leave your review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Must see show... We enjoyed the audience participation and Bill's amazing performance. We were
mind-blown!!

Tana, I am glad that I could blow your mind. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

This show was entertaining and suitable for all ages. My family of 5 enjoyed it very much, with our
youngest being 8 years old. It would also be alot of fun for couples to go to when out alone on a date.

I am so happy that you and your family enjoyed my show. Thank you for coming. I appreciate it.
Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

A group of us when to gatlinburg to hang out. Looked up ratings and this show was rated high so we
went to check it out. It was something to see. I could figure out some of the tricks like especially the end
with the envelope but he's clever and the show was entertaining. Gave us what we wanted which was
something to do for an evening so thank you.

Thank you so much for coming to my show. I appreciate that you chose to spend the evening with
me at my show as well as the time you took to leave your review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill
Gladwell

0

Our family of 9 was in Gatlinburg for the Christmas holidays and wanted to have an experience we ALL
could enjoy (ages 7-63!). Bill Gladwell's show was just the thing. The theater is small which allows for an
intimate experience with lots of audience participation; the content was fun and appropriate for all of
us and the performance was nothing short of amazing! We have spent the last 3 days trying to figure
out how he pulled it all o$! We can't! He says he's not a mind reader, but we're not so sure!! Really great
evening entertainment!

It makes me very happy that your entire family enjoyed my show. Thank you for coming. I
appreciate the time you took to leave such a wonderful review. Please, come back anytime.
Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

1

This show is a great way to spend your time while in Gatlinburg. It's very thought provoking and will
definitely leave you wondering how he does it. Thanks again Bill and I'm sure we will see you again!

James Hines

James, It was a pleasure meeting you. I am so glad that you and your family enjoyed my show.
Thank you for coming, and thank you for the review. I appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill
Gladwell

0

Bill gladwell was nice and amazing and totally screws with your mind and if you are ever at the same
place he is you HAVE to go watch his show bc it is well worth your time. I promise you'll love it

Nathan, Thank you so much for the review as well as for coming to my show. I really appreciate it. I
hope that I didn't screw your mind up too badly. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell
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Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist
712 • Theatre & Performances

This location was reported permanently closed

What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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Excellent 652
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Terrible 3

Jennifer C
1 contribution

Awesome Talent!

Written December 23, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 25, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

tim f
Terrytown, LA • 3 contributions

AMAZED

Dec 2014 • Family

Written December 23, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 25, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Robbie R
Fort Rucker, AL • 6 contributions

Entertaining, comical, and classy

Written December 23, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 25, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Stan L
Ga$ney, SC • 57 contributions

Another Great Show

Dec 2014 • Business

Written December 15, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 18, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Farnfam
Akron, OH • 20 contributions

good time

Jul 2014 • Family

Written December 2, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 4, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Freckles4077
Virginia • 12 contributions

Great Show - Very Entertaining

Nov 2014

Written December 2, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 4, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

mimilj
Franklin, Tennessee, United States • 6 contributions

Fantastic show - so glad we went!

Nov 2014 • Family

Written November 30, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 3, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

svl00
Michigan • 4 contributions

Very enjoyable

Nov 2014 • Family

Written November 30, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 1, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Scotdwall
1 contribution

Absolutely worth it!

Nov 2014 • Family

Written November 28, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 1, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Brian S
3 contributions

Wow he's great...awesome show. Wow.

Nov 2014

Written November 27, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 1, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

This show will leave you puzzled! My kids are still researching and googling "mentalist" and Bill
Gladwell as they were very intrigued by his skills. We had wonderful audience participation. This is a
must see to believe. Great family friendly environment.

Jennifer, I am very happy that you and your entire family enjoyed my show. It also makes me happy
that your kids are researching what I do, and they thought it was very interesting. They can have a
lot of fun learning what I do. I appreciate the time that you took to leave your review as well as fo…
Read more

0

Done just about every show in Gatlinburg/Pigeon Forge and this was by far the best one ever.Amazed
by Bill's accuracy.

Tim, Thank you for putting me at the top of your show list. I appreciate that you chose to come to
my show as well as the time you took to leave this review. Reading Your Thoughts Bill Gladwell

0

Bill Gladwell is true professional entertainer. He doesn't try and sell his act as a psychic or mind reader,
only as a thought reader who has learned his talents through hard work and dedication. Bill Gladwell
keeps all audiences in mind during his show so it is great for the entire family. I was ready for tricks,
games, illusions and a thought provoking show however, I wasn't ready for a comedy show. Bill
manages to keep the audience engaged in between sets with tasteful wit and humor aimed towards
members of the audience and himself. His comedy performance is second only to his intriguing mind
games that leave everyone captivated in awe. Lastly, Bill Gladwell is an honest businessman that truly…
Read more

Robbie, Thank you for the kind words. I believe your review is the best review that I have ever
received. I am very happy that you finally got to attend my show. You have a wonderful family, and
you are welcome back anytime. I appreciate that you chose to come to my show over all of the…
Read more

0

Bill came and performed at our Christmas party and once again did a great job! Even though I saw the
show 2 times before, I was still amazed and I heard a lot of positive comments afterwards from those
who saw him for the first time.

Stan, It is always a pleasure performing for you. Thank you so much for the kinds words as well as
for the review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Fun evening! He was very entertaining enjoyed the show alot. Would see him again when in Gatlinburg
fun for yhe whole family

Thank you for the review as well as for coming to my show. It means a lot. I hope to see you again.
Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband, two sons and I really enjoyed this show. I liked how he involved someone from every party
in the audience. We are still asking ourselves "how'd he do that?!!" Highly recommend.

My audiences tend to be smarter than your average bear, and I like to make you think. It is a good
thing to leave my show asking "How'd he do that?" I am very happy that you and your family
enjoyed my show. Thank you for coming to my show as well as for the review. Reading Your…
Read more

1

There are so many things to do in the Gatlinburg/Smoky Mountains area, and over 15 years of near-
annual visits at Thanksgiving, my family has seen, done, hiked, and experienced most of it. These days,
we pretty much just drive through Gatlinburg on the way to the park, and are happy to avoid the
typical tourist stu$. This year, on our last night, though, I took my daughters, ages 17 and 19, to see Bill's
show, not really knowing what to expect. 
What a treat! In an area filled to the brim with over-the-top tricks and cheesy showmanship, Bill
Gladwell's show is a smart, impressive, highly-entertaining breath of fresh air. The audience is an…
Read more

Mimi, You and your daughters made the evening very memorable. Thank you for coming to my
show as well as for the kind words and review. I appreciate it! I look forward to seeing you again
very soon. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Second time seeing the show while visiting Gatlinburg. Bill is funny, interesting, and very entertaining.
My teenage daughters and mother also really enjoyed going.

It is always great to have you in the audience. Thank you for coming again. I really appreciate. I
would also like to thank you for the time you took to leave your review. I hope to see you again.
Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

This is not a showy, extravaganza. You can go other places for that. But if you want the best deal for
your money, this show is it. And if you are looking for a magician who pulls assistants out of boxes and
makes animals appear and disappear, you can find those magicians other places as well. But if you
want to be ba$led and entertained and feel like you have spent your money well, this is the show for
you.
The theater is fairly small and intimate which allows for a lot of audience participation and the ability
to interact with Gladwell. You are right there next to the stage so you can see everything and feel a…
Read more

I am very happy that you and your entire family enjoyed my show. There are so many other shows
in the area, and it means a lot that you chose to come to mine. Thank you for the time you took to
write your review as well as for the recommendation. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

if you are in town, you need to catch this show. Bill is a great entertainer, and some of the things he
does are incredible

Thank you so much for the recommendation as well as for the time you took to write your review. I
really appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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115 Historic Nature Trl Iris Theater, Gatlinburg, TN 37738-3321

Best nearby restaurants

Best nearby attractions
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Mikhael S
15 contributions

Well worth the time and money!

Nov 2014 • Couples

Written November 26, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 27, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jpazdzior
Suwanee, GA • 42 contributions

Impressive and entertaining

Written November 23, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 24, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

travel-lady2270
Niles, MI • 46 contributions

Not Exactly What We Expected

Oct 2014 • Couples

Written November 21, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 22, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

kirby4847
Cincinnati • 8 contributions

Fantastic and funny!

Nov 2014 • Couples

Written November 20, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 22, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Lynda M
Fort Mill, South Carolina • 1 contribution

The Mentalist-Gatlinburg

Nov 2014 • Business

Written November 19, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 20, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

DWJR
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania • 1 contribution

Bill Gladwell really IS a Mentalist!

Oct 2014 • Couples

Written November 16, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 18, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Judy G
Knoxville, Tennessee • 1 contribution

Great show

Nov 2014 • Friends

Written November 16, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 18, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Langosta1
New York • 3 contributions

You will be mystified!

Nov 2014 • Couples

Written November 14, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 15, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

gainor01
Aston, PA • 6 contributions

NOT to MISS....Fun and Entertaining

Nov 2014 • Couples

Written November 11, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 13, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Steve
Kingsport, Tennessee • 2 contributions

Hilariously perplexing

Nov 2014 • Couples

Written November 8, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 9, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

… …
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0

Bill's show was fantastic! He did some amazing mentalism. I was blown away by his ability to guess the
unusual name of my girlfriend's dog! Don't miss this show. It is well worth your time and money, and it is
suitable for the whole family. Bill does a great job involving the entire audience, and is an excellent
entertainer.

Thank you so much for the kind words and for the time you took to leave this review. I appreciate
the fact that you chose to spend your evening with me when there are hundreds of things to do in
the area. I hope to see you again. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I were there with 4 girls ages 10-14. We were blown away! Everyone enjoyed it. The
theater is small enough that everyone felt very involved in the show.

It was a pleasure having you all at my show. Thank you for coming, and thank you for the review. I
really appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

While we enjoyed most of the show, overall, it wasn't what we expected. He did some things that were
definitely di$icult (or near impossible) to figure out, however, there were a few things that were easily
understood. The "tricks" seem to be drawn out to make the show more lengthy as he used many people
from the audience. We paid $55.77 for two people to see the show, which seemed to be a bit high for
the content. He's good at what he does, but to us it seemed to be a glorified, mental "magic show".
With all there is to do in the area, I wouldn't return to this show. That being said, if you want something
di$erent to do than the musical shows, etc., give it a try.

To the readers of this review... It is very well known that I o$er a 100% money back guarantee for
any guests who do not feel that I have reached or even exceeded their expectations. Although,
these particular guests did not take advantage of my guarantee; the o$er is clearly extended to…
Read more

0

We had the best time at Bill's show this past Tuesday! It was an intimate setting, and we were really
impressed with everything Bill did. I think shows of this type are more stimulating and entertaining than
the normal songfests o$ered in Pigeon Forge. And it's fun to see the pics on Facebook, too!

I am so glad that you enjoyed my show. It was truly a pleasure meeting you and having you at my
show. Thank you for coming to my show as well as for the review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill
Gladwell

0

My husband and I attended Bill Gladwell's show while we were in Gatlinburg and had a wonderful time.
Mr Gladwell freely admits there is not such thing as mind reading, just reading the person's actions.
Well he did an excellent job of doing just that. He was right every time! Next time we are in Gatlinburg
we look forward to going to the show again.

Lynda, I am so happy that you and your husband had such a wonderful time at my show. Thank
you for spending your time and money for an evening with me when there are so many other things
to do in the area. I appreciate the review and the kind words. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Gladewll tells you, from the start, that there is no such thing as a mind reader... then goes on to do
things that totally defy that statement. Extremely entertaining and confounding. Even when you think
you've figured out how he's doing it, he goes one step further and you're blown away!

Happy to blow you away. Thank you for the kind words and for coming to my show. I hope to see
you again. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

I loved the show and I am still trying to figure out how he does what he does with so much accuracy. I
definitely will recommend his show to others and will attend again when in Gatlinburg.

Judy, It was a pleasure meeting you and having you in my audience. Thank you for coming as well
as for the review. I appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill Gladwell's show is stunning. Do NOT miss this attraction! You will be trying to figure out how he
performs his tricks for days, and will remain perplexed. He is able to know details and even names that
are impossible to know, leading me to believe that he is a mind reader. The show is very entertaining
and showcases a variety of di$erent styles of tricks. If I could go to only one attraction next time I am in
Gatlinburg, it would be this show.

What a wonderful review. Thank you so much for the kind words and the time you took to write your
review. I appreciate that you chose my show to spend your time and money over all the other
things to do in the area. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Simply amazing. Bill Gladwell was thoroughly entertaining and left his audience asking, 
"How DOES he do that?" Audience participation was expected, and most were eager to assist! It was a
lot of fun and I would love to see his show again.

Please, come back anytime! I am very happy that you enjoyed my show. Thank you for taking a
chance on my show when there are so many other things to do in the Gatlinburg area. I
appreciate it. It means a lot to me that you took the time to leave your review. Reading Your…
Read more

0

Bill Gladwell performs very complex mental manuvers that defy logic and leave you wondering ......
how? He has a casual and warm approach that makes the audience feel as comfortable as they would
in their own living room. After the show you will be sure of only one thing; that you are glad you went. Dr.
Steve H.

Steve, Thank you for the kinds words and the review. I appreciate it. I am very happy that you
enjoyed my show. Please, come back anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.

Top ways to experience similar attractions

The area

115 Historic Nature Trl Iris Theater, Gatlinburg, TN 37738-3321

Best nearby restaurants

Best nearby attractions

Contribute

Reviews Q&A

5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Eugene C
Lexington, North Carolina • 1 contribution

Completely Satisfied

Nov 2014 • Couples

Written November 8, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 9, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Ashackle
Montgomery, AL • 16 contributions

Great entertainer.

Written November 5, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 6, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

David W
United States • 1 contribution

Very Interesting!!!

Oct 2014 • Couples

Written October 27, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 28, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Tyler W
4 contributions

Mind-Blowing

Oct 2014 • Couples

Written October 27, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 28, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Katy L
Tampa • 2 contributions

Amazing!

Oct 2014 • Friends

Written October 26, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 27, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

orangewhitegreen
Somerset, NJ • 29 contributions

My wife got picket

Oct 2014 • Couples

Written October 26, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 26, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

foxbat1
8 contributions

Wow!

Oct 2014 • Couples

Written October 21, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 22, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

fireman1000_9
Fayetteville TN • 33 contributions

My Wife And I Were Amazed!

Oct 2014 • Couples

Written October 19, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 20, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jen P
Maineville, Ohio • 1 contribution

Worth every penny!!!

Oct 2014 • Couples

Written October 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Cynthia L
Boca Raton, Florida • 7 contributions

Inspirational

Oct 2014 • Family

Written October 12, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 16, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

First I will say I'm a huge believer in reviews. No one can sell or destroy a product better than a happy/
unhappy customer. And because of this, I made my choice to come see Bill with my wife because of his
reviews. The thing that stood out to me most was he takes the time to respond to every post which tells
me he's a believer in them also.
Another thing Bill stands behind is his product! He believes in it enough to not only o$er a money back
guarantee, but also send you a link after the show to take advantage of it. (Great customer service
Bill!)…
Read more

Eugene, Customer service is very important to me, and I appreciate the kind words. I am glad to
hear that you enjoyed my show. Thank you for choosing my show over all the other things to do in
the Gatlinburg area as well as for taking the time to leave your review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bi…
Read more

0

The show was awesome. My wife and I had fun and we were both involved in the show as volunteers.
The people in the audience become your friends as the theatre is the perfect size for mingling and
getting to know others. We had a great time and Bill is a nice guy. He is also a great entertainer. I do
not know how he does some of this stu$ it is so unreal. He will pick you apart. You can try to deceive
him, but he will read you like a book. Such a great show. I will be attending again on my next wedding
anniversary. I hope that he will have a new show with new tricks by then. Thank you Bill!!!

You are very welcome. It was a pleasure having you at my show. I am so glad that you and your
wife enjoyed yourselves. I try to make it as nonthreatening as possible, but I do need people with
minds that I can read. Thank you so much for coming to my show, and thank you for the time you…
Read more

0

I am always fascinated with "how did he do that " entertainment. Bill is one of the best I have seen.
Down to earth good clean fun performed in an up close and personal venue. I highly recommend it.

David, Thank you so much for coming to my show. I am very happy that you enjoyed yourself, and I
appreciate the review. There are many shows to choose from in the area, and it means a lot that
you chose to spend your evening at mine. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

What a great show! The theatre is a very intimate setting and Bill works the entire audience. A MUST
SEE type of show. Vey much worth the money and we will remember it for the rest of our lives!

Tyler, Thank you so much for the kind words. I appreciate it. I am very happy that you enjoyed my
show and that you took away a memory that you will remember for a very long time. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

One of the most interesting and overall great shows I've seen in a while. Still trying to figure out how he
knew some of the stu$!

Katy, It was a pleasure having you at my show. Thank you so much for coming as well as for the
review. I appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

2

And you'll get picked too! (Most likely)
Great show. Convenient location, proper price. 
Bill is truly a good guy, he's got a great sense of humor but at the same time makes sure not to o$end
anyone. I walked out amazed by most of the stu$ I saw, not to mention , I mAstered the magic squares
by the help of his. 

Thank you for the kind words and for coming to my show. I'm very happy that you enjoyed yourself
and that you mastered the magic square. I appreciate that you chose my show over all of the
other things to do in the area. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We are still shaking our heads in disbelief! Bill's show was fantastic, and the audience participation
made it fun for everyone. Some of the things he came up were not di$icult to figure out, but then he
would follow with something mind-boggling. He's quick to tell you he's no psychic, and actually debunks
them, but for the life of me I cannot understand how he came up with some of the answers he did. An
excellent show for all ages, and a genuinely nice guy. Thanks for a fun evening Bill!

Thank you so much for your kind words as well as for coming to my show. I am glad you enjoyed it.
Shaking your head in disbelief is a great response to my show. I really appreciate the time you
took to leave your review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

1

Bill interacts with the audience and is funny and entertaining for all. This is a very unique and
captivating show and I have no idea how he does what he does, especially after random people are
chosen. Ticket prices are reasonable compared to other attractions and I personally told him after the
show that he needs to be in a much larger venue considering his talent! Just be aware that the theater
is on the small side and is located INSIDE the space needle. I had a rather tough time finding it based
on the street address that I don't recall, list it as being in the space needle.

I am glad that both you and your wife enjoyed my show. There are many options for entertainment
in the area, and it means a lot that you chose to spend the evening with me. Thank you! Reading
Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

1

My husband and I came to spend our first anniversary and decided on this show. It was quite a mind
blowing adventure! My husband was part of the act too, so what a great memory to tell all our friends
and family! Bill Gladwell you are amazing! Thanks for a memorable night!

Jen, It was a pleasure being part of your anniversary weekend. Thank you so much for coming to
my show, and I'm very happy that you enjoyed. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

1

Bill Gladwell was humble, but obviously highly educated in the field of human psychological study. This
was a fun, intelligent and entertaining show that makes you wonder and makes you think.

Cynthia, It was a pleasure to meet you as well as have you at my show. I am very happy that you
enjoyed yourself. It means a lot to me that you chose to spend the evening with me when there are
so many other shows in the area that you could have chosen. Thank you for your review and kind…
Read more
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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trevizo2009
New Iberia, Louisiana • 2 contributions

Loved!

Oct 2014 • Couples

Written October 11, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 12, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

pburns2003
Richland, MS • 2 contributions

Blew my mind!

Sep 2014 • Couples

Written October 10, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 12, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Ntiem
Cincinnati, OH • 4 contributions

Entertaining, Unusual, Fun Experience

Oct 2014 • Couples

Written October 10, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 12, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Vennesa B
2 contributions

V

Written October 10, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 12, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Stacy M
Lafayette, IN • 2 contributions

Great show!

Oct 2014 • Couples

Written October 8, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 9, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Duane B
New Glarus, WI • 14 contributions

Interesting.... How does he do it?

Oct 2014 • Couples

Written October 8, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 8, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Je% W
Marion, IN • 1 contribution

Lots of Fun!!!

Sep 2014 • Couples

Written October 2, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 3, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

John V
Mattawan, MI • 24 contributions

Incredible Show

Sep 2014 • Couples

Written October 1, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 2, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

dustiboy21
1 contribution

BI'll was awesome and made sure everyone at the show had a good time!

Sep 2014

Written October 1, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 2, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jessica B.
Franklin, TN • 14 contributions

I just watched someone lie, cheat and steal, and I LOVED it!

Sep 2014 • Friends

Written October 1, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 2, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Had a great time watching the performance. Even my husband, who is not easily entertained, enjoyed
it.

Heather, Thank you so much for the review as well as for coming to my show. I very much
appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

1

My wife and I were looking for a great place to spend our one year anniversary with great views and
plenty of things to do. We came across this show on tripadvisor and decided to give it a shot. I'm
happy to say it was the best money we spent on our whole trip and can't wait to take our friends back
and see the show!! I was left with my jaw dropping more than once!

It was a pleasure being a part of your 1-year anniversary. Thank you for spending it with me. I am
glad you enjoyed my show so much, and I appreciate the time you took to write your review.
Thanks again! Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

1

My husband and I wanted to do something unusual while in Gatlinburg, Tennessee since we visit there a
lot. We read about Bill Gladwell's one man show "Headcase" and decided to go. Bill is upfront that he
is more a math and body language expert than a mind reader, but you can decide that for yourself if
you see the show. Bill involves his audience, but never (well almost never) embarrasses anyone. It is truly
an entertaining, unusual and fun show

I am glad you and your husband had a great time at my show. It was truly my pleasure having you
in the audience. Thank you for coming as well as for the kind words. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill
Gladwell

0

This guy is amazing...blew us all away. Very funny. We are still trying to figure it all out. Great family fun.
Kids had a blast.

Vennesa, Thank you so much for the review and the kind words. I really appreciate it. It means a lot
to me that you chose to spend your time and money at my show when there are so many other
shows in the area. I am glad to have blown you all away. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

This was s great and fun show to see. Audience participation and comedy along with his amazing skills.

Stacy, It was a fun evening, and I am glad you were part of it. Thank you so much for coming to my
show. There are so many shows to choose from, and it means a lot that you chose to come to mine.
I appreciate the kind words and review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Very interesting... How does he do it??? I am still thinking about the show and how he does it... Some of
the stu$ you can say... I bet he.... But others it is like... how would he know that? This show will keep me
thinking for weeks to come. Overall it was defiantly worth the money to my wife and I. It is very
entertaining and humorous. I recommend the show to others that are thinking about going.

I really appreciate the kind words and the review. Thank you so much for coming to my show. It was
a pleasure having you there. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

My wife have visited Gatlinburg many times over the years. I saw the brochure for the Mentalist show.
We had a great time!!! Very entertaining!! Highly recommend.

Je$, I'm so glad that you enjoyed my show. Thank you for coming out and spending the evening
with me, and thank you for the review and kind words. I really appreciate it. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

What an incredible show!!! You will leave Bill's show asking "How does he do this?" There are so many
parts of his show that you ask this same question! He has an amazing talent.

John, Thank you for coming to my show. I am very happy that you enjoyed yourself. I appreciate
the time you took to leave your review. Come back anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I saw Bill listed on trip advisor and decided to go see him on a whim. It turned our
being one of the best things we did on our vacation! He kept the show interesting throughout and
made sure that everyone had a good time. He also got everyone involved in some way, which was neat.
If you have time, definitely go see him!

I am so glad your "whim" paid o$. I appreciate you coming to my show with all the other things you
could have chose from. Thank you so much for the review. I am glad you enjoyed my show.
Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

For 70 minutes, Bill Gladwell lied, cheated and stole from an audience of about 40 people, and no one
left disappointed. 

There are several reasons I’ve made this show a priority when I visit Gatlinburg, and I’ll tell you why you
should make it part of your trip, too. 

For three years I’ve watched Bill practice a fine talent of interpreting human thoughts, emotion and…
Read more

Jessica, It is always a pleasure to have you at my show. Thank you so much for coming the first
time and for coming back more than once. It is a great compliment when people return to my
show. I am glad I can keep you amazed each time you come to see me. I appreciate the review…
Read more
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Patti V
Mattawan, MI • 141 contributions

Bill Gladwell is amazing!!!

Sep 2014 • Couples

Written September 30, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 1, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Timothy R
Medina, Ohio • 1 contribution

Lots of fun

Sep 2014 • Couples

Written September 30, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 1, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Aes31
Appleton, WI • 71 contributions

Bill Gladwell is FANTASTIC!!

Sep 2014 • Friends

Written September 29, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 30, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Branasue
Marco Island, FL • 2 contributions

Awesome

Sep 2014 • Couples

Written September 28, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 28, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Kaleigh M
Evansville, IN • 3 contributions

How did he do that!?

Sep 2014

Written September 28, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 28, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

rohrone
Kettlersville, OH • 7 contributions

Great Show

Written September 25, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 27, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

William S
Bonita Springs, FL • 4 contributions

"How does he do this?"

Sep 2014 • Couples

Written September 24, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 25, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Lmk423
1 contribution

Awesome show!

Sep 2014 • Couples

Written September 22, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 24, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Mike
Heartland Illinois • 345 contributions

Very honest performer

Sep 2014 • Couples

Written September 17, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 18, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

silver90b
Crestview, FL • 3 contributions

Great Show

Sep 2014 • Couples

Written September 17, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

What incredible talent!!!! We were in awe the entire show. We still are saying "how did he do that?" He's
very charming (and cute!) and interacts super well with the audience. Small theatre with a warm, cozy
feeling. Great location and very reasonable. This should be on your must see list.

Charming and cute... I like that description. It was a pleasure having you at my show. Thank you for
spending the evening with me over all the other shows in the area. I appreciate it. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill's show was very entertaining and the things he did were mind boggling. Good fun for everyone,
especially sudoku fans.

I am glad that you enjoyed my show... and the "sudoku". Thank you so much for coming out.
Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

I was recently in Pigeon Forge with a group of 30 people. Unfortunately our schedule didn't allow for us
to attend this show. I emailed Bill to see if he was performing at any other venues. He responded
immediately and o$ered to bring his show to us! About half the group was hesitant about attending for
one reason or another. The people who came were not disappointed. Not only did they enjoy it, they
spent the rest of the weekend trying to figure out how Bill accomplished such amazing feats. I would
highly recommend this show.

Aaron, It was a pleasure being part of your wedding festivities. Congratulations and Best Wishes! I
am booked quite often for bachelorette parties and wedding receptions, and it is always a great
time. You all were fantastic! I am glad you enjoyed my entertainment. Thank you for the review an…
Read more

0

Loved the show. Was completely in awe of his talent. Would love to have spent more time watching him.
Smart, funny, mesmerizing , and thoroughly enjoyable. Would absolutely see him again if the
opportunity presented itself. Very reasonably priced. Fun night out. I highly recommend that you take
the time to see this show.

You can always bring me and my show to you. I travel. Thank you for coming to my show. There are
a lot of entertainment options in the area, and it means a lot that you chose to spend the evening
with me. I appreciate the review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Very unique show and Bill really cared about everyone's experience. Very worth the money you will not
be disappointed!

Thank you for the kind review. I appreciate it. It was a pleasure having you at my show. Reading
Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Throughly enjoyed the show. Very personable, entertaining, interesting show, in a great theater. Must
see!

I am very happy that you enjoyed my show. Thank you for choosing my show over all the other
shows in the area. It means a lot to me. I appreciate the review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill
Gladwell

0

Show was enjoyable, non threatening atmosphere and AMAZING! Recommend everyone see the show
in Gatlinburg. 

I am glad you enjoyed my show. Thank you so much for coming as well as for the review. I
appreciate it very much. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

This show is so unique...lots of audience participation and so many times where I was truly amazed.

Bill is so charming and he is a true entertainer. Such an awesome style too...not the lame, corny music
and outfits that I'm used to seeing in a tourist destination. There are many shows to choose from in
pigeon forge/gatlinburg....you will not be disappointed if you choose this one.

I will take "charming". It was truly my pleasure having you at my show, and I hope to see you again
very soon. Thank you for attending my show as well as for the kind words. I really appreciate it.
Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

We got stuck in terrible tra$ic and only made the last 30 seconds of the show. Mr. Gladwell, graciously
refunded our money, even though it was through no fault of his own. He also told attendees at the
show, that if they did not enjoy it to request a refund. Not many performers like this. The last 30
seconds of the show was great.

Thank you for the kind words. I am glad that you enjoyed the last 30 seconds. Sorry you were stuck
in tra$ic. I hope to see you the next time you make it to Tennessee. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill
Gladwell

0

We had a small group, everyone shared in the performance. Bill made us aware of how much our
actions convey our thoughts. Great performance!! Highly recommend. Iris theater is in the Gatlinburg
Space Needle. We went to the top before and after the show. Overall a good time.

I'm glad you enjoyed yourselves. Thank you for coming to my show, and thank you for your review
and kind words. I appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell
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This location was reported permanently closed

What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Josh K
Washington, Pennsylvania • 2 contributions

Best show in Tennessee

Sep 2014 • Family

Written September 17, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 18, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Pam R
Savannah, GA • 20 contributions

Mind Boggling

Sep 2014 • Couples

Written September 16, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 18, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

bravesfan9
oldsmar,fl • 18 contributions

entertaining

Sep 2014 • Couples

Written September 12, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 13, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

ChuckL
Vero Beach, Florida • 25 contributions

How does he do that?

Written September 6, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 7, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Kim G
Oxford • 1 contribution

Great Show!

Aug 2014 • Couples

Written September 5, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 7, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Bill E
Sugar Grove, IL • 1 contribution

Great for all ages

Aug 2014 • Family

Written September 3, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 4, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

JohnSteves1981
3 contributions

Superb 2nd time as well

Aug 2014 • Family

Written September 1, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 2, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

C C
Madison, WI • 2 contributions

The best Gatlinburg has to o!er

Aug 2014 • Couples

Written September 1, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 2, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

bails12
Pleasant View, TN • 5 contributions

Still intrigued!

Aug 2014

Written September 1, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 2, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Michael R
Hermitage, Tennessee • 2 contributions

Master Showman

Aug 2014 • Couples

Written August 31, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 1, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Just saw Head Case last night and we were blown away, we have seen countless shows around the
country. Bill was hands down the best entertainer. He has style, charm, and an incredible likability to
his audience. The show was mind blowing from start to finish. Thanks for building my families faith in
quality entertainment again in the Pigeon Forge/Gatlinburg area. You need to have your own tv show!

It was a pleasure having you and your family at my show. Thank you for coming, and thank you for
the review. I am very happy that you enjoyed the show. I know that you see hundreds of
entertainers and shows throughout the year, and it is nice to be at the top of the list. Reading Yo…
Read more

0

Heard about this show from my son and purchased tickets prior to our visit. This was one of the best
pieces of advice my son has given me. We enjoyed it immensely. Both of us participated in the show. Bill
was both gracious and entertaining. Not being able to figure out how he does what he does is very
frustrating for me but we had a great time.

Your son sounds like a very smart guy. Thank you so much for coming to my show as well as for the
review. I really appreciate it. It was truly my pleasure having you in the audience. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

This show was entertaining throughout.Bill involved the audience without any embarrassment.His
presentation and asides were funny.The theater is very comfortable-not a bad seat in the house.We
would see this show again if ever back in Gatlinburg.A comment for Bill.Your wife works very hard!!!

I am so glad that you enjoyed my show. Thank you for the wonderful review as well as for coming to
my show. And yes, she does work very hard. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Yes. How DOES he do that? This is what you will be asking yourself after watching Bill Gladwell's show
at the Iris Theater in Gatlinburg. Bill relies on audience participation during his show and is always
pleasant and kind to those he picks to share the stage with. His segments with numbers are especially
amazing! He was also able to pick a name out of a ladies head by reading her thoughts. While walking
home after the show tonight, we kept 
repeating " How does he do that"? Don't miss Bill Gladwell if you want an intelligent, thought provoking
evening of entertainment!

Chuck, An intelligent and thought-provoking evening is exactly what I am shooting for. Thank you. I
appreciate you coming to my show as well as your review and recommendation. I look forward to
seeing you again. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Me and my husband really enjoyed The Mentalist show. It made you think, made you laugh and got
each person involved. We plan to take our entire family to this show when we go to the Smokies next
year. Loved it!

Kim, There are a lot of shows to choose from in the Gatlinburg/Pigeon Forge area, and I
appreciate that you chose to spend your time and money at my show. Thank you for coming, and
thank you for the review. I am happy that you loved it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill did an outstanding job providing entertainment for the whole family, from our eight year old to my
75 year old in-laws. We are still amazed how he pulled information out people. The kids especially liked
the magic square which they are now trying to learn. It's not magic, just reading people....like a book.

Bill, It was a pleasure having your family at my show. You all were great! I am glad you enjoyed my
show. Thank you for coming, and thank you for the review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

This is our second time visiting Bill's show. It was excellent. The whole family loved it. My wife, who had
the opportunity to be selected to go onstage still can't believe how Bill read her mind. A highlight to
our trip and I'm sure we'll be back. The theater is small and perfect for the environment -- every seat is
"front row". Greg B

Greg, The highest compliment is when people come back to my show. I am so glad that you
enjoyed it. Thank you for seeing my show a second time, and thank you for the review and
recommendation. I appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill is incredibly entertaining and puts on a fantastic show. He honestly blew our minds. For anyone who
wants a break from the non-stop hillbilly atmosphere in the Gatlinburg area, check out his smart,
interactive, and fun performance. It will be the highlight of your trip.

Glad I could blow your mind, and I am happy that you enjoyed my show. My show does o$er a
unique atmosphere that is impossible to find anywhere else in the area. I designed my show to
really make you think. Thank you for coming as well as for the review. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill…
Read more

0

So I got the "Who was my first kiss" selection in Bill's show and I am still amazed. I am very curious tho as
to why I need to write my answers on the little pad first and would like to do it again sometime without
writing them! But Bills' eyes definitely look into your soul. Very entertaining and interesting! By the way,
Bill got all of my answers correct! Wow!

Writing things down helps you to focus. Some people can really concentrate with no help at all,
but I have found that being in front of an audience hinders the concentration of most people. If
you see me again, we'll see what we can do face-to-face with nothing else. It was a pleasure…
Read more

0

Even if you think you know how a trick is done or you're sure Bill's delivery and showmanship is worth
every penny. You'll be glad you came and leave relaxed and feeling great!

Michael, Thank you for the kind words. I am glad you enjoyed my show. Please, come back
anytime. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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Excellent 652
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vcdas
Nashville, TN • 13 contributions

Worth your time

Written August 31, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 1, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

ginam378
Mokena, IL • 6 contributions

mind boggling

Aug 2014

Written August 31, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 1, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Christine G
Pittsburgh, PA • 62 contributions

One of the most interesting shows I've ever seen

Aug 2014 • Solo

Written August 30, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 31, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Denese P
Boiling Springs, SC • 12 contributions

So disappointed :-[

Written August 29, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 30, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Lindsey K
Grand Rapids, Michigan • 2 contributions

Awesome!

Aug 2014 • Couples

Written August 29, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 30, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

atkempo
Huntington, NY • 69 contributions

Challenge

Aug 2014 • Family

Written August 27, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 27, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

lovinglynam
Fultondale, AL • 15 contributions

A new favorite in Gatlinburg

Aug 2014 • Couples

Written August 25, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 28, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Dale B
Columbus, Ohio • 2 contributions

Mind blowing performance

Aug 2014 • Couples

Written August 23, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 24, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Mark S
Niceville, Florida • 1 contribution

Great evening show in Gatlinburg Tn!

Aug 2014 • Couples

Written August 23, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 24, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

DonWillis
Kernersville, NC • 1 contribution

Entertaining Show!

Aug 2014 • Couples

Written August 20, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 21, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Do not miss the opportunity to see the mentalist in gattlinburg. He will keep you mesmerized. One and
half hour show. Worth every penny. I would recommend any one even kids will enjoy.

I am so glad you enjoyed my show. Thank you for coming, and thank you for the review and
recommendation. I really appreciate it. Perhaps, I will see you in Nashville soon. Reading Your
Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I went to the show, not sure what to expect quality wise. The show was awesome. Very
entertaining. Most all of the audience participated but no one was put on the spot. For about 85
minutes we were engaged in his performance. A must see if traveling to Gatlinburg.

Gina, I am glad I could live up to your expectations and that you enjoyed my show. Thank you so
much for coming, and thank you for the review. I very much appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts,
Bill Gladwell

0

I bought my tiicket to Bill Gladwell's show a week before I went on vacation and so pleased that I did.
Everyone gets to participate and the show itself is very interesting and boggles your mind. I loved it.

Christine, I am so glad that you came to my show. It was a pleasure. Thank you for coming as well
as for the review. I appreciate it. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

1

We checked out of hotel at 11 this am but stayed in Gatlinburg killing time until the show at 7 and then
was going to head home. We checked the website before we left hotel and show was there. When we
went to buy tickets for show it had been canceled. Cashier thought it maybe because not enough
tickets sold but no one was sure. Was looking forward to show but didn't get to see it. Such a sad way to
end our trip.

Denese, On the positive side, you rated my show a "1", because you did not get to see it on the
evening that you wanted to attend; because I did not have a show scheduled that evening. On the
negative side, TripAdvisor ratings are based on direct customer experience. Without a show…
Read more

0

Bill Gladwell's show was amazing. We wern't expecting a show with So many surprises. Thank you for
the great time!

Lindsey, It was truly my pleasure. Thank you so much for coming as well as for the review. You were
great! I look forward to seeing you again. Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

0

I have read nothing but great reviews about this show. With that being said, I purchased tickets for an
upcoming show on Sept. 2nd with high hopes as Tripadvisor has never let me down before. I am
prepared to be "blown away" as some put it if Bill will be able to pick me out of the audience.. There's
your challenge Bill. :)

I'm looking forward to meeting you, Annette. I'll see what I can do about blowing you away.
Reading Your Thoughts, Bill Gladwell

1

We visited Gatlinburg for our 25th anniversary and decided to do the Head Case show with Bill
Gladwell. We had been to Gatlinburg several times and done practically everything, so this was a
change of pace. The theater was nice and cool, the temps outside were upper 90's. Bill came out on
stage and blew everyone's mind, over and over. The show is all audience participation. My husband
was called to the stage once, as was I. Bill was able to name the 1st person I kissed, my age and where
it was. I am STILL trying to find out how, 3 days later! Be sure to go see this show if you have the chance,
it is located in the space needle.

It was a pleasure being a part of your 25th anniversary. I hope I helped make it an anniversary you
will never forget. Both of you were great on stage, and your husband now knows something about
you that he didn't know before. Thank you for coming to my show as well as for the review. I really…
Read more

1

Bill's performance was informative, exciting and jaw dropping. Some of the material seemed to be
straight forward facts and figures, leading little room for error then Bill pulls information that
probability could not present. My wife and I enjoyed the show and still reflect on some of the material,
wondering how the answers were found. A very entertaining show, worth the time and money.

Dale, It was great to have you at my show. I am very happy that you enjoyed it, and it makes me
happy that you are still talking about it. Please, let me know when you are in the area next; and I
will make you my VIP guests at my show. Thank you for coming, and thank you for the review. Your…
Read more

0

Bill Gladwell had a great show last night. My wife and I thoroughly enjoyed his performance as it was
full of surprises and fun. Bill is a craftsman and entertainer and makes you ask 'How'd he do that?' all
night long. Definitely take the whole family.

Mark, I am so glad that you enjoyed my show. I appreciate you taking a chance on my show over
all of the other ones in the area as well as for the review. Please, come back anytime. Your Favorite
Mentalist, Bill Gladwell

1

I read quite a few reviews before deciding on going to see Bill Gladwell, "The Mentalist" and was
impressed by the fact he takes time to interact with his audience and every reviewer. My wife and I went
to the show and really enjoyed it! Bill picks people out of the audience and lets the audience pick
others as well. Some guy in the back picks my wife from across the room as she's trying to hide and she
was a good sport about it. Having her up there for the Russian roulette act had me in stitches :)...(she
enjoyed it too...and got a souvenir)! I understand some reviewers have a di$erent view of
"entertainment", but Bill's act was very fun and interesting to us (I'm still trying to think of ways he migh…
Read more

You are welcome, Don. Your wife was great, and it is always a plus when I don't get shot. My show is
highly interactive, and you never know who is going to be on stage until the show gets rolling.
Many times it is a challenge to get someone to pull the trigger. My goal is to have you leaving my…
Read more
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Ron S
Geneva, IL • 15 contributions

Awesome show!

Aug 2014 • Couples

Written August 20, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 21, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Paula W
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL • 7 contributions

How did he do that?

Aug 2014 • Couples

Written August 20, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 21, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jerry S
Cincinnati Oh • 1 contribution

great

Aug 2014 • Couples

Written August 20, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 20, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

tomrzaca
Newark, DE • 97 contributions

Not as good ad expected!

Aug 2014 • Family

Written August 19, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 20, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Barbara S
West Portsmouth, Ohio • 12 contributions

Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist

May 2014 • Family

Written August 19, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Cheryl J
Oak Harbor, OH • 6 contributions

Great Performer!

Aug 2014 • Family

Written August 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

George W
Downingtown, Pennsylvania, United States • 98 contributions

amazing

Aug 2014 • Couples

Written August 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

blaSSt
Port Arthur, TX • 32 contributions

Great show will amaze you!

Written August 17, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Doreen A
Middletown, OH • 63 contributions

Amazing

Aug 2014 • Couples

Written August 17, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Chastain C
Cramerton, North Carolina • 31 contributions

Something Di!erent

Aug 2014 • Family

Written August 16, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 17, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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1

We highly recommend Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist show when visiting the Gatlinburg area. The
audience participation throughout Bills performance made the show so interesting. What a great way
to spend an evening when in Gatlinburg. The performance was suited for all ages.

Ron, I am glad you enjoyed the audience participation. Sometimes, it catches people o$ guard.
Even though it is a mind reading show, some people don't realize that I need minds to read. I am so
glad you enjoyed my show. Thank you for the review and recommendation. Much appreciated.…
Read more

0

Bill is not a mind reader -- as he explained during his performance -- but I wish I could read HIS. I
couldn't figure out how he guessed audience member's responses about 98% of the time. He kept my
interest during the entire show. It was di$erent, somewhat odd, and thoroughly entertaining!

Paula, You are right... I am somewhat odd, but thoroughly entertaining. I am glad you enjoyed my
show. Thank you so much for coming to my show as well as for the review. Your Favorite Mentalist,
Bill Gladwell

0

well worth the time and money. still can't figure out how he does it. great audience participation
including my wife.

Jerry, It was a pleasure having you at my show. Thank you so much for coming, and thank you for
the review. i appreciate it. Your Favorite Mentalist, Bill Gladwell

1

I was planning my trip to Gatlinburg for weeks, checking all the attractions on TripAdvisor. This show
was ranked a great number 2 with a tremendous number of "Excellent" ratings. I was hoping for a great
show, but ended up seeing a mediocre show. The value of this show was missing with a $25 ticket price.
The theater is small and holds 90 guests, which would have been great - if the show was great. Which it
obviously was not., My biggest disappointment came when the host o$ered verbally and in an email to
refund the entire parties ticket prices, if they were not satisfied. This is great customer service, but, in
my opinion, an abuse of the TripAdvisor system. Don't waste your money, just go see the other GREAT…
Read more

This is the 3rd review of my show by the same reviewer over the last 10 days. Each of the previous
reviews have been deleted by TripAdvisor due to guidelines violations. Each review has had a
di$erent rating, so his inconsistency on the rating does not make sense. There seems to be a…
Read more

0

I had the pleasure to see Bill's show again in May, 2014. He is an amazing mentalist and we thoroughly
enjoyed his show. He never ceases to amaze us every time we see him! He is very interactive with his
audience during and after his show. We go to his show every time we are in Gatlinburg,You'll come
away saying "How did he do that?"

Barbara, It is the highest compliment when people return to my show and send friends. It is always
a pleasure to have you and your family at my show. You all are always great! Thank you! Your
Favorite Mentalist, Bill Gladwell

1

I had the pleasure of going to the show on Saturday, August 16, 2014. My son and I participated in the
show and was pleasantly surprised with the outcome. It was very moving and engaging from beginning
to end. I suggest anyone visiting Gatlinburg , TN to experience The Mentalist!

Cheryl, Thank you so much for the kinds words and the recommendation. I really appreciate it. I
am glad you had such great time at my show. Your Favorite Mentalist, Bill Gladwell

0

Don't know how he does it but he seems to know everything about everything. Just amazing great show
. Don't Miss if your in town .

George, A lot of practice is what it takes. I am glad you enjoyed my show. Thank you for the review
as well as for taking a chance on my show. Your Favorite Mentalist, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill runs a great show. If moves quickly and is amazing. He is a seasoned pro who will surprise you.
Audience participation is mandatory and hilarious. I highly recommend.

Thank you for the recommendation and the review. I am happy that you enjoyed my show. Your
Favorite Mentalist, Bill Gladwell

0

Bought tickets for myself and my husband to the show. I'm really glad I did it was very entertaining. Left
us at the end of the show saying how did he do that????

Doreen, Thank you so much for coming to my show as well as for the review. I appreciate it, and I
am glad you enjoyed yourself. Your Favorite Mentalist, Bill Gladwell

0

I have been coming to Gatlinburg, TN all my life (literally since before I was born) and Bill Gladwell's
show HeadCase is a breath of fresh air. Local shows are great always have been, but those shows are
always fitted into a specific mold. HeadCase is di$erent and new and is still family friendly. Can't
recommend it enough!

Chastain, It was a pleasure to meet you and your family and have you at my show. Thank you so
much for coming, and thank you for the review. I really appreciate it. Your Favorite Mentalist, Bill
Gladwell
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This location was reported permanently closed

What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Kristi P
4 contributions

Still Shaking My Head

Jul 2014

Written August 14, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 14, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Liv S
Batavia, IL • 1 contribution

Magical!!

Jul 2014 • Family

Written August 13, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 14, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Brian K
3 contributions

I was pleasantly surprised.

Aug 2014

Written August 12, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 13, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

LKelly455
Concord • 1 contribution

Glad I read the reviews and went to show, very impressing!!!!!

Jul 2014

Written August 12, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 13, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Apache I
Cary, NC • 17 contributions

An okay show, not worth the cost

Aug 2014 • Family

Written August 10, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 11, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Crystal W
Downingtown, Pennsylvania • 1 contribution

The Mentalist

Aug 2014 • Couples

Written August 10, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 11, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Richard G
Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania • 1 contribution

8/5 show

Aug 2014 • Couples

Written August 6, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 7, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

tsquared35
Gatlinburg, TN • 1 contribution

fun times

Aug 2014 • Family

Written August 6, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 6, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

misstracynicole
Fort Thomas, KY • 24 contributions

Excellent Customer Service

Aug 2014

Written August 4, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 5, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Sean W
Florence, KY • 2 contributions

Good times

Aug 2014 • Couples

Written August 4, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 5, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Great show for family with teens. Read the reviews on tripadvisor and glad we went. The theater is
small which is a plus for this type of show. Bill did some amazing things --two weeks later we are still
telling people about it and wondering "how?????"

Kristi, It was so great to have you and your family at my show. Thank you for taking a chance on my
show when there are so many other things to do in the area. I appreciate it. Your Favorite
Mentalist, Bill Gladwell

0

It was fun and enjoyable and exciting. I am the only one who is in to magic in my family, but all four of us
loved it. Sometimes he asks for a volunteer or someone to give him a number, letter, or shape. I was one
of the volunteers that went on stage. It was cool at the end, when he showed us what was in his box.

~ Liv

Liv, I am very happy that you and your family enjoyed my show. Thank you so much for coming, and
thank you for your review. I appreciate it. Your Favorite Mentalist, Bill Gladwell

1

I'm usually cynical when it comes to shows like this but I was very impressed and entertained. Bill made
mention of customer service towards the closing of the show and o$ered a money back guarantee to
those who were not pleased. You would be hard pressed to find one tonight. Great job, great
showmanship and great customer service. I will absolutely recommend the show.

Brian, Thank you for coming to my show as well as for the review and recommendation. I
appreciate it. I am very glad that you enjoyed my show. Your Favorite Mentalist, Bill Gladwell

0

I will definitely recommend this to show all my friends. Especially the ones coming next week. Would
love to see again!!!

Lisa, It was truly my pleasure having you at my show. Thank you so much for coming when there
are so many other options in the area. I appreciate it. Your Favorite Mentalist, Bill Gladwell

5

Having paid $25/person, I had high expectations for this show, given how high this is rated on trip
advisor, but came away disappointed. The show is in a small room, which can sit only about 50. Bill
starts with a number puzzle, asking an audience member to pick a two-digit number, and fills a 4 x 4
square with numbers that add up to the number that was picked. A reasonably smart audience can
easily figure out that this trick will not work if the number picked is a small 2-digit number, say, like 12. I
am sure Bill would changed this trick into a completely another trick. As far as he accurately predicting
the sum of 4 digit numbers audience members picked, he is just adding his own pre-picked 4-digit…
Read more

You are correct. You got me. You figured out my entire show. You are much more intelligent than
others who comes to my show. Let me start my saying that I make it very clear that I lie, steal, and
cheat throughout my show. I do this by stepping on stage and saying, "Over the next 85 minutes, I…
Read more

0

Amazing! You will not be disappointed. He pulled things from my mind that I barely remembered. A lot
of fun and great to ponder all night long, how did he do that!

Crystal, It was a pleasure having you at my show. Thank you so much for coming as well as for the
review. I hope I helped you remember some great memories and gave you a few new ones. Your
Favorite Mentalist, Bill Gladwell

0

Great show
Enjoyed the entire evening.
Would definitely go again.
The venue was excellent at the Space Needle.
Parking was convenient.

Richard, I am so glad that you enjoyed my show. Thank you for coming, and thank you for the
review and recommendation. I really appreciate it. Your Favorite Mentalist, Bill Gladwell

0

How often are you ever given a full refund guarantee from entertainer? I would say never, but with this
show that is exactly what you are o$ered. You will never need to fulfill that guarantee though. It is fun
for the whole family and you have a great shot at being part of the show. I would come again and
again.

You are correct… I do o$er a full moneyback guarantee. I want to make sure that I meet or even
exceed my audiences' expectations. If I have not, I give you your money back. I am glad that you
had such a good time. Thank you for the review as well as for coming to my show. I really…
Read more

0

Unfortunately, I didn't get to see this show. I had plans and my dates simply don't match up. However, I
felt it necessary to leave a 5 star review simply for the excellent customer service Bill provided me when
discussing being able to come to the show. He was kind, willing to do anything he could to make it
convenient for me, and more than happy to help me with a unique situation. The next time I am in
Gatlinburg I will be at the show and will recommend it to friends and family if for no other reason than
because he provides outstanding customer service. I am so jealous of others to see the show and can't
wait to review again! Thank you again, Mr. Gladwell!

Thank you so much for your review. When I am not on stage, I speak and train on customer service.
I have to make sure that I walk my talk, and I do everything I can to give the highest customer
service possible. I appreciate the kind words. When you can make it to my show, let me know. I will…
Read more

0

I don't go to the typical "shows" in the smoky's. Bill's show is much di$erent and a pleasant alternative.
It is suitable for all ages and he does a good job to ensure that the audience is part of the show. My
wife and I had a great time and were very impressed with his skills and his presentation. I highly
recommend it.

Sean, I am glad that you took a chance on my show and you and your wife had a great time.
Thank you for coming to my show as well as for the review and recommendation. I appreciate it.
Your Favorite Mentalist, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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Average 18
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Terrible 3

AmandaLynnW
1 contribution

Highlight of our trip!!

Aug 2014

Written August 3, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 4, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Terrell H
Murfreesboro, Tennessee • 1 contribution

Amazing

Jul 2014 • Couples

Written August 1, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 2, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

rachelandboanderson
48 contributions

Great for the entire family

Jul 2014 • Family

Written July 30, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 31, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Cindy C
Dearborn Heights, MI • 3 contributions

Fun

Jul 2014 • Couples
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This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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Written July 31, 2014
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jessdeible
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania • 6 contributions

Great fun for all ages.

Jul 2014 • Family
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This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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Great for the Whole Family
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This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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Dennis M
Cincinnati, OH • 2 contributions

July 26th--great show!
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It's a MUST!!!!
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This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Brett C
Springboro, OH • 1 contribution

Highly Recommend!!!

Jul 2014 • Family
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This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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Bryan D
Mayland, UK • 43 contributions

Excellent Entertainment

Jul 2014
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0

Recently my husband and I had the opportunity to celebrate our ninth anniversary in Gatlinburg and
our first destination was the Iris theater to see Bill's show, which we didn't have much of an idea what it
was really about other than it was rated a top attraction. We showed up just a few minutes before
showtime as we were not anticipating the horrendous tra$ic (it took a whole hour to go five miles!!) but
luckily we were still able to find the location, buy the tickets, and make it inside before the show
started. 
…
Read more

Amanda, Thank you so much for all the kinds words. I appreciate it. You and your husband were
great to have at my show, and you are welcome back anytime. I am happy I could be the highlight
of your trip. That means a lot. I would also like to thank you for coming to my show in the first plac…
Read more

0

I will be bringing my grown children back to see this show. The show is for all ages and most
entertaining at all age levels. The show is clean and you would not be afraid to bring your mother.

Terrell, I am so glad that you enjoyed my show. Thank you for coming, and thank you for the review
and recommendation. I really appreciate it. I look forward to seeing you and your family again.
Your Favorite Mentalist, Bill Gladwell

1

This is our second time to Gatlinburg and this was our family's favorite activity. Bill is a must see! He is
entertaining and had us captivated for the entire show. You won't be disappointed.

I am glad that you found my show. Thank you so much for taking a chance on my show over all the
other shows in the area. I am happy you enjoyed it. I appreciate the time you took to write your
review. Your Favorite Mentalist, Bill Gladwell

1

Fun clean show for families. Small room easy to see and hear. Amazing tricks. You can buy your tickets
online easily. 

Cindy, Glad you enjoyed it. Thank you for the review! Your Favorite Mentalist, Bill Gladwell

0

My kids ages 15, 13, 11, my mom, husband and I all thoroughly enjoyed this show and would highly
recommend it. We were afraid some of the other shows o$ered (like the Dixieland stampede or
lumberjack show) wouldn't appeal to our teenagers and they were so expensive so we researched and
found the reviews on this show. We are all glad we did! We will talk about this experience forever. Very
entertaining, fun and mind blowing!!

I am very happy that your entire family enjoyed my show. Thank you so much for coming as well as
for the review. I really appreciate it. Your Favorite Mentalist, Bill Gladwell

0

My family and I attended this show recently and had a wonderful time. We were very impressed with Mr.
Gladwell's professionalism and his interaction with the audience. Not to mention that every guess he
made was correct. Amazing indeed. If you want to attend a show that is good for the entire family, this
is one I would highly recommend.

I am so glad that you and your family enjoyed my show. Thank you for coming as well as for the
review and recommendation. I appreciate it. Please, let me know if there is ever anything I can do
for you. Your Favorite Mentalist, Bill Gladwell

0

My wife and I had a great time! Definitely still scratching my head on a few things. Love the small
venue--works very well for the show. Won't hesitate to take in the show again the next time we are in
town. Thanks again Bill for a great evening.

Dennis, It was a pleasure having you and your wife at my show. Thank you for coming, and thank
you for the review. I appreciate it. Let me know when you make it to the area again, and I will make
you two my VIP guests at the show. Your Favorite Mentalist, Bill Gladwell

1

Completely and Throughly Entertaining!!! Bill puts your mind through a maze of a thrill ride you will
enjoy! Mind bending, Mind boggling, Mind Blowing fun! Don't let the arcade entrance throw you o$, the
Iris Theater is eclectic and very cozy it lends to a Very intimate setting with one on one interactions, he
brings his guests into the show. My husband and I went last night 7/26/14 and he's still talking about.
(He's not as easily as excitable as I, and he's very much a skeptic.) We will go back and take our
teenagers and I wouldn't be afraid to take even younger kids. He's very Friendly and Polite he even
meets with all the guest after his show. Can't say enough great things about it! It's a Must if you're in t…
Read more

Shasta, Thank you for all the kind words as well as for coming to my show. Your review and
recommendation are great. I really appreciate it. It was my pleasure meeting you and having you
and your husband at my show. Please, come back anytime. When you decide to come again, let…
Read more

0

I never take the time to ever write a review after anything, but I had to this time. He will amaze you with
his abilities in a very small, intimate audience. He's funny too! Well worth the money.

Brett, It is always great to have a fellow Buckeye at my show. Thank you so much for taking the time
to write your review as well as for the recommendation. It was a pleasure having you at my show.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Attended the show this evening whilst we were on holiday from England. Thoroughly enjoyable, with
participation from most parts of the audience (my wife included) and many head shaking moments,
wondering how a particular feat had been achieved. The Iris Theatre is a small, but intimate venue,
which lends itself well to Bill's quite intimate performance. I have no hesitation in recommending this
show for all ages.

Bryan, You and your family were a pleasure to have at my show. Thank you so much for coming to
my show as well as for the review and recommendation. I really appreciate it. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Tnot
Maryville, TN • 95 contributions

Very entertaining

Written July 26, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 27, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jenny G
Portland • 1 contribution

Excellent!

Jul 2014 • Couples

Written July 23, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 24, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Ali G
Beaverton, MI • 2 contributions

A Great Time

Jun 2014 • Couples

Written July 22, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 23, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

DillardFamily
Timberlake, NC • 2 contributions

Loved the show!

Jul 2014 • Family

Written July 22, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 23, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Mark J
Wadsworth, OH • 13 contributions

Worth Every Penny!! Amazing show...

Jul 2014 • Couples

Written July 22, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 23, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Pioneer390421
1 contribution

Best Kept Secret

Jul 2014 • Couples

Written July 21, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 22, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Mwolfenson
Chicago, IL • 5 contributions

Wonderful Experiences

Jul 2014 • Family

Written July 21, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 22, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Marytampafl
Tampa, FL • 11 contributions

We LOVED this show!!! Great Family Fun!!

Jul 2014 • Family

Written July 21, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 22, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

2DocWhite
Wilmington, NC • 2 contributions

No Nodding O! During this Show.

Jul 2014 • Couples

Written July 20, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 21, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Christina S
Oak Grove, Kentucky • 1 contribution

Bill gladwell

Jul 2014 • Couples

Written July 20, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 20, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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2

My husband found this on trip advisor as the #2 thing to do in Gatlinburg so we decided to check it out.
The room was full on the night we went so that was the first good sign. Then, I thought it was really cool
how his whole family was there to support him. Me being a really skeptical person that I am was really
impressed with his show. I like the way he used many di$erent people in the crowd to interact with
throughout the whole show. This is definitely something that is good to take the family to. The next time
we are in town we will be bringing our children back with us to see the show. I got a new math trick from
him I can't wait to get home and show my son. He will love it! Thanks for a good, clean and entertainin…
Read more

I am so glad you found me on TripAdvisor. It was a pleasure having you and your family at my show.
And yes, the entire family keeps me in line and where I am supposed to be. It is always great to
meet fellow skeptics. With my skill set, it makes it easy to debunk psychics; and believe me, that's …
Read more

0

Bill was awesome! He called several people out of my audience including 2 people out of our group!
We had a great time!

Jenny, It was a pleasure having you and your guests at my show. Thank you for coming, and thank
you for the review. I appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

We bought the tickets on a whim for our trip. After leaving the show we were so happy we did! We were
both amazed at Bill's ability. I loved how interactive he was with the audience and the atmosphere
itself was so friendly. Bill used my husband in part of the show and how he knew about the first thing on
my husband's bucket list without having ever met him was beyond me! I recommend him to anyone
looking for a fun night for the whole family. Oh, and one more great plus; the ticket prices are great!!

Ali, I am glad you both enjoyed my show. Thank you for taking a chance on it, and thank you for
your review and recommendation. I appreciate it. Please, come back anytime. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

Bill Gladwell and his show were amazing! The entire family loved it! The theater was small and quaint,
and Bill kept the audience so involved. I would definitely go again.

I am so glad that you and your family had a great time at my show. Thank you for coming, and
thank you for the wonderful review and recommendation. Please, come back anytime.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

Bill's show is unlike any I have ever seen before. I went into it mildly skeptical but his gift of reading
people is incredible. Whoever owns the Iris theater needs to spend some money on marketing because
they have a gold mine of talent here. We almost couldn't see the show because it was merged into the
next evening's show, but I am extraordinarily happy that we managed to move our schedule around to
make it. Bill's show was worth every penny I spent on it, and I would gladly pay that again to see him the
next time we are in town! My wife and I can't wait! He's awesome! Great for all ages!!

Mark, It was truly my pleasure having you and your family at my show. I am very happy that you
found my show tucked away in the Space Needle and that you chose to attend my show over all
the other shows in the area. Thank you, and thank you for your wonderful review and…
Read more

1

Once you walk the strip a few times it was great to find this show! Bill's insight with picking up things
from people is truly awesome. In truth, there were a few moments where the crowd seemed stumped
and was still trying to figure out how he did the last "mentalist" observation when he was starting on the
next one! We thought this was probably one of our best evenings in Gatlinburg and found Bill to be real
personable and a true talent! We hope to see him again and bring our family!

There are times during the show that the audience does seem a bit stumped. Many people cannot
wrap their minds around exactly what just happened, and that is the way I like to leave them.
Thank you so much for the kind words, for the review, and for coming to my show. I appreciate it.…
Read more

0

I found it interesting because Bill knows the science of reading people. It is extraordinary ability that I
believes comes naturally to him and with a little studying he is an expert. A little scary too because all
kinds of people can learn this for good and bad. Great family show and you will be talking about this
for a long while.

I am a bit scary at times. I am glad that I could exceed your expectations. Thank you for taking a
chance on my show over all the others in the area. It means a lot to me. I also appreciate the time
you took to leave your view. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband, two children (9 & 11) and I recently saw Bill Gladwell in Gatlinburg, TN. The show was
FANTASTIC! We were in total awe and amazement of Bill's performance. We are still talking about the
show....saying to each other "How did he do it"... in regards to so many of his illusions. Bill has an
incredibly great way about him and is very endearing. He provides an opportunity for the audience to
learn one of his illusions at the end of the show. My son received a prompt follow up with directions for
a great illusion that he cannot wait to go back to school and show his math teacher.
Great show and certainly a highlight of our trip. This would be fantastic for adults and / or families.

Keep me updated on your son's progress with the square. I love getting reports from people who
are able to fry their friends' minds. Thank you so much for the recommendation and review. I
appreciate it. I am happy that you and your family thought my show was fantastic. Come back…
Read more

0

My wife and I were captivated by Bill's entire performance. His gifts of communication and amazement
were artfully used to keep the audience enthralled and involved in a personal way. Audience
participation greatly enhanced the entire presentation. Certainly a high point of our visit to Gatlinburg
and worth a return encore!

I am very happy that I could captivate you and your wife for the evening. Thank you so much for
choosing my show, and thank you for the review and recommendation. It is much appreciated.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

He is amazing!!! It was a small crowd so it was a friendly personal experimence instead of a performer
just up there "doing his job". He acted like he cared about his guests and he kept us laughed and
amazed throughout the whole show!!! He's really talented :)

Christina, Thank you so much for the kind words. I am glad you had such a good time. Also, thank
you for coming to my show as well as for the wonderful review. I really appreciate it. Let me know
the next time you are in the area, and I will make you VIP guests at my show. Successfully, Bill…
Read more
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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115 Historic Nature Trl Iris Theater, Gatlinburg, TN 37738-3321
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Lisa B
6 contributions

Bill Gladwell show at the Iris Theater

Written July 20, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 21, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Philupthehorn
San Antonio, Texas • 1 contribution

Great show!

Jul 2014 • Family

Written July 19, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 20, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Lizzie H
Dawsonville, GA • 2 contributions

Very Interesting! Worth the Money!

Jul 2014 • Couples

Written July 19, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 20, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Tammy S
Crown Point, Indiana, United States • 9 contributions

Awesome!

Jul 2014 • Family

Written July 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Shaun D
Columbus, OH • 2 contributions

Hip, Funny, Unique and Totally Amazing!!

Jul 2014 • Family

Written July 17, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 18, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Sandra M
GRETNA • 4 contributions

Amazing show

Jul 2014 • Couples

Written July 16, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 20, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Lkorto
Westerville, OH • 7 contributions

Up close & personal

Jul 2014 • Family

Written July 16, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 17, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Odyssey504584
1 contribution

Interesting performance

Jul 2014 • Family

Written July 15, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 16, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

JRIndianaboy
Indianapolis, IN • 15 contributions

Makes you think!

Jul 2014 • Family

Written July 14, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 15, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

stacey55921
Granbury, TX • 5 contributions

Wow how does he get what you're thinking!!

Jul 2014 • Family

Written July 14, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 15, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

We visited Gatlinburg for the first time this past week. I spent alot of time reviewing Trip Advisor &
websites to find the best family oriented places, shows & activities to do with our two daughters. I
found several sites that mentioned Bill Gladwell, a mentalist show, and read about this interesting man
and decided to purchase tickets to spend an evening watching this performance. I am so glad I did.
The parking is easy, a small lot across the street from the space needle, only eight dollars for however
long you are there. You enter the arcade and walk through to the back to the Iris Theater, a small and
cozy room. Bill Gladwell came out into the stage and began speaking, and right o$, he came across …
Read more

Lisa, Your daughter was great in my show. I am so glad that you found me among all the other
things to do. Thank you for coming to my show as well as for the review. I appreciate it.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Thoroughly enjoyable experience!
It was mind-boggling!
He didn't make mistakes and left me wondering after every "trick"

I am so glad that you enjoyed my show. Thank you for coming as well as for the review. I
appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

As a last minute decision we decided to go see Bill Gladwell before we saw Guy Michaels the same
night. I love that he o$ers a military discount on tickets. It was a great decision to go see his show. I
liked that it was a small group and Bill was very personable. He was very friendly and funny! We were
very impressed with each part of the show. We are still wondering how he did many things. I have seen
a lot of shows in Pigeon Forge and I definitely recommend this over any other. My friends and I always
take a trip to the area in December and I will be bringing them to the show!

Lizzie, It was great meeting you and having you at my show. Thank you so much for the review as
well as for the recommendation. I appreciate it. Being recommended over all the other shows in
Eastern Tennessee means a lot. I look forward to seeing you again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My family and I saw Bill's show last night and it was awesome! My husband even enjoyed it and he isn't
easily impressed. We tried for the rest of the evening to figure some of the tricks out but of course were
unsuccessful :) Still trying to figure out how he got my answer of 5 yellow armadillos lol. I highly
recommend the show.

Tammy, It was a pleasure having you and your family at my show. Thank you for the review as well
as for the recommendation. I really appreciate it. Armadillo… That was the first time I have ever
gotten someone to say that particular animal. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I have seen many shows in the Gatlinburg area but nothing compares to this. Bill reads the minds of
people in the crowd in a funny entertaining way that is fun for the entire family. There were children,
teens, adults and older adults in the crowd and he amazed us all time and time again. I wont go into
specific details but there are moments in the show that will have you so stunned you might have to pick
your jaw o$ the ground. It's that good.

Shaun, Thank you so much for the wonderful review as well as for the recommendation. It was a
pleasure having you and your family at my show. I am glad I could drop your jaw. I am looking
forward to seeing you again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

The show was great, di$erently a most see. Keep you amazed through the entire show. Loved it!!!!!! It
was just my husband and I that went but will be bringing my kids and grandkids back to see it. 

Sandra, It was a pleasure having you and your husband at my show. Thank you for coming, and
thank you for the review. I really appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

For our last night in Gatlinburg, I wanted to do something a little di$erent. Our kids are 9, 11, 13 - and the
reviews enticed us to try Bill's show. We arrived at 6:15 p.m. for a 7 p.m. show and easily had front row
seats when the doors opened at 6:45 p.m. The Iris theater is in the back of the arcade, located at the
base of the space needle, so be prepared to navigate your kids through a bunch of games. (side note:
beautiful bathrooms here! seriously!) We paid $10 to park (boo!) to allow us time after the show to grab
burgers at Five Guys (outstanding). The theater is very small, but that makes for a personal show. Bill is
more than professional and did an excellent job amazing us. Our youngest didn't always catch on to…
Read more

I'm glad you were able to find my show. It was a pleasure having you and your family in my
audience. Thank you for the review as well as for the recommendation. I greatly appreciate it.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

The small theater under the space needle provided a more intimate setting for this interesting
performance. Bill's performance was a display of well tuned deductive reasoning abilities, laced with
splashes of humor. Quite entertaining.

Thank you for coming to my show, for the review, and for the kind words. I appreciate it, and I am
happy that you enjoyed my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We went to see Bill Gladwell at the little theater in the space needle. We saw the magic show before the
Headcase show in the same theater. We found Bill to be very skilled at what he does! Knowing that
there is no such things as mind readers or psychics, Bill tells you from the very beginning that he is none
of those things! He even tells you that he is going to lie cheat and steal for the next hour or so.

I have to admit that some of the things he did left us scratching our head? He was friendly and polite
after the show. My son bought one of the tricks he performs in the show and is wanting to do a…
Read more

I really appreciate the kind words. Thank you so much for coming to my show as well as for the
review and recommendation. I am glad that you and your family enjoyed my show. Please, come
back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I really wasn't sure what to expect when my sister decided to check out this show. You might remember
us. Family on front row with Keith flashing camera in face. This show is great. He got what I was thinking
so I know he's for real because when he said tropical that was exactly What I was thinking. It was
something di$erent and we all enjoyed. Teens and adults. Tons of audience interaction. My daughter
wants to have you at her party!!

Stacey, How could I forget you and your family? You all were great, and it was truly my pleasure
having you in my audience... and in the front row. I am glad that you took a chance on my show.
Thank you, and thank you for your review and kind words. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Daryl B
Bolingbrook, United States • 3 contributions

Fun and enjoyable for the whole family

Jul 2014 • Family

Written July 14, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 15, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Sherrie F
3 contributions

A definate must see!!!!!

Jul 2014 • Couples

Written July 13, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 14, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Margo N
Yorktown Heights, New York • 2 contributions

Mesmerized!

Jul 2014 • Family

Written July 13, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 14, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

jjgasman
Fort Lauderdale • 349 contributions

Excellent Entertainment

Jul 2014 • Family

Written July 13, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 14, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

CabinParadise
United States • 27 contributions

Move the show to Pigeon Forge

Jul 2014 • Family

Written July 13, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 13, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

mr_wae
Orlando, FL • 21 contributions

Great tricks! If you're looking for a non-country show, GO!

Jul 2014 • Family

Written July 12, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 13, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

emtcincinnati
Cincinnati, OH • 41 contributions

Wow!

Jun 2014 • Friends

Written July 10, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 11, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Mary M
Grand Rapids, MI • 8 contributions

Unique and fun evening

Jul 2014 • Family

Written July 9, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 10, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Dgr2605
Waco, TX • 22 contributions

Great Show

Jul 2014

Written July 8, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 9, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Hering_sa
San Antonio, TX • 30 contributions

Don't Miss!

Written July 6, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 7, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Bill did a great job interacting with the entire audience. My kids are still talking about his show a week
later.

Daryl, I am happy to hear that you and your family enjoyed my show and are still talking about it.
Thank you for coming as well as for your review. I really appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Absolutely blew us away!!! Bill was amazing!! I highly recommend seeing this! If we'd have been there
longer we'd have seen it a few times!!!!!

Sherrie, Come back as many times as you would like. As a matter of fact, let me know the next time
you are in the area; and I will make you VIP guests at my show. Thank you for the review and the
recommendation. I really appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My family and I were enthralled by Bill's abilities and talents. He engages the entire audience and at
the end of the show you leave the theater completely mesmerized. This is a MUST-SEE show and
certainly one of the highlights of our trip. We will be talking about it for quite some time.

Margo, I love that you were "enthralled" with me. Thank you for the compliment as well as for the
review. I am so happy that you found my show among all the other shows in the area. You and your
family were great to have in the audience. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My family of three attended a show this past week, and we absolutely loved it. We discussed how he
could have done some of the things he did for days afterwards. The show is kid-friendly as well. All in
all, it is a great way to spend 80-90 minutes, and it was excellent value. I highly recommend it.

I am glad that you enjoyed my performance so much. Thank you for coming to my show, and thank
you for your review and recommendation. I really appreciate it. Please, come back anytime.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I just saw last night's show. It was well with it. I wish Bill was in Pigeon Forge. I believe he could be at the
number one position here on trip advisor if he was. The theater was quite nice considering where it was
located. Tra$ic it Gatlinburg is insane. Parking was convenient. The walk from the parking lot was less
than two minutes. At five dollars for six hours, I though was very reasonable considering how crowded
Gatlinburg can be. Just allow plenty of time if you're not staying right in town. The show itself is
amazing. Bill seems like a really nice guy. The only problem I had was...I called a few times a couple of
weeks prior to the show including three hours before the show was to start. A live person had never…
Read more

Thank you so much for the review, and I am glad that you enjoyed the show as much as you did. It
was my pleasure performing for you and your family. I am concerned with your experience with the
telephone and email. I am able to check my personal telephone and email records, and I did. I di…
Read more

1

Hillbilly fun abounds in Gatlinburg and Pigeon Forge. If you'd like to try something more Vegas-style,
don't miss Bill's show. The tricks are great. If you are familiar with mentalist style magic, you'll
appreciate this show. All three of my kids (ages 15,11, 8) appreciated the show. Bill has a warm
character - and the show is safe for the whole family. In, fact, we saw Bill's own kids and wife participate
in the show at some point. Happy to give a thumbs up to this entertainer.

It was great having you at my show, and it was even better to meet you and your family after the
show. It was truly my pleasure. Thank you for the reviews, the recommendation, and the "thumbs
up". Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

This show was amazing! Very small, intimate venue which allows for tons of audience interaction. This
show is really unique. There's nothing else like it. You better catch him quick before he ends up in Vegas
or NYC and tickets are scarce! Good luck to you, Mr. Gladwell.

Thank you so much for the review and kind words. I appreciate it. I am glad that you found my
show and took a chance on it, but I am happier that you enjoyed it. It is unique, and it is unlike any
other thing you will experience in the area. I hope to see you again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We were looking for something di$erent to do with our two
teenagers and this show did the trick. Engaging and thought
provoking and we are still trying to figure out "how he did that".
Highly recommended family activity. 

Mary, I am so glad you found my show. I am also ecstatic that you and your family enjoyed it. It was
my pleasure having you in my audience. Thank you for coming to my show, for the review, and for
your recommendation. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We went to the show on July 8, 7:00. We really enjoyed the show. Our 12 year old daughter loved going
on stage with Mr, Gladwell. She is still trying to figure out how he does it!

It was my pleasure having you and you family in my audience, and your daughter was great on
stage. Thank you so much for choosing to come to my show with all the other shows in the area,
and thank you for the review. I appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

All I can say is you will be amazed. Very interactive with the audience and you will leave wondering how
did he do that?? Don't miss out.

Thank you for your review and recommendation as well as for coming to my show. I really
appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

PoppyEarl
31 contributions

Very entertaining

Jul 2014 • Couples

Written July 6, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 7, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

JMKLDoran
Mishawaka, IN • 5 contributions

Great Show

Jul 2014 • Family

Written July 4, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 5, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

amandahQ6598LZ
Seaman, Ohio • 2 contributions

A Great Show!

Jun 2014 • Friends

Written June 30, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 1, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Don W
Toledo, Ohio • 2 contributions

Outstanding

Jun 2014 • Couples

Written June 30, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 1, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Morgan
Sweetwater, TN • 67 contributions

Definitely worth seeing.

Jun 2014

Written June 30, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 1, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

June B
Asheville, NC • 42 contributions

Great Show!

Jun 2014 • Family

Written June 30, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 1, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

4chismom
Plymouth, NC • 216 contributions

A Good Show for the Money

Jun 2014 • Family

Written June 29, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 30, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

ChrylnDon
Hazel Green • 18 contributions

Mentalist Bill Gladwell.

Jun 2014

Written June 29, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 30, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Darlene S
Shepherdsville • 1 contribution

Bill Gladwell

Jun 2014 • Couples

Written June 27, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 28, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Marsha C
Knightstown, IN • 1 contribution

Great evening of fun and laughter

Jun 2014 • Friends

Written June 27, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 28, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

This is a fun, family-friendly show. Well worth the time and cost. We will be back! But -- how does he do
it??

Thank you so much for coming to my show, and thank you for the review. Please, come back
anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Our family attended Bill's show on July 3rd and had a great time. Everyone left impressed, even the
teenagers. Lots of crowd participation.

Thanks Bill for a great show.

You are very welcome; it was truly my pleasure. Thank you for coming to my show as well as for the
review. I appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I really enjoyed this show! I have always wanted to see a mentalist perform in person, and this is the
first chance I've gotten to do that. I really liked the fact that the theater was small, so the experience
was more interactive with the whole audience. I would definitely recommend this show to anyone who is
going to be in the Gatlinburg area.

Amanda, Not too many people "have always wanted to see a mentalist perform in person". I'm
glad I could be your first. I'm curious as to what sparked the interested in the first place. Thank you
for coming to my show as well as for the review and recommendation. It is much appreciated.…
Read more

0

The show is very entertaining for all ages. Mr. Gladwell does a remarkable job of mystifying the
audience through his knowledge of human behavior. You will shake your head in wonderment at how he
can always have the right answer.

Don, It was truly my pleasure having you at my show. Thank you so much for the kind words and the
review. Now, I do not "always" have the right answer, but I shoot for the majority of the time. The
evening you were at my show was an exceptional performance, and it was because you all were …
Read more

1

If this is legit this is the greatest show ever. He is a master at reading people. I don't watch many shows
but was certainly glad I chose this one. It was in a smaller theatre which made the audience
participation rate higher. It's a show geared toward adults. I'd guess because kids are more
unpredictable.

Morgan, I wil take "this is the greatest show ever". Thank you! My show is targeted to adults, but it
is appropriate for all ages. I do have mostly adults on stage, but there is a child at least once
through the show if we have a child in the audience. It is not that "kids are more unpredictable";…
Read more

0

Bill puts on a wonderful, intriguing show for MOST ages. We came with our family of 7 (we had three
under 7 - they did not really appreciate the show at all so I would say keep the little ones at home). But
for our teenagers and my boyfriend and I, it was absolutely wonderful. Bill also called us a week before
the show and o$ered us VIP passes to Gatlinburg attractions due to our family size and our time being
there - which was absolutely amazing. The kids had such a great time, and his show was definitly a hit!
Thanks Bill for making our trip memorable one for years to come!

June, I am so glad that you and your family were one of the eight lucky ones for the Mother's Day
May VIP promotion. You have a beautiful family, and I am glad all the little ones had a great time. I
look forward to seeing you the next time you are in the Gatlinburg area. Thank you for coming to…
Read more

0

We discovered the theater while we were buying tickets to the Space Needle and decided to go. The
show absolutely fascinated our grandson..he couldn't get over the "mind reading"! I am always
skeptical about whether the subjects are plants chosen before the show, but even so I did enjoy the
evening. It was a good value for an evening of entertainment.

I promise... there are no "plants" in my audiences. I use approximately 25 audience members
during my show. That's a quarter of the seats in the theater. If I were using plants, I would be losing
money every show. When you make it back to Gatlinburg, let me know. I will pluck a thought from…
Read more

0

This guy was amazing. We were there ladt night.He got audience involved. The show was funny and
amazing. We had a great time.

Thank you so much for coming to my show as well as for the review. I really appreciate it. Come
back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

A very audience friendly show that was well worth the time. I would loved it being longer and will plan
on seeing him again.

Darlene, It was a pleasure having you at the show. Let me know when you plan to come back, and I
will throw in a perk or two. Thank you for the review. I really appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I and 2 other friends attended his show in June, he was wonderful, funny, very
accurate surprised us every time, there is no way that his show is phony because my husband and I
have never met him and he was correct on every answer. We all thoroughly enjoyed the time spent at
his show.

Marsha, It was a pleasure having you and your family at my show. I am so happy that you enjoyed
it. Thank you for coming to my show as well as for the review and recommendation. I appreciate it.
If you are in the Gatlinburg area again; please, let me know. I will make you and your family my VI…
Read more
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This location was reported permanently closed

What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

C3ontheroad
324 contributions

So how did he do that???

Written June 27, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 28, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

TravelingAmy1973
Jacksonville, FL • 8 contributions

ENTRANCED!

Jun 2014 • Friends

Written June 26, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 28, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

KCtravelerKc_Mo
Hickory, KY • 14 contributions

A great evening of fun!

Written June 26, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 28, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

MomAndAddi
Wooster, OH • 104 contributions

Very good-The Few things he did

Jun 2014 • Family

Written June 25, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 26, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Denise T
Roanoke, VA • 13 contributions

Awesome show!

Jun 2014 • Friends

Written June 25, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 26, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

John G
Frederick, MD • 52 contributions

Great Time

Jun 2014 • Family

Written June 25, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 26, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Seaside232415
1 contribution

Awesome show

Jun 2014 • Family

Written June 25, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 26, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Edward S
Latrobe, Pennsylvania • 1 contribution

Great show

Jun 2014 • Family

Written June 25, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 26, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

NCUSA04
USA • 13 contributions

A fun night.

Jun 2014 • Couples

Written June 24, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 26, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Martin S
Jacksonville, NC • 18 contributions

Excellent Show!

Jun 2014 • Family

Written June 23, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 24, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Enjoyed the show! We are still wondering how he figured all of those things out! Worth seeing! The room
is small- all seats can view the show easily.

It was my pleasure having you at my show. Thank you. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This guy is very personable and he called on almost everyone in the audience. He can literally READ
YOUR MIND. Small show (max. seating is 90) of only 25 people on the night we went. I'd love to see him
again.

Come back anytime. It's a great compliment to see faces in my audience that have been to my
show before. Thank you for writing your review, and thank you for attending my show. Successfully,
Bill Gladwell

1

If you are looking for a fun, magical evening, then this is the show for you! Our family, including 2
teenagers, had a blast! Bill is spot on with his act and funny too. His show is in a small theater at the
bottom of the Space Needle so book your tickets in advance. The theater was sold out when we went
to his show on Tuesday, June 17. Also, there is a parking lot directly behind the theater that only
charges $3 for 1 hour or $5 for 2 hours which is cheaper than the $8 lot across the street. Whether you
are a skeptic or not, you will have fun and lots of laughs. Bill even o$ers a money back guarantee.

Thank you so much for your review and recommendation. I truly appreciate it. Also, thank you for
taking a chance on my show. I am glad you and your family enjoyed my show. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

1

I loved this show...Although, it would've been A LOT better if he did more things! It seemed to move very
slow. I would've been more happy also if I could've been chosen for him to pick my mind :) which is what
I went for. But unfortunately I was not chosen and he doesnt take volunteers. The audience members
chose the "next victims" for lack of better words. Would I go back? Most likely not unless I would get a
very big discount. I think it was very over priced. My daughter was bored through it.

So glad that you loved my show. During my show, I perform eight to ten experiments depending on
the night. The average time is ten minutes per experiment. The show runs approximately 85
minutes, and there is not dead time between experiments. The only way to do "more things" is to…
Read more

0

This show is great! The performance leaves you scratching your head-how can he know random things
about audience members. This is my second time seeing Bill Gladwell and it's my very favorite. I would
not come to the Smokies without putting this on my list of things I must do!

Denise, My show is a head scratcher. It means a lot to me that you have come to my show more
than once. That's a very nice compliment. Thank you for coming to my show again and for the
review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

2

Really enjoyed the show. Great for the whole family. My nine year old daughter loved the show and
talked about it for days.

John, I am glad that your daughter loved the show. Thank you so much for taking a chance on my
show as well as for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This was a great show for everyone. Bill went out of his way to make sure everyone was comfortable
and had a great time. I highly recommend this show when visiting Gatlinburg.

I appreciate the kind words. Thank you so much for coming to my show as well as for the review
and recommendation. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Great show with audience participation. My three older teenage children loved the show. I would
recommend seeing this show without hesitation. We will definitely attend another show when back in
the gatlinburg area.

Edward, I am glad you and your children loved my show. That's what I'm shootin' for. Thank you for
coming to my show, for the review, and for the recommendation. Much appreciated! Successfully,
Bill Gladwell

2

We attended Bill's Headcase show in June of 2014 in Gatlinburg, TN. The room where he performs is
very small. It seats about 90 people I think. When we went, there were only 25 people. Some of the
tricky maybe are a little easy to figure out (others are much harder) but the show is still very
entertaining. Bill included many audience members in his show. He is also very funny and enjoyable to
watch. I can tell he enjoys what he does and works hard. He does o$er a full refund if you were not
completely satisfied with the show. Of course we will not take him up on it but I think the fact he o$ers
that says a lot about his dedication to the show.

Thank you so much for the review. I am very happy that you enjoyed my show. I appreciate your
review and recommendation. Please, come back again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

Awesome Show!! We talked about it for hours afterwards. We still can't figure out how he did some of
the things he did! He involves the whole audience and is very entertaining. Highly recommend!!

Martin, Thank you so much for the recommendation and review, and thank you for coming to my
show. I really appreciate it. I am glad you enjoyed it so much, and it kept you talking afterwards.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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nytoga30
Jacksonville, FL • 3 contributions

Fantastic!

Jun 2014 • Friends

Written June 22, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 22, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Kayla S
Richmond, Indiana • 1 contribution

Awesome Show!

Jun 2014 • Couples

Written June 19, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 20, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Wade S
Richmond, Indiana • 2 contributions

Can't miss show!

Jun 2014 • Couples

Written June 19, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 20, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Dee Dee Z
Douglasville, GA • 15 contributions

Fantastic Show!!!

Jun 2014 • Family

Written June 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

LenaStagg
Honey Brook, Pennsylvania • 1 contribution

Entertaining Show.

Jun 2014 • Couples

Written June 15, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 16, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Georgeanne P
1 contribution

Totally Awesome

Jun 2014 • Family

Written June 14, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 14, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Hunterwebb
Minot, ND • 54 contributions

Small crowd...almost half will participate

Jun 2014 • Family

Written June 12, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 13, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Mark F
1 contribution

First Class Entertainment

Jun 2014 • Family

Written June 8, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 9, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Connie M
Rutherford College, NC • 16 contributions

Very Entertaining!

Jun 2014 • Couples

Written June 8, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 8, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

LaChicaBakerita
6 contributions

Very entertaining!!

Written June 7, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 8, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

This is the first time I saw Bill's show with a few friends. Despite him calling me "easy" (i.e I was a very
bad liar and had an easy tell), the show was fantastic. :)
Thanks for a great time. Absolutely amazing! Don't miss this show.

It was truly my pleasure having you at my show. Thank you for coming, and thank you for the review
and recommendation. I appreciate it. Please, come back anytime. It is not so bad to be "easy".
Being a bad liar is a great attribute. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I have seen Bills show 2x now, and it's great. This past time, I was part of the act, and what he does is
amazing. If you haven't seen his show, I highly recommend it. You will be blown away!

Kayla, You were great on stage! I am glad I could blow you away once again. It was my pleasure.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This is the 3rd time I have seen Bill's performance, and left just as surprised and pleased as the first
time. Puts on a great performance, gets the audience members involved and handles himself very
professionally. Best attraction in all of Gatlinburg area. Don't miss this one!

Wade, It was a pleasure having you back at the show. Thank you so much of coming as well as for
the review. I appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We really enjoyed the show!!! We are still trying to figure out how he did it all. Very entertaining!

It was a pleasure having you at my show. Thank you so much for coming as well as for the review. I
appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

My husband and I enjoyed the show. Not sure how he knows things. Also very interactive with the
audience. Would recomend.

It was a pleasure having you two at my show. Thank you so much for coming. I appreciate the
review and recommendation. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

2

This is a show for all ages. My husband, granddaughter, and her boyfriend were truly amazed! This was
the first show that I scheduled for our Gatlinburg trip. I am so glad I did. Great down home fun! Thanks
Bill for the memories!

Georgeanne, It was a pleasure having you at my show. It was interesting pulling thoughts out of
your mind. Thank you for letting me walk around in there. Please, come back anytime. Successfully,
Bill Gladwell

2

Only about 50 people in this theater means almost half of you will be a participant in the show. He is
pretty good at what he does...only had one trick that was wrong....when guessing a woman's bucket list
item, he guessed a trip to Alaska when it was really a trip on a Mississippi River Boat. All in our party
enjoyed the show.

Thank you for coming to my show as well as for the review. There are actually 90 seats in the
theater, and I use about 25 people throughout. About a quarter of the audience gets to
participate at some point. As for the "one trick that was wrong", I'm pulling thoughts from people'…
Read more

0

Bill's show was first class entertainment. It was both fun and amazing. In addition to astonishing his
audience, Bill makes you feel as comfortable as you would be in your own living room. Don't miss this
show!
Mark F. Illinois

Mark, I am so glad that you enjoyed my show. The theater is about the size of a living room, so
making you feel at home is a short leap. Ninety people is the perfect size for my show. Thank for
the time you took to leave this review. I appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We were amazed by Bill. Worth every penny. Great show. I will definitely go again. Also an extremely
nice person. Thanks for making it a fun evening.

Connie, It was a pleasure having you at my show, and you are definitely welcome back anytime.
Thank you for coming to my show as well as for the time you took to leave a review. I appreciate it!
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My family and I really enjoyed Bill's show! He is a great entertainer and while it is kid-friendly, it is still
entertaining for adults. If you're looking for something to do with the whole family, this is it!

Thank you for the review and recommendation. I am very happy to hear you enjoyed my show. I
often receive calls asking if my show is "kid friendly". I answer with "It's an adult show that is
appropriate for children." It's a great night out when when you're in a place where a babysitter…
Read more
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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Dawn S
Lincolnshire, IL • 1 contribution

Excellent entertainment for the family.

Jun 2014 • Family

Written June 6, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 7, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

LThompson913
Atlanta, GA • 4 contributions

Unique Entertainment

Jun 2014 • Family

Written June 5, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 6, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

veph2014
Dallas, TX • 3 contributions

Bill's show is amazing.

Jun 2014

Written June 4, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 5, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Steven B
Nashville, Tennessee • 1 contribution

An entertaining and engaging show for a group.

Jun 2014 • Business

Written June 4, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 4, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Raeven_D
Verona, Wisconsin • 10 contributions

Mrs

May 2014 • Couples

Written June 1, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 5, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

ThatKid123
Cincinnati, OH • 3 contributions

Great Preformance

Nov 2013 • Friends

Written May 28, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 29, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Keith A
Cincinnati, Ohio • 1 contribution

Awesome show

Oct 2013 • Couples

Written May 19, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 20, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

odiewon
East Wenatchee, WA • 30 contributions

Mind Amazing

May 2014 • Friends

Written May 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 18, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

CNNotte
Huntsville, AL • 1 contribution

Very entertaining!

May 2014 • Family

Written May 16, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 17, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Andy H
1 contribution

Entertaining!

May 2014 • Business

Written May 16, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 16, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Bill Gladwell's show is amazing and well worth the money. We're still scratching our heads.
Unforgettable.

Dawn, It was a pleasure having you at my show. Thank you for coming as well as for the review and
recommendation. I appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

Prepare to be a bit perplexed throughout much of the show. It was most-definitely worth the time and
money to check out this show.

Perplexing... That's also how my wife describes me. Thank you so much for choosing my show over
all the other options in the area. It means a lot to me. I also appreciate the time you took to write
your review and recommendation. Please, come back anytime; and you will be my special guests…
Read more

0

I'm still wondering how he does it.I was a participant. He was on target with information I had never
shared with anyone before.His way of retrieving information is beyond my understanding. I would love
to take one of his classes. It is a show worthy of one's time and money.

It was a pleasure having you in my audience, and I am glad you enjoyed my show. You can
definitely take one of my classes. Just contact me, and we will work it out. Thank you for the review
and the recommendation. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I had a business meeting in Gatlinburg and I was looking for a show to take my associates to that would
be entertaining and acceptable to a variety of professionals. Bill Gladwell’s show was engaging and
kept the entire audience involved with the performance throughout. He keeps the show moving at a
fast pace, changing audience involvement and pieces of his act to ensure that no one in the audience
gets bored. After the show my associates spent the remainder of the evening taking guesses at how
each of part of his show was possible. It was a great experience for our entire group.

Steven, It was a pleasure having you and your associates in the audience. It is always good to
have fellow Lima-ites at my show. I am glad that you all enjoyed the show, and you are welcome
back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

What a great show! The only way it could have been better was if I could have kidnapped Bill and had
him to myself for a couple hours. I would love to get into his head. 
He's funny, puts on a fantastic show and I'll admit he's nice to look at too. :-P
I would definitely recommend Bills show to anyone looking for a di$erent kind of experience in
Gatlinburg.

Tami, When I first read your post, my first thought was... "You don't have to kidnap me; you just
have to pay me for my time." I then realized we're in Gatlinburg... not Vegas. I am happy that you
enjoyed my show, and I appreciate the review and recommendation. You are welcome back…
Read more

2

Bill's show is very unique as he tells you right o$ the bat that magic/psychics aren't real and that it's
nothing more than psychology and persuasion. I found this to be a nice change of pace as it made me
feel like I was witnessing mental puzzles instead of a routine parlor tricks. His acts are phenomenal and
leave you wondering how they were accomplished for at least several hours after the show. The small
theater allows for a more personal feel and the show last just long enough so that you can still have a
night on the town afterwards. I recommend his show to all my friends that head into the area.

Thank you so much for your review and recommendation. I really appreciate it. I am glad you
enjoyed my show, and you are welcome back anytime. Cincinnati is my favorite skyline of all the
cities I have traveled to. The Skyline Chili is great also. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Left the show with my jaw agape - still trying to figure out how he does these amazing things. Magical

Keith, In 524 reviews, the word "agape" has never been used in a review. That's awesome! Thank
you for coming to my show, and thank you for the wonderful review. I appreciate it. Successfully,
Bill Gladwell

1

Excellent show! Take your camera. Small studio makes it more personable and friendly. He actually
explains how he manages to arrive at the correct answer! Highly recommend! Located in the back of
an arcade, so during the busy season you may have to traverse through a crowd similar to a small
casino, noise included. However, this would keep you occupied as you should arrive early as seating is
not reserved.

I am so happy you enjoyed my show. Arrive 30 minutes before showtime, and you should be good
in terms of being able to choose your seat. Thank you for the review and the kind words. I
appreciate it! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

My husband and I were visiting out of town with my in-laws and caught his show in Gatlinburg, TN. I was
not only impressed by his skill, but even more by the entertainment. We were also very lucky to have
been picked for one of his tricks. He had us guessing 'how did he do that?!' and laughing while we were
leaving. Great show, wonderful entertainment and very personable with his audience. We were
impressed and would definitely tell others to visit his show when they are able. It was a nice experience
while on vacation.

With all the shows that are in the area, I appreciate that you chose to spend your evening with me
at my show. You were great, and I am happy that you enjoyed my performance. Thank you for the
time you took to leave your review and recommendation. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Put this in your itinerary! Bill did an excellent job relating to the crowd and involving almost everyone in
our group. His performance was rare and fun!

Andy, Thank you for the great recommendation. I appreciate the review. I am very happy that you
enjoyed my performance so much. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Chuck1963
Indian Land, SC • 10 contributions

Unbelievable Performance

Aug 2013 • Couples

Written May 15, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 16, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

chaosandcandy
145 contributions

Must See!

May 2014 • Couples

Written May 13, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 15, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Benjamin P
Tryon, North Carolina • 1 contribution

Eight thumbs up!!!

May 2014 • Friends

Written May 13, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 13, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Brad N
Washington Court House, OH • 41 contributions

The Mentalist ... WOW!

May 2014 • Couples

Written May 12, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 13, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Barbara S
West Portsmouth, Ohio • 12 contributions

Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist

Jun 2013 • Family

Written May 12, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 13, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Katie2214 B
Ohio • 1 contribution

Amazing!!

May 2014 • Family

Written May 11, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 12, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Courtney B
Portsmouth, Ohio, Usa • 22 contributions

Complete entertainment!

Jun 2013 • Family

Written May 11, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 12, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Dtron77
Fairhope, AL • 2 contributions

Great Show

Apr 2014

Written May 10, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 13, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BeachDNS
Virginia Beach, VA • 128 contributions

An entertaining change of pace

Apr 2014 • Friends

Written May 8, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 9, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Julie C
Louisville, Kentucky • 2 contributions

Great show!!

May 2014 • Family

Written May 6, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 7, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Bill's show was the highlight of our visit. His ability to "get the information" was the talk of our group on
the bus. Personally, I cannot comprehend what

Chuck, It was a pleasure performing for you. Thank you for the review and the kind words.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I saw Bill Gladwell's show in Gatlinburg this past weekend. I was worried about it being
cheesy, but we were so pleasantly surprised. If I could only use one word to describe this show it would
be "impressive". Bill Gladwell is definitely good at reading people. I feel bad for his wife because she
probably can't get away with anything. 

Go see the show! He has a money-back guarantee so what do you have to lose?

My wife keeps me in my place. I am so happy the my show impressed you. Thank you for choosing
my show over all the other shows in the area, and thank you for your review. Much appreciated!
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Went to see Head Case with three friends and we absolutely loved the show! It was fun, interesting and
very entertaining. It was cool to talk to Bill after the show, he made a point to speak to everyone
personally. We would recommend adding this show to your Gatlinburg agenda!

Ben, It was my pleasure meeting all of you. I appreciate that you spent your evening with me when
there are so many other things to do in the Gatlinburg area. Please, come back anytime. I
appreciate the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

You've just got to see this guy. It is not a fancy thrill a minute show but rather a show that requires you to
pay attention and then amazes you with the results. Been there three times and we WILL return until we
can figure out how he does it!

Brad, It is always a pleasure having you at my show. I love the review. My show is not for someone
who wants to come in, sit back, and go on autopilot. There is a lot of audience participation mixed
with some serious thinking. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Amazing show!!! A must see if you are in Gatlinburg, TN .Bill will amaze you with his abilities as a
mentalist and keep you on the edge of your seat during the entire show. When you leave you will be
wondering "How did he do that" !! My family and I saw his show for the first time last year and are going
back again this year to be amazed again!!

Barbara, I look forward to seeing you again. Thank you so much for the review as well as for
enjoying my show enough to come back for more. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Overall outstanding show!! My family and I plan to watch Bill's show every time we're in Gatlinburg!! It's
something that you can watch many times and always be fascinated by! I recommend this show to
anyone and everyone!

Katie, It was truly my pleasure having you at my show. I look forward to seeing you again. Thank
you so much for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We were looking for something fun do do before planning our trip and ran across this show. We had
never been to one and decided that for the price, we would try it out. 
Now, we have two teenagers who "know it all", they were completely mesmerized by Bill's performance.
We enjoyed ourselves so much, that we intend on making him a priority every visit to Gatlinburg!! You
will NOT be disappointed and the show is worth every penny and more! Bill is a MUST see!!

Courtney, You and your entire family were great. I am glad you found me. Thank you for the kind
words as well as for the time you for took to leave your review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I attended the show with 3 friends in mid April and we all loved it. Bill kept us trying to figure out how he
was able to do what he does the whole time. Great audience participation also. We are planning on
another trip to Gatlinburg with our kids and this show will definitely be on our list to do with them. Great
for the whole family. We also had the opportunity to talk with Bill afterwards, great man who made our
vacation memorable.

Thank you so much for the kind words, and I am glad I could help make your vacation memorable.
I look forward to seeing you back in my audience. Let me know when you will be in the area again. I
appreciate the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill puts on a good show. My 81 year old mother, sister and I all enjoyed it. Good level of audience
participation. He leaves you thinking and smiling.

I am so happy that you all enjoyed the show. Thank you for coming, and thank you for the review. I
appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

Bill leads a very lively, interactive and entertaining show! The theater in small and intimate so everyone
gets involved. You will not be disappointed! My family is still talking about the show.

Julie, It was truly my pleasure having you in my audience. I am glad you enjoyed my show. Thank
you for coming, and thank you for your wonderful review. Successful, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Beka W
Toledo, OH • 1 contribution

Excellent!

May 2014 • Friends

Written May 6, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 6, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Megan T
Riverside, OH • 16 contributions

Great Show!

Jun 2013 • Couples

Written May 4, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 5, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Judy K
New Richmond, Wisconsin • 3 contributions

I Liked it!!

Apr 2014 • Couples

Written May 3, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 5, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BeckyRN1979
Little Rock, AR • 95 contributions

Best show ever!

May 2014 • Couples

Written May 2, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 4, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

SteveHobb
Temperance, MI • 1 contribution

He came to our Chalet!!

May 2014 • Family

Written May 1, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 2, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

jamigirl78
Perry, MI • 94 contributions

Entertaining

Written May 1, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 2, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

James_Raines
Leesville, LA • 2 contributions

Great show, very entertaining

Apr 2014 • Family

Written April 30, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 1, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

GMW1950
Clinton Township, MI • 4 contributions

Thoroughly enjoyable and highly entertaining

Apr 2014 • Couples

Written April 28, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 29, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

DavidandJessica813
Las Vegas, NV • 29 contributions

Thought Provoking, Great Entertainment

Apr 2014 • Couples

Written April 26, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 27, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jay W
Indian Land, South Carolina, Usa • 2 contributions

Great show

Apr 2014 • Friends

Written April 25, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 26, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

We just took a group of seniors to Gatlinburg for a senior trip last week. In years past other groups from
our school have gone to the Mentalist show in downtown Gatlinburg at the theater. They have always
loved it! This year Bill came out to our cabin to do a show. It was great! We loved it! It was very inriguing
and mind-boggling. It was very personal being able to have him there for our own small group. We
really enjoyed it!

Beka, It was a pleasure performing for your group. Keep me in mind next year when you are back in
town. Thank you for choosing my show over all the other shows in the area, and thank you for the
review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

My husband and I went to see this the last time we were in Gatlinburg. It was a great way to spend the
evening, and I think you'd be amazed by Mr. Gladwell!

Megan, Thank you so much for the review. It was truly my pleasure performing for you. Come back
anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

I'd never seen a mentalist in person before. I was impressed!! He was very professional and likeable.
The theater was easy to locate and just the right size to accommodate a more intimate crowd. It was
comfortable seating that was a half curve around the stage so everyone could see what was going on.
Reasonably priced!

Judy, I am glad I could be your first and that I impressed you. It was a pleasure having you in my
audience. Thank you for coming to my show as well as for the review. I appreciate it. Successfully,
Bill Gladwell

1

Just want to let everyone know if they have a chance to attend this show DO IT! Great show and family
friendly. Still amazed at some of his performances. I will go back and see this show again and the next
opportunity, I have never said that about any live performance.

Becky, Thank you for such a great review. I appreciate it. You were great at the show, and it was
truly my pleasure performing for you. Come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

I took a group of high school seniors to Bill (the Mentalist's) show last year and definitely wanted to do
so again this year. But this year it didn't work out in our schedule, so he worked out a time that he was
willing to come to us. He did an entire show for us at the Chalet where we were staying. It was a
wonderful, family friendly experience. The show lasted for about an hour and half but he was willing
(and so were we) for him to hang around and answer questions. Big time fun in the Gatlinburg area for
sure.

Both years, your students were fabulous. It was truly my pleasure performing for your group. I
attempt to make it as easy as possible to attend my show; and if I have to bring it to you, I am more
than willing to do everything I can. Late night shows give me an excuse to visit Denny's at 1:00am.…
Read more

1

Impressive show, convenient location, variety of times available to see the performance.. good
balance of humor & talent.. family atmosphere suitable for children

It was a pleasure having you and your family at my show. Thank you! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We were surprised to be contacted directly by Bill when we made our plans and loved the show. I
recommend this for any family and especially critics. Most of the crowd became involved in some part
of the show and most importantly, this wasn't a gimmicky or cheesy show. It was very interesting to see
his talents at work.

It was a pleasure having you at my show. Thank you so much for choosing my show as well as for
the review. I appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

On our first visit to Gatlinburg, my wife and I looked for some evening entertainment that was a bit
di$erent than standard fare comedy and music. We're glad we found Bill. He does a great job of
engaging his audience without intimidating them. The show itself still has us scratching our heads. A
big bonus: not an o$-color joke or comment all evening. Definitely appropriate for the whole family.

I am happy that I could be a part of your first visit to Gatlinburg. I appreciate you taking a chance
on my show when there are so many other entertainment options in the area. My goal has always
been to stand out among the rest. As for your "big bonus", I usually have my kids doing their…
Read more

1

The show was very interesting. As we do not normally go to these types of events, we attended the
show and were pleasantly surprised. Bill put on a great show and did a great job of audience
participation. He has good showmanship and gave my wife and I a lot to talk about on the rest of our
trip. The location is a little odd, but it works. Would absolutely recommend for fun for the entire family.

David and Jess, I am so glad you found me. You were great to have at my show, and I am happy
that you enjoyed yourselves. Thank you for spending your evening with me when there are so many
other things to choose from in the area. I appreciate the recommendation and review.…
Read more

2

Bill keeps you entertained and amazed
Even the skeptics leave happy
We have seen this show 3 times and still love it
Recommended for all ages

Jay, It was great having you back at my show. Repeat business and referrals are the best
compliments. Thank you! I am a skeptic myself, so I make sure that my show has something for
everyone. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

David S
Willard, OH • 2 contributions

had a good time

Apr 2014 • Family

Written April 25, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 26, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Namloco
Oregon, OH • 49 contributions

One of the few must see shows in Gatlinberg!

Written April 24, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 26, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Mullens_Traveler
Mullens, WV • 11 contributions

Glad we saw this show!

Written April 24, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 26, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

1969TomT
Cornelius, NC • 59 contributions

Very entertaining and quite amazing

Apr 2014 • Couples

Written April 22, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 22, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

LuLu
Durham, NC • 28 contributions

We're still trying to figure him out!

Apr 2014 • Family

Written April 20, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 21, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Dmccarragher
6 contributions

Bill Gladwell/Mentalist

Apr 2014 • Family

Written April 20, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 21, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Shawn T
Beckley, West Virginia • 1 contribution

Great show

Apr 2014 • Family

Written April 20, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 21, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Rdlaidig
Mishawaka, IN • 345 contributions

IT'S HARD TO BELIEVE

Apr 2014 • Couples

Written April 19, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 21, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Tom O
Virginia Beach, VA • 28 contributions

Fun show for the family

Apr 2014 • Family

Written April 17, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

MattAmytrips
Franklin, WI • 4 contributions

Very good

Apr 2014 • Couples

Written April 16, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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1

really makes you think to say the least. Hey I won $50 dollars..... NOT but I did get free pizza and a
drink.

David, I am glad you enjoyed my show and the pizza. Thank you so much for coming to my show.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

My wife and I went to this show recently and let me say, this was a nice sit down show after a full day of
walking and taking in the shops on the main strip. Bill Gladwell was a man who knows his show. Filled
with laughs, crowd participation and amazing mental feats. This is a show you will not regret attending
let alone forget! A must see.

Fellow Buckeyes, Thank you so much for coming to my show as well as for the review. I appreciate
it! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

First o$, they were super accommodating concerning ticket arrangements. The show was just as good
as their customer service and had all of us fully engaged. I would say that this is a don't miss for
anybody coming to the Smokies!

Fellow Buckeyes, Thank you so much for coming to my show as well as for the review. I am glad you
found me. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Tons of fun for all ages. Words really don't do the experience justice but I promise this show takes you
through all the facets of emotion which leave you with a big smile during and after the show. Don't miss
this while you are in Gatlinburg!

Tom, Thank you for such a great review. I appreciate that you spent an evening with me when
there are so many options in the area. It means a lot. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We enjoyed our visit so much in September, I bought my parents tickets the next time we were in town.
It's a great fun night out!

My wife is still trying to figure me out. Thank you for bringing guests to my show. Telling other
people to attend my show is the greatest compliment that I can get. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Our family of 4 (kids 12 & 13) LOVED his show. We were shaking our heads all night trying to figure out
how he did everything. The show was fast paced, entertaining, thought provoking and funny too. Bill
has a great stage presence and used so many audience members for participation. We loved it!!

I am glad to hear that you all had a great time. There are a lot of things to do in the area, and it
means a lot to me that you decided to spend the evening at my show. Thank you. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

Lots of fun. I enjoyed it and so did my kids. Would go back again. Funny and interesting. Was small
theatre which made it more enjoyable, because there was more interaction with everyone.

Shawn, I am so glad that you and your kids enjoyed my show. It was a pleasure having you there.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

It's hard to believe how Bill Gladwell does what he does. The Iris Theater is a small and intimate venue
that provides the opportunity for Bill to interact with the audience and vice versa. While he does use
the audience to pick others in the audience to participate, it's very non-threatening. You'll never be put
in an uncomfortable position. At the same time, how he figures out what people are thinking is well
beyond this person's comprehension. Great for individuals, couple, families, or groups.

It was great having you at my show. Thank you for spending your evening with me as well as for the
review. Have you performed the square yet? Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Very entertaining show. Fun for the entire family. Loved the audience participation. A good value in the
downtown Gatlinburg area.

The audience participation is a must. I am so glad you and your family had a great time. It was a
pleasure having you at my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We went a few days ago and it was terrific. My wife and I walked away saying how in the???. Small
audience, very comfortable and very entertaining!

Matt, I am so glad that you enjoyed my show. Thank you for spending the evening with me as well
as for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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712 • Theatre & Performances

This location was reported permanently closed

What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Sdr_8199
Fairhope, AL • 2 contributions

Great show, very entertaining!

Apr 2014

Written April 15, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 16, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

N1FER
Gatlinburg, TN • 1 contribution

Fun for everybody

Apr 2014

Written April 15, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 16, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Chelle H
Knoxville, Tennessee • 1 contribution

He'll blow your mind!

Apr 2014 • Friends

Written April 13, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 14, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

carrie62
Bay of Fundy & Annapolis Valley of Nova Scotia, Canada • 147 contributions

Less enjoyable for introverts

Apr 2014 • Friends

Written April 12, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 13, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Ssrough
Dayton, OH • 14 contributions

Great show!

Apr 2014 • Friends

Written April 12, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 12, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Debbie B
Hebron, Kentucky • 1 contribution

very good

Apr 2014 • Couples

Written April 10, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 11, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Beach
Estero, FL • 90 contributions

Great Show

Apr 2014 • Family

Written April 9, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 10, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Piggy1962
Kokomo, Indiana • 26 contributions

Mind boggling!

Apr 2014 • Couples

Written April 9, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 10, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Kheys45459
Dayton, OH • 42 contributions

Wow...

Apr 2014 • Family

Written April 5, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 6, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Patmarie04
Dandridge, TN • 2 contributions

Excellent Entertainment for Entire Family

Apr 2014 • Couples

Written April 4, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 6, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Three friends and myself had the opportunity to watch the show tonight and were very impressed. 
We had a blast right from the beginning. We were left looking at each other numerous times in shock
asking how did he do that. This is a great show for families or adults. 
We also had a chance to meet and talk to Bill Gladwell after the show and had a very enjoyable time.

Thank you for coming to my show. It was a pleasure talking to you after, and I hope to speak with
you again soon. I appreciate the time yo took to leave your review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My friends and I went and had a great time. The small group was nice because you could see
everything going on.

It was great to have you at my show. Thank you! I appreciate the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This isn't magic, this isn't hypnosis and the is no palm reading or crystal ball. It's a unique and fun
evening of absolutely mind boggling stunts.

Chelle, It was a pleasure having you and your guests at my show. You all were great! Thank you for
coming, and thank you for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

4

My friends' and my hearts fell when we walked into the theater and saw how small it was. None of us
wanted to be called on stage. But with this small of a group, and the performer (or other participants)
randomly calling people out of the audience, it seemed inevitable. So instead of enjoying the
performance, I sat with my heart pounding trying to look invisible. Despite Bill's comments on previous
reviews, he did not sense my discomfort and certainly did call me (and others from our group) on stage.
Although I tried to be a good sport, I disliked every moment of standing on stage, and left feeling more
shaken up than I would have liked from something I paid money for for entertainment. I will say that th…
Read more

Carrie, I appreciate that you wrote my "show was a good one". Thank you! The comments below
may come across as strident, but I assure you that I write this with the utmost respect for you. I
think it is important that readers of your review are clear as to what happens during my…
Read more

1

Girls trip to Gatlinburg and we took in Bill Gladwell's show.. . . Nothing short of amazing!!! Same of the
things that he was able to do are just unexplainable! Fun evening and I like how he got at least half of
the audience involved including young children. Highly recommend the show for all ages! I look
forward to learning the secrets of the "number sudoku"'! Thanks for a very entertaining evening! 

Shirley - Ohio

Shirley, It is always great to have fellow Buckeyes in the audience, and it is even better when you
love my show. Thank you for choosing to spend your evening with me. There are 200+ things to do
in the area, and it means a lot that I came out on top. I appreciate the review Successfully, Bill…
Read more

1

I thought the mentalist was a very good show but a little pricey. Bill made the show very personable but
I think he should ask people if they would like to be on stage after being chosen, some people have
stage freight and do not like to be center of attention, like myself. I did not get chosen, thank
goodness, but throughout the whole show i was praying that I did not get picked to go on stage so I did
not enjoy it to the fullest due to worrying about being picked. 

Debbie, You are very correct. If you come to my show, you have a 33% chance of being on stage. I
use close to 30 people during my show; and as you know, I do not choose most of them. You, the
audience, choose most of my subjects; because this drives home the fact that there are no…
Read more

0

Got audience involved and made it fun for everyone in the audience. Good family show. Had an
awesome time.

Lisa, Thank you for coming to my show, and thank you for the time you took to leave a review. It is
much appreciated. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Fun evening for the entire family. You'll leave scratching your head wondering how he did the things he
does! It was the topic of conversation on our road trip back home from vacation.

"Mind boggling!" it is. I am very happy that you and your family had a fun evening. There are so
many things to choose from in the Gatlinburg area, and I appreciate that you chose to spend your
evening with me. Thank you! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I walked away entertained and intrigued! Well worth the money. Thanks to one of Bill's "tricks" my
children are much more interested in math! (seriously!! They have done a dozen or more magical math
boxes today!)

It's great to hear that your children are having a great time with their new skill. It was a pleasure
having you at my show, and I am glad you enjoyed it. Thank you for taking the time to leave a
review for me. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill Gladwell is a very personable entertainer who holds your attention the entire show. You will leave
there wondering - how does he know this? - how did he do that? - and you will NOT have the answer. He
even o$ers to send instructions on how to learn a math trick he does during the show.
Stop by when you're in Gatlinburg and see the show. You'll be glad you did.

Thank you so much for the review and the recommendation. I appreciate it. There are many
attractions to choose from in the Gatlinburg area, and it means a lot that you chose to spend the
evening with me at my show. I am glad that you enjoyed yourself. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

WofSeven
central Illinois • 13 contributions

Really awesome!

Mar 2014 • Family

Written March 30, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 2, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Elio V
Manlius, NY • 13 contributions

Great show in Gatlinburg

Jan 2014 • Family

Written March 30, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 1, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jennifer H
Orlando, Florida • 3 contributions

Highly recommended

Mar 2014 • Family

Written March 27, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 29, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Lauren G
Beavercreek, Ohio • 1 contribution

Amazing

Mar 2014 • Family

Written March 26, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 29, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Dustin R
1 contribution

Excellent Show!

Mar 2014 • Couples

Written March 26, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 29, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Vicki A
Munster, Indiana • 1 contribution

Bill Gladwell the Mentalist

Mar 2014 • Family

Written March 26, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 29, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

K G
Wayne City, Illinois • 1 contribution

Great show!

Mar 2014 • Family

Written March 26, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 29, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Je! C
Hiram, Ga • 1 contribution

Bill Gladwell Rocks

Mar 2014 • Couples

Written March 25, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 26, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Cori A
Kansas City, KS • 30 contributions

Still wondering...

Jan 2014 • Family

Written March 23, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 24, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Shadow L
Cincinnati, OH • 21 contributions

How the heck did he know that???

Mar 2014 • Couples

Written March 23, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 23, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

We went to the show on March 25 and loved it! We spent quite awhile discussing what we saw and
trying to figure out "how he did it." It was a great option to take your family to (for us that was mom and
dad plus kids age 15, 12, and 9.) Bonus: my kids mastered the math trick he sent us and can't wait to get
back to school to impress their friends and math teachers with it.

I am so glad the math routine was a hit. Thank you for coming to my show as well as for the review.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Had a good time with the family, good break from the dinner show atmosphere, would recommend for
those that have a few free hours

Elio, Thank you so much for the review and recommendation. I appreciate it. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

Amazing show! Great for the entire family. Can't figure out how he knew the things he did..crazy! I was
skeptical but ended up being totally amazed! I definitely recommend seeing thus, show when you visit
Gatlinburg. 

I am a skeptic myself, and it's always great when I can sway the skeptical. Thank you so much for
coming to my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill was incredible....we're still trying to figure out how what we saw us possible! We'll be talking about
this for a ling time to come. We really had a great time, Bill is a very gifted and entertaining man! Highly
recommend!

Thank you for the recommendation as well as for coming to my show. I appreciate it! Successfully,
Bill Gladwell

0

Great family atmosphere and a ton of fun if you are with your family or just looking for something fun to
do!

Thank you so much for coming to my show. I appreciate you choosing my show over all the other
shows in the area as well as for the time you took to write your review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

The show was amazing, I have never been to anything like it. There is a lot of audience participation ,
three of my family members where chosen , so I know what he does is real. Great job Bill, I would
recommend your show to everyone.

I am very honored to be your first time at a mentalism show. I am glad that you and your family
enjoyed my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Everyone will LOVE this show, I practically dragged my husband and 18 and 15 year old sons. They
enjoyed it SO much. One of our highlights while visiting the Great Smokies. This guy will absolutely
amaze you with his talants.

I am so glad that you enjoyed my show. Thank you so much for coming. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This is the best show ever. I dont know how he does it, but he is awesome.. Will definately go back, well
worth the money.

Je$, I am so glad that you enjoyed my show. Thank you so much for coming to my show, and thank
you for the review. Please, come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

You'll certainly wonder how he managed to figure out certain things. Interesting show and worth
checking out. The venue is small and intimate ensuring that you will probably participate somehow.

Cori, Thank you so much for the review as well as for choosing my show over all the others in the
area. I appreciate it! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Walking inside an arcade at the site of the Space Needle, my first impression was, "this is going to be
cheesy." Don't let the venue fool you. The tiny theater, with only 100 seats was filled to capacity, and I
am quite sure that 100 jaws dropped in awe as Bill Gladwell performed that night. He was incredible.
Audience participation left no room to doubt his abilities. Don't miss your chance to see this show!

Thank you so much for choosing to come to my show. There are so many shows in the area, and
many of them are "cheesy". I am glad to hear that I am standing out. I am so glad that you enjoyed
my show. I appreciate the review as well as the recommendation. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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This location was reported permanently closed

What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Kristi Larson
Knoxville, Tennessee • 1 contribution

Excellent and Intelligent Entertainment

Mar 2014 • Family

Written March 22, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 23, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Lindsay B
2 contributions

Very interesting!

Mar 2014

Written March 22, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 23, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Pstinsc77
Fort Collins, CO • 38 contributions

Very entertaining through 99% of the show

Mar 2014 • Business

Written March 22, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 22, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Gaetano M
New York, United States • 2 contributions

Great show!

Mar 2014 • Family

Written March 19, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Vicky R
Adel, IA • 27 contributions

Must see!

Written March 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

katym0m
Katy, TX • 56 contributions

Fun family entertainment

Mar 2014 • Family

Written March 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

1Xaround
North Carolina • 41 contributions

A di!erent sort of entertainment

Feb 2014 • Couples

Written March 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

suzanne h
Fayetteville, NC • 1 contribution

iris theatre 14th march 2014

Mar 2014 • Friends

Written March 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Meloney D
Barrie, Canada • 55 contributions

Entertaining and intriguing!

Mar 2014 • Couples

Written March 16, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 18, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

cody1714
Anderson, IN • 2 contributions

Fun show

Mar 2014

Written March 16, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 16, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

If you're looking for a cheesy magician act or the same old parlor tricks, this is not the show for you. I
brought my 3 children ages 5, 10, 14 and my mom and husband. Each one of us has a favorite part of
the show (even my 5 yr old boy!) This show will not disappoint!

The venue is small, intimate and Bill makes you feel like one of his friends and you're sitting in his living
room. His humor is genuine and his humble appreciation for his guests is a refreshing change of pace
from the entertainers that seem to think they're somehow above the members of their audiences.…
Read more

Kristi, It was a pleasure to finally get you to my show. You and your family were great, and you are
welcome anytime. I look forward to seeing you again. Thank you! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Very interesting! Both my husband and I were amazed by the show and talked about it for days after!
Very good time!

Lindsay, It was great to have you at my show. Thank you so much for coming as well as for the
review. I appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Went to the show with a group of 8 woman, co-workers, celebrating the launch of a new ERP system
that we've spent the better part of a year working on. We are an educated and clever group, not easily
sucked into "tricks". This show is not tricks, it's clever, catchy, and persuasive. It's very family friendly
and Bill has a lot of natural charisma, and knows how to engage and captivate his audience. His
opening sequence is a mathematical equation that he owns up to, and it goes very fast and is
impressive that he has mastered the ability to quickly create a master grid based on 2 single digit
numbers derived from the audience that adds up to a combination of 5 other numbers that are a res…
Read more

Thank you so much for choosing to come to my show. I am very happy that you and your co-
workers enjoyed the show. I appreciate the review. I am interested in what you are referring to in
the last 3 minutes of the show. I cannot put my finger on what you are referring to. If you could…
Read more

0

Simply amazing, leaving you wanting more. All you can do is be amazed and wonder how he does it.
Would recommend to anyone and it's very interactive.

Gaetano, Thank you for taking a chance on my show, and I am glad that you enjoyed yourself.
There is so much to choose from in the area, and it means a lot that you chose to come see me. I
appreciate the time you took to leave a review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Our 8 and 10 year old loved it and we were blown away wondering how he does it. It is great for anyone
looking for a personal touch in entertainment. Most people in the audience got to participate (which
scared me to death) but it was no big deal. Keeps you engaged and makes what Bill is doing real. Don't
miss it :) And don't take yourself too seriously. ;)

Vicky, You were great at my show. Thank you so much for choosing my show over all the other
options in the area, and thank you for the review. I appreciate it very much. Please, come back
anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

It is a very small and intimate theater (holds 90 people), audience participation was great but a little
uncomfortable. Bill is good but not great, he is a mentalist and not a comedian. We had a good time
and the kids were ba$led by his "tricks".

My show definitely takes you out of your comfort zone. A little uncomfortableness once in a while is
recommended. I assume the uncomfortableness came from there are no volunteers throughout my
show... only draftees. By having you, the audience, choose who joins me on stage ensures that…
Read more

0

Bill's show needed canceled for the night we booked tickets online. He texted and inquired if it were
possible to attend the following evening, we agree and he had the tickets transferred. A small
audience but that made it more enjoyable. A bit expensive.

Thank you for being a bit flexible, and thank you for the review. I am glad you enjoyed the show.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I came to your show at the Iris Theatre on Friday, we were very entertained. We were
very impressed by Bill's abilities and it was mentally engaging. We will definitely see him again live.
Suzanne and Will

Suzanne and Will, It was a pleasure having you at my show, and I am glad that you had a great
time. Thank you so much for coming as well as for the review. I will see you the next time you are in
the Gatlinburg area. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This show was fun and had lots of audience participation which was nice.
We had a fairly low expectation of this act since my husband is such a skeptic and figures everything
out. We were surprised that we both enjoyed the act and were intrigued at his talent.
It is a small and personal venue, there's really not a bad seat in the house. The ticket price was good
considering others shows in the area. 
If you have a chance this one is worth seeing!

Meloney, I am so glad that I could exceed your expectations. Thank you so much for taking a
chance on my show as well as for the review. I really appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My girlfriend and I had a great time at the show. Wish it was longer just because we enjoyed it so much!
We would definitely like to attend again on our next visit to TN

I am glad you enjoyed my show so much. It was a pleasure having you in the audience. Please,
come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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Excellent 652
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erica32paulk
Hartford, AL • 250 contributions

It was OK and maybe just not for me.

Written March 14, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 15, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

fremelb2014
Rochester, NY • 66 contributions

Great Show!

Mar 2014 • Couples

Written March 13, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 15, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

CompletelyTea
Oakville, Canada • 46 contributions

Great Family Entertainment!

Mar 2014 • Family

Written March 12, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 12, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Mike M
Mooresville, NC • 2 contributions

Best show I have seen in a long time

Feb 2014 • Couples

Written March 11, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 12, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

jmwismann
Aurora, IN • 29 contributions

Show was great

Mar 2014 • Friends

Written March 8, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 9, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Dpennella
Lexington • 1 contribution

Very Impressive! Don't miss his show

Written March 6, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 9, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Robin R
Madisonville, KY • 4 contributions

Loved the Show!!

Mar 2014 • Couples

Written March 5, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 7, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Chelsea G
Murfreesboro, TN • 1 contribution

Coolest show in Gatlinburg!

Mar 2014 • Couples

Written March 4, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 5, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Danielle D
Northport, Alabama • 1 contribution

Exceptional Performance

Mar 2014 • Couples

Written March 2, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 3, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Leslie N
Cincinnati, OH • 1 contribution

Would hire him for every party if I could!

Feb 2014 • Friends

Written February 24, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 25, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

I didn't really know what time to show up so we got there 30 min early not necessary. It's a smaller show
because he tries to include everyone so all the seats are fine. The show was OK I've never been to
something like that and I just got bored with it a few minutes in, it's very slow pace and I think we were a
tough crowd because he had to guess a lot. BUT IT DOES STATE: that if your not happy you can get
your money back with no hassle. He was nice though and included everyone and would even talk to
you afterwards. It just wasn't for us I guess.

Erica, Thank you for coming to my show. My show is definitely not for everyone. What I do is not an
exact science. I do get things incorrect, it sometimes takes longer than other times to get a read
on people, and there are times that I simply don't know the answer. My goal is 90%... What I do is…
Read more

0

This was an awesome show. My wife and I loved it. Bill showed a true and unique skill of reading people.
We loved the way he incorporated the audience in his show. Our only issue was with the heat during the
show. Maybe a fan or AC could be added to the room. We were 100% satisfied with the show and would
recommend anyone in the Gatling area to check out The Mentalist. We could see Bill easily captivating
a crowd in Vegas or AC.

Thank you Bill.…
Read more

Free and Kandis, It was great having you at my show. Thank you so much for coming. The heat was
a bit uncomfortable that evening. It was in the 70º range that day, and the theater hadn't turned
down the heat from the winter yet. It is all adjusted now. Please, let me know the next time you…
Read more

0

We decided to see Bill Gladwell's show with our 4 children and we were not disappointed! Bill's show is
great and very family friendly. My kids were amazed by what he can do (we all were). We would
definitely go back again and we highly recommend the show if you're in Gatlinburg.

You and your family were all great. It was a pleasure having you at my show. Thank you for
choosing my show over all of the other shows in the area as well as for the great review.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I have been to Vegas and many other entertainment shows, and Bill Gladwell is at the top of my list. Bill
is personable and dynamic. It was the first time I had ever met an entertainer that stood at the back of
the theater after the show to greet and shake the hands of his audience, each and every one of them. 
There was never a dull moment, and it left me wondering just how he did each and everyone of his skits.
The show is 100% audience participation, to alleviate any notion that there are insiders working behind
the scenes.
He is not a psychic or a magician, but he pulls of things that would leave one believing he is both. Bill…
Read more

Mike, It was such a pleasure meeting you at my show. I am very happy that you chose to come to
my show when there are so many other things to do in the Gatlinburg area. Thank you for the
comparison to Vegas entertainers. That's exactly what I shoot for with my show each and every…
Read more

0

Bill,involves everyone in the audience that wants to be in the show. There is something for everyone in
this show.

Thank you for choosing to come to my show over everything else in the area, and thank you for the
review. I very much appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I have seen Bill twice and I am still impressed with his show. He is interactive, funny, and a pleasure to
watch perform. I liked his show so much, I invited him to help train my sta$ on the topics of
communication and reducing patients anxiety. The entire o$ice loved the training and the show. I
highly recommend Bill - you will walk away from his performance amazed! 

Dan, It was truly my pleasure to perform for you. It was a great group of people. If there is anything
further that I can do for you, let me know. Thank you so much for the review. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

Excellent show with great audience participation. My wife and I are still scratching our heads trying to
figure out how he does it!

Robin, Head scratching is a great way to leave my show. Thank you so much for coming, and
thank you for the time you took to write your review. I appreciate it! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

GO WATCH THIS SHOW! you won't regret it. Bill involves the audience which is great, he throws in some
comedy too. My husband and i never been so impressed & puzzled at the same time. fun to watch but
even better to be a part of the show. We really enjoyed this show and hope to see it again.

Chelsea, Thank you so much for the kind words. Having an audience is the most important part of
my show; no audience… no minds to read. With approximately 33 people used throughout my
show, the audience can make or break me. I am very fortunate to have the best audiences aroun…
Read more

0

My husband and I visited Gatlinburg for our two year anniversary. We were looking for things to do and
came across Bill Gladwell's show at IRIS Theatre and decided to give it a shot. We are so glad we
decided to go. The atmosphere is phenomenal. Great ambience. Bill's performance was exceptional!
He is very engaging, and the whole audience gets to participate in his show. We were blown away! He
definitely exceeded our expectation!

Danielle, It was a pleasure having you and your husband at my show. More importantly, I am very
happy that you enjoyed my show. Thank you for choosing my show and for the review. Successfully,
Bill Gladwell

0

I hired Bill to throw a personal show for my sister's bachelorette party. It's not easy to keep 10 hyper,
slightly skeptical, gabby girls' attention, but Bill had us mesmerized. I now have about a dozen videos -
each one starts with the girls with goggle eyes and completely silent. Then suddenly Bill does the trick,
and the girls are screaming "HOW DID YOU DO THAT?!", laughing and jumping up and down on the
couches. We talked about it for HOURS after he left and I bet we will still be talking about it at the
wedding.
…
Read more

Leslie, Helping to make the weekend memorable for Jen's bachelorette party was truly my
pleasure. You all were great! Thank you for the review and the recommendation. By the way, you
CAN actually hire me for every party from here on out. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Jerry1956
Columbia, TN • 21 contributions

Intriguing, impressive

Feb 2014 • Family

Written February 22, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 23, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

streamvista
Tennessee • 121 contributions

Amazing performance. A highlight of our weekend getaway

Feb 2014 • Couples

Written February 20, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 21, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

rjbell20
Columbus, OH • 1 contribution

Unbelievable

Feb 2014 • Business

Written February 19, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Bruce H
Avon, Ohio, United States • 57 contributions

Amazing performance!

Feb 2014 • Business

Written February 19, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 20, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Kelly J
Tipp City, OH • 3 contributions

Bill Gladwell's performance is amazingly entertaining.

Feb 2014 • Family

Written February 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

William A
Mobile, Alabama • 1 contribution

Great Insight and Perspective

Feb 2014 • Business

Written February 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Matt F
Green Bay • 1 contribution

Great!

Feb 2014 • Business

Written February 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Tim P
Piqua, Ohio • 1 contribution

Awesome!!

Feb 2014 • Business

Written February 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Tracey Wallace P
1 contribution

Don't miss this show!

Feb 2014 • Business

Written February 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Charles R
Piqua, OH • 1 contribution

Don't be afraid, just go.

Feb 2014 • Business

Written February 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

… …
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0

You may think a performance by a "mentalist" will be just another magician-like conglomeration of
card tricks, sleight-of-hand, and distract-the-audience illusion...WRONG. Bill Gladwell comes up with
inexplicable solutions and answers to random audience questions that can only be miraculous, and at
the same time admits to being a de-bunker of ESP...I think he uses a combination of mathematics, body-
language mastery, and maybe just never-miss guessing to reveal secrets of randomly-selected
audience members; I know it was random, because I was selected, and I'd never heard of this guy. You
have to see this to believe it, and it beat the heck out of any half-talented musical performance or for…
Read more

Jerry, I am glad you enjoyed my show. Thank you for the the recommendation as well as for the
review. I very much appreciate it. Please, come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My wife and I decided to visit Gatlinburg over President's Day weekend. We attended Bill's show based
on the positive reviews on tripadvisor and my review of his website. While we both have seen magic
acts (including David Copperfield), neither of us had ever been to a show like this. Bill's show isn't
marketed (or presented) as magic tricks or psychic gifts. In fact, Bill points out that he believes all
psychics are fake. Instead, he uses techniques to accurately predict what people are thinking. His
website suggests that some of his skill relates to hypnosis, study of body language, and psychology. 
…
Read more

This is a great review! Thank you so much for taking the time to write it. I very much appreciate it.
Even more, I appreciate that you chose to come to my show over all the other attractions and
shows in the Gatlinburg/Pigeon Forge area. There is no show without an audience, and I…
Read more

0

Fun show and will leave you confused and wondering what just happened. Doesn't feel like a magic
show...hard to explain. Just go watch it! You won't regret it.

Confused and wondering are both great emotions as you leave my show. Thank you for the
recommendation as well as for the review. I appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Sometimes you can start to guess how "tricks" are done but in Bill's case, I haven't got a clue. Wouldn't
even know where to start! Great stu$, totally intriguing, and lots of fun. Go see him! You'll walk away
dumbfounded.

Bruce, I am so glad you enjoyed my show. Thank you for the review and the kind words. I
appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill's family friendly show is entertaining with his charamatic personality and amazing talent. While I left
with a lot of questions, I also left happy.

Kelly, I am glad you enjoyed my show. Thank you for the review and the kind words. You were great!
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill has an interesting way of pointing out signs and observations that make you think. Enjoyed the
show.

William, My entire show is designed to make people think. I am glad you enjoyed it. Successfully,
Bill Gladwell

0

Bill was a great speaker. I learned a lot and enjoyed listening to him. His presentation was great also!

Matt, Thank you so much for the kind words. I appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Loved Bill. He did a wonderful job! The whole group was shocked in his production. Did a great job
involving everyone very personable.

Tim, It was fun performing for your group. Thank you for the review. I am very happy that you
enjoyed my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Totally entertaining and fun. You will be amazed by Bill. Very impressed and so glad we had this
opportunity.

Tracey, Happy to impress you. It was a pleasure performing for you. Thank you so much for the
review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill works with the crowd and makes you laugh and by the end of the show you will drop your jaw
wanting to know how he does it.

Charles, I couldn't perform without my audience. You all were a great audience. I am glad you
enjoyed the show. Thank you for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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This location was reported permanently closed

What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Chris L
Athens, GA • 2 contributions

Fascinating

Feb 2014

Written February 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Veronica H
Columbia, Missouri • 1 contribution

BRILLIANT

Feb 2014 • Business

Written February 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Kimberly B
Piqua, Ohio • 1 contribution

Amazing!

Feb 2014 • Business

Written February 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Seth H
Piqua, Ohio • 1 contribution

Fantastic Show

Feb 2014 • Business

Written February 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

jennkelly
Knoxville, TN • 3 contributions

FUN SHOW

Feb 2014 • Couples

Written February 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Chip D
1 contribution

Would go back in a heart beat.

Dec 2013

Written February 18, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 19, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Santiago P
1 contribution

NOT AS EXPECTED AT ALL.

Feb 2014 • Couples

Written February 17, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 17, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Kwall2787
Johnson City, TN • 7 contributions

Absolutely amazing!!!

Feb 2014 • Couples

Written February 16, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 17, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

LaRae T
1 contribution

Best show in Gatlinburg!

Feb 2014 • Couples

Written February 16, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 17, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BoilerUp91
Hartford City, IN • 50 contributions

Exciting, Family Friendly and Fun!!

Feb 2014

Written February 12, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 12, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Great stu$. Who knew this would be so interesting. Good times......nice guy, thought provoking. Unlike
anything else.

Chris, I am very happy to provoke your thoughts. Thank you for the review. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

Absolutely brilliant!!! Must see this show. I will definitely see this show again with my family. Well worth
the time. 

Veronica, You and your family are welcome at my show anytime. Thank you for the kind words.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I was amazed at Bill's ability and very impressed with the show. I recommend his show to anyone. You
will be simply amazed.

Kimberly, I am glad I could amaze you. Thank you for the time it took to leave your review, and
thank you for the recommendation. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill puts on a great show and is an entertaining and genuine personality. I highly recommend is show. 

Seth, Thank you for the recommendation, and I am very happy that you enjoyed the show.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

The theatre was small but it made the show intimate and interactive. I was amazed by his acts! I would
like to go back sometime for sure!

I believe a show like mine is better suited for an intimate venue. I am so glad that you found me in
the mix of all the other attractions in the area. Thank you for coming to my show and for the review.
Both are much appreciated. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Took my Mom to see Bill's show for her birthday. I have always wanted to see a real life Mentalist show
and as an amateur magician myself I was throughly impressed. I know what to look for in a trick or act
for most things and I found myself having to really think through the show to even get an idea of how
things were done and that was only theories. 

Those who like magic and mentalism would love this show. Those looking to get their feet wet and have
never seen a magic show before then you simply must see this class act. Bring a friend or loved one a…
Read more

Chip, It was truly a pleasure having you and your mom at my show. Thank you for choosing my
show over all the other attractions in the Gatlinburg area. I also appreciate the review and the
kind words. I look forward to seeing you when you are in town again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

After the show I got this email.

BLA BLA BLA

If you cannot rate my show as "Excellent" (5 Rating) on TripAdvisor, please take advantage of my
money back guarantee in lieu of posting a lower review. Simply reply to this email with the word
"Guarantee", and I will process a full refund of your tickets for you and your entire party. It's as simple…
Read more

Santiago, Your review is very confusing and laced with a hint of hostility. You wrote "the show is a
rip o$", and you preceded that statement with a copy of the email I sent to you explaining how to
take advantage of my money back guarantee if I did not meet your expectations. I clearly explai…
Read more

0

Me and my husband went to this over the weekend for valentines day and we were amazed at his
performance this is a show we would recommend to anyone and would return to spend more money to
see him! You will not be disappointed!!!! Great show!!!!!

It was my pleasure having you at the show. It means a lot to me that you made me part of your
Valentine's weekend. I also appreciate the time it took to write the review. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

My husband and I spent our anniversary at Bill's Mentalist show. Wow,wow,wow!!! I have seen David
Copperfield's show twice in the past and Bill's show has the same level of expertise and entertainment.
A must see!

LaRae, Thank you for the kinds words, and congrats on the anniversary. David is one of the greats,
and I appreciate the comparison. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

My wife and I attended Bill's show for the first time and what a great find it was. We ran across a small
ad in one of the local advertisement books. The show was fantastic Bill does a wonderful job of making
everyone feel a part of the show and really making you wonder "just how did he do that?" If your
looking for something fun and new to see then check it out. It's a great value and really worth the time
and money. We cannot wait to see the show again when we are back in the area later this year. Thanks
Bill for a wonderful evening.

Thank goodness for small ads. It was truly my pleasure having you at my show. There are so many
shows and attractions in the area to choose from, and I appreciate that you chose to see me.
Thank you. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

KaylaRouthieaux
Iva, SC • 6 contributions

Absolutely intriguing. I can't figure it out!

Feb 2014

Written February 9, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 10, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

DEPeck
Macon, GA • 1 contribution

Great Show!!!

Written February 9, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 9, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

floridasue
florida • 2 contributions

Highlight if trip

Dec 2013 • Family

Written February 4, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 6, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Lonnie D
Douglasville, Georgia • 66 contributions

Very Entertaining

Jan 2014 • Family

Written January 22, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 23, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

jebunch82
Poquoson, VA • 17 contributions

Mind blowing!

Written January 12, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 14, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

aa_rum
Lima, Ohio • 5 contributions

What a fun show for everyone!

Sep 2013 • Family

Written January 11, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 12, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Ljneth
13 contributions

This is an amazing show !

Dec 2013

Written January 7, 2014

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 8, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Euler
Pembroke Pines, FL • 5 contributions

Excellent Show

Dec 2013 • Family

Written December 31, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 2, 2014

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

R. Smith
Richmond, VA • 2 contributions

VERY ENTERTAINING!!!!

Dec 2013 • Family

Written December 30, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 31, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Ann S
Hallettsville, TX • 267 contributions

You will not be disappointed!

Dec 2013 • Family

Written December 29, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 31, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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1

My husband and I went to this show because while staying in Pigeon Forge I was trying to find a show
we would both enjoy. I love attractions and shows. My husband not so much. He just loves me in sucks it
up. So I chose this show because it seemed out of the ordinary and kind of scientific so I thought
maybe my husband wouldn't hate it. Lol. Well Bill didn't disappoint! My husband and myself were very
impressed. My husband is hard to please and he was happy with the show. We couldn't figure out how
he came up with the things he did. Its amazing. Font miss this show.

I am so glad that I could please your husband and that you all enjoyed my show. Thank you so
much for choosing my show over all the other attractions available in the area. I also appreciate
the time you took to write this review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

I went into the show skeptical but open to having a good time. Bill did not disappoint! It was engaging
and entertaining the whole time. We are still puzzling over how he did the things he did. A must see in
Gatlinburg!

Being skeptical is not a bad thing. Always question. With that said, I am happy that you and your
party had a good time. It is good to know that I kept you engaged and entertained the whole time.
I appreciate that you chose my show over all the other options in the area. Thank you.…
Read more

1

Amazing show! Our family loved it and can't wait to go back. Our kids are 10 and 20 and they both were
entertained. Not sure how many times we have asked one another "how did he do that?"

Thank you for the great review. I am so glad that you and your family enjoyed my show. You are
welcome back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This guy is amazing. His show isn't too long, but it definitely keeps your attention. The whole crowd
participates, even my 7 and 10 year olds, in a part of the show. Highly recommended.

Lonnie, Thank you for the review. I appreciate it. Also, thank you for choosing my show over all the
others in the area. I am glad you and your family liked it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This show was a lot of fun and kept me entertained from start to finish. I'm still trying to figure out how
he did some of the things he did. My wife and I have told numerous people about this show and we
both strongly recommend it. He involves everybody in the audience so don't be shy and be prepared
to have your mind blown!

Thank you for choosing to come to my show as well as for the time it took to leave your review. I
appreciate the recommendation. I am glad I could blow your mind. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

What a fun show for everyone. What I mean is the show has an entertainment value that is worth every
penny. Yes, there are other shows in the Gatlinburg area but Bill's show isn't one of those cookie cutter
shows you find in big cities. It's a show that can be called "home grown" entertainment. If you are in
Tennessee, give Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist a shot. It might get your mind spinning?

Thank you so much for the review. I appreciate it! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We so enjoyed this show. It's very interesting. We were amazed at the talent of Bill Gladwell. Our family
had a night of fun here.

Linda, It's always a pleasure to have you and your family at the show. Come back anytime. Thank
you for the review. I appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

The show is very entertained and most of the acts will amazed you. They are unbelievable and
shocking in a good way.

Thank you so much for attending my show as well as for the review. I appreciate it! Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

Best show in Gatlinburg! Bill performs an exciting show that keeps you guessing how he is able to read
audience members thoughts.

I like to think that I have the best show in Gatlinburg, and it's always great to hear that from others.
I appreciate the review, and thank you for coming to my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

There is no wonder that this show is ranked #1 in Gatlinburg. Bill Gladwell did an amazing show. It was
family friendly and very well done. Our family is still wondering how he did all of the "tricks" that he did.

I have worked hard to get to #1, and I work even harder to stay #1. Thank you for choosing my show
over all of the other attractions in the area, and thank you for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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This location was reported permanently closed

What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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weluvmo
Kingsport, TN • 2 contributions

Wonderful Show!!!

Dec 2013 • Couples

Written December 29, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 31, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

mwaller
Dothan • 5 contributions

Good time with the family

Dec 2013 • Family

Written December 29, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 31, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

LaurieSC54258
Greenville, SC • 43 contributions

Your best bet in Gatlinburg

Dec 2013 • Family

Written December 29, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 30, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Maps142167
1 contribution

Excellent show! A must see in Gatlinburg!

Dec 2013 • Couples

Written December 29, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 30, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Bridget P
Elizabethtown, PA • 4 contributions

Very Enjoyable

Nov 2013 • Couples

Written December 26, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 27, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Glassse1223
4 contributions

So glad we went to this show!

Dec 2013

Written December 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Shannon H
Ashland, Ohio • 1 contribution

Totally awesome

Dec 2013 • Family

Written December 24, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 25, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Garden_Lady01
Frederick, MD • 6 contributions

Thoroughly Enjoyed the Show

Dec 2013 • Couples

Written December 23, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 24, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Melissa H
Richmond, Indiana, Usa • 1 contribution

5 Star Show

Dec 2013 • Business

Written December 19, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 20, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

John A
New Paris, OH • 2 contributions

ABSOLUTELY AMAZING!!

Dec 2013 • Friends

Written December 16, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 17, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

… …
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0

Thoroughly enjoyed seeing the Mentalist while in Gatlinburg. The show was very entertaining and we
were kept on the edge of our seats. Highly recommend going to this show.

I am glad you enjoyed the show. Thank you for attending, and thank you for the review. It is much
appreciated. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

A really good show and a mind blowing experience. Our two teenage boys really enjoyed the show.
They will be telling others about this show for a long time. We had an issue with our online ticket
reservation not working but the sta$ at the desk did a great job and made sure we made the show.

I am glad that the sta$ was able to make your reservation snafu go away. I am very happy that you
all enjoyed the show and that you're still talking about it. Thank you for choosing my show and for
the review. I appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

While visiting family in East Tennessee we were looking for some fun evening entertainment for a wide
age range (11yrs - 70yrs). There were 19 of us and every person in the group enjoyed the show...even the
hard-to-please teenagers! Bill's show was entertaining with a degree of sophistication that sets it apart
from the average Pigeon Forge/Gatlinburg o$erings. His "tricks" (I know there is an appropriate word,
but can't put my finger on it) were very entertaining and we had almost as much fun once back home
that evening trying to come up with explanations for how he did what he did. Even if you are not into
this kind of thing, you will have a good time!

Laurie, Your group was great. I appreciate that you chose my show over all of the other
attractions in the area. I do market and play to a higher sophisticated audience than most of the
other shows in the area. It's great to hear that I am moving in that direction in the eyes of my…
Read more

0

Bill's show is a definite must see! We have been coming to Gatlinburg for years, and wanted to see a
show we hadn't seen before and we are so glad we went! The "mind reading" that Bill performs is
unexplainable. He has a great sense of humor throughout the show, and the audience participation is
great. Get to the theater early because the seating is first come first serve. One of the best shows
hands down in G-burg! We still have no clue how he did any of his mind reading of the audience.

I am very happy that you found my show. My goal has always been to make my show something
that my audience members have never seen before. I am glad that I exceeded your expectations.
Thank you for the review, and thank you for the recommendation. I appreciate it! Successfully, Bil…
Read more

1

It was a great show. It's almost scary how he seems to know what you're thinking. He even was able to
pull out something about me that I wasn't thinking - and that made it even freakier! It was lots of fun and
well worth it. I highly recommend it!

Bridget, It was a pleasure having you at the show. Thank you for coming to my show, and thank you
for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This was one of my favorite parts of Gatlinburg this year. I researched things to do in Gatlinburg and
this was the #1 so I figure I had to attend. As a psychology major, it was fascinating to watch this man
work. It still seems like there's a hint of more than studying human body language but I'll never be able
to figure it out! He even managed to get my husband on stage which I thought was impossible. Kudos
go you!

I am so glad you came to my show. Thank you! There are many things to do in the Gatlinburg area,
and it means a lot to me that you chose to come to my show. I appreciate that as well as the time
you took to leave a review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

It was the high point of our visit to Gatlinburg. We talked about it for hours afterwards. Great for all
ages, and my teenagers loved it. The website does not do the show justice. It was amazing!

Shannon, I am glad that you enjoyed my show so much. Thank you for choosing my show over all
the other attractions in the area. I really appreciate it. And thank you for the review. Successfully,
Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I were in town for a romantic vacation and decided to see the show and were
entertained the entire time. I hope everyone who enjoys it as much as we did supports the show by
leaving positive feedback. We chose it because it was something refreshingly di$erent than all of the
hillbilly themed options out there. I appreciated the tip for helping a child with spelling in school which I
am passing on to my sister. Now, I wonder if there are any mentalist tricks for escaping the time-share
piranhas downtown? That alone would be worth the price of admission! Thanks for a great show!

Di$erent is what I am shooting for with my show. I am happy to be part of your romantic vacation,
and I am ecstatic that you had such a great time at my show. Thank you so much for coming to my
show, and thank you for the review. I appreciate it! Sorry, I can't do anything about the timeshare…
Read more

0

Very mind-blowing and would love to see this show more than once. Keeps the crowd involved with his
show that can have you on the edge of your seat. 

Melissa, I am happy to have blown your mind. Thank you so much for coming to my show, and
thank you for the review. I really appreciate it! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

Bill came to perform at our company Christmas party, and I have to say I am STILL in awe!! He blew me
away with his mental abilities, and he did it in such a way that I would have swore I was at a comedy
club! If you ever get the opportunity to attend one of his shows, please do! You won't regret it!! Thanks
Bill for an amazing evening!

John, It was a pleasure performing for you. I am very happy that you enjoyed my show. Thank you
for the review, and thank you for the recommendation. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist
712 • Theatre & Performances

This location was reported permanently closed

What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Belin S
USA • 2 contributions

Great Show

Dec 2013 • Business

Written December 16, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 16, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

dlb030201
Dayton, OH • 4 contributions

A Must See Show

Dec 2013 • Couples

Written December 16, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 16, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

53audreym
Richmond, IN • 4 contributions

Terrific Show

Dec 2013 • Business

Written December 16, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 16, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Michelle R
New Paris, Ohio, Usa • 1 contribution

AMAZING

Dec 2013 • Business

Written December 16, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 16, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Eric T
Wilmington, NC • 1 contribution

Great Show

Jul 2013 • Family

Written December 15, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 16, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Clarence T
Richmond, Indiana, Usa • 1 contribution

One must see Performance

Dec 2013 • Business

Written December 15, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 16, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Lkyle2001
1 contribution

Absolutely Amazing

Dec 2013

Written December 15, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 16, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Justin C
Clayton, Ohio, Usa • 1 contribution

Perfect company holiday party entertainment!

Dec 2013 • Business

Written December 15, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 16, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Matt B
Richmond • 1 contribution

Awesome show!

Dec 2013 • Business

Written December 15, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 16, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Brandon J
Lynn, Indiana, Usa • 1 contribution

awsome stu!

Dec 2013 • Couples

Written December 15, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 16, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Bill Gladwell came to our company Christmas party and did a show for our employees. The show was
very entertaining. It was definitely a great treat for our company to include some sort of entertainment
for a Christmas party. Bill did a great job in involving the employees and having them engaged to the
show. His delivery and his humour throughout the show was awesome. I would recommend you to go
see his show.

Belin, Thank you for the recommendation, and I appreciate the review. It is great to hear when I
have done a great job. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We had the priviledge of seeing Bill at our corporate Holiday party. His show is amazing! Trying to
figure out his "mentalism" is a waste of time, Just enjoy the show. Very entertaining and the Audience
Participation was just proof that he knows his stu$! Don't miss this show!

Debi, It was a pleasure performing for you and the rest of the crew. Thank you so much for
welcoming me, and thank you for the review. You were great in the show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We had Bill Gladwell's Mentalist show booked for our annual Holiday Party on Saturday night in
Richmond IN. While speaking with many of the employees before the show I heard many comments like,
"I am sitting in the last row so I don't called on", "I don't believe in this crap", "I don't want to be picked
on". The show started and Bill turned over picking a lot of the participants to other employees. Several
in the back rows were called on and they were AMAZED. 

Bill Gladwell is amazing and a great entertainer. I for one can't wait to visit Gatlinburg and see his full…
Read more

Audrey, It was a pleasure performing for your holiday party. I am so happy that you enjoyed my
show. Thank you so much for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This man puts on a great show that will make you brain flip. He had me hanging every moment to see
how the "trick" was going to turn out and every time I was shocked how it turned out. And he was funny
and captivating. All around awe-some. 

Michelle, I am glad I could shock and captivate you. The "all around awe-some" is a great
description of me. Thank you for the review. I am very happy that you had a great time.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We loved the show Bill. I was nervous about being called up in the middle of the show. Even thought I
was it was fun and exciting to be there in front of the audience. Thanks for the great evening. We will be
back and will be bringing some friends with us. Thanks again

Eric, Thank you for taking a chance on my show as well as for the great review. It was truly my
pleasure performing for you. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Professional, Very highly entertaining, unbelievable skill, a true mentalist, Bill Gladwell will keep your
attention throughout his performance. We at Richmond Toyota met Bill as a trainer first and later was
fortunate to see his show. Be sure to see him soon.
Thanks Bill Gladwell you truly are amazing man.
Best of luck will see you again.
Clarence & Joyce Titus
( Sarge )

Sarge, Thank you for such a great review. I appreciate it. It was a pleasure performing for your
holiday party. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill put on an amazing show for our company Christmas party. He is very impressive and leaves you
wondering how he does it. Can't wait to see his show again!!!

Lisa, Come to my show anytime you like. I will make you my guest. I am glad you enjoyed the show.
Thank you for taking the time to leave a review. I appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We all loved and enjoyed Bill's show. Everyone was engaged and amazed. The crowd was involved and
the participation took the experience to the next level. Bill came to us but the next time my family and I
visit Gatlinburg TN. We are going to visit him and see his show at the space needle. My wife and I are
still talking about the show. Amazing!

Justin, It was a pleasure providing the entertainment for your holiday party. I am very happy it was
a hit. Thank you for the review, and I look forward to seeing you again at my show. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

The show was a great time for everyone involved or just watching. I was lucky enough to participate in
the show it was a lot of fun. I still can't believe Bill was able to name my favorite pet. It was awesome!
Thanks for the great show!

Matt, Your mind was easy to read. I pulled out a few other secrets that I can post if you would like. I
am glad you enjoyed watching and participating in the show. It was my pleasure performing for
you. Thank you for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Loved it Bill I been talking about it to the rest of the family since that day really liked the math tricke
and the ending of the show that was awsome 

Brandon, I am glad you loved my show. Thank you for the feedback and the time it took to leave
your great review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18
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Terrible 3

736anthonyg
Richmond, Indiana, Usa • 1 contribution

best performance I have ever seen

Dec 2013 • Couples

Written December 15, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 16, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

whitt1travels
Dayton, OH • 37 contributions

Great show!

May 2013 • Friends

Written December 14, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 15, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

haroldw402
Nashport, OH • 7 contributions

Amazing

Dec 2013 • Couples

Written December 8, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Travelbugs1234
79 contributions

Fun!

Written December 8, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 8, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

D B
Lake Wales, Florida, Usa • 1 contribution

Great night

Dec 2013 • Couples

Written December 4, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 5, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Tony B
Greenville, SC • 1 contribution

A turtle bit my finger....?

Nov 2013 • Family

Written December 1, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 2, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

taradh1
Pittsburgh, PA • 4 contributions

Spellbinding!!!

Nov 2013 • Family

Written November 30, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 1, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jalane S
Somerset, Kentucky, Usa • 1 contribution

Awesome

Nov 2013 • Couples

Written November 30, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 1, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Rachael K
Greenville, South Carolina, United States • 20 contributions

Awesome show!

Written November 30, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 1, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Laura D
Athens, GA • 15 contributions

Entertainment for Thinking People

Nov 2013 • Family

Written November 30, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 1, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

I walked away completely blown away with everything bill did he is truly an amazing entertainer.
Everything he did you were left wondering how the heck he did it. I will most definitely see him agsin if I
get the chance

Anthony, I am glad I set the bar high for future performances you see. It was my pleasure
performing for you and your party. Thank you for your review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We have had the pleasure of see Bill Gladwell's Mentalist show several times and thoroughly enjoyed it!
I am always amazed by the "illusions" he performs. I highly recommend his show to anyone looking for
an evening of relaxing fun entertainment! And bring the kids if you're so inclined! They'll love it too!

Repeat attendees to my show is the highest form of confirmation that I am doing a great job.
Thank you for taking a chance on my show the first time you attended, and thank you for coming
back. Furthermore, thank you for the great review. I appreciate you. The next time you want to…
Read more

0

Wow what a show. The information that was used during the show was beyond belief. Show was well
worth the money. After leaving the show I felt as though my secrets were an open book. Not sure but I
think that Bill knew more about me than I did about my self. I challenge any that may have questions of
his skill, attend the show and become a believer!

What a great review! Thank you so much for coming to my show. I appreciate it. I am very happy
that you enjoyed it so much. It was really my pleasure. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

The show was about 1.5 hours and you are definitely entertained the whole time. Went with four other
friends on a girls weekend. We wanted something di$erent and as we weren't traveling with kids, we
were not looking to be surrounded by them. It's family friendly, but as it's a later start time there weren't
many kids in the audience. The theater is small and you have to walk through an arcade, but don't let
that discourage you. I'd definitely recommend this show if you're looking for something di$erent and
interesting. We were all truly perplexed by how he was able to figure everything out. There's a lot of
audience participation! A fun evening!

I love your review. It's a very good description of what people can expect. Thank you for leaving
the review, and thank you for choosing my show over the others in the area. I appreciate it!
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We thoroughly enjoyed this show. Something di$erent from a musical show and gave us some variety in
our entertainment. We left the experience wondering how it all was done. We will definitely see this
show again the next time we are in Gatlinburg.

Yes, I am definitely di$erent; and I am glad you had a great time. Thank you for choosing my show
and for the review. I look forward to seeing you again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill, you sir, are a master of your art. My family and I were thoroughly entertained and appreciate the
hard work that you put into your craft. We have spent hours discussing your show. Your hyper sense of
perception and predictive persuasion is incredible. I would love to see you and Darren Brown play
poker against each other!!! Thank you for the great time. I wish you much continued success.

Tony, Derren Brown is definitely someone I look up to. His entertainment path is very similar to
mine. I learned about him a few years ago and was surprised at how closely our careers mirrored
one another. More importantly, thank you so much for coming to my show as well as for the revie…
Read more

0

We loved the show! I want to go again! I'll be awake all night trying to figure out how Bill did what he
did!!!

My show does makes you think. I am glad you enjoyed it. Thank you for attending, and thank you
for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Amazing performance! I would not hesitate to recommend this show to others. You will not be
disappointed!

Jalane, It was a pleasure having you at my show. It makes me happy that you enjoyed it well
enough to leave such a great review. Thank you! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We LOVED this show! It was funny, entertaining, and unbelievable. Bill is a very talented man. The
audience participated, but he allowed people to decline if they wanted to without pressure. He makes
it clear that he is not a psychic and that his goal is to prove they are fakes. Go!! You will not regret it!

Rachael, I am very happy that you had a great time at my show. I really appreciate that you chose
my show, that you left a wonderful review, and that you gave a recommendation. It was truly my
pleasure having you at the show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This show was a refreshing change from the usual tacky, redneck-themed shows found in the
Gatlinburg area. Bill was very personable and made everyone in the sold-out audience feel a part of
the show, but he was also respectful of the people who did not want to participate. His act was
incredible and was enjoyed by children as well as adults. You will spend days after the show asking
yourself, "How did he do that?"

Laura, I have always said that my audiences are made up of the most intelligent people. I have
designed the show to really make you think. It is also designed to NOT be the typical slapstick
show that you find in the Smoky Mountain area. I believe in business if everyone is doing it, then…
Read more
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Jay W
Indian Land, South Carolina, Usa • 2 contributions

The Mentalist

Nov 2013 • Friends

Written November 30, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 30, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Bill C
Atlanta, Georgia, Usa • 4 contributions

This show is an 11 on a scale of 1 to 10!!!!!!!!!!!

Nov 2013 • Couples

Written November 26, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 27, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Kathy L
Fort Wayne, IN • 153 contributions

Amazing Show - A Must See Mentalist !!

Jul 2013 • Family

Written November 20, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 20, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Je! G
Cincinnati, OH • 1 contribution

Outstanding Show

Nov 2013 • Couples

Written November 18, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 19, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Joe H
Springboro, Ohio, Usa • 1 contribution

An enjoyable evening with the Mentalist

Oct 2013 • Couples

Written November 18, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 19, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Roger F
Indian Land, South Carolina, Usa • 1 contribution

Gladwell at Gatlinburg, Tennessee

Oct 2013 • Friends

Written November 13, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 15, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Greg W
Troy, Ohio, Usa • 2 contributions

Amazed!

Nov 2013 • Couples

Written November 13, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 15, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Wm_Koenecke
Murray, Kentucky, United States • 1 contribution

Russian Roulette Using Five Idential Industrial Staple Guns

Nov 2013 • Couples

Written November 11, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 12, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Rex H
Hillsboro, Ohio, Usa • 2 contributions

A must see!

Nov 2013 • Couples

Written November 11, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 12, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Stephanie T
Jacksonville, FL • 4 contributions

Great night time activity

Nov 2013 • Family

Written November 10, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 11, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

It couldn't have been more fun
We were all amazed and although it was the second time we saw the show, we can't wait to go again
It was an hour and a half, but still too short

Jay, It was great to have you back at the show. Thank you so much for coming as well as for the
review. I really do appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My wife and I were in Gatlinburg celebrating my 49th birthday. My wife bought tickets for us to attend
The Mentalist show on Saturday evening. I did not know about the show until we were in the car driving
from Atlanta to Gatlinburg Saturday morning. I have to admit, when my wife described the show to me, I
was not overly enthused. However, this show was outstanding!!!! Rating this show as "Excellent" does
not do this show justice. I wish that I could rate The Mentalist show even higher. When we return to
Gatlinburg I will look forward to attending The Mentalist show again.

Bill, I am happy I could be part of your 49th birthday. Thank you so much for spending it with me.
It's not di$icult to meet your expectations when you arrive at my show "not overly enthused". It
makes my job easier. However, I am ecstatic that I could not only meet your expectations; but I w…
Read more

0

Between white water rafting, ziplining, Titanic Museum and this show, our trip to Gatlinburg was great.
As others have stated, audience participation makes the show. Both of my daughters (17 and 7) were
called to the stage. How he knew the favorite pet my 7 yr old was thinking of was our Golden Retriever
that had passed away when she was only 2, was amazing. We would definitely go back to see him when
in the area.

Kathy, Thank you for such a great review. I appreciate it. I am happy to have been a part of
making your trip to Gatlinburg "great". Your daughters were great in the show. You have fabulous
children. Please, come back again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My wife and I went Friday November 15, 2013 to see Bill's show. It was so much fun!!!!! It is definitely an
audience participation show which makes it that much more entertaining. Go and be amazed. We will
definitely be back on our next visit!!!!!

Je$, Please, come back anytime. I am glad that you enjoyed the show. As you said, it is high in
audience participation. I use approximately 24 audience members in each show. Thank you for
the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My wife and I were fortunate to attend a showing for the Mentalist during our visit at Gatlinburg, TN
recently. Bill is a very good showman and kept the audience amazed with his show. I for one was very
suspicious until I became part of his show. I had to guess a favorite toy of mine when I was a kid. I
ensured that I did not provide any leading answers and wrote down my answer were very carefully
folded on paper and put into an envelope. I watched to make sure no camera or other devices could
monitor what I wrote down. To my surprise when he gave me the correct answer of BUGSBUNNY. NO
WAY!!!!!!. That absolutely blew me away. If you ever get a chance to attend his show I am confident th…
Read more

Joe, It was a pleasure meeting you and Pam. You were a great "victim". I am very happy that you
enjoyed my show. Thank you so much for coming to my show as well as for the review. Successfully,
Bill Gladwell

0

Absolutely amazing! The audience participation insured the integrity of Bill's presentation. Extremely
enjoyable.

It was a pleasure having you in the audience. Thank you for choosing to come to my show over all
of the others in the area, and thank you for the review. Both are much appreciated. Successfully,
Bill Gladwell

0

I had never been to a show like this before, so I wasn't sure what to expect. What I got was a lot of "How
in the world did he do that?". My wife and I were both amazed at how often he seemingly knew the
answer before a question was asked. It's really kind of hard to explain what we saw without giving
anything away, but I would definitely reccommend his show. It's one of those things you have to see to
believe. The show was heavy on audience participation. Almost everyone in attendance was able to
participate on some level, which made it even more fun. If you're going to Gatliburg, GO SEE THIS
SHOW!

Thank you so much for the review, and I'm glad that I could exceed your expectations. Please,
come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

You selected my wife to participate in a "Russian Roulette" game using five industrial staple guns
during our recent visit to your performance. I know that you did not talk with her prior to her selection. I
don't know how you accomplished the feat of having her select the staple guns that were empty after
she placed staples in one of the staple guns. And you spun the five staple guns that were placed on a
Lazy Susan several times. My wife selected the staple gun she thought was empty until there were two
staple guns left. She held one gun against a wooden block and you placed the remaining staple gun a
short distance from the side of your head. You and my wife pulled the trigger of each staple gun at th…
Read more

Thank your wife for not shooting me! It was a pleasure having you at my show. Thank you for
coming, thank you for the review, and thank you for the recommendation. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

Bill puts on an amazing show! This is a must see, don't miss show! If you are looking for something fun to
do in Gatlinburg, this is it.

Rex, Thank you so much for the review as well as for attending my show. I appreciate it!
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Still not sure how it all worked and how he does it but it was a good time trying to figure it out. It's great
for the price. I recommend going one night on your trip. It is a nice after dinner activity. Pretty much
everyone is our party was involved in the show at one point.

Stephanie, So happy that you chose to come to my show. Thank you, and thank you for the review.
I really appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist
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This location was reported permanently closed

What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18
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Terrible 3

Je! S
Babson Park • 1 contribution

Excellent time

Nov 2013 • Family

Written November 9, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Susan J
Spring Hill, TN • 1 contribution

Very Entertaining

Nov 2013 • Couples

Written November 8, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

KevinandRobin
Auburn, IN • 31 contributions

Excellent!

Aug 2013 • Business

Written November 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 8, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Beth T
Cincinnati, OH • 17 contributions

Best show in Gatlinburg!

Nov 2013

Written November 6, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 7, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Chris H
Ethridge, TN • 29 contributions

Birthday gift!

Nov 2013 • Couples

Written November 4, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 5, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Airforcemom2011
Huntsville, AL • 6 contributions

Christine

Nov 2013 • Family

Written November 4, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 4, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Shannon R
Saluda, South Carolina, United States • 1 contribution

Even a Skeptic Can Enjoy

Oct 2013 • Friends

Written November 4, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 4, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Dennis W
Gatlinburg, Tennessee, Usa • 2 contributions

wells family

Nov 2013 • Couples

Written November 3, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 3, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

sc8383
Columbia, SC • 25 contributions

Outstanding Show

Written November 2, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 3, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Harriett H
Greer, South Carolina, Usa • 1 contribution

Amazing

Oct 2013 • Friends

Written November 1, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 2, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Excellent experience! Bill presents a great show and is very personable. You will not be dissapointed.

Je$, Thank you so much for the kind words as well as for coming to my show. It is very much
appreciated. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We had a blast! My husband and I both participated in the show and were very engaged and
entertained. We came away wondering, "How in the world does he do that?!" We would definitely
recommend it.

Susan, Years and years of practice... That's how I do it. I am so glad you and your husband had a
blast. Thank you so much for choosing my show and for taking your time to leave a review. I
appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Had a great time at this show! Very intimate - lots of great mentalism...made my head hurt! My wife was
picked to be on stage - it was a great moment and pretty mind blowing. It was the highlight of our trip
to Gatlinburg!
I would definitely recommend this show to anyone who loves mentalism and the unexplained. You'll
leave the show feeling like you were just part of something really special. 
It really helps that Bill is such a nice guy throughout the performance and at the meet and greet after
the show!…
Read more

Kevin and Robin, I am so glad you loved my show, but I didn't mean to make your head hurt. My
show takes some thinking, and it's a lot of fun at the same time. Thank you for the recommendation
and for the kind words. I appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Totally blew my mind! Bill was able to tell me the name of my first kiss and exactly where it happened at!
Everyone in the audience got to participate in the show and we were all left speechless in the end.
Worth every penny! Rabbit cages? Really? Who would know that? ;)

I agree... Best show in Gatlinburg! Doesn't everyone experience their first kiss by rabbit cages?
(Show reference. To find out more, come to my show.) Thank you so much for coming to my show as
well as for the review. I appreciate it. The greatest compliment I can get is a past guest referring…
Read more

0

Wanted to find a show my husband (a skeptic) would enjoy for his birthday -- this was perfect! Smart,
funny, interesting, and amazing!

Happy Birthday to your husband! I am very happy that I could be part of the celebration, and I am
glad you both enjoyed my show. Thank you for coming, and thank you for the review. Successfully,
Bill Gladwell

0

Excellent show, and very entertaining. Looking forward to seeing another show in the spring. This was
the only show we attended this weekend, and we felt we made an excellent choice. It also was an
excellent value. Great job!

It was great having you at my show, and I look forward to possibly seeing you in the Spring. Thank
you so much for the review and for choosing my show over all the others on your trip. Successfully,
Bill Gladwell

0

I went to Mr. Gladwell's show with my best friend just as a favor. I was not excited at all about going, I
am very skeptical of these kinds of things. I know they are based on trickery and the study of human
nature. I have researched these shows and feel the same way about magic shows but I was pleasantly
surprised by Mr. Gladwell's showmanship and interaction with his audience. He is very talented and
honest about what he does. He is very good at what he does. You will be entertained and amazed at
his ability to get inside your head. I was asked to help with the Russian Roulette portion of his show and
it was easy to see how he much work he puts into his performance. No matter what you believe about…
Read more

Shannon, I am so glad that you enjoyed my show. I consider myself a huge skeptic also. As a
matter of fact, my hobby is debunking psychics and other people who claim paranormal powers.
That's probably why I am the most honest lier when it comes to telling my audiences what I do. I…
Read more

0

Well worth the money in comparing shows and we have seen every one of them. Will blow your mind. 
Camera friendly even some recording.
small quaint theater at the space needle.

Dennis, It was a pleasure having you in my audience... and on the stage. I appreciate you
choosing my show over the others in the area as well as for the review. Thank you! Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

A very thought provoking and entertaining show! Very audience friendly an a excellent value! Would
definitely go back!

I appreciate the great review. Thank you for coming to my show. It was a pleasure having you in my
audience. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Attended six shows on this trip. This is one show that I will definitely want to see when I return again. A
really entertaining, great show, a must see.

Harriet, It's an honor to be at the top of six other shows in the area. I am glad you found me. Thank
you for the review and the recommendation. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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712 • Theatre & Performances
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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115 Historic Nature Trl Iris Theater, Gatlinburg, TN 37738-3321
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

YellowJacket1995
Atlanta, GA • 2 contributions

Are you serious?

Oct 2013 • Business

Written October 31, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 1, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Maclinda50
Yardley, PA • 91 contributions

Wish I could figure out how he does these things

Oct 2013 • Couples

Written October 29, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 30, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Priscilla V
Crestview • 2 contributions

excellent

Oct 2013 • Couples

Written October 29, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 30, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Lorraine H
Traverse City, MI • 1 contribution

Very entertaining

Oct 2013 • Couples

Written October 28, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 29, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Sandra S
Grand Rapids, Michigan, Usa • 1 contribution

An amazing evening!

Oct 2013 • Friends

Written October 27, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 28, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

MelissaK771
Lexington, SC • 5 contributions

Great Experience!

Oct 2013 • Couples

Written October 27, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 28, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Debbie H
Louisville, Kentucky, Usa • 1 contribution

Amazed

Oct 2013 • Couples

Written October 26, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 27, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

t i
Ann Arbor, MI • 12 contributions

Fascinating!

Oct 2013 • Couples

Written October 26, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 27, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Cindy W
Grovertown, IN • 18 contributions

Great Experience

Oct 2013 • Couples

Written October 24, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 24, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

saswatibiswas
Huntsville, AL • 132 contributions

Surprising!

Oct 2013

Written October 23, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 24, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Bill did a fantastic job engaging the audience and mixing in math, science, mystery and entertainment.
Oh, and a good bit of appropriate humor as well. 

I would highly recommend Bill to anybody.

Thank you so much for the review. I am glad that you enjoyed my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I went last night to see Bill's show. It was so much fun. It is definitely an audience
participation show which makes it much more fun. It appears that he is a mind reader which he says he
is not, but he is not a magician either. It was really uncanny how he never got anything incorrect. Go
and be amazed.

I use 23 people throughout my show; and you're right, it does make my show a lot of fun. Thank you
so much for being such a great audience member, for coming to my show, and for the review. I
appreciate all three. When you're back in the Gatlinburg area, let me know. You can be my guest…
Read more

0

II looked forward to this part of my trip the most, and I was not disappointed. It's very interactive! Mr.
Gladwell is more than willing to share with his fans how he debunks tricks of the trade that are used to
lie and cheat people. A must see!

Priscilla, You all were awesome at my show. I appreciate that you chose to come to my show over
all the other attractions that you have to choose from in the Gatlinburg/Pigeon Forge area. It
means a lot that you were looking forward to my show the most during your trip. I am glad I could…
Read more

0

Bill is great at what he does! This show will leave you talking for hours. Definitely a family friendly
event!!! Must see....

Lorraine

Lorraine, It was great having you at my show. Thank you for the review as well as for choosing to
attend my show over all the other things to do in the area. I appreciate it. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

We were in Gatlinburg TN. For a visit, trying to decide what to do on a Sat. Night. Our decision was to
go to the Bill Gladwell "Mentalis"show. The best decision we could have made. 

If you are traveling and see his name on a brochure or marque', don't hesitate... Get your tickets and
be prepared for an amazing night of mind blowing experiences!

Sandy, Thank you so much for the kind words. I appreciate the review as well as for choosing to
spend time at my show. It was a pleasure meeting you. Please, come back anytime. Successfully,
Bill Gladwell

0

This show was amazing. The show is very interactive and the small audience made it possible for
everyone to participate. My husband and I both participated and we can assure you that nothing
about the show is staged or planned. Bill is a talented performer who keeps your attention throughout
the entire show. I will definitely return to see the Mentalist again the next time I am in Gatlinburg. It was
the highlight of our trip!

Melissa, It was great to meet you and your husband. You both are great. Thank you so much for
choosing to come to my show, and thank you for the review. I really appreciate it. I am looking
forward to seeing you soon. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Must see show! Went with friends and we were all amazed by Bill. Talked about it for an hour after we
left! Very intimate and interactive show for the whole audience . What a bargain for an 1 1 1/2 hr show :)

Debbie, It was great having you at the show. Thank you for the review. I am so glad that you
enjoyed yourself. If you're in the area again, please let me know. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill's show is great entertainment! My wife and I had a great time at the show. Would definitely
recommend this show while in Gatlinburg. The theater is very small which is good for a show like this
one. The audience participation made it a lot of fun. I would recommend Bill's show to anyone who is
looking for a show that is for sure not the usual silly slapstick shows that you find in Gatlinburg and
Pigeon Forge. A week later and I am still trying to figure out how he did some of the things that he did.
Thanks Bill.

Thank you for the recommendation. I appreciate it. You are correct, my show is definitely not the
"usual silly slapstick" show. It is intelligent and thought-provoking. You should stop trying to figure
out how I do the things I do. You may give yourself a headache. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

What a great show! Bill Gladwell is amazing! The show is family friendly and emtertaining foe everyone.

Cindy, I am so glad you could make it to my show. Thank you for coming, and thank you for the
review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Have not seen or heard of such a genre of performance before, and it took me by surprise. Very well
executed. Well worth your time and money.

I am glad I could be the surprise on your vacation. I feel honored to be your introduction to this
genre of entertainment. I hope I set the bar high for any who follow. I appreciate the review, and
thank you for taking a chance with my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist
712 • Theatre & Performances

This location was reported permanently closed

What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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Top ways to experience similar attractions

The area

115 Historic Nature Trl Iris Theater, Gatlinburg, TN 37738-3321

Best nearby restaurants

Best nearby attractions

Contribute

Reviews Q&A

5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Je!rey J
Muncie, Indiana, United States • 1 contribution

Great show

Oct 2013 • Family

Written October 23, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 24, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Ashley W
Marietta, Georgia, United States • 1 contribution

We walked away ba!led and thoroughly entertained!

Oct 2013 • Couples

Written October 23, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 24, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Tania S
Palm Coast, FL • 31 contributions

A Must Do!

Oct 2013 • Family

Written October 23, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 23, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Bret J
Jonesborough, Tennessee, United States • 7 contributions

The Mentalist

Oct 2013 • Family

Written October 20, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 22, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Tommy B
Elizabethtown, Kentucky, Usa • 1 contribution

Best show in the smokeys

Oct 2013 • Couples

Written October 19, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 20, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

David T
Walkertown, North Carolina, Usa • 1 contribution

Amazing show!!

Oct 2013 • Couples

Written October 16, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 17, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

June P
Birmingham, Alabama, Usa • 2 contributions

Unbelievable! A must see!

Oct 2013 • Friends

Written October 16, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 17, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Roger P
Mc Calla, Alabama, Usa • 14 contributions

The Mentalist, A Must See!

Oct 2013 • Couples

Written October 16, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 17, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Lynda J
Gatlinburg, TN • 1 contribution

Super show

Oct 2013 • Couples

Written October 16, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 16, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Bob S
Cincinnati, OH • 1 contribution

Great Show

Oct 2013 • Couples

Written October 16, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 16, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

I thoroughly enjoyed watching Bill Gladwell. He surpassed my expectations and was very interactive
with his audience. Highly recommend a visit to his show if you are in Gatlinburg.

Je$rey, Thank you for recommending my show, and thank you so much for choosing my show over
the other shows in the area as well as for the review. I appreciate you taking your time. I am happy
that I could surpass your expectations. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I were blown away by Bill's show! We went to see it over the past weekend, and are still
wondering how he was able to predict people's behavior with such accuracy. It was extremely
entertaining, interesting, and left us wondering how he does it! The Mentalist is a must-see during your
stay in Gatlinburg. While this is a family-friendly for all ages performance, it also was intelligent and
funny.

Ashley, I am very happy that you and your husband had your minds blown. As you said, my show is
very intelligent; and the interaction with my audiences is great. Thank you so much for coming to
show, and thank you for the review. Please, come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Glawell

0

This was without a doubt the most amazing show I've ever seen - (and I've seen many, many shows in
places like NY and Vegas). I went into it being really skeptical and walked out stunned and scratching
my head. We've discussed going again when we come back at Christmas. You would not expect this
level of a show in this area. VERY VERY TALENTED person!! If you are going to do one thing in
Gatlinburg this is it!

Thank you so much for choosing my show over all the others in the area. I also appreciate the
review. My goal was to drop a very unique show in the middle of Gatlinburg, and I strive to make my
show stand out. Coming in really skeptical and walking out stunned and scratching your head is …
Read more

0

Bill Gladwell put on a "mind-bending" show, impressive and entertaining. Highly recommended. If you
need a reason to visit Gatlinburg, this is it. The rest of what the area o$ers is a bonus.

Bret, I appreciate you and your family attending my show. Thank you for the recommendation as
well as the review. I am happy to be the reason people visit Gatlinburg. Please, come back
anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill was amazing and extremely accurate on everything. Every member of the audience got involved in
his show making sure no "plants" were involved. I don't understand how he does it but it was
fascinating!

Tommy, Thank you for the title of "Best show in the smokeys". I appreciate it. Also, thank you for the
review as well as for choosing to come to my show. I am very happy that you had a fascinating
time. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Hands down best show in gatlinburg, I was a bit skeptical going in to the show but after I was selected
to come on stage I was shocked and amazed! The crowd interaction was great almost if not everyone
at the show participated. I will attend this show everytime I am in the area and I recommend it to
anyone looking for a great show to attend!

David, If I can get you on stage, usually any skepticism fades away. Keep in mind that I am very
open with my methods. I do the same thing that psychics do on a daily basis... I lie, steal, and
cheat. It would be my pleasure to have you back. Thank you for coming to my show, and thank yo…
Read more

0

I attended " Head Case" with Bill Gladwell at the Iris Theatre October 15. The theatre was very cozy
and the hour plus show seemed to be over in no time.... . His ability to seemingly read my mind was
uncanny. Almost every audience member was involved at some point in the show. Each went back to
their seats amazed! This was definitely the highlight of my trip to Gatlinburg! I would attend again if
given the opportunity. The show is suitable for all ages and simply fantastic!!!!

June, It was a pleasure having you at my show. You were great, and pulling your favorite childhood
toy from your mind was not an easy thing to do. Please, come back anytime. Thank you so much
for the review! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This was the highlight of our Gatlinburg trip. You owe it to yourself and your family to see the Mentalist.
You will NOT be disappointed. Bill Will Leave You Speechless!

Roger-Alabama

Roger, I am glad I could be the highlight if your trip. Thank you so much for choosing to come to
my show, and thank you for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I went to see Bill Gladwell Oct. 15th at the Iris theater, and thought his show was super. He is very
entertaining and I enjoyed every minute. I wish it would have been longer. Go see it !!!!!

Lynda, Come back anytime! Thank you for the kind words as well as for choosing to come to my
show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My wife & I really enjoyed this show. Bill has excellent interaction with the audience. Involves many
people. He explains his whole premise upfront, yet the things he does are amazing. Time flies when you
are having fun and this show flew by too fast.

Bob, I am so glad that you and your wife enjoyed my show. I just had someone tell me yesterday
how time just flew by while they were in my audience. Thank you for coming to my show and for the
review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18
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Terrible 3

Colleen S
Sophia • 1 contribution

Excellent Show!!

Oct 2013 • Friends

Written October 13, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 14, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

ddavis31036
Hawkinsville, Georgia, Usa • 1 contribution

Everyone should attend!

Oct 2013 • Couples

Written October 13, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 14, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

jaj0926
Edenton • 5 contributions

Great Show, Well Worth Attending!!!

Sep 2013 • Couples

Written October 11, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 12, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Je'rey R
Donalsonville, GA • 18 contributions

Mind blowing!

Oct 2013 • Friends

Written October 10, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 12, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Scott S
New Philadelphia, Ohio, Usa • 2 contributions

Amazing, leaving me scratching my head.

Oct 2013 • Couples

Written October 9, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 11, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jack K
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, Usa • 4 contributions

Great Show!!!!

Oct 2013 • Business

Written October 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Doug H
Wyoming, IL • 4 contributions

Very Worthwhile and Amazing

Sep 2013 • Couples

Written October 6, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 7, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

KayceeIllinois
Illinois • 104 contributions

Maybe the hype is true...IF YOU GET TO ATTEND!

Aug 2013 • Friends

Written October 5, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 6, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Karen R
Cuthbert, Georgia, Usa • 1 contribution

total enjoyment

Oct 2013 • Couples

Written October 5, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 6, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jessica B.
Franklin, TN • 14 contributions

Your Gatlinburg experience isn't complete without this show

Sep 2013 • Couples

Written October 2, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 3, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

The show takes place at the Space Needle. It is casual wear, you can bring food and drink in with you.
Photos are allowed but not video unless it's a part of the show he tells you that it's permitted. This is a
GREAT show! We were impressed, amused and astounded. I don't know how he does the things he does
but that is part of the fun. There is a lot of audience participation which is quite entertaining. I would
pay to go to this show over and over and over again.

Everyone should come to my show over and over and over again. Thank you so much for coming
the first time, and thank you for the great review. It is much appreciated. I am glad you had a great
time at my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I went and seen the show last night and had a blast. He was very entertaining and
very nice. My in laws are coming this to Gatlinburg and I highly recommended them to go!

Thank you so much for coming to my show as well as for the review. I appreciate it. Send your in-
laws my way, and I will take very good care of them. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My boyfriend and I attended Bill's show while on vacation in Gatlinburg in September. I have to say we
were both very impressed with the show and enjoyed the audience interaction. Just about everyone in
the audience was called up to particiapte in the show at some point or another, including both of us :-)
The entire show was about 1.5 hours long. The room is rather small and the entire audience was maybe
35 people, but I think that makes the show more personable and enjoyable. Overall, the show was
awesome and well worth the $27 a ticket. We will definately plan on attending if we ever go back to
Gatlinburg. You will leave the show in amazement!!!

You did attend on a light night in Gatlinburg. The smaller audiences are great, because almost
everyone gets a chance to be read. When you have that firsthand experience, you realize most of
my show defies explanation. Thank you for everything! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My wife and I went to this show last night. We thoroughly enjoyed it! Like most people, we didnt know
what to expect, but when we got there all of that apprehesion diappeared. Bill Gladwell is awesome!!
It's obvious that he is passionate about his gift. He is also very passionate about everyone enjoying the
show. If you get the chance, you need to attend!!! You will not be disappointed. If you go and don't like
it, he will refund your money so you have nothing to lose. Why are you still reading this review???? Go
get your tickets now!!

Je$rey, Thank you for the review as well as for attending my show. Customer satisfaction is very
important to me, and I appreciate the kind words. You are right, I will refund your ticket cost if you
feel I did not meet your expectations. You have absolutely nothing to lose by attending my show.…
Read more

0

We loved this experience, what a perfect ending to a perfect vacation. It was mind-boggling the things
he did and Bill got the whole audience involved. We go to Gatlingburg every year in October and
definitly will go back to the show again.

Scott, I am glad I could send you home from your vacation with a bang. I appreciate you choosing
my show, and thank you for the wonderful review. I look forward to seeing you again. Successfully,
Bill Gladwell

0

I was extremely skeptical about Bill Gladwell's Mentalist show since I'm not a fan of any kind of
hypnotic, para normal voodoo. This was nothing like that at all. Bill was funny, quick witted and
extremely entertaining. The show moves fast and he will continually amaze you with one act after
another. I would strongly recommend Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist to anyone visiting Gatlinburg. It is
sheer entertainment, and you will be totally blown away with everything he does. I left scratching my
head, saying...how in the world did he do that????

Jack, I really appreciate the time you took to leave a review, and thank you for the great
recommendation. It was a pleasure having you at my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Trying to fill in some time while we were vacationing in the Gatlinburg/Pigeon Forge area, we found
some information on this show and thought, why not - for the money, what's to lose. 

Only one quick note - it took us a bit to figure out where the theater was, while it is at the base of the
space needle, the lack of signage (none that we could see) indicating that the Iris Theater is located
within the arcade is a bit confusing.
…
Read more

Doug, I am so glad you enjoyed my show. Thank you for choosing my show and also for the review.
It was a pleasure reading your mind. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

2

PLANNING TO ATTEND?...CALL FIRST TO SEE IF THERE WILL BE A SHOW. 

I REPEAT...CALL FIRST TO SEE IF THERE WILL BE A SHOW THAT EVENING.

THIS IS THE SINGLE, MOST IMPORTANT INFORMATION YOU CAN GLEAN FROM THESE REVIEWS.

A group of friends and I booked tickets to this show months in advance. When the day arrived, we…
Read more

Readers, This reviewer was contacted over 7 hours before show time. I telephoned her at the
number she provided, I emailed her, and I did indeed send her a text message. The email that I
sent to her is posted below. I also have on record the 4 text messages that were sent to her. Every…
Read more

0

I did not expect the entertainment that we received to be located in the back of an arcade. It
surprised myself and my husband. I highly recommend everbody who is in Gatlinburg to make plans to
see the Mentalist. Bill is very entertaining.

Karen, I am glad I could surprise you! Thank you for coming to my show and for the review.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

2

Every chance I get to come to Gatlinburg, I make Bill Gladwell's show part of my trip, and I'm going to
tell you why you shouldn't miss it either. 

Get ready to have your mind blown. 

If you're looking for a psychic or someone who can communicate with the dead, this show isn't for you.
In fact, you'll be highly disappointed. Bill uses human instinct, cues and intuition to interpret the…
Read more

Jessica, I can't even add anything to your review. It's great! You need to be on my PR team! Thank
you so much for coming to my show, spending time writing the review, and for being a fan!
Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist
712 • Theatre & Performances

This location was reported permanently closed

What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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115 Historic Nature Trl Iris Theater, Gatlinburg, TN 37738-3321

Best nearby restaurants
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Reviews Q&A

5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Sandy K
Villa Grove, Illinois, Usa • 1 contribution

AMAZING!

Oct 2013 • Couples

Written October 2, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 2, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

aidanan
Tupelo, Ms • 2 contributions

On my list for every trip to Gatlinburg in the future.

Oct 2013

Written October 1, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 2, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

caleb m
Knoxville, TN • 1 contribution

Return visit on Vacation

Sep 2013 • Friends

Written October 1, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 3, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

smokymtnguru
Pigeon Forge, TN • 30 contributions

Awesome time with Bill the Mentalist!

Aug 2013 • Business

Written October 1, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 2, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Nick H
Johnson City, Tennessee, Usa • 1 contribution

Awesome show!

Mar 2013 • Solo

Written September 30, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 1, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jason B
Maineville, Ohio, Usa • 1 contribution

Outstanding entertainment

Sep 2013 • Couples

Written September 30, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 1, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Ellen A
Cincinnati, Ohio, Usa • 1 contribution

Best show ever!

Sep 2013 • Couples

Written September 30, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 1, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

myste929
Knoxville, TN • 2 contributions

Excellent!

Sep 2013 • Couples

Written September 30, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 30, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Austy1995
Weatherford, TX • 3 contributions

Awesome show

Sep 2013

Written September 29, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 30, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

ThePryors
2 contributions

Highly Recommend this show!

Sep 2013

Written September 29, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 29, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

… …
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0

Our entire group thoroughly enjoyed the show. I can't imagine anyone not having a great time. Truly
amazing!

Sandy, I am glad that you and your group enjoyed my show. Thank you for coming, and thank you
for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell PS — I also can't imagine anyone not having a great time
at my show.

0

We will see Bill's performance everytime we come no matter where he is! I can't wait to come back and
bring the rest of our family. The tickets prices are great for the level of entertainment he provides. A
thought provoking show in a comfortable venue and atmosphere. Bill is engaging without any over the
top showmanship. 

Enjoyed the audience participation, (I can't believe I sang Billy Jean on stage) I can't recommend this
enough!

You were awesome, and no one can sing Billie Jean like you. Thank you for being a great "victim",
thank you for choosing to come to my show, and thank you for the review. Come back anytime.
Give me a heads up, and you can be my VIP guests. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Last year I was in Gatlinburg vacationing and I watched Bill's Mentalist show for the first time, it was
one of the coolest shows I had ever seen. This year I returned to Gatlinburg again for some time o$ and
thought I would stop in and see Bills show again. I thought it would be pretty much the same routine,
but man was I wrong. It was just as cool as the first time, except with di$erent tricks that I had never
seen before. He blew my mind just like the first time and I am now a believer in "Mentalism". I am looking
forward to coming back next year and seeing the show again cause I know I will leave the theatre in
complete shock yet again.

Thank you for coming back. Yes, the show has changed over the last year... I added a whole lot of
awesome! Thank you so much for coming to my show as well as for the review. I appreciate it!
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My business partner and I attended this show and really enjoyed the personal aspect of the small
theater and the great performance put on by Bill. Bill does a great job of involving the audience and is
sure to entertain you the whole time! It is one of the more a$ordable shows, but definitely topped our
list.

Thank you so much for the review. It was a pleasure having you guys at my show. Come back
anytime, and bring friends. I appreciate it! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This is a one of a kind show... in every way! First o$... the theater. It's a smaller venue... but that honestly
makes it perfect for this show! Mainly... Bill Gladwell is an awesome performer. He takes you through all
sorts of mind tricks. This is the kind of show that is entertaining AND astonishing! I don't want to say too
much... but my favorite part was his version of Russian Roulette! If you're even NEAR the area... this
show is a MUST see!!!

Nick, To date, no onstage injuries from playing Russian Roulette. I plan to keep it that way. Thank
you for coming to the show, and thank you for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We had heard good things about the show, and they were right, not only was the show amazing, Bill
made sure to include the audience as much as possible. This show is one that is not to be missed.

Jason, I am glad that I could live up to the rumors. Thank you for attending my show, and thank
you for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Out of all of the traveling and shows I've paid to see, this is by far the best and worth it!! Will make sure
to see this show again and again!

Ellen, You make a great assistant! The singing number at the end wasn't too shabby. Thank you for
being such a good sport, thank you for the review, and thank you for coming to my show. I
appreciate it! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We went to Bill Gladwell's show Sept 27th. Highly recommend! We were amazed! Definately will go back.
This is a definate must see!

So glad that you chose my show over the others in the area. I appreciate it. And thank you for the
review. Come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

The show was great. Wife is a fairly skeptical person and was amazed. We will see this again if we are
back in Gatlinburg.

Like your wife, I am also a skeptic. My show is written around the three things that psychics do
every day... They lie, steal, and cheat. One of the goals of my show is to make my audiences aware
of this. I am glad you enjoyed the show, and thank you for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

The first show of our trip, and definitely set the bar too high for everything else. Loved it! Going to be
getting some family up here to check it out. Even my wallflower husband is wanting to go again. Thank
you so much for bringing a di$erent experience to the area.

Turning the wallflower into a star was my pleasure. He really didn't want to come on stage, but he
was great after he got there. Thank you so much for the review and for choosing my show over all
the other shows in the area. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1 37 38 39
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This location was reported permanently closed

What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.

Top ways to experience similar attractions
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115 Historic Nature Trl Iris Theater, Gatlinburg, TN 37738-3321

Best nearby restaurants
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Reviews Q&A

5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Michael M
Cambridge, OH • 11 contributions

Great show.

Sep 2013 • Couples

Written September 28, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 29, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Gene T
West Branch, Michigan, Usa • 1 contribution

The Mentalist

Sep 2013 • Couples

Written September 28, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 28, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Marcia P
Cadillac, MI • 9 contributions

Incredible!

Sep 2013 • Couples

Written September 27, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 28, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Nate73124
Portsmouth, Ohio, Usa • 1 contribution

Amazing performance!!

May 2013 • Family

Written September 27, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 28, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Barbara S
West Portsmouth, Ohio • 12 contributions

Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist

May 2013 • Family

Written September 27, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 28, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Carolyn T
Sherman, Illinois, Usa • 1 contribution

Amazing show!

Aug 2013 • Friends

Written September 26, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Teresa H
Carmi, Illinois, Usa • 1 contribution

Bill Gladwell is AMAZING!!!

Jul 2013 • Family

Written September 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Melinda Y
Blue Mound • 2 contributions

Awesome show!

Jul 2013 • Couples

Written September 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

A891
1 contribution

A must see amazing show!

Feb 2013 • Couples

Written September 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Dawn B
Lexington, Kentucky, United States • 2 contributions

Best Show in Gatlinburg

Sep 2013 • Couples

Written September 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

My wife and I had an amazing time. Loved that everyone in the audience participated. We have told all
are family and friends that they have to go to this show.

Michael, Keep telling everyone you know about me! I appreciate it. Thank you so much for
choosing my show and for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Unbelievable, we just saw the impossible and enjoyed every minute. You can take as much part as you
want but no one is left out.

Gene, Thank you so much for coming to my show, and thank your for the review. I appreciate it!
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist, will amaze you. This was a very enjoyable show that consistently had you
wondering how did he do that. Bill Gladwell is not only a good showman but generous...he o$ered to
share one of his secrets with those who just had to know. If you have the opportunity to see his show,
go...you'll enjoy it.

Marcia, I am glad you enjoyed the show. Thank you for the review and for choosing my show over
the other attractions in the area. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This is by far one of the best shows I've ever been to in my life. It's funny, fun, and an all around great
experience to have. I recommend this to anybody that wants to get...their minds blown!!

The best show you've ever been to in your life is a great endorsement! Thank you for choosing my
show, and I'm happy that I could blow your mind. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This is a wonderful family show. Bill is amazing with his abilities as a mentalist. He involves his audience
and keeps you wondering what is next. He also greets his audience individually after the show which is
impressive that he takes the time to do this. My family and I will definately see his show the next time
we're in Gatlingburg!! Good price for a great show!!

Barbara, It was great to meet you. Thank you so much for coming to my show, and I appreciate the
review. I will see you the next time you are in the Gatlinburg area. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My friend and I recently took a trip to Gatlinburg, TN for a week. We had done all we had on our list of
must do activities and still had a day left. I checked Tripadvisor website for things to do in Gatlinburg
and saw that Bill Gladwell's show was number 2 on the list and had great reviews. I immediately
ordered tickets for the two of us. What an amazing and mind blowing show! We spent a lot of our 9 hr
drive home from vacation trying to figure out how you do it. I would highly recommend this show to
anyone, kids included. You will be entertained!

Carolyn, I am happy I could blow your minds as well as give you the topic of your conversation on
your drive home. I am glad you found me and my show while in Gatlinburg. Thank you for the
review and for choosing to come to my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband, son, daughter-in-law, teenage grandson and myself went to see Bill. This was the first time
for all of us and we had a great time. He is so entertaining and uses so many people in the audience.
We have bragged about the show to our friends and will be going again next time we are in town.
Thanks again Bill for a great time.

Teresa, You are more than welcome for a great time, and keep up the bragging! Thank you for
choosing to attend my show, and I look forward to seeing you the next time you come to town.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We saw Bill Gladwell's show while on vacation in Gatlinburg. He puts on a great show for all ages. Very
interactive with the audience. I'm still trying to figure out how he did what he did! I highly recommend
this amazing, entertaining performance!

Melinda, Thank you for the recommendation, and thank you for coming to my show. I appreciate it.
My show is for all ages, but I do play to the adult crowd. My show makes a great night out in
Gatlinburg with a Vegas feel. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill is very talented and was the highlight of our weekend this past Valentine's weekend. I recommend if
you have the opportunity to be a part of his show to DEFINITELY do so! We can't wait to return to
Gatlinburg to see what he has added new to his show!

Thank you for sharing your Valentine's weekend with me. I am happy that I could help make it a
great one. It was great having you at my show. I look forward to seeing you again. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

My cousin surprised us with tickets on our annual couples trip to Gatlinburg. At first we were like " do we
really have to sit through this". When we arrived at show, we were greeted by extremely nice and
professional people. The show started and right from the beginning we were captivated by Bill. He
kept our attention, interacted well with the entire room and kept us guessing and questioning things
going on around us. We are still talking about his show! I know finances can be at times di$icult to
manage and sometimes hard to decide what you want to do while on vacation, but I STRONGLY
recommend the next time you are in Gatlinburg and trying to decide who and where to spend your ti…
Read more

Dawn, You have such a great cousin! I am glad you were "greeted by extremely nice and
professional people", because one of those people is my wife. She keeps me in line and the show
running smoothly. I am very happy that you enjoyed my show, and thank you for the…
Read more
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Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist
712 • Theatre & Performances

This location was reported permanently closed

What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Rhonda H
Spartanburg, South Carolina, Usa • 1 contribution

Great show!

Sep 2013 • Couples

Written September 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Clementine2691
Ardmore, OK • 16 contributions

Amazing, just amazing!

Jul 2013

Written September 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Angel C
Louisville Area, Kentucky, Usa • 23 contributions

Good Evening of Entertainment!

Sep 2013 • Family

Written September 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

terrastem
Mooreville, Ms • 56 contributions

Great Show! Will leave you scratching your head...

Sep 2013 • Couples

Written September 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Nea6788
Huntsville, AL • 9 contributions

Best Show In Gatlinburg!

Sep 2013 • Couples

Written September 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Tim M
Richmond, Indiana, Usa • 1 contribution

Amazing!

Sep 2013 • Couples

Written September 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

brutus43
Carey, Ohio, United States • 2 contributions

THIS IS A MUST ATTEND SHOW , WHILE IN GATLINBURG,TN. !!

Jul 2013 • Couples

Written September 24, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 25, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Muskymike80
2 contributions

Made my vacation!!!!!

Jul 2013

Written September 24, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 25, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Matt B
Sharon, Tennessee, Usa • 1 contribution

Great show

Jun 2013 • Friends

Written September 24, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 25, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Terry E
Woodstock Ga • 1 contribution

Great show

Sep 2013 • Couples

Written September 24, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 25, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

This was our second time attending Bill Gladwells show. It was even better the second time around!
Mind blowing! We had a blast!

When people come back to my show a second, third, fourth, or more times; it means that I am
really doing my job... providing a unique entertainment experience in the Gatlinburg area. And I
am glad "it was even better the second time around". Thank you! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We were amazed and entertained the whole show. His rapport with the audience was excellent. This is
a must see in Gatlinburg.

Making friends with my audience is really what it's all about. I don't want more fans... I want more
friends. My friends will come and see my show year after year. Thank you for attending my show,
and thank you for the review. It is much appreciated. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I went to the show with our two teenage boys, it was good fun and we'll worth it. The
show was great live entertainment and will make me think twice about how I present myself! I would
come back to see the show again, and it has been our best experience in Gatlinburg so far!

Angel, Thank you for the kind words. It's good to hear that my show was your best experience in
Gatlinburg. I am happy to hear that you and your entire family enjoyed the show. You all were
great, and you're welcome back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I got tickets to this show to celebrate my 50th birthday, and I'm very glad we did! Bill
Gladwell's show is amazing and will leave you shaking your head. There is heavy audience
participation which just makes the show that much better, and Bill was very personable and likeable.
The show is good family fun and suitable for all ages. We will definitely see his show again the next time
we are in the Gatlinburg area. FYI... the show is in the Arcadia building in the (newly renamed) Iris
Theatre.

Happy 50th Birthday!!! I am ecstatic that you chose to spend your birthday with me. Thank you for
the kind words. I am glad you had an amazing time. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My boyfriend and I found this show on tripAdvisor, and we were really looking forward to it. This really is
a hidden treasure as far as shows go in Gatlinburg and the surrounding areas. Bills show was amazing!
Most of the audience, including my boyfriend and I, got to participate in the show. Even though I hate
being in front of an audience, it was amazing to be part of the show! I HIGHLY Recommend going!

I am happy that I could create a great memory for you and your boyfriend. Thank you for
choosing my show as well as for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Really great show! Small venue, so lots of audience participation. Good value for the money! Would
highly recommend!

Tim, I appreciate the review. Thank you so much for coming to my show, and for the
recommendation. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

this is one of the most amazing shows I've ever attended,i recently got married in julyand I took my wife
Heather to pigeon forge and Gatlinburg and several other places while on our honeymoon,we were
both amazed with BILLS SHOW :) ,the things he does and not sure how,but we both loved it and are
planning our next vacation to head back down and enjoy this show again. you couldn't ask for a better
guy ,he treats the audience great and nobody leaves unhappy ,and if like me still trying to figure out
how he does it all !!! GREAT SHOW,HEATHER AND I ARE SO READY TO COME TO SEE YOU AGAIN !!!!!!
THANK YOU !!…
Read more

Steve and Heather, It was my pleasure to be a part of your honeymoon festivities. Thank you for
the kind words, and I am very happy that you had a great time. It is always a good sign when
people want to come see the show again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Saw this show with my family on our latest summer vacation. I was ecstatic to see something unique
and so entertaining! I hate tourist trap attractions and Bill's show was definitely anything but that. It
was a breath of fresh air for our stale, mundane vacation. Like the title says above it made my vacation
!!!! Thank you Bill Gladwell for blowing our minds and making memories that will last a lifetime .

I am so happy I made your vacation. That means a lot to me. My goal for the show is to be
completely di$erent than all the rest of the attractions in the area, and that seems to be the
feedback that I am getting. Thank you for choosing to come to my show, and thank you for the…
Read more

0

We viewed a few of the shows in the area during the week of our vacation, and this was by far the best
one!

Matt, Thank you for making my show part of your trip to Gatlinburg. I am very happy that I could
be a highlight of your trip. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This was a great show going back to see him again. He was really amazing we are going back in
November . I hope he has a show when we go back.

Terry, Thank you for the review. Let me know when you will be in town in November. I will make you
my VIP guests. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18
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Bev S
North Fort Myers, FL • 140 contributions

Very enjoyable evening

Sep 2013 • Couples

Written September 24, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 24, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

janineb55
Pittsburgh, PA • 125 contributions

Disappointed

Sep 2013 • Friends

Written September 24, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 28, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Rachel B
Nashville, Tennessee, Usa • 1 contribution

Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist

Sep 2013 • Couples

Written September 23, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 24, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

K P
4 contributions

Best Attraction In Gatlinburg

Sep 2013

Written September 14, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 15, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Beth H
Bassett, VA • 24 contributions

Awesome!!!

Sep 2013 • Family

Written September 8, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Michelle E
Van Wert • 1 contribution

the best thing to do in Gatlinburg. ....

Aug 2013 • Family

Written September 8, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BuckeyeBob44471
Struthers, Ohio, United States • 365 contributions

Gatlinburg Show

Sep 2013 • Couples

Written September 8, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

AmazingHohns
Phoenix, AZ • 30 contributions

Great Show

Sep 2013 • Couples

Written September 8, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 8, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Christine328
Bradley, IL • 75 contributions

Good Head Scratcher

Sep 2013

Written September 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 8, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

sleepyste(
35 contributions

★AMAZING★

Aug 2013

Written September 3, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 4, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

We chose this show based on description and reviews and were not disappointed! I love anything to do
with mind, illusions, deduction, probability, etc. and this seemed perfect. From the beginning to the end
we were engaged, along with the rest of the audience, in the varied activities Bill Gladwell presented.
There were some amazing portions that left us scratching our heads, and my husband has been telling
of his experience on stage since it happened a week ago.
The venue is small and personal, a big plus in this type of show, and while many audience members
participated in a small way, no one was embarrassed or exploited.…
Read more

It sounds like that you were my perfect audience member. You came in interested in things of the
mind, illusion, deduction, probability, etc. My show is definitely not for the person who wants to sit
back and mindlessly laugh at slapstick. Everyone in my audience is part of the show, and my sho…
Read more

1

Not what I expected for the top rated show. I was a little disappointed, the show was very slow moving.
He did include a large number of people from the audience but, I would not return for another visit nor
would I recommend the show to others.

I o$er a money back guarantee. I make it extremely easy to take advantage of my money back
guarantee. Obviously from your review, my show wasn't for you. I am not clear as to why someone
would not take advantage of a money back guarantee, write a review such as this, and not inclu…
Read more

0

This show will blow you out of your mind. I'm still amazed. You'll never figure out how he does what he
does. You'll know it's not fake when you find yourself onstage and part of the show. You will not be let
down if you go to his show. 

Rachel, It was a pleasure to have you at and in my show. I am happy that I could "blow you out of
your mind". Please, come back anytime! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

2

Saw the show last night and thoroughly enjoyed it. A smart show without unnecessary gimmicks that will
draw you in! In my opinion there is not much worth doing in Gatlinburg, but if you're there, you must see
this show.

Thank you for choosing to come to my show. Because of my show's dependency on audience
participation, each person in the room is very important. I appreciate that you chose my show. I
have the #1 show in the Gatlinburg area. My show is also the highest ticket price. For those…
Read more

0

If you want to see something that leaves you mystified and amazed, I highly recommend this show. Bill
had wonderful stage presence and he incorporated as many audience members into his show as
possible. Very entertaining and one of the highlights of my visit to Gatlinburg, TN.

Beth, I am glad I could mystify and amaze you. It was great having you in the audience. Thank you
for coming. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Loved everthing about the show.. set in a small theater which made it feel more personal. It was three
weeks ago that I seen show and still thinking adout. If you do anything make sure you see this show .

Michelle, I remember you! Thank you for the review. It was a pleasure having you at my show.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Excellent Show! One of the highlights of the vacation. Definitely check this guy out. Well worth the
money. Had us guessing how he did the tricks days afterwards. Would return again without a second
thought.

I am so glad I could be one of the highlights of your trip. That means a lot to me. Thank you for
coming to my show, for the review, and for the referral. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My wife and I were visiting the Smoky Mountains this past week and came upon Bill's show. There are
many shows to choose from when visiting the area, but this show stands out. 

The show was smart and more importantly entertaining. We have been to many shows in various parts
of the country and this stands out as one of the best. Bill's interaction with the audience and some his
tricks must be witnessed to be believed. We recommend his show to anyone that is interested in being
thoroughly entertained!

It is good to hear that I stand out as one of the best shows when it comes to the entire country.
Thank you so much for the review as well as for attending my show. I have no show without great
people like you, and I appreciate you all. I love your description of my show as being "smart". I…
Read more

0

We came down to the Smokey Mountains to celebrate our 5 yr wedding anniversary. I was on Trip
Advisor prior to our trip searching for a show we would enjoy when I came across The Mentalist. The
ratings were good so I booked us two tickets and that's where we spent our anniversary just last night,
in fact. 
Before he takes the stage there is kind of Wizard of Oz type preamble where Bill tells you he is NOT a
Psychic. He is "de-bunking" psychics and showing that you can read a person by their behavior and
voice pitch, etc. I will have to say I haven't a clue how he came to his conclusions. My husband is still i…
Read more

Christine, It was a light audience that evening. September tends to be a low tourism time in
Gatlinburg. Thank you so much for coming to my show. I very much appreciate it. I am very happy
that I could leave your husband in awe, and I gave you something to think about. Successfully, Bil…
Read more

1

What a great show. It was very interesting..had you wondering the whole show and afterwards. It's cool
the audience isn't huge, so Bill is very engaging with the audience. I would definitely recommend this
show☆☆☆

I have no idea how you got those stars in your review, but they are very cool. Thank you for coming
to my show when you could have chosen any of the other hundreds of attractions in the area. The
show continues to grow, because of people like you telling others about me. I appreciate it…
Read more
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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115 Historic Nature Trl Iris Theater, Gatlinburg, TN 37738-3321
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Contribute

Reviews Q&A

5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

1coolparent
St. Anthony, Indiana • 3 contributions

Awesomelly interesting show!

Aug 2013 • Family

Written September 3, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 4, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BRsystems
59 contributions

Good illusionist; didn't care for misleading banter

Aug 2013

Written September 2, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written September 3, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

NorthCarolinaRoxy
North Carolina • 110 contributions

The Mentalist was a lot of fun

Aug 2013 • Family

Written August 22, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 23, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Charlene B
Lakewood Ranch, FL • 38 contributions

Great Take!

Aug 2013 • Family

Written August 21, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 22, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

ghostbear79
Huntington, WV • 20 contributions

Nice Show and Excellent Customer Service

Aug 2013 • Friends

Written August 20, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 22, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Craig604
Princeton, KY • 9 contributions

One awesome show, you will want to see it again!

Aug 2013 • Couples

Written August 19, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 20, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Terina G
Knoxville, Tennessee, United States • 16 contributions

So good that we have seen it twice!

Jul 2013 • Family

Written August 17, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 19, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Houstonian_123123
Bellaire, TX • 2 contributions

A hidden gem of a show amidst a tourist trap town known as Gatlinburg

Jul 2013 • Couples

Written August 14, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 16, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

kathy2009
birmingham al • 8 contributions

Not to be missed!

Aug 2013 • Family

Written August 11, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 13, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

WARedBear
Spokane Valley, WA • 240 contributions

WOW!!!! Wonderful!!! Funny!!!! How does he do it?

Aug 2013 • Couples

Written August 11, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 12, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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1

On a recent visit to the Smoky Mountains, I got tickets to see Bill Gladwell for myself and my daughter.
This was the most amazing show to go see. We can not figure out how he knew what people were
thinking, or things about their past that he could know the answer too! Bill really got the audience
involved in his show, even though we were not picked, it was all interesting to watch. He is very well
spoken, funny and charming! After the show he talked with everyone and made himself available for
comments/pictures. This is a very first class act and for the money it is a must do if you are in
Gatlinburg!

It was a pleasure having you and your daughter at my show. Thank you for coming, and thank you
for the review. Let me know when you are in Gatlinburg next, and I will make sure that you get up on
stage. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

First, Bill is a skilled performer. The routines are done well and so is his interaction with the audience.
I'm not looking for a refund because I paid for a show and I got one. 

As a personal opinion, I found Bill's specious explanations for his feats (statistics, human behavior) to
be unnecessesarily misleading. This may seem an odd position from a magic act customer but I would
have enjoyed the performance more had it been presented as the magic act it is. Guess I'm being a
Puritan but yes, I found it morally objectionable to see "statistics" touted earnestly as the basis for…
Read more

I am not sure if you came into the show late, but somehow you missed me emphasizing twice within
the first five minutes of my show that "I do the same thing throughout my performance that
psychics do on a daily basis... I lie, steal, and cheat." Thank you for coming to the show, but I…
Read more

1

Many times in the show you are like "huh - how did that just happen!" It was a lot of fun & I would
definitely recommend him. My only negative is I thought the venue was a bit depressing.

Roxy, I took over the venue as is, and it is progressively getting less "depressing". Thank you for the
review, and I am very happy that you enjoyed my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Took in Bill Gladwell's show along with my husband, daughter, son-in-law, and 2 granddaughters aged
10 and 12. We all were awe struck! Even the greatest skeptic will be amazed by his talent. Located,
oddly enough, in a small venue at the back of an arcade at the bottom of the Space Needle which was
a little weird and the bathrooms could use a major redo but the venue was very "intimate" and the
show exceptional. Don't miss it. Much better than so much of the schlock on the strip.

I am very happy you found me in the back of the arcade. After getting into the theater, I am glad
you had a great time. My audiences are who makes the show. No audience, no minds to read.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

My friends and I decided to see this show after one of them found a link to the show, we read the
reviews on Trip Advisor. The show was very entertaining. This kind of show is not my sort of thing, and I
found myself watching to see how he did the tricks. I must admit that I was impressed and had a lot of
fun. My friend, who does love this sort of show, had a blast and is still telling anyone who will listen all
about it. I loved the degree of audience participation (there is a very good chance you will get chosen
for some task). This makes the act even more engaging. They do take pictures during the show (of the
performance and the volunteers) and many of these are uploaded to their Facebook page. This is a…
Read more

Thank you so much for coming to see me, and thank you for the review. Tell your friend to continue
telling everyone about me. I appreciate it! It was my pleasure helping you with the tickets.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I'm not much on these types of shows, but when I left this one I was totally impressed. Usually I try to
analyze how things are done, but with Bill Gladwell, it is proof there are true mentalist out there. Very
nice atmosphere, he makes you feel welcome instead of just being there for the show. Absolutely
Stunning.

Craig, I am glad you enjoyed my show so much. Thank you for taking the chance and coming. I
appreciate it, and I very much appreciate the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

2

This is one of the best shows in the area! I think what sets it a part is that it isn't your generic out of the
box performance. It is completely unique and there is absolutely nothing like it in the entire area. The
mentalist in the show uses audience members to occasionally assist him and that is one of the reasons
that his show is so spectacular. It isn't creepy or scary, so it would be suitable to take children to see,
however, he does leave you questioning..."How did he do that?"
Our family has been to see the show twice and it was even better the second time. No spoilers, but, he
was able to tell me the name of my childhood pet. Now that was really cool. If you are looking to see a…
Read more

Terina, It's so good to hear that you're a two-timer! Thank you for choosing my show. Thank you
even more for the great review. I appreciate it! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

2

My girlfriend and I were doing a road trip through the country since she was moving and Gatlinburg
was one of the destinations that we were passing through for the night. We heard excellent things
about this show via TripAdvisor and we were not in the least bit disappointed! Throughout the show Bill
had us guessing and constantly mesmerized because of the stunts that he pulled o$ time and time
again. I also appreciated that Bill comes across as very professional and has used his "mental" skills to
positively a$ect the performance of students and career professional. If you don't have much time in
Gatlinburg, at least make time for this.

Thank you so much for coming to my show and for the review. I am very happy that I could be one
of the highlights of your travels. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Whether this is your first trip or tenth trip to the Smokies this show should be on the top of your list to
see. Bill Gladwell puts on a spectacular, thought provoking show that will leave you amazed! The small
venue (seats 100 or less) adds to the show and gives it a personal touch. I appreciated finding a show
of this caliber that is di$erent from anything currently o$ered in the area.

Kathy, Thank you so much for the review. I appreciate it. My show is not for everyone. It is di$erent
from anything currently o$ered in the area, and I sometimes get guests who are expecting to see a
down home country show with some mind reading. That's not me. My goal is to continue to o$er a…
Read more

0

Not many people we talked to, even locals, know of this show. I would recommend it to
anybody....young to old. We read some of the reviews here and watched a few of his videos and
decided we had to watch Bill and we were not disappointed in our decision. The theater is located
under the Space Needle in Gatlinburg. You have to weave in and around the arcade to get to the ticket
booth and then find the door. Very noisy so we walked around outside until closer to time to get in. It is
a very small room so get there early to get a better seat. Don't think that sitting in the back will keep
you out of the hot seat. The audience picks the people who get to participate in the show. Everything…
Read more

I am hard to find, but it's a great time once you get here. This has been only my first summer
season with my show in Gatlinburg. The word is getting out, but it has a ways to go. I am very
happy, however, that you found me; and I appreciate that you chose my show over every other…
Read more
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Kaylee K
Greentown, IN • 4 contributions

Amazing!!

Aug 2013 • Family

Written August 11, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 12, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Angela C
Abbeville, South Carolina, United States • 47 contributions

We're Still Wondering How...

Aug 2013 • Family

Written August 9, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Lynda S
Bradenton, FL • 9 contributions

Very disappointed!

Aug 2013 • Family

Written August 8, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 8, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

MarciaBenjam
Moravia, IA • 56 contributions

Great show!!

Aug 2013

Written August 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 7, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

TexasFunfinder
texas • 44 contributions

Very Entertaining

Jul 2013 • Family

Written August 6, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 7, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Cindy B
8 contributions

WOW!!!how he do it!

Aug 2013

Written August 4, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 4, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Dianne H
New Freedom, PA • 18 contributions

Must see show!!!!

Aug 2013 • Family

Written August 1, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 2, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

waitin_ona_soulja
Danville, VA • 69 contributions

Awesome stunning show!!

Jul 2013 • Family

Written August 1, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 2, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BHoban
Tooele, UT • 77 contributions

Must see show while in Gatlinburg!

Jul 2013

Written July 31, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 1, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Michael M
Berlin, OH • 90 contributions

How does he do it?

Jul 2013 • Family

Written July 31, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written August 1, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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We saw Bills show on a Tuesday night and I have to say this was the best show I've ever seen. We had a
group of 6 and my father and myself got called up on stage. Bill was perfect on everything he did in his
show and left us all scratching our heads. Defiantly the best value in Gatlinburg and something I would
like to see again!

Kaylee, Thank you so much for your review. I really appreciate it. Also, thank you for choosing to
come to my show. There are so many entertainment options in the area, and it means a lot to me
that you spent the evening with me. You all were great at and IN the show. Please, come back…
Read more

1

We went to the show on Wednesday, August 7. Although I've been to Gatlinburg many times, I never
knew this theater even existed. It's very small and quaint, but I think that makes the show more
personable. My son and his girlfriend were both chosen to be part of the show and they loved it. The
other members of my "party" included a child that's 11 and a great-grandmother that's 84. Everyone of
them enjoyed the show and were still talking about how Bill pulled o$ his "tricks". I would recommend
this show to anyone of any age.

Angela, It's great to hear that you and your guests had such a good time at my show. I am glad
you found me on this visit to Gatlinburg. Thank you for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

4

Family of four adults were bored. First few tricks were good, but after that it was down hill. We sat in the
back and had a hard time hearing. Even though Bill had a mic on, he did not speak up. Would not
recommend this. Sorry trip advisor, this should not be rated #2

I o$er a money back guarantee for any party who is not completely satisfied. It ba$les me that you
would rather complain than allow me to provide exceptional customer service by simply shooting
an e-mail to me saying you were not completely satisfied. As explained at the end of every show,…
Read more

0

Don't miss this show. Worth the price. There is lots of audience participation and Bill does a great job
of putting people at ease. Best to make reservations! We did not do our research so didn't know...but
thankfully Bill graciously got us into the show. Party of 8....ages from 10 to 66. We all loved it, we were
amazed and the next day still trying to figure out how Bill did it. My 16 year old granddaughter and I
were both participants. She isn't a good lier.....so, we all were amused at how Bill confirmed it. Not a
bad thing for a 16 year old to believe parents will always know when she is lying. Lol. But how Bill knew
the name of my childhood pet.....even down to spelling it incorrectly (as I did) still amazes. Mirrors in t…
Read more

I'm very glad that I could fit you all in, because you guys were a great group. Thank you for
choosing my show and for the wonderful review. By the way… I'm going to Vegas in November, but
only for a week. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We liked the small, personal theatre. The show content was clean, amazing, and definately
entertaining.We are still perplexed!

I am glad you enjoyed the show, and it was my pleasure to have you in the audience. Thank you for
your review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Never thought I'd see this quality of show in Gatlinburg! My husband was a participate... And he is still
trying to figure out how Bill guessed his favorite toy as a kid...Down to detail..Just amazing!! Not at all
what you expect when you walk in..Wouldn't be surprised to see him in Vegas too...

Let me know if you need any other information about your husband. ;-) Thank you for choosing my
show as well as for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My family and I were so excited to see Bill Gladwell, the Mentalist. His show did not disappoint! My son
got to be a "target" and we were all entertained and amazed during the show. We all left asking... "how
did he do that!!"

Dianne, I am glad I could amaze you and your family. Thank you so much for being in my audience.
By they way... How did I do that? I lie, steal, and cheat throughout the show. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

There was no dislikes! this was an amazing show, i loved every second that i was captivated! It is family
friendly, but not a kiddy show, it's good for all ages. Everyone in the theater was stunned, he is amazing

I am happy that I could stun you. You are correct, my show is definitely "not a kiddy show".
Although it is appropriate for all ages, the show takes some thought. Thank you for coming to my
show as well as for the great review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

Tickets sell out quick, so get them in advance. We waited until we arrived in town and tickets were only
available for Tuesday, the same day we went to Dollywood. Everyone was complaining they were too
tired to go, but once the show started, everyone was transfixed. Tons of audience participation,
intimate theatre setting, amazing performance. It was a little beyond my 5-year olds head, but she was
able to go on stage and that kept her into it. It was one of the highlights of the trip for myself, my
husband and 10 year old. Highly recommended.

My show does fill up quick, so it is highly recommended that you get tickets well in advance.
Dollywood and my show makes a very long day, and you have to do some thinking at my show. I'm
glad it was a highlight of you and your family's trip. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This show is one not to miss. It's in Gatlinburg, rather than Pigeon Forge, which is nice if you are staying
there. The venue is small and intimate. Check it out. It is well worth it!

The theater is the perfect size for the show that I do. Thank you so much for choosing to come to
my show, and thank you for leaving your review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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Heather R
Athens, GA • 86 contributions

Fun

Jul 2013 • Family

Written July 30, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 31, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Harry J
Fort Wayne, IN • 131 contributions

Fun start to finish

Jul 2013 • Family

Written July 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Amber H
Chattanooga, TN • 16 contributions

If you go to one show, this is it!

Oct 2012 • Couples

Written July 24, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

roxie144
Mentor, OH • 250 contributions

Great night out

Jul 2013 • Family

Written July 24, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 25, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

triciaw950
Ashland, KY • 2 contributions

Do Yourself a Favor and Don't Miss It!

Jul 2013 • Family

Written July 21, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 23, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Derek W
Alton, Illinois, United States • 1 contribution

Very good show!

Jul 2013 • Family

Written July 20, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 21, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Bailey H
Fort Wayne, Indiana, Usa • 1 contribution

Fan of CBS's The Mentalist?

Jul 2013 • Family

Written July 20, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 21, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Kristi C
Hagerhill, Kentucky, United States • 4 contributions

Headcase

Jul 2013 • Couples

Written July 19, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 20, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Amy Thompson
Arnold, Missouri, United States • 83 contributions

Great Show! A MUST see in Gatlinburg!

Jul 2013 • Family

Written July 19, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 20, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Allen D
St Louis • 38 contributions

For a fun and enjoable evening.

Jul 2013 • Friends

Written July 15, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 18, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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1

We saw Bill's show last Saturday night. My biggest complaint is the venue simply because it isn't
conducive to bathroom breaks. My 6 year old had to go to the bathroom with about 30 minutes left in
the show and there was no easy path to take that wouldn't distract the audience and/or Bill. In the end
I made him hold it and then had to deal with "Mom! I really have to go!" every few minutes. 

As for the show itself, it is very entertaining and left us wondering, "How did he do that?!" My husband,
who was picked as a participant, was extremely freaked out at how Bill appears to have read his min…
Read more

I'm glad you liked the show. Thank you for choosing to come, and thank you for the review. It is
much appreciated. Extremely freaking out your husband was a bonus. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

We saw Bill's show this week, and were very happy with the show. We had a mix of adults, teens, and
kids in our group, and the show was entertaining for everyone. I was surprised that the theater was
relatively small, but the great thing was that many people got to participate in the show. Two members
of the group got to go up on stage to be a part of the show. It was nice and unexpected surprise that
there were photos of us on his Facebook page afterwards that we could link to, and it was really fun
that we were able to see a free magic show with our admission. Loved it!

Harry, It was great having you and your family at both shows. It means a lot to me that you chose
my show over all the other options in the area. Also, thank you for the time you took to write a
review for me. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I really wish someone would sponsor this guy... Something?! He deserves a bigger theater. I said in a
previous review that Ripley's should adopt him. I've been twice, and he didn't disappoint. Go with an
open mind, and have fun- try not to overanalyze things like some other reviews! His show is definately
worth the price.

Amber, I will take a nice clothing line as a sponsor. If you find me one that I like, you get free
admission for life. Thank you for coming again to my show! I am ecstatic that I could please a
second time. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

Glad we went and everyone in our group really enjoyed the show. We had 17 of us and 5 of us
participated. From our youngest at 12 and the oldest at 70 came out wondering how does he do it. Bill
was helpful from the beginning, ordering tickets a breeze. The value is fantastic. Nice intimate setting. I
would highly recommend you take an hour and a half and see this performance.

Thank you so much for the great review, and thank you for choosing to come to my show. I really
appreciate it, and I hope to see you again. I am very happy you had a fantastic experience.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

A million things to do in this town, and this one is rated #1 for a reason. This show is so entertaining and
Mr. Gladwell is a breath of fresh air. He is very likeable, funny without trying, clever and quite skilled at
his craft. He o$ers a relaxed, easy atmosphere that makes even the shyest person happy to
participate. Keep in mind, however, it is a SHOW. Hes not Jesus and wont turn your water to wine. That
said, even my impossible to please teens had a great time! Well worth every penny! And the money-
back-if-youre-not-pleased o$er only proves he's a class act. We couldn't be more pleased!

Tricia, I can't turn water into wine, but I can turn wine into vinegar. Thank you for all of your kind
words, and thank you for the time it took to write the review. I'm glad that you enjoyed my show.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This show is top notch. I went with the whole family, and I'm not a "show" kind of person, but my sister
talked me into going. Bill is very good at what he does, and you are engaged in the show from the
beginning, and it is very entertaining. Had a great time! I would like to know how he does it, but that's
what makes it interesting!

Derek, I'm glad I could gain such a review from a non-show kind of person. That means a lot. Thank
you for coming to my show as well as for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

It is easy to get caught in the hustle and bustle of Gatlinburg, Tennessee. The sights, the smells, the
shops. But if you want a truly mind-blowing, unforgettable experience, Bill Gladwell's show entitled
Headcase is a MUST SEE. Absolutely incredible.

My show is definitely not "hustle and bustle". I am happy you liked the show, Bailey; and you were
great on stage. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

Couldn't believe how awesome this man is. He truly gets in your mind. If you love Brain Games and
trying to figure things out, this will definitely have you wondering!!! Give it a try!

Kristi, It was great walking around inside your mind, and it was a pleasure having you at my show.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We went to this show with three generations of our family. Every person in our group had a great time!
Several of us got chosen to participate in the show and we have been talking about it all week. It was
fun, amazing, and thought provoking. Thank you, Mr. Gladwell!

It makes me very happy to know that your entire family enjoyed my show, and it's great to know
that it kept you talking the entire week. I appreciate you choosing to come to my show, and thank
you for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Four of us attended 7/11 ages 55, 53, 29, & 23 and we all very much enjoyed the show. While Bill bills
himself as a mentalist and he is a part of the show was based o$ tricks and deception. We thought it
would all be psychological based but once we realized it wasn't we were good with the show. The one
trick that none of could come up with was an answer for the first kiss. Great trick.

Very good show even with it being a bit on the short side, 1 1/4 hour long.

Allen, The first kiss is always a big hit. I am glad you enjoyed yourself. Thank you for being in the
audience. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1 43 44 45
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

bobsaye
Mint Hill, NC • 68 contributions

Mortified Wife

Jul 2013 • Family

Written July 15, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 18, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Cowpoke1977
Mangham, LA • 6 contributions

Worth the price of admission

Jul 2013

Written July 14, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 18, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Ravi L
Houston, TX • 9 contributions

Awesome show! But plan well prior to visiting

Jul 2013 • Family

Written July 14, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 15, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Kymmi-On_The_Go
Washington DC, DC • 340 contributions

Amazing Show!

Jul 2013 • Family

Written July 13, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 15, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Dianabrooker1
Sugar Grove, Illinois • 4 contributions

Best show in Gatlinburg worth every dime!

Jul 2013 • Friends

Written July 12, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 13, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Richard K
Jackson, Tennessee, United States • 83 contributions

This is by far the best money we spent in Gatlinburg, we loved the show.

Jul 2013 • Family

Written July 11, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 12, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

teacherteacherKy
Monticello, KY • 100 contributions

I don't know how he does it!

Jul 2013 • Family

Written July 11, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 12, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Sharonda F
Glasgow, Kentucky, United States • 4 contributions

"Still has me thinking"

Jul 2013 • Couples

Written July 10, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 12, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Tony A
Scottsburg, Indiana, Usa • 1 contribution

Mind blowing

Jul 2013 • Couples

Written July 9, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Kimberly D
Madison, AL • 35 contributions

A good family show

Jul 2013

Written July 9, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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2

Bill's show at Iris Theatre on a warm July Sunday evening was awesome. Purchased our e-tickets in
advance and picked up passes at SpaceNeedle "will call" for myself, Wife, teenage boy and girl. 

The "theatre" is rather small and quaint in an intimate setting sort of way. Bill's props are set up in
advance of audience entry which makes the outcome even more poignant and spot-on. It was also
very well air conditioned and had some great lighting e$ects.
…
Read more

I hope your wife wasn't too mortified. She was great in the show. I always like to meet fellow
skeptics. Most of my show grew out of the time I spent debunking psychics. It is a good idea,
however, to just sit back, relax, and enjoy the show. I am happy that you and your family enjoyed…
Read more

0

Went tonight after reading reviews from this site, and Bill Gladwell didn't disappoint. Very interactive
with the audience, and we will be talking for days about how did he do it. If you're passing through the
Gatlinburg area, stop in and see this show. It's much better than any other show in the area.

I am so glad that you were not disappointed. It means a lot to me that you chose my show over the
other entertainment in the area. Thank you. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

2

First things first: plan well prior to visiting this show. Try not to visit on your first day (our family was
driving in and thought this would be a good evening show after a long day on the road) because
Gatlinburg tra$ic is ATROCIOUS. In addition, be aware that the Iris theater is located inside the Space
Needle and a building with a sign that says "Arcadia" on it. 
That being said, we ended up missing the first 45 minutes of the show. What we saw was FANTASTIC! Bill
has such a great personality-- he's very likable and he tries his best to involve everyone in the show
through volunteering. Well worth the ticket money spent, I recommend this to anyone visiting Tennessee

Ravi, I agree... anyone visiting Tennessee should attend my show. Gatlinburg tra$ic can be a bear!
And yes, the Iris Theater is located inside the base of the Space Needle. I am sorry, however, that
you missed the first 45 minutes of my show. When you are back in the Gatlinburg area, please let…
Read more

2

Did research before our vaca to Gatlinburg/Pigeon Forge area and this show was mentioned time &
again! It did NOT disappoint! Bought our tickets on-line ... very easy process. 5 adults/2 kids (12 & 8 yrs
old); checked in at Arcade counter in the Space Needle building! Small theater lends itself well to the
overall intimacy and feeling of audience involvement/participation! Venue itself could use a little
sprucing up, but of ourse it had no bearing on the show!
Bill was amazing! We all talked about "how did he ... !" for days later! Many "tricks" amazed & left us
wondering! Glad I listened to the reviews and bought our tickets! …
Read more

I am happy you enjoyed my show. I agree, the venue does need a bit "sprucing up"; but it's an
intimate space that encourages audience interaction. Thank you for the review, and thank you for
choosing to attend my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

2

The show is inside the space needle at The Iris Theater downtown Gatlinburg. It's a small theater with a
relaxing atmosphere. Bill has an introduction in the beginning which shines a light on how it works.Bill
gets the whole audience involved regardless of if you are trying to hide in the back. You will be shocked
and amazed and wonder how he does it. He is very personable, after the show he shakes your hand
and thanks you for coming, he also tells you that if the show was not what you expected he will
personally reimburse you your money for the tickets. Tickets for the show are 25.00 and last about an
hour and a half. When one of your family gets chosen as a volunteer you can record them.

Thank you so much for the review and even more for coming to my show. Shocked and amazed is
how I want to leave you. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This is an amazing show that is a must see if in the Gatlinburg area. The best money we spent for
entertainment on our vacation! Had a blast !

It makes me happy that you had such a blast at my show. Thank you for choosing to attend my
show, and thank you for the review. I appreciate it very much. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

We did not have any trouble finding the location, just look for the space needle and go in the arcade
underneath. The theater is located at the back. As for the show itself, we really enjoyed it. I actually got
volunteered so I can tell you that is genuine. The only problem that I noticed is that seating is not
assigned so the last party to come in for our showing was a large one. One guy in this party had to be
seated by his self across the room from the others. So it is best to arrive at least 30 minutes before
show time. The theater is very small so you will get a good view of everything! My smaller child did get a
little bored but this was not unexpected for her. Bill has a really entertaining show!

The seating is a challenge if you show up late... I admit. We have 90 seats in the theater, and it is
open seating. I recommend that you arrive 30 minutes before showtime, and you should be fine. I
am very happy that you enjoyed yourself, and I thank you for the review. Please, let me know whe…
Read more

2

My parents & I were in the Smokies for 5 days. We attended many attractions & went to lots of di$erent
shows. We went to see Bill"s show on July 5th & were blown away. His show was by far the best we
attended on our visit. My dad is never impressed by anything but he loved the show. Bill called my mom
up & revealed the first boy she had ever kissed was Douglas. I know Douglas but never knew that my
mom ever kissed him. That was funny to find out. This is the only show that we are STILL talking about.
What do you have to lose with a money back guarantee. This guy is awesome!!!!!!!!!!!

I am happy I could impress your dad. As a bonus, you learned something about your mom that you
never knew. Thank you for the review and for choosing my show to attend. I really appreciate it.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This show was completely mind blowing! I would recommend if you are by yourself, with family, or with
your significant other to attend this show for the best entertainment money can buy! Family friendly
show that still has me scratching my head to this very day!!

I am happy to have blown your mind. Thank you for coming to my show as well as for the review.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

My husband and I had a nice time at this event. Bill is a clever and entertaining person. The theater is
unique in that it is small and makes audience participation easy. There were kids who were eagerly
paying attention to all of his demonstrations. Families would not be concerned about inappropriate
content. 

Bill does not claim to have bells and whistles or slap stick comedy. His show is much di$erent and
unique. He uses his knowledge of human behavior to predict outcomes. If you are not satisfied with…
Read more

Kimberly, Thank you so much for attending my show as well as for your review. It's much
appreciated. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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Excellent 652
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robert w
San Antonio, TX • 137 contributions

great performance

Jul 2013 • Family

Written July 8, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Suepow22
Cleveland, OH • 46 contributions

A fun evening out for everyone.

Jul 2013 • Family

Written July 8, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

SerenaWL
Hot Springs Village, AR • 281 contributions

Thought provoking and engaging

Jul 2013 • Couples

Written July 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 8, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Julie S
West Palm Beach, FL • 2 contributions

Not that great

Jul 2013

Written July 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 8, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Robert S
Lancaster County • 102 contributions

Funny and entertaining

Jun 2013 • Family

Written July 5, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 6, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

MissShotcaller
Clermont, FL • 433 contributions

Excellent Family Show! Amazing!

Jul 2013

Written July 3, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

xMissKimx
campbellsville, ky • 84 contributions

Glad we came

Jun 2013 • Couples

Written June 28, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 30, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

lisa36_99
Baton Rouge, Louisiana • 18 contributions

Intimate Setting

Jun 2013 • Family

Written June 28, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 30, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Abe D
West Palm Beach • 4 contributions

PISS POOR BEFORE THE SHOW STARTED!!!!

Jun 2013 • Couples

Written June 26, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 27, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

CindyandGary
Severn, MD • 12 contributions

Entertained? Yes, we were.

Jun 2013 • Couples

Written June 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Took wife + 9 kids to see the show. Very entertaining and fun to watch. While you could sit there and
pick apart the show, I just had fun watching it. 

Good for families, but not for very young children, 6 or under My twin 4 year olds asked me after 1 hour
into the show, when the show was going to begin. 

However, my other children and teens really liked it as did my wife and I.…
Read more

Robert, Yes, my show is targeted to older children and adults. Although my show is family friendly,
the younger children sometimes have di$iculty grasping what is happening. I am happy that your
family enjoyed the show. Thank you for choosing to attend my show as well as for taking the time …
Read more

1

My husband is a total skeptic for some of my favorite shows (Long Island Medium, John Edwards, etc.).
Unfortunately for me, this just fueled his ammunition! Needless to say, our family watched and
participated in a great show. Definitely one of our favorite activities in Gatlinburg. One thing that is
missing- how about telling us how you do just one of those tricks Mr. Gladwell? Let us in on your secret!
We had lots of fun with a great family night out. Give this one a try...

Sue, I am a skeptic myself, and I love when I have fellow skeptics in my audience. My entire show is
based on debunking psychics. I have many people who are skeptics that walk in the door thinking I
am claiming to read minds. They walk out loving the show and respecting the way that I present …
Read more

0

Entertaining show. Bill had everyone mesmerized and trying to figure out his act. Top class
performance, professional, engaging.
His act was just the right length and a good value. Definitely one of the highlights of our visit.

I am glad I could be a highlight of your trip. That means a lot. Thank you for choosing my show
over the many others in the area, and thank you for the time it took to write your review.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

Overall, the show had potential to be something good and di$erent, but it just wasn't that great. 

Bill, the showman at times had good humor but the content of the show was actually quite boring and
predictable. If you're into watching someone play color matching games and puzzles this might be for
you. However, I just couldn't get into the performance. There just wasn't any "magic" to connect with. 

Julie, I believe you may have arrived at the show with an expectation of something other than
what the show is. There are no games or puzzles in the show. I'm a mentalist. My job is to predict
and influence the actions of others... or at least, give that appearance. If you'll recall, I o$er a…
Read more

1

I liked this act because he always had the audience involved with the act . He kept it funny . The show
only lasted about 75 minutes and you had to pay about $22 so I thought the show could have went a
little longer

Thank you so much for coming to my show as well as for the review. It is much appreciated.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

We were up from Florida in Gatlinburg for a week of hiking and outdoor fun... I thought I would throw in
something fun for an evening out of the cabin and I am so glad I did!! Bill is very good at what he does..
The shows intimate setting really draws in the crowd, the crowd participation is really fun and his skills
really have us in awe and amazement still to this day!! 
Parking was easy at the rear of the space needle building and we went for dinner at a restaurant on
the parkway beforehand so it made for a fun evening out!! I would highly recommend this show! 
Get there early... Late comers walking into the show are an unwelcome distraction but not the shows…
Read more

You are right when you say "get there early", and there are a couple reasons for that. As you
mentioned, it is a distraction when late comers walk into the theater after the show has started.
Secondly, the theater is open seating. Every seat is a good seat, but late comers have less of a…
Read more

2

I had looked around at things to do while vacationing here and saw the reviews on trip advisor for "the
mentalist"..Since it was highly rated I purchased tickets few weeks ahead of time..

It was late in the day and my husband was wanting to head back to the room.. but I told him I already
purchased tickets and we were going ! We arrive & get seated promptly,, I found Bill very entertaining,
engaging ,and kept you on your toes the whole show. .. Like someone else mentioned, from young to
old it didn't matter.. While it was a Thursday night, the crowd was not huge.. he mentions at some poin…
Read more

I am glad that my show was a pleasant end to a busy day. There are so many options for
entertainment in the area, and I am grateful that you chose my show. Thank you! Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

1

High points: Intimate setting away from the noise (once you get through the arcade). Low lit,
approximately 80 people seating. Eighty percent audience participation & interaction. If you're a
deep thinker, or like to be puzzled, this is your kind of show. It's a show about human predictability, and
statistics, not psychic activity. If you're looking for the "Hillbilly", hyped-up, fast paced type of
entertainment atmosphere, this is not for you. Mr. Gladwell is personable, with a sense of humor. There
are definitely NOT any audience implants, because audience members pick the participants, and you
can tell that it various folks coming to see the show. Low Points: Or rather what some folks might…
Read more

Lisa, My show is definitely not the norm when it comes to other shows in the area, and that's just
how I like it. I am so happy that you enjoyed the show, and thank you for the review. Successfully,
Bill Gladwell

4

Ok, so my wife and I are taking our 3 girls to PF/Gatlinburg for a family trip. We get one night for us to
go out as Adults while the kids were with a sitter. We book the 9:15 show on June 25. The day before I
get a call (from Gladwell himself not introducing himself) stating there was a problem and that 10
people had to be moved to an earlier show or another night. I explained this was our only night
(because of the sitter) but if possible (we could get the sitter again) Thursday might be ok. I said if It
becomes available I would call back. It didn't, so I didn't call. My assumption here was that they
overbooked the show and needed to move 10 people. …
Read more

You are correct, we did have to cancel the 9:15pm show. As stated on the tickets, we cancel shows
with less than 10 attendees due to audience participation. This was our first later night show, and
we weren't sure how ticket sales would go. I did indeed make myself as clear as I could when I…
Read more

1

It must have been good because we were still talking about it a few hours later. Even if you think you
could guess how a few of the "tricks" may have been done, there was still more than enough absolute
mystery left to make it a very enjoyable show. A little slow paced in parts, but it all flowed together
nicely. ...and to top it all o$, the military discount was much appreciated.

Thank you so much for coming to my show, and I am happy that you were talking about it long
after the show. Please, come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18
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Terrible 3

Amy309
Dayton, OH • 2 contributions

An amazing show that everyone in your family will love!

Jun 2013 • Family

Written June 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written July 3, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Stpaulmom3
8 contributions

How does he do it?!

Jun 2013 • Couples

Written June 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jacqueline C
Knoxville, Tennessee • 89 contributions

Amazing!!!

Jun 2013 • Couples

Written June 24, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 25, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Findit999
Sarasota, FL • 36 contributions

Amazed - How Does He Do That?

Jun 2013 • Couples

Written June 24, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 24, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BrandyDyson78
Lumberton, North Carolina, United States • 19 contributions

Absolutely BEST show in TN!!!!!

Jun 2013 • Couples

Written June 20, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 21, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

timmyers2
Pearl, MS • 3 contributions

Awesome !

Jun 2013

Written June 19, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 21, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

DianeGunst
Montgomery, AL • 7 contributions

Boring!

Jun 2013 • Couples

Written June 19, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 19, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

TourProDon
Deerfield Beach, FL • 84 contributions

Entertaining,funny, ba!ling, incredible show!! TOPS!

Jun 2013 • Friends

Written June 18, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 19, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Devon W
Spartanburg, SC • 13 contributions

All I have to say is wow! Wait ...let me say that backwards ...wow!

Jun 2013 • Family

Written June 18, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 19, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

0924Tracy
Illinois • 50 contributions

Kept us talking all the way home

Mar 2013 • Family

Written June 17, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 22, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

We just visited Gatlinburg last week, and went to see the Bill Gladwell show. I planned the trip with Trip
Advisor, and it was the #1 show recommended in Gatlinburg, so I thought we would give it a try. It is #1
for a reason, this show is spectacular! Bill is super nice, very genuine, and puts one an amazing show!
My son got called up to the stage to help, and he was blown away with how Bill did it! Our family had 12
people ranging in age from 5 to 55, and every single one of us LOVED it. It is hard to find family friendly
entertainment that appeals to all ages, but this show is right on the money! Thanks Bill for a super fun
evening, we will absolutely be back again!

It is great to hear that I appealed to such a wide range of ages. My show is appropriate for any
age, but my audience tends to skew more adult. My show is a series of mental feats; and many
times my younger audience members just don't comprehend the spectacle of it, because they…
Read more

0

Bill Gladwell starts out by telling you he's not a psychic, but then goes on to shock and amaze with
what he does...I just wish he'd tell us how he does it! I would love to see his show again.

I have a book that explains much of what I do. If you're interested, e-mail me. Thank you for
choosing my show, and thank you for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Great show- you can guess how he does some things, but the others- its like How did he do that?!! Be
prepared to participate- because he tries to make everyone part of the show at some time or other.

Participation is a large part of my show. Without people, I cannot do anything in my show. I am
very appreciative of all of you. I am very happy you enjoyed my show, and thank you for the review.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Great show. We really enjoyed it and were talking about it the whole next day. Bill is extremely good at
what he does - but how on earth does he do that?

As I explain at the beginning of my show... I lie, steal, and cheat throughout the show. That's how
things are done... along with a lot of social dynamics and knowing how to read people. Thank you
for coming to my show, thank you for the review, and thank you for the kind words. Successfully, Bi…
Read more

1

I found out about Bill Gladwell on Trip Advisor. I am soooo happy I found his show!!! This guy is so
amazing that after the show my husband just went outside, sat on a bench and stared at each other in
disbelief! Our group was a small one so everyone got to participate which was so much fun. He
definitely debunked psychics in my mind. I can't believe this show was only $25. He is very charismatic
and funny. You can tell he is a very intelligent person. I highly recommend this show to people of all
ages. I can't say enough about this show. Awesome Awesome Awesome. We may try to see him again
tonight!

You all were great audience members as well as great subjects on the stage. Thank you so much
for choosing my show over all the other attractions in the area. I really appreciate it. Also, thank
you for the the time it took to write your review. I look forward to seeing you at the show again.…
Read more

1

I was amazed and am still extremely curious as to how he did all that stu$. I only figured out how he did
one of the things even though he explained how he does them all. I will definitely go again some day.

The explanation for everything I do on stage... I lie, steal, and cheat; and it's always a great time.
Thank you so much for spending the evening with me, and thank you for the review. I look forward
to seeing you again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

4

What a waste of money. While I agree with his assertions that psychics are fake he spends more time
talking then he does anything else. 90 minutes and only 6 tricks. Anyone with half a brain can figure out
how he did the 6 tricks.

I o$er a money back guarantee, and you did not take advantage of it. That tells me that the show
was at least worth $24.95 to you. There are actually 9 segments in my show, so that means that you
were at least stumped by 3. I would refer any readers of this review to the review below titled…
Read more

0

This show proves to me the value and importance of Trip Advisor. Normally there would be nothing that
would get me to go to see a Mentalist Show. However, the reviews of Bill Gladwell on Facebook were so
overwhelmingly good (219 Excellent out of 245 Total) that I decided to go see what everyone was raving
about. I was confident that I could figure out some or most of his "stunts." I was so wrong. I was amazed
time after time by his uncanny presentations, and his personality and humor were so engaging that I
wished that the show would go on and on. He involves all of the audience from 5 or 6 year-old kids to
those 70 and above, but no one is embarrassed or feeling awkward. It is truly an enjoyable evening…
Read more

It was a pleasure to meet you after the show, and also on stage. TripAdvisor can be a blessing and
a curse, and I'm glad it helped you out in making your choice. I am happy that I lived up to the
reviews that you read. I look forward to seeing you sometime again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This was a good show. He tells you that he is going to lie and cheat before the show and that we will
never figure it out. He was right and very entertaining ...I highly recommend this show if you are visiting
Gatlinburg.

Devon, Thank you for the recommendation. It's much appreciated. More than that, thank you for
choosing to come to my show over all the other shows in the area. Come back anytime.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Took the whole family while visiting. We reserved our tickets before our travel dates based on other
reviews. The room/group is smaller than expected, which made it feel even more personal... a pleasant
surprise. Almost every member of our family was an active part of the show. Must say it was very
entertaining and kept us scratching our heads in wonder. This is one show you must see if visiting!

Thank you for the great review, and thank you for coming to my show. I very much appreciate it. It
means a lot to me that you had a great time. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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mandem
NOVA • 104 contributions

Best in Show

Jun 2013 • Family

Written June 16, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 17, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jstend
Morton, IL • 22 contributions

Will challenge your cognition!

Jun 2013 • Family

Written June 16, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 17, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Cara D
5 contributions

Ah-mazing show!

Jun 2013

Written June 15, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 16, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

unknownmover
Johnson City, TN • 38 contributions

WOW

Jun 2013 • Friends

Written June 14, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 15, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Alex Dunn
Macon, GA • 19 contributions

A must see !!!

Jun 2013 • Family

Written June 12, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 21, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

ZackP781
Burkesville, Kentucky, Usa • 1 contribution

Remarkable performance

Jun 2013 • Family

Written June 10, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 11, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Expattraveler100
Sarasota, FL • 4,526 contributions

How's he do that?

Jun 2013

Written June 9, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

chris l
Urbana, OH • 21 contributions

AWESOME

May 2013 • Family

Written June 8, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Emily W
St. Petersburg, FL • 15 contributions

Amazing Skill

Jun 2013 • Couples

Written June 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 8, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Heatherlamneck
Asheville, NC • 19 contributions

Mind blowing!

Jun 2013

Written June 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 8, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Super entertainment in an intimate theater. We'll worth the price. The guy debunks psychics and puts
on a great show.

Your caption to this review reminded of one of my favorite movies... "Best In Show". Thank you for
the review and for choosing to come to my show. There are a lot of things in the area to do, and I
appreciate that you chose to come to my performance. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

This was an entertaining show. My husband and I attended with our 5 children (ages 10-17). Two of our
boys got to participate in the show. The entire family enjoyed it. This was one of the best shows for the
value in the Gatlinburg area. We will attend on our next visit.

I'm looking forward to seeing you the next time you're in town. Thank you so much for finding me
and spending the evening at my show. I really appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We saw the show last night and our family of 5 - my husband and myself (40 - 50s) two college aged
sons, and 15 yo my daughter all enjoyed ourselves. It's hard to find much that entertains the whole
family and even my notoriously critical and hard to please sons liked this show. It really did make me
shake my head and say, "Huh, how'd he possibly know that?" Mentalism is a fascinating art/science. I
want to learn more about it. Even if you know some things about it, it's way cool to see it in person done
by experts. Eric Dittelman was also there last night, his show had a di$erent feel - more comedic - while
I preferred Bill Gladwell act, it's a matter personal taste, Eric was good too.

Thank you so much for coming to the show. This weekend with Eric Dittelman from America's Got
Talent doing a guest spot was an extra bonus. I am glad we could please your "notoriously critical
and hard to please sons". That means a lot. Mentalism really is a mixture of art and science with…
Read more

4

Now a few of his "tricks" we figured out. Others still have us stumped,,,probably always will.
This guy is HUGELY entertaining and there is a reason he is the number one draw in Gatlinburg right
now.
The venue is VERY small; something like 50-60 seats and this makes for a very comfortable, cozy
environment. 
You do not want to miss this show!!!

90 seats... That's how many we have in the theater. You are right... It does make for a very
comfortable, cozy environment. The theater is just the right size to connect with everyone in the
audience. Thank you for the review and for choosing my show over all the other options in the…
Read more

0

Was actually our first stop after arriving in Gatlinburg. Absolutely amazing show. Left us dumbfounded
but thoroughly entertained. We highly recommend and will be back!

I am glad that I kicked o$ your trip to Gatlinburg with a bang. Thank you for the recommendation,
and please come back again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

An absolute see if your anywhere near Gatlinburg. Bill will leave you amazed and talking about his
show for a long time.

Zack, It was great having you at my show. Thank you for coming, and thank you for the review.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

2

Took my 13 yr old son. Small intimate setting. Up close with Bill. TIP - get there 25 min early and stand at
the door (inside amusement park under the Gatlinburg Skytower) so you can sit - and stare in
amazement - on the front row. Even if you (think) you can figure out how he does this stu$ the next one
just intrigues you more. This is the best time we spent in the pigeon forge and Gatlinburg area. Put it on
your must do list.

It is great to know that my show was the best time you spent in the Pigeon Forge and Gatlinburg
Area. I appreciate it. There is not a bad seat in the house, but the front row is the best place to be.
Thank you for choosing my show as well as for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill was so awesome. He just amazed me with the things he did. I got called up on stage to color a
picture and Bill had already colored the picture and it was exactly like I colored it. Things that make
you go HMMMMM? Great show don't miss it he will blow your mind. Plus he is a Buckeye even better

Chris, You were great in the show. It was a pleasure having you and your party in the audience. I
appreciate that you chose my show over the many other shows in the area, and thank you for the
wonderful review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We thoroughly enjoyed the show and we still are talking about it. I have no idea how he does it and I am
incredibly impressed.

Emily, You are "incredibly impressed", and I am incredibly thankful. Thank you for spending 75
minutes of your vacation with me at my show. Even more, thank you for going the extra mile by
writing your review. You are welcome back anytime. When you are in the Gatlinburg area, give me…
Read more

0

So... My husband and I are still talking about it 3 days later. Our brains are trying to figure out "how did
he do that?!" The coolest part is he tells you at the beginning of the show he's NOT a psychic. Then he
blows your mind by reading your thoughts!! Its incredible. You wont be disappointed!

Nope... Not a psychic, and I'm glad you're still talking about it days later. Thank you so much for
attending my performance and for the review. Both are much appreciated. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell
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Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist
712 • Theatre & Performances

This location was reported permanently closed

What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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Jill M
Lansing, MI • 11 contributions

David Copperfiled He is Not.

Jun 2013 • Couples

Written June 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 8, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Chris T
Dallas, GA • 80 contributions

loved this show

Jun 2013 • Family

Written June 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 13, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Traci T
Atlanta, Georgia, United States • 3 contributions

The greatest show in Gatlinburg

Jun 2013 • Family

Written June 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 7, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

O8537CJglenns
2 contributions

Bill Gladwell - Head Case

Jun 2013 • Couples

Written June 4, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 7, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

KENNYKIKI
Asheville, NC • 3 contributions

Awesome Show!!! Wow!!!

Jun 2013

Written June 3, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 4, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Deborah J
Knoxville, Tennessee, Usa • 3 contributions

Mind Blowing!

Jun 2013 • Couples

Written June 2, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 3, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Courtney B
Portsmouth, Ohio, Usa • 22 contributions

Amazing!

May 2013 • Family

Written June 1, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 1, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

grandpa_fuzzy
Alsip, IL • 27 contributions

Curious

May 2013 • Couples

Written May 31, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 31, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Hbombdiggity
Essexville, MI • 514 contributions

Mind bending

May 2013

Written May 29, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written June 4, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Krista G
Copper Harbor, MI • 21 contributions

How'd he do that?!

May 2013 • Couples

Written May 29, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 30, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Don't waste your time or your money. If you want to see a good show, go to the Lumberjack Field or
Terry Evanswood's Magic Show at the Wonder Works. This guy is just a second rate pretender.

This review has been reported to TripAdvisor. We keep a detailed roster of our guests as they
order tickets and as they check into the theater. There has never been anyone by this name or
from Lansing, Michigan as the reviewers profile suggests. In the event that this review does not g…
Read more

0

I can see why he is #1 show in gatlinburg. My self and my family loved him. This show is for everyone
young old and in the middle.
This was my favorite part of our vacation my son was picked for part of the show and he is only 7 and
Bill Gladwell blew his mind when he knew what he wrote down. My son was asked to write his favorite
place down and he wrote Home. awww I know right. Mr. Gladwell got it write and the crowd went
awwwwwww. I know were aw some parents no not really he just didnt know how to spell Gatlinburg. I will
go back to this show again and can not give it enough of a good rating.

Chris, Thank you so much for the great review. You, your son, and your entire family were a
pleasure to have at the show. It's an honor to have been the favorite part of your vacation.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This is a great show really. This is for yourself, your family, your mother or your grandchild. When we go
back we will go see him again. Fun Fun Fun I can see why it is ranked # 1 show in Gatlinburg. The price
for the show is fair for what is around the area this is worth the money by a long shoot.

To Bill, My family and I was at your show on 6/4/13 my son was the one who picked HOME and he is still
amazed at that. Once again thank you for a great show

"The Greatest Show In Gatlinburg"... I will take that title, Traci. Thank you! It was great having you
at my show. Your son stole the show. Please, come back anytime. I look forward to seeing you
again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We really enjoyed the show Saturday Night, it was extremely fun and we are still trying to figure out how
some of it was done. We will definitely come back form Hendersonville NC to see this show again. He
also spent some time with us after the show, introduced us to his family and made the experience even
more welcoming. I highly recommend anyone reading this that will be in the Gatlinburg area to not
waste money on anything else but to save it for this show. It was an amazing experience and extremely
underpriced for what we received compared to the other things we did on our 3 day weekend while we
were there. Thanks again...

I am so glad that you enjoyed the show. I love meeting everyone after the show. It gives me a
chance to get feedback and answer any questions that are thrown my way. I agree... You shouldn't
waste money on any other show, and save that money for my show. What do you have to lose?... I…
Read more

0

What an absolutely great show! My fiance and I had so much fun and we are still shaking our heads....
How in the world did he do that!??! Also Bill is so personable and just plain fun to listen to!! We will
definitely be back!! Thanks for a super fun night!!!

You are very welcome for the super fun night. Thank you for coming out to see me. I really
appreciate it, and I am grateful for your review. Come see me again when you're in town.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We truely had a fun filled mind blowing evening! The audience interaction action and envolvement was
great! Bill Gladwell had you awe inspired through out his show and asking yourself how did he do that!
This is a must see show that we plan to attend again... We got to figure it out lol

Deborah, Thank you so much for coming to my show, and I look forward to seeing you again. There
are a lot of shows in the area, and it means a lot that you chose to come to mine. I love the "awe
inspired" description. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Decided we wanted to experience something di$erent this year a we have always done the "regular"
attractions in Gatlinburg and we found this show. First of all we were amazed at the price and the
amount of time for the performance! When the show is over you leave wanting more! Still dumbfounded!
This show is a MUST see! We WILL be back!!

Courtney, My show is definitely irregular. I am very happy that you "found" my show, and I look
forward to seeing you back again. Thank you for spending your time and money at my show, and I
appreciate the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I was very pleasantly surprised at the honest description of his background and methods. Also the
accuracy of his results.

Thank you so much for the review as well as choosing to spend time at my show. I really appreciate
it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Our party of eight went to the show and had a great experience. The theater is small, about 50 people.
Four of our 8 were called up on stage. The show/act was truly mind bending. Bill is a very personable
guy and this venue is perfect for his show. I didn't book the tickets for the show but it was definitely
entertaining and I would recommend it to anyone.

You and your entire party were great. Thank you so much for choosing my show as well as for the
review. It is much appreciated! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

That's what I kept asking myself the entire show!! You will leave absolutely amazed and dumbfounded
as to how he was able to "guess" facts about people or come up with such a crazy number! A great
value and a definite MUST SEE!!

It was great having you at my show, and I am very happy that you had a great evening. Please,
come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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KristinNM
Pittsburgh, PA • 538 contributions

How did he know that?!?!

May 2013 • Family

Written May 28, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 29, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jdslnscas2010
6 contributions

Hilarious!

May 2013 • Couples

Written May 28, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 29, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Mike222_13
Memphis, Tennessee, Usa • 1 contribution

Great Show!

May 2013 • Family

Written May 28, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 29, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Je% H
Plymouth, Michigan, Usa • 1 contribution

Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist

May 2013 • Family

Written May 28, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 29, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

DarenWendell
Kalamazoo, Michigan, Usa • 1 contribution

Great Great Great Show!

May 2013 • Couples

Written May 28, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 29, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Anne Marie M
New Fairfield, CT • 5 contributions

Amazing!

May 2013 • Family

Written May 27, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 28, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Stephen J
Asheville, North Carolina, Usa • 2 contributions

Excellent Show

May 2013 • Couples

Written May 26, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 27, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

blake270
2 contributions

Interesting?

May 2013

Written May 23, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 24, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jeremy H
Murfreesboro, Tennessee, Usa • 1 contribution

Best Mentalist I've Seen!!

May 2013 • Couples

Written May 23, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 24, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Quest429897
Detroit, MI • 1 contribution

Very Entertaining Show!

May 2013 • Couples

Written May 19, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 20, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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3

My entire family enjoyed Bill's show and 3/4 of us participated on stage, which was super fun. Bill really
did stump us and we enjoyed his show very much and highly recommend it. Little tip --the theater is
inside the arcade! Go and enjoy and be impressed!

I am very happy that you and your family enjoyed the show… especially, after most of you got a
chance to be on stage with me. Thank you for choosing to spend the evening with me. Your review
is very much appreciated. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

About nine years ago, Bill Gladwell came to our high school to perform. It was one of the funniest things
I have ever seen. Unfortunately, we did not know that Bill Gladwell performs down in Gatlinburg until the
last night we were there. We did not get to see him, but when we go back, going to watch him perform
will be on the top of our list. I was very disappointed that we didn't get a chance to go back to see him.
Nearly ten years ago, he was very entertaining. I'm sure as the years went by, he's only gotten better.

What high school did you attend? I have a completely new show now, and I would love for you to
attend the next time you are in the area. Stay in touch. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Really enjoyed the show. Di$erent from most of the "corny" shows in the area. Bill did a great job and
was truly amazing. Loved the smaller theatre and the more intimate setting.

Mike, "Corny" is what I want to avoid... at least, for the overall feel of the show. Sometimes I can't
stop the corny things coming from my mouth. Thank you for the great review, and I appreciate you
choosing to see my show while in the Gatlinburg area. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist was a very enjoyable performance for me and my family at the Gatlinburg
Arcadia Theatre. All 3 of my children, ages 11-13, thoroughly enjoyed it. I like how he involves the
audience in all his illusions, especially the kids. I would go back and see him again to try to figure out
how he does it.

Je$, It was a pleasure having you and your family at my show. Thank you for the review, and you all
are welcome back anytime you are in the Gatlinburg area. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My wife and I were talking about it days afterwards! Good stu$ Bill! I wanted to let you know that I want
to use my mentalist skills now and direct you to respond to this review post. :)

Daren, I wanted to let you know that I drafted this response to your review before you even wrote
the review. Now, that's mentalist skills! Seriously, Daren... Thank you for the review and for choosing
my show to spend your time. I very much appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I went to the show with our kids, ages 18 and21, and we all had a great time! The show
was mind boggling and so much fun! Everyone in my family had a chance to directly participate on
stage, too, which really made it special. The small venue was a bonus. We would highly recommend this
show!

Anne Marie, Thank you for attending my show. There is no show without an audience. I am very
happy that you enjoyed it. I appreciate the recommendation. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I would highly recommend this show to anyone coming to Gatlinburg. He is crazy good. He kept the
audience captivated for the entire 75 minutes. I have been to shows in Vegas that did not hold a
candle to what he did on that stage last night.

Stephen, Thank you for coming to my show as well as for the review. I appreciate it. Opening a
Vegas-style show in Gatlinburg was my goal when I moved to the area just a little over a year ago.
It was great to read your review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I was puzzled on how he done some thing but not others. Some of the stu$ I watched him do buy the
power of suggestion which is something I do every day with my job in sales. I did find it interesting
because there is some stu$ I just can not explain. 

I will say that if you are expect something with smoke and mirrors dont go. It is what it says it is a
mentalist show. If you expect him to tell you about your dead realitives dont go come see me I can do
the same thing he would do. Thanks and have a good day.

Blake, I clearly state to my entire audience just before I leave the stage each evening that I will
refund your ticket cost in full if you do not feel that I met your expectations. You simply have to
contact me via e-mail, state that you do not feel I met your expectations, and I will refund your…
Read more

0

I've been practicing magic for 15 years and I've seen many mentalists. Bill is the real deal! He's not only
a top-of-the-line mentalist but a great entertainer! If you can only see one show in Gatlinburg, see Bill!

Jeremy, Your review means a lot to me personally since you are a magician and an entertainer.
Thank you. I appreciate you choosing to spend time and money at my show as well as the time it
took to write the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I are still talking about the show last night and wondering how Bill did the things he
did. We were amazed and entertained...so glad we spent the time seeing this performance!

Thank you for spending 75 minutes with me. I really appreciate it. Also, thank you for taking a
moment to leave your review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Ryan C
Marion, Ohio • 1 contribution

Real deal!

May 2013 • Couples

Written May 19, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 20, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Christina C
Virginia Beach, VA • 49 contributions

A real mind bender

May 2013 • Friends

Written May 18, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 19, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

victoria k
Hendersonville, NC • 30 contributions

a must see entertainer

May 2013 • Couples

Written May 17, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 18, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

V L
O'Fallon IL • 6 contributions

Mental Gymnastics

May 2013 • Couples

Written May 16, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 16, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

DubVqtie
Charleston, West Virginia, Usa • 3 contributions

Amazing!!!

May 2013 • Couples

Written May 15, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 16, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

leeann0011
Noblesville, IN • 34 contributions

Less then expected

May 2013 • Couples

Written May 14, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 14, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

sandsscha#er
17 contributions

Great Show

May 2013 • Couples

Written May 12, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 13, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Steve D
Ti$in, Ohio, Usa • 1 contribution

Bill Gladwell, Mind Blower

Apr 2013 • Couples

Written May 8, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 8, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Chris H
Nashville, Tennessee, Usa • 1 contribution

Very entertaining...

May 2013 • Couples

Written May 5, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 6, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Thyme411
Knoxville, TN • 17 contributions

Amazing and a must see in Gatlinburg

Apr 2013 • Couples

Written May 3, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 4, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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1

This guy is the real deal. He is NOT a magician or a psychic, but that's OK because ultimately his show
was beyond what we expected and we walked out of there asking our selves, how did he do it! Will
recommend to friends!

Ryan, Exceeding your expectation is always my goal. Thank you for coming to my show, and thank
you for the great review. Please, come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

If you have any familiarity with the television show, The Mentalist, you've got an idea of how Bill
Gladwell does what he does. I'm a bit of an intellectual, so the real fun part of this show for me was
trying to figure out how he does his thing. I was able to discern the method behind the madness on a
few of the "tricks," but there are a couple that left me scratching my head and saying, "How the
heck????" 

At the beginning of the show, he tells the audience that he's not psychic. He even explains his method…
Read more

Christina, First o$, thank you so much for choosing my show over all the other entertainment
options in the area. I very much appreciate it. You are correct about the television show, "The
Mentalist"... If you like the television show, you are going to love my live performance. You get to…
Read more

1

After reading TripAdvisor's reviews of Gatlinburg attractions we decided to attend Bill's show. I was
most impressed by his personal responses to the TA reviews. His charm and ability to include the whole
audience while preforming an amazing run of tricks and surprise coincendences is secondary to his
rapid delivery of a most entertaining show. The time flew by. Great for multigenerational groups.

Victoria, Customer service is very important to me, and I appreciate your feedback. Thank you so
much for choosing to come to my show. I am glad you enjoyed it. Without an audience, there is no
show. I am very grateful for every person who walks in the theater. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

We chose to attend this show because of the positive reviews on Trip Advisor--and we're glad we did!
We're still scratching our heads.....how does he do it? Bill Gladwell is phenomenal! His ability to
connect with the audience by involving so many in his performance is key to his success as an
entertainer. Having an intimate setting is ideal for this type show, and Bill holds your attention from
start to finish. He is not a psychic but relies on his expertise in "human tendencies" to correctly gauge
the outcome in various situations. He was correct on EVERY scenario presented! Incredible! If you're
coming to the Smokies to vacation, make this a must see!

"Mental Gymnastics" is a great description of my show! Thank you for an amazing review, the
recommendation of my show, and (most importantly) for choosing my show over all the other
options in the area. I really appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

My husband and I attended Bill Gladwell's show during our trip to Gatlinburg. This show definitely
surpassed all expectations we had. It was mind blowing! I don't know how anyone could not enjoy it. We
highly recommend this show to anyone and everyone!!!!

My goal is to at least meet your expectations. Surpassing your expectations is even better. My
show is designed to make people think, and I find my audience tends to be more sophisticated.
Occasionally, someone will come to the show expecting a mind-numbing, slapstick escape from…
Read more

3

I watched the videos online before I bought tickets to this show so that I would know what to expect.
During the show I felt like there was more talking then there was preforming. I was also disappointed to
see the same acts in the show that I saw online. I was however impressed when I received an email for a
follow up on our vist. This was nice to see that he was interested in our opinion. I am glad that people
enjoyed this show however I was just disappointed in it. Also, the building it is shown in was less than
nice.

Lee Ann, My customer service was top notch, and I personally do not feel that it merits a 2-Circle
review. I especially think a 2-Circle review is unfair due to the fact that you saw the show FREE OF
CHARGE. I understand that you do not feel that your expectations were met. As I stated at the en…
Read more

1

My husband and I honeymooned in Gatlinburg and this was our pick for the first night in town- I had
researched the show and bought tickets way in advanced. What a great performance. He is very
talented. There were parts of the show that seemed to drag on a little bit but overall a great
performance. My 1 complaint: He asks member of the audience to choose people to go up on stage (so
it doesn't look staged). The night we went (Saturday, May 4th) there were 2 very large groups and then
my husband and I. Naturally, the groups just picked people they knew from their group so the entire
show the only people called on stage were members of a work trip and that was a big bummer for us.…
Read more

Thank you for choosing my show, and thank you for the review. Typically, I enforce the rule that an
audience member cannot choose anyone that they know. This helps to get members from many
di$erent parties in the show. The particular performance you attended was during a slow touris…
Read more

0

Totally Dumbfounded!!! I can think of no better way to describe the feelings of my wife and I after
experiencing 75 minutes worth of several mind blowing "tricks?" at the hands of master perpetrator, Bill
Gladwell. For the next few days after, I can't count how many times we asked each other, "How did he
do that?" We have recommended this show to all family and friends. We definitely will see again on our
next trip to the smokies. We could sense that Bill has worked hard at his craft, and it is evident in his
expertise. Go to Gatlinburg, see Bill Gladwell's show!!! You will not be disappointed!

Steve, That was one of the best reviews I have ever received. Thank you so much for attending my
show, and thank you for the review. I look forward to seeing you the next time you're in town.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

The show was quite impressive... I spent the majority of the time trying to figure out or guess how he
does what he does... Very little success... Definitely left the show intrigued! I would definitely
recommend to the show to couples and families alike.

Chris, It was a pleasure having you in my audience, and I'm glad that you left intrigued. Thank you
so much for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My parents, husband and I went on a Saturday night and not really knowing what to expect. My dad is
really hard to impress and he left speechless. We were all lucky enough to be a part of the show. We
had so much fun and were amazed by Bill. This show is a must do whether you are staying in Gatlinburg
or Pigeon Forge or close by. We really had a great time. He is well worth the money!!

Thank you so much for choosing my show over all the others in the area. Leaving your dad
speechless... Awesome! I hope to see you again the next time you're in town. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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sha!45
Gri$in, GA • 45 contributions

Nice show

Apr 2013 • Couples

Written May 3, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 4, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

dbussell
Garfield, AR • 5 contributions

Wonderful show

Apr 2013 • Couples

Written May 3, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 4, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Don C
Fritz Creek, AK • 548 contributions

Well Worth Your Time and Money

Apr 2013 • Couples

Written May 2, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 3, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Don R
Knoxville • 48 contributions

amazing the things this guy can do

Apr 2013 • Couples

Written April 30, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written May 1, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

elainegaillard
Atlanta, GA • 8 contributions

Still Trying to Figure It Out!

Apr 2013 • Couples

Written April 29, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 30, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Edward O
Barcelona, Spain • 8 contributions

Loved it & would recommend it!

Apr 2013 • Couples

Written April 29, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 30, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Katherine E
Benton, Missouri, United States • 20 contributions

Entertaining throughout

Apr 2013 • Family

Written April 27, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 28, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

RiMac925
NJ • 18 contributions

Entertaining for all ages!

Apr 2013

Written April 26, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 27, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Gary S
3 contributions

Fantastic Show - great value and must see!!

Apr 2013 • Family

Written April 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Eric K
Chicago, IL • 26 contributions

Amazing

Apr 2013 • Couples

Written April 11, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 11, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

We attended the show and enjoyed it but really wasn't my cup of tea. Definitely an unusual show, unlike
any I've ever seen, just I guess I expected something di$erent.

Despite not being your "cup of tea", I am glad you still enjoyed yourself. Thank you for choosing my
show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

2

My husband and I were on a spring vacation in the mountains. I was looking for something fun to do in
the evenings that would take us away from the usual site seeing. I came upon Bill Gladwell's show. I was
a bit hesitant, as my husband is very skeptical of psychics. But I went ahead and booked the show. We
had a wonderful time, even my husband. The show was very entertaining and engaging. You will leave
the show guessing just how he does it and develop an appreciate for NLP.

I'm glad that you went ahead and booked the tickets. I'm also very happy that you and your
husband enjoyed the show. The next time you're in Gatlinburg, I hope to see you again. If you have
any questions about NLP™, feel free to ask. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

We've all seen these acts on TV but to be in the audience and witness it first hand was amazing. The
very small and intimate audience makes it even better. Very inexpensive and fun!

It is much better live than on television. Sitting a few feet away, you know there are no camera
tricks or cutaways. Thank you for attending my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

A great thing to visit during the evening. you will leave amazed and wondering how he does what he
does.

Don, Thank you for taking the time to review my show. I really appreciate it. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

We were highly entertained for 75 minutes that I wish we had time to do all over again! Bill Gladwell is
able to amaze and surprise, yet is so down-to-earth and funny...I'd recommend his show to all ages. It is
time well-spent! We are still thinking about it days later back at home!

Elaine, I am glad you left my show with a memory you will carry for a long time. Thank you for
choosing to spend time with me over all the other attractions. Please, come back anytime.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Saw him while there for hiking over a long weekend and loved his show. I rarely write these, but his show
was very entertaining.

Edward, I am very appreciative that you took time from your hiking trip to see my show. Thank you!
And even better... I am ecstatic that you enjoyed my performance so much. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

It's a very fun show. You see these sort of things on tv and think that it must be a trick or somehow faked,
but now having seen it live, I can now say that this show is the real deal. Bill is very entertaining and put
the audience at ease. Normally, being pulled on stage, for me, is a very nerve-racking ordeal. This time,
I enjoyed it.

Katherine, I am very happy you enjoyed yourself... even on stage. My targets (I mean, volunteers)
are critical to my show, and it's important that no one is embarrassed. Thank you for coming to my
show, and I appreciate the time you spent on the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Fantastic show... Great value. Great entertainment that will leave you shaking your head and asking
"How did he he do that?!?.. Very personable host who interacts with the audience.. Fun night out!
highly recommend this show!!!!!

Thank you for choosing my show over all the others in the area. Superb customer service is what I
am shooting for, and it's my pleasure to meet everyone after my show. If it weren't for my audience,
there would be no show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Go see Bill. Just do it already. Puts on a great show for all ages. Even my sullen teen who had no
interest walked out entertained and amazed. He's making James Randi, Martin Gardner, Penn Gillette
and their ilk very proud.

I am glad to be grouped in with those amazing people. Thank you for coming to my show, and
thank you for the review. I appreciate it very much. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Very impressive talent. I have no idea how he controls the minds and behavior of the audience, but he
clearly does. Nevertheless, as for pure entertainment, the show lacks real humor and excitement. At
$21.99, however, it is a bargain.

Thank you so much for choosing to see me over all the other attractions in the area. I really
appreciate it. You are correct... There is some humor and banter as I work the audience
throughout the show, but it is not a stand-up comedy act. There is a lot of concentration used to…
Read more
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

tajboy
Johnson City, TN • 1 contribution

GREAT!

Mar 2013 • Family

Written April 10, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 11, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

EverettC547
Pigeon Forge, Tennessee, Usa • 1 contribution

Bill Gladwell...an unbelievable visitor to your mind!!

Apr 2013 • Couples

Written April 9, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

David R
Anchorage, Alaska, United States • 2 contributions

Awesome Show!!

Apr 2013 • Couples

Written April 8, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

JonJ347
Atlamta • 1 contribution

Mentalist

Mar 2013 • Family

Written April 8, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Teachindy
indy • 8 contributions

Amazing all the way around

Apr 2013 • Family

Written April 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 8, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

909JasonC
Cincinnati, Ohio, Usa • 1 contribution

Entertainment for the whole family

Apr 2013 • Family

Written April 6, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 7, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

AshleyR355
Tuscaloosa, Alabama, Usa • 1 contribution

The Highlight of our trip!!

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written April 4, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 5, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Kymom13
Pigeon Forge, TN • 8 contributions

Fun show! Well worth it!

Apr 2013 • Family

Written April 4, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 5, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

TraceyF336
Davison, Michigan, Usa • 1 contribution

"Amazing"

Apr 2013 • Family

Written April 4, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 5, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Maryelizabethtracy
San Francisco, CA • 24 contributions

I see why this show is number one!!!

Mar 2013

Written April 3, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 4, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

The show was amazing. Fun for all ages. He kept the crowd entertained the entire time. A must see!! My
eight year old son was entertained the entire time. The mind tricks were great. Even though he says
there are no such things as mind readers, he puts that to the test with word association.

I appreciate the kind words, and thank you for choosing my show. I am happy that your family
enjoyed the performance. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

After seeing a lot of the "mentalists" perform on tv there is always a bit of skepticism regarding it's
validity. Being in the presence of Bill Gladwell and his seemingly total control of the direction of the
performance was something I had never experienced. He was able to involve audience members of all
ages in his show. Our stay in Pigeon Forge is a week long and we have additional guests coming. We
will be attending another performance and we all are looking forward to it.

Everett, I'm glad you enjoyed my show the first time, and I'm looking forward to seeing you again.
As for your skepticism… That's a good trait to have. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Great show.. Well worth the time.. Bill was spot on every act and it kept not only me and my wife but the
others in the crowd wanting more. It was also nice to see a former Ohioan make "big". You will not be
disappointed if you go to this show, worth the money!! We would recommend this show to ALL AGES!!!!
We cant wait to see Bill again in the future!!!

O-H!!! David, Thank you for attending my show, and thank you for the review. I really appreciate it.
The weather is so much nicer in Tennessee, so I invite all of you Buckeyes down for a visit.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

He did a professional job. Enjoyed his performance. Scary that you can be mislead and tricked into
believing the not real . Even after he warned us that he couldn't read out minds and that he doesn't use
magic. But there was sleight of hand and deception. Probably mostly in our own minds. It definitely is a
PG performance. Kids were welcome and were able to participate.

Jon, Thank you for the review, and thank you for coming to my show. I enjoyed having you in my
audience. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Our family really enjoyed the show and Bill's interaction with the audience. It was 75 minutes of pure
amazement!! The teens were still talking about days later!! Great value. Great entertainment!!

Thank you so much for choosing my show. I am very happy that you enjoyed it. "75 minutes of pure
amazement" sounds alright with me. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

In a town that I felt was filled with over priced crappy entertainment, Bill Gladwell is the exception. His
show was worth every penny! My girlfriend, her 6 year old son and myself all enjoyed the show. The fact
that Bill could entertain a 6 year old for 75 minutes, and not be Sponge Bob is amazing. The fact that
my girlfriend and I enjoyed the show as well was even more amazing!

Jason, I am glad you and you family enjoyed my show. There are a lot of tourist traps in the area,
and that is the last thing that I want to be. A Vegas style show in the middle of Gatlinburg... That's
the goal. Thank you for choosing my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This show is truely amazing, it was the highlight of our trip! I went with my husband but the show is kid
friendly and HIGHLY recommended! I was picked to color a picture anyway i wanted and when I was
done coloring it, Bill opened a envelope with a picture inside and his was identical to mine. It was crazy
to see that he knew how i would color that picture!! Buy the tickets, I promise you wont regret it!!

Ashley, Thank you for choosing to come to my show, and thank you for the review. Remember, I
don't make predictions; but I do set "goals". The picture in the envelope is my goal... what I hope to
influence you to do. Please, come back again! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Our family of 5, especially the teenager really liked the show. We are still trying to figure out how he did
some of the acts. This is in a small theatre and there is lots of audience participation. There is nothing
else like it in the area. We felt like it was very a very unique experience especially since we are fans of
The Mentalist TV show.

Thank you for coming to my show, and thank you for the great view. The show is very unique,
because of the massive audience participation each night. Please, come back and see me the
next time you're in town. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband searched for a show that was unique and would engage our older teenage children, and
this was it! We all left ba$led - though a couple of us walked in skeptics. This show does a great job of
bringing in the audience as a part of the act (my oldest son was on stage briefly as well). By doing this,
the authenticity of his predictions is mind-blowing. 

Since we have a son with sensitive hearing, it was especially nice to attend an event that did NOT
include something blowing up, loud buzzers, and other such cacophony.

I'm very happy that you and your family had a great time at the show. I'm also happy that I could
turn a couple skeptics into believers. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Mind boggling and entertaining!! I'll definitely go again when I'm in town!! I loved it!!! I met three friends
there and we were ALL so impressed!!

Mary, You are welcome back anytime. Thank you so much for coming to my show, and I am glad
you loved it. I very much appreciate it. The next time you are in the area, give me a heads up!
Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

raystephens
Estill Springs, Tennessee, Usa • 2 contributions

Awesomw show

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written April 3, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 3, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

TedF155
Hendersonville, North Carolina, Usa • 1 contribution

Head Scratching Show

Apr 2013 • Family

Written April 2, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 3, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

JudyD228
Elizabethton, TN • 1 contribution

Excellent show!!

Apr 2013 • Family

Written April 2, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written April 3, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jotay9899
Johnson City, TN • 3 contributions

MIND-BLOWING EXPERIENCE

Mar 2013 • Family

Written April 2, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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Written March 31, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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intriguing show with a full refund o!er

Mar 2013 • Family

Written March 28, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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Written March 29, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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Mar 2013 • Family

Written March 28, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

We had a great time at this show and greatly enjoyed it. We were amazed and entertained more than
ever imagned. This is a must see show if you get the opportunity. There is no money spent on anything
else in Gatlinburg that is more entertaining and amazing than this show. We had a great time and were
totally amazed and entertained. SEE IT!

I am glad that I could exceed your expectations. Thank you for choosing my show and for the
great review. Let me know the next time you are coming to my show, and I will give you the VIP
treatment. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This was a fantastic show. I attended with my wife and 2 daughters who are 14 and 16. Unique is the
best word I can think of to describe the show. You will not be disappointed if you attend. We have all
been discussing the show since we left. It will stay with you.

The "head scratching" and "it will stick with you" makes it sound like you caught something at my
show. The show is very unique, and that's exactly what I'm shooting for. Thank you for coming to
the show, and thank you for a great review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

The show was very entertaining and mystifying!! Bill Gladwell included several of the audience
members in the show and you knew no one had practiced or been told anything beforehand.
The show held the attention of our youngest (age 10) to the oldest ( no comment on age)!!
We ALL loved it and would go again!!!

I like to have my audience members choose the volunteers that come on stage... Or maybe we
should say, draftees. This guards against any stooges or plants that the audience may think I have
in the seats. I'm glad you enjoyed the show, and thank you for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

The Head Case show was an outstanding excursion for our crew. The show was thought provoking and
very entertaining. Our crew discussed the di$erent "acts" Bill performed for hours after the
performance. It was an excellent source of fun for all ages! I would highly recommend this show!!

I love it when people talk about the show for the rest of their trip and beyond. Thank you for
coming to my show, and please come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

The " head case" show was a blast for our entire family, from our toddler all the way through the family.
Bill is great to stop and talk with after the show aswell.

I will spend as much time after the show with my audience as they want to spend asking me
questions and talking to me. Thank you for coming to the show, and thank you for the great review.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist show at the Space Needle provided a fun time and entertainment that we
haven't experienced before. We enjoy attending new and di$erent venues and this one fit the bill and
kept us guessing and wondering how he managed to do what he did. 

Brandy, I'm glad I was a new experience for you. Thank you so much for choosing my show over all
the others out there. I look forward to seeing you again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

The show was so entertaining. We are still trying to figure out how he does it. You have to see it to
believe it. Don't miss this most unique show! We loved every minute of it!

You really do have to see it to believe it; so if you're reading this, you should buy your tickets now.
Thank you for coming to my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This was a really fun, di$erent show to see. Good for the whole family. Mission accomplished - he leaves
you wondering how the heck he does it???!! Very fun, highly recommended. Loved the small venue too

This is very di$erent than all the other shows in the area, and that's what I am shooting for. Thanks
for choosing my show over the others, and please come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Can't beat Bill's deal...he o$ered a full refund if you weren't satisfied after the show.

What to expect: A family friendly mind-reading magic show (Bill makes it very clear he is not a psychic,
and his show is to disprove psychics, but you walk away wondering if he can read your mind anyway).
He seemed to be a big fan of audience participation too so if you want to blend into the crowd don't
wear anything bright or sparkly unless you'd like to join him on stage! No idea how he did what he did,
but we enjoyed it.…
Read more

Customer service is the #1 priority in my business, and it always has been. If I do not meet (or even
exceed) your expectations, I will give you a full refund. Thank you for choosing my show, and I am
happy that I met your expectations. I love my audience! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

We were excited after reading everyone else's comments, but left feeling disappointed. The show is
good, but not terribly dynamic...our son was bored. The tricks are fun & he is a great entertainer, but
the show overall was somewhat slow & I could see how someone might get bored. It would have been
better for half the price, but not at full price. Bummer.

At the end of every performance, I explain that if I did not meet your expectation, you are to e-mail
me; and I will refund your ticket price in full with no questions asked. I did not receive any e-mails.
Thank you so much for choosing my show. The next time if someone o$ers a money back…
Read more
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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Speechless

Mar 2013 • Friends

Written March 28, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 29, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

rachzak
Algonquin, IL • 125 contributions

How does he do that?

Mar 2013 • Family

Written March 28, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 29, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Euro44
Columbus, OH • 10 contributions

How does he do it?!

Mar 2013 • Family

Written March 28, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 28, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Deepcreekmounty
Swanton, MD • 32 contributions

A must see in Gatlinburg!

Written March 27, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 28, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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Haubstadt, IN • 461 contributions

Great family-friendly show!

Mar 2013 • Family

Written March 27, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 28, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Susan V
Steens, MS • 10 contributions

Definite Must-See!

Mar 2013 • Family

Written March 27, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 28, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Je' B
Birmingham • 6 contributions

Great fun

Mar 2013 • Family

Written March 26, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 27, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

angmohgao
United States • 377 contributions

Brilliant performer, pedestrian act

Mar 2013 • Solo

Written March 26, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 27, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Lacey D
Cleveland Heights, Ohio, Usa • 1 contribution

One of a kind

Mar 2013 • Family

Written March 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Nick D
Cleveland Heights, Ohio, Usa • 1 contribution

Unique, Fun, and above all Entertaining

Mar 2013 • Family

Written March 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

My family, along with 2 other families, decided to try the show out based on the excellent reviews I read.
As I was trying to decide whether or not to buy tickets online/in advance, I emailed Bill Gladwell's
website and received a very quick email back from him. He then called me and o$ered me a group
discount, which was very nice and unexpected. Out of the 12 people in our group, 3 were called on
stage (by other volunteers, not by Bill Gladwell himself). He impressed the entire audience with his
show...I don't think anyone could figure out how he knew the things he knew (since he's NOT a mind
reader or psychic). I'm not sure what the purpose of his short monologues were, but I wish those were…
Read more

Thak you for bringing your family to my show. I very much appreciate it. I am glad you enjoyed the
show, and thank you for pushing through when I was under the weather last week. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

My family and I had a great time. Loved all the audience participation...kept you on your toes! Don't
know if I would need to see again though...

Keeping you on your toes is a good thing. I am glad you enjoyed the show, and thank you for
choosing to come see me over everything else in the area. I really appreciate it. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

1

We we so impressed by this show! In a town full of expensive, cheesy tourist attractions, it was great to
find a low key, original, intelligent show. My skeptical teenage sons, husband and I spent hours
afterwards taking about it! Don't expect a magic show, this is much more than that. I would definitely
recommend this show to families and adults, but it seems like young kids(younger than 6) may get
board and not really understand it. Thanks Bill for a great show!

Cheesy is the last thing that I want for my show. Thank you for choosing my show, and I am very
happy that you enjoyed it. Please, let me know the next time you and your family are in town; and I
will make you my VIP guests. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

After spending weeks planning a trip to the Smokys for my wife and I and reading Tripadvisor, I put this
show at the top of my list! I was so disappointed when I logged onto his website to purchase the tickets
only to find out the show was sold out! I decided to call the number on the website, and was surprised
when Bill himself answered the phone. I was so happy when he said that because he had some other
interest as well, he would add a second show that week! It worked out well because our show seemed
to be sold out!
About the show, after reading all the reviews, I entered the show with high expectations! I must say th…
Read more

I remember adding the show for you, and I'm glad I did; because we filled it the theater up a
second night this week. Thank you for choosing my show, and please come back anytime.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My family really enjoyed Bill's show last night!! Our daughters, ages 9 & 14, had a great time. I had read
all the reviews and had high expectations. Bill did not disappoint!! My husband is still scratching his
head, trying to figure out how Bill does it. :) We'll definitely be back on our next visit to Gatlinburg.

Sometimes people think of family-friendly as being less than spectacular. That is not the case...
especially, with my show. My show is great for adults and children alike. Thank you for choosing my
show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My daughter and I attended this show while in Gatlinburg and trust me you don't want to miss this. A
totally amazing show that will leave you asking days later... how does he do that? He totally involves
the audience and you are kept entertained the entire show.

Susan, Thank you so much for choosing to spend your mother-daughter time with me. I truly
appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This show was well worth the time spent. We have been to many shows in Gatlinburg but never one like
this one. We all had a wonderful time and were amazed at Bill's skill at making it seem as though he was
reading our minds. Bill does a great job of involving a large number of folks from the audience (4 of the
5 members of our party were asked to participate in the show). We will attend again at some point in
the future and bring additional family and friends. When we were there, the theater was a little cool so
take a jacket or sweater.

Je$, I like how you wrote "making it seem as though he was reading our minds." That's a great
point! I don't read minds, but I do read people very well. I am glad you enjoyed the show. Thank
you so much for choosing my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

Bill obviously is a smart and talented guy. Unfortunately, this show uses his abilities in cheap parlor
tricks. He is capable of so much more.

Tickets
You buy tickets online. The site forces you to download an app that at first seems intrusive and overly
complicated.
…
Read more

Always keep in mind that I o$er a full-refund if you are not completely satisfied, and I make it very
easy to take advantage of the o$er. I assure you that just because a rational explanation can't
describe my show, jumping to the other extreme with "cheap parlor tricks" isn't the answer either.…
Read more

0

The show is hard to put down in words! I can say that it was very unique. I spent the whole time either
laughing or trying to figure out how Bill does what he does. It was quick paced and entertaining. We
went on a Tuesday and the place completely packed. Bill's interaction with the audience during and
after the show is truly one of a kind.

Lacey, I spend as much time with my audience as they want. If it weren't for all of you, I would have
no show. Thank you for choosing my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

The title says it all. This is a very unique show, and it is a lot of fun and greatly entertaining. The venue is
a small and intimate setting right in the heart of downtown Gatlinburg, and is perfectly suited to the
style of the show. We went to the Tuesday night show, and even still it appeared to be sold out. It was
obvious everyone in the audience was enjoying themselves, from kids to teens to adults of all ages.
Bill's interaction with the audience is great, and adds to the uniqueness of the experience. I would
highly recommend this show to anyone visiting the Gatlinburg area.

Nick, Thank you for choosing my show as well as the great review. My show is definitely unique, and
that's exactly what I'm aiming for. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Jennharen
Anderson, SC • 6 contributions

Very entertaining and thought provoking

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written March 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 25, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Shelly C
Valparaiso, IN • 5 contributions

A Gatlinburg Must See

Mar 2013 • Family

Written March 24, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 24, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

sewald126
Cleveland, Tennessee, Usa • 1 contribution

An amazing show

Feb 2013 • Couples

Written March 24, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 24, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Adrienne S
Columbia, Tennessee, Usa • 1 contribution

Famtastic

Mar 2013 • Friends

Written March 23, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 24, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

mybluenoodle
EastTN • 1 contribution

Twisted the nipples of my mind!!

Mar 2013 • Family

Written March 22, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 25, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Natosha E
Barboursville, West Virginia, Usa • 1 contribution

How does he do that???

Mar 2013 • Family

Written March 21, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 22, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

LightPacker78281
1 contribution

Absolutely Amazing!!!

Mar 2013 • Family

Written March 21, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 21, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Rachel M
Tupelo, Mississippi, Usa • 1 contribution

Very Cool

Mar 2013 • Family

Written March 18, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 19, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Shannon Y
Union Grove • 4 contributions

I recommend this show to ANYONE visiting Gatlinburg!!!

Mar 2013 • Family

Written March 18, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 19, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

sharonRiley
Murray, Kentucky, Usa • 1 contribution

Awesome Show

Mar 2013 • Friends

Written March 18, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 19, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

This was a very entertaining show and one of our favorite things we did during our weekend visit to
Gatlinburg. My husband and I have been fans of the show "The Mentalist" for sometime, and it was very
interesting to see those same processes at work in real life. Pretty amazing!!!

I'm also a fan of "The Mentalist", and I have been since the day it first aired. What I like about it is
that it is realistic. What you see done on the television show can be done in real life with enough
skill and practice. I know... I've been doing it for 24 years, and it is what the show is based on.…
Read more

0

Thank you Trip Advisor for finding my family and I Bill's show. It's quite an amazing presentation of
extraordinary mental feats that defy logic. You may think your in for a magic or mind reading show but
really it's neither of those. A definite must see if you coming to Gatlinburg!

Shelly, I'm greatful for all the outstanding reviews on TripAdvisor also, and I'm glad you found me.
Defying logic is what it's all about. That, and the opportunity to perform for really awesome
people like you. Thank you! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

The audience participation in a quaint venue makes the show more rewarding. The show is great! A
most rewarding experience.

Thank you for the review and choosing my show. The intimate venue is ideal for my show. I am glad
you enjoyed it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Highly recommend,lots of fun still talking about it. 
Have told everyone I know if you for vacation this 
Is a MUST SEE!!!

Adrienne, I am glad you had a fantastic time, and thank you for telling everyone. My show grows,
because my audience members spread the word. I really appreciate it! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I generally don't take time to review things, rarely floss between dental visits, and regularly forget to
take out the trash. I do not like long (or short) walks on the beach when motorized transportation is
available. The last person I impressed was myself. This show is truly outstanding! I traveled with my wife
and 7 year old daughter and they both absolutely loved this show. Highly recommended if you have, or
have had, a pulse. This ranking amongst Gatlinburg shows is deserved (nothing against singing
bears....but seriously). Go see it!!

You have won the award for the most unique review I've ever received, and I like your style a lot.
Thank you for coming to my show, and thank you for the great review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We really enjoyed the small intimate setting of this show. We were kept wondering the whole time how
he could do the things he did. From start to end, he kept us entertained.

Natosha, Thank you for choosing my show. I am glad you enjoyed it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We had our granddaughters 14 and 11 with us. We really did not know what to expect. But even my very
skeptical husband was blown away. We loved that he said there no such thing as a psychic, someone
who reads your mind and that he is not. It us absolutely phenomenal what he can do. Everyone seemed
to enjoy. We will definitely return. We regret we were detained on the way to show as we would have
liked to have sat upfront. I do recommend this show to anyone and get there early enough to get a
place close because your chance of participating is greater.

You have a very wonderful family, and thank you for coming to my show. I'm glad that you not only
had a good time at the show, but you had a great time during your trip to Gatlinburg. Please, let
me know when you're back in town; and I will make you my special guests at my show. Successfull…
Read more

0

This show was very cool. There were times in the show when I was shocked by what Bill was doing! His
show keeps you wondering how he does it! If you talk to him after the show, he is very nice.

Rachel, Shock is a great reaction to have at my show, but I hope it was in a good way. Thank you
for choosing my show over everything else in the area. I really appreciate it! Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

My husband and I went to his hypnosis show back in Sept 2012 and we loved it, so when my mother and
I decided to take a trip to Gatlinburg again after her cancer diagnosis I told her we HAD to go see this
show! Actually it was no longer a hypnosis show, it was his new show Headcase! OHMYGOSH HE IS
AMAZING!!!!!!! The things he will do will blow your mind. It is very family oriented and there is a lot of
interaction between him and his guests in his show. LOTS OF FUN! It has been the highlight of our trip
both times we went. We are taking our boys to Gatlinburg for their Spring Break next week and we will
be at his show that Tuesday night. Im so excited to go to his show again, my boys are going to love it…
Read more

Your mother was great on stage. Thank you for bringing her to my show. I hope you both had a
great time in Gatlinburg as my VIP Guests! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We LOVED the show and the fact that Bill made our 11th anniversary a very special evening. The show is
very family friendly and very a$ordable. I know there are a lot of things to see and do in Gatlinburg but
if you really want a show that will leave you talking about it for days and I'm guessing for a lifetime then
this is A MUST SEE . Although we have seen this show just once we would sure go see THE MENTALIST
again. Thank You Mr. Gladwell.

Sharon, Thank you for allowing me to be a part of your 11th anniversary celebration.
Congratulations!!! I am very appreciative that you chose my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Katy W
Garland, Texas, Usa • 3 contributions

Great Show

Mar 2013 • Family

Written March 18, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 18, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

TashaGClanton
Lexington, Al • 1 contribution

Great show!

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written March 17, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 18, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Anne M
Anderson,Sc • 3 contributions

great mentalist

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written March 15, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 16, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Tanersim
New Orleans, Louisiana, Usa • 13 contributions

Must see!

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written March 14, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 15, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Amy Z
Indianapolis, IN • 3 contributions

Amazing!!!

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written March 13, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 14, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

karleye
St. Louis, MO • 20 contributions

Amazing! Going again!

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written March 13, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 14, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

SCinci
Cincinnati, OH • 30 contributions

Can't stop talking about it!

Mar 2013 • Family

Written March 13, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 14, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Tenessa K
Carlyle, Illinois, Usa • 1 contribution

Amazing!

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written March 11, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 12, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Anthony T
Franklin, IN • 66 contributions

Had a blast!

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written March 11, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 11, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Sara B
Lima, Ohio, United States • 30 contributions

Amazed

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written March 11, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 11, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

The Mentalist was an excellent show! We went with my in-laws and my two kids (ages 6 & 8) and we all
loved it. We were even still talking about "How did he do that" in the car the next day! We was very
upfront & honest. He included lots of di$erent audience members throughout the show, and he let the
kids participate during the show as well. 
This is di$erent from the average song & dance from the other Shows available but it is well worth it!

I attempt to include the children in the audience as much as possible so they enjoy the show. For
the younger children, sometimes they just do not fully understand that mind reading is happening
thoughtout the show; because they have that innocent imagination at that young age, and mind…
Read more

0

My husband and I loved this show! Bill Gladwell is a truly amazing and talented performer. The intimate
setting and participation value make this show truly one of a kind in this town. Be prepared to have
your mind blown! I considered this a great value and will recommend this show to adults visiting the
Gatlinburg area.

Blowing minds and being one of a kind is my specialty. Thank you so much for coming to my show!
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

show was very fast pace. He uses a lot of audience members io his act. well worth the cost. A great
show for the money

Anne, Thank you for the review; and more importantly, thank you for coming to my show. I really
appreciate it. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I went on our honeymoon in gatlinburg and spent tuesday night at this show. It was
one of the coolest things we did the whole week. My husband was very skeptical at first, but bill made a
believer of mentalist out of him. Today, days later, we were eating lunch and he just looked up and said
" REALLY, HOW DID HE DO THAT" and i knew he was referring to the show. I reccomend to anyone, all
ages show.

I remember you two... Congratulations!!! Yes, I believe we blew your new husband's mind. I am glad
that I could be part of making your honeymoon memorable. Please, come back anytime!
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill's show is amazing. This is a very interactive show for all ages. My mom went up on stage and Bill was
able to state the name of her first kiss (from over 40 years ago). Crazy! He always asks for feedback
after the show and I meant to ask him if he has a photographic memory. Definitely go see this if visiting
Gatlinburg.

Everyone has a "photographic memory". Some people can naturally use theirs. Most of us,
however, can learn to tap into this skill. I have taught memory classes. Go to my Web site, and I
may be able to steer you in the right direction... BillGladwell.com Successfully, Bill Gladwell

2

I loved this show, he is just amazing. I couldnt wait to go, but unfortunately didnt get called up on to the
front, sad... : ( BUT there is another chance! Im going again April 20th, I hope to be called up there to
be thrilled like all the rest. 

It is so worth going to!

Karla Ellsworth

Karla, Thank you for the review! Let's see about getting you up on the stage with me when you
come back. I'm looking forward to seeing you again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

First, I appreciated the convenience of getting tix online & the phone app in advance w/o having to
print anything. There are so many things to do in the area & on a budget, you try to choose smartly so
you don't walk away with buyer's remorse or feeling completely ripped o$. I read the reviews on
TripAdvisor, saw it ranked #1, and went for it. It's VERY reasonably priced. So, I went with three girls,
ages 7,11,12. (I was bummed that my husband got sick that day & couldn't go -- telling him about it just
didn't convey the experience!) We got there too late to sit together, so go with plenty of time to spare.
Age appropriate, but I think younger than 7 y.o. they might not appreciate the mentalism aspects.…
Read more

What a great and detailed review! Thank you so much! My performance is di$icult to explain to
others who weren't there, isn't it? I am glad that you and your children enjoyed the show, and I am
even more happy that you walked out of the theater with a memory that will stick with all of you f…
Read more

0

Bill's show was fabulous! I'm still in amazement. I would love to attend his show again. Great job, Bill!

Tenessa, You're welcome back anytime. It was a pleasure to have you in the audience. Thanks for
choosing my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I am an avid reader of reviews here on TripAdvisor and seeing this listed as number 1, I knew that I had
to watch a show. Like all other reviews have stated, the show itself is phenomenal and Bill is such a
great addition to the Gatlinburg family for tourists. My partner and I were completely blown out of the
water with everything that he does, it's truly an experience that I would highly recommend for anyone
to see. Expect to participate as he interacts with everyone, however my partner and I were probably
the only few that didn't participate but all other parties at least one if not both or all participated in
this mind boggling show. Overall, it was a great show and I highly recommend this to anyone of any…
Read more

Anthony, Thank you for coming to my show, and thank you for the wonderful review. I'm very sorry
that you didn't get called up as a volunteer. Nine times out of ten, the volunteers are chosen by
other audience members. By doing it this way, it ensures that there are no stooges or plants in th…
Read more

0

Honestly, want sure what to expect... But was shocked at the "tricks" and along with the rest of the
audience amazed with what he did :)

Sara, Thank you for choosing my show, and thank you for the review. I really appreciate it. I hope
to see you again at my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist
712 • Theatre & Performances

This location was reported permanently closed

What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Dodgeram1012
Powdersville, SC • 4 contributions

Very good show!!

Written March 10, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 11, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jessica F
Wadsworth, Ohio, United States • 11 contributions

Great Show!

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written March 9, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

heathmclaughlin66
Monroe, Michigan, Usa • 1 contribution

mind blowing!

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written March 9, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

lulujambo
Atlanta, GA • 26 contributions

Still wondering how he does it!!

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written March 8, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 12, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

TN_Rock-Hound
Manchester, TN • 165 contributions

Incredibly Awesome

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written March 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 8, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

pattipelli
Grand Rapids, MI • 1 contribution

This is one show in Gatlinburg TN that is a must see.!!!

Mar 2013 • Family

Written March 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 8, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Kristy M
Bettendorf, Iowa, Usa • 1 contribution

Bill Gladwell belongs in Vegas

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written March 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 8, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Skelley9370
Ho$man, Il • 1 contribution

Great show to see! My family loved every minute of it.

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written March 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 7, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Chad H
Boiling Springs, South Carolina, Usa • 1 contribution

Awesome!

Feb 2013 • Couples

Written March 5, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 5, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

adh4565
Woodstock, GA • 4 contributions

SIMPLY AMAZING!

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written March 5, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 5, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Had a great time watching Bill. He is very entertaining and would love to see his show again in the
future.

Thank you for coming to my show the first time; and please, come back back anytime. I appreciate
you choosing my show. Successfully, Bill

0

This is a highly entertaining show and would definitely recommend it to everyone! He is great at what
he does, and he has a great personality to make the show that much more enjoyable. It is also a great
value, tickets were very reasonable! I will definitely tell my family and friends to attend if they get the
chance!

Jessica, I'm glad you enjoyed my show, and it was my pleasure having you in my audience. Please,
come back anytime that you're in town. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

It was a great show and when we come back it will be on our list of things to do again. Its hard to
explain the amazing things he does, you really have to go see yourself. He will blow your mind! It also
helps he is very interactive with all of the audience and he is a very stand up guy. I advise everyone to
go do this even if its a couple or a family with kids!

Heath, Thank you for your review. I view my performance as a one-man show. The mentalism is a
secondary consideration of the production. First and foremost, I want to make sure that the
dialogue (and the show itself) is entertaining for my audience. I am very happy that you enjoyed i…
Read more

0

Very thought provoking but enjoyable show. We've spent most of the evening since the show saying, "
how did he do that?"
Great value for money. Good clean cranial fun. Go see it.

This is the first time that anyone described my show as "cranial fun", and I love it! Thank you for
choosing my show over all of the others. It really means a lot to me. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This guy is incredible. Read everyone else's reviews and decide if you agree. The Iris Theater is small
and creates an intimate feeling. A real treasure for Gatlinburg!

Thank you!!! I appreciate the great review, and thank you for coming out to my show. Successfully,
Bill Gladwell

0

This performance was outstanding. I was amazed though the whole show. Had me smiling from
beginning to end. We certainly got our money's worth, I have told all family and friends if you ever get
the chance attend , do so :)

Patti, I enjoyed having you at my show and in my show. You were great, and I enjoyed talking to you
and your family after. When I make it to Grand Rapids, I will give you a heads-up. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

Let's face it Bill Gladwell belongs in Vegas. In fact he is better than a lot of Vegas acts. His show is an
absolute must see if you are going to Gatlinburg. What he does will blow your mind! Well worth the
money!

Kristy, I have a lot of friends in Vegas who have influenced the direction of my show. I've said it
before... My goal was to drop a Vegas show in the middle of Gatlinburg, and I've done it. More
importantly, you all are enjoying it. Thank you for coming to my show and for your review.…
Read more

0

The show from start to finish exceeded my expectations. Very well produced and great performance.
The show was about 75 minutes and my group had such a good time it seemed like the time flew by. I
would rank this to be a stage show that could be seen on the Vegas strip. If you are in the area where
Bill has a show you should go. I will see him again in the future for sure. Thank you for your kindness and
professionalism.

Stacey, Thank you all around. You and your family were great, and I enjoyed having you at my
show. You all are welcome back anytime you're in the area. My goal with the show is to drop a
Vegas style show in the middle of Gatlinburg and keep it PG. So far, that goal is panning out to b…
Read more

0

Loved the show he was funny and very talented. Left us wondering what the heck just happened lol.
Well worth the money!

Chad, Sometimes I also wonder what the heck just happened. Thank you for coming to my show. I
don't have a show if I don't have an audience. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

My husband and I attended Bill's show while we were in town and it was the main thing we have told
other people about our visit to Gatlinburg! He was simply amazing is all I can say! We've discussed if
what we witnessed were magic tricks and don't see how they could have been. He says he can't read
minds but I'm not so sure;) The reviews are all true...you won't be disappointed! - Angie Henry,
Woodstock, Ga

Angie, It's good to be talked about (in a good way). Thank you for telling others about me. I
appreciate it. You guys were great, and thank you coming to my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Matthew K
Winchester, Virginia, Usa • 1 contribution

Amazing

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written March 3, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 3, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Mefoley
Indianapolis, IN • 21 contributions

Worth every penny!!!

Written March 3, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 3, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

debbieSTB
Kingston • 76 contributions

The AMAZING Mentalist!!

Mar 2013 • Friends

Written March 3, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 3, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Brian A
Owatonna, MN • 13 contributions

Really Fun

Mar 2013 • Couples

Written March 2, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written March 6, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Carolyn I
Athens, Tennessee, Usa • 1 contribution

Great show

Feb 2013 • Family

Written February 28, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 28, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

You_Got_Blake
Athens, GA • 26 contributions

Head Case is an fun and entertaining show

Feb 2013 • Couples

Written February 25, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 26, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Brittany S
Memphis, Tennessee, Usa • 1 contribution

A lot of fun

Feb 2013 • Couples

Written February 24, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 25, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Dave R
Grand Haven, Michigan, Usa • 1 contribution

interesting, informative and entertaining

Feb 2013 • Couples

Written February 23, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 24, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Asmabebe
Somerset, NJ • 20 contributions

Best part of ENTIRE trip!!!

Written February 23, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 24, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Amy C
Ft. Mitchell • 118 contributions

Did not disappoint

Feb 2013 • Family

Written February 19, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 20, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

My wife and I attended an evening show in Gatlinburg, TN. Bill delivered an excellent presentation. The
venue was just the right size for audience interaction. Both my wife and I were called upon as
assistants. Bill displayed several examples of his ability to evaluate body language and came up with
the right answer every time. We were truly entertained during the entire show. I would definitely attend
a future show and highly recommend Bill's show without reservation.

MK and JK…
Read more

Matthew, You and your wife were both great subjects on stage with me. Thank you for making my
show great! Also, thank you in advance for any recommendations of my show to others.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

2

Bill has an amazing talent and is worth every penny of his already inexpensive ticket prices! David, my
husband and I enjoyed his show so much and loved how he includes everyone without making them feel
uncomfortable! He is a personable man and loves what he does and it truly shows! If you are ever
NEAR gatlinburg you must stop to see this show! I know when we come back we will defiantly be buying
tickets! 

Thanks Bill! :-) …
Read more

Megan and David, It was my pleasure being a part of your trip to Gatlinburg. Thank you for
choosing my show out of all the other shows in the area. You are right... I do love what I do, and I
could not ask for a better career. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

This show exceeded my expectations!! He is simply amazing and very entertaining. This is a "do not
miss" attraction! Everyone there had a great time and it was very cool seeing everyone looking at each
other with the "how did he do that" look on their faces!

Debbie, I love seeing that "how did he do that" look. I am very glad that you enjoyed my show.
Thank you for choosing my show over so many others. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

2

I read the reviews before coming to Gatlinburg. We made it here just in time to watch. My wife was the
first person to ever sing on stage, and thanks for the treat Bill! 

Entertaining and clever. I was always trying to figure out the "trickery" and sure I got one. However, this
is a very laid back show full of laughter and bewilderment. Even for the skeptic like me!

Bri

Bri, Your wife was great! She made the end of the show very memorable. Tell her I said thank you. I
am glad you enjoyed the show. Being very skeptical myself, I've designed the show to appeal to
most everyone. I appreciate you coming to my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

Show is located at bottom of the Space Needle. Show lasts about an hour. Small Theater but that's
okay because with a smaller audience Bill has a chance to include a majority of the audience
members in his mentalist tricks. Really makes you think...how did he do that? Fun and entertaining.

Carolyn, I am glad you had a good time. The Iris Theater currently has 90 seats, and it's great for
the intimate feel of the show. It allows everyone in the room to become involved in the
performance, and this creates a 75-minute experience that you'll remember for a very long time.…
Read more

2

After seeing all the positive reviews on Trip Advisor we decided that Bill Gladwell's Head Case show
would be a must see during our weekend visit to Gatlinburg.
The theatre in which the show is held is very small, so the odds that you are going to become part of
the show are pretty high. Both my wife and I were both selected to participate, and we are both still
trying to figure out how Bill did what he did.
The show is very entertaining and is a good value for the admission charged.
Bill is a good entertainer and a very nice guy. You are guaranteed to enjoy yourself.

I'm very happy that I was a part of you and your wife's weekend. Sincerely. It's my goal every night
to leave each of my audience members with an amazing memory they will never forget. It's a
memory that you and your wife will share forever. Please, come see me anytime. Successfully, Bill…
Read more

1

This show was a lot of fun. I didn't quite know what to expect, but the atmosphere was laid back and
the show was great. The audience participation made everything better. We would definitely go again.

Brittany, Thank you for coming to my show, and I am so glad that you enjoyed it. Please, come
back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

Great show. Good clean fun. You will be impressed and you will be fooled but you will not be made a
fool of.

Dave, You are absolutely correct... Anyone who helps me in the show will never be made a fool of.
Everyone who helps me on the stage has a great time, and it's a moment they will remember for the
rest of their lives. Thank you for choosing my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

Me and my fiancé's entire trip started out miserable, we had scheduled the show for Friday night bc
Saturday was sold out, so we switched around our work schedules to make it work. We're from Atlanta,
so we left around 2pm so we'd have plenty of time. There just happened to be a mudslide that
completely shutdown 441, so we had to reroute all the way back through Asheville, and missed the
show completely, but Bill Gladwell, was nice enough to include allow us in for the Saturday show and it
was beyond amazing. 
I'm a serious skeptic when it comes to these shows but as I watched and was a part of the show, I was…
Read more

It means a lot to me to be the best part of your trip. I had the chance to talk a while with you two,
and you both are great! Please, let me know when you're in Gatlinburg next; and we'll grab dinner.
Thank you for attending my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

I was a little worried that our boys (13,13,11,10,10) wouldn't enjoy the show, just b/c I wasn't sure what to
expect, but I worried for nothing. Bill had them completely amazed. Everyone in our group of 9 talked
about the show for the rest of the night. It was nice that we all got to participate. Mason, the shyest of
the group even got up on stage. That was probably my favorite moment b/c he actually smiled and it
was a genuine smile…he doesn’t do that for just anyone, so I know he had a good time. Thanks for the
laughs Bill! Oh, and I was wondering…are those vampire bites on your neck?

Yes, Amy, that is a vampire bite on my neck. Mason was great as were your entire family. Thank you
so much for choosing my show, and come back anytime. I would love to have you in the audience
again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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115 Historic Nature Trl Iris Theater, Gatlinburg, TN 37738-3321
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Justme V
Bonaire, Georgia, Usa • 1 contribution

Bill Gladwell

Feb 2013 • Family

Written February 18, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 18, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Kenneth M
Georgetown • 1 contribution

A Scientific Psychic

Feb 2013 • Couples

Written February 18, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 18, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

DavidH_SC
Greenwood, South Carolina, Usa • 1 contribution

Completely Boggled!

Jan 2013 • Couples

Written February 17, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 18, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

KMunger0218
1 contribution

INCREDIBLE! A MUST SEE!!!

Written February 13, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 17, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

elorad92
1 contribution

21st hopeful

Written February 13, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 13, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Shannon Elise
Riverview, FL • 158 contributions

Entertaining! Excellent experience!

Written February 12, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 13, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

April F
3 contributions

Excited
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This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Laura A
Loveland, Ohio, Usa • 1 contribution
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Feb 2013 • Couples

Written February 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

MalloryS20
Temperance, Michigan, Usa • 1 contribution

well worth it

Feb 2013 • Couples

Written February 4, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written February 5, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

cruisinlawn
Atlanta, GA • 82 contributions

Cool Show

Jan 2013 • Couples

Written January 30, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 31, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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1

We visited on a Saturday evening at 7:15. It's a small venue but it made for a great time with alot of
audience participation! Just bring yourself and a willingness to participate because nearly everyone
in the audience does something during the show. It's a good way to spend an evening, and my family
and I really enjoyed it! 

I'm very happy that you and your family enjoyed my show. You are correct... Just about everyone in
the theater is involved in the show, and everyone always seems to have a great time. Please, come
back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I must say that I did not expect the amount of audience participation which made for a lot of good
laughs while still keeping my Wife and I very intrigued with his amazing ability. Would defentatly
recommend to my friends, and even as a matter of fact I have.

My show does have a high amount of audience participation... I need minds to play with. It's
always a great time, so you shouldn't worry. Thank you for coming to my show, Kenneth. I will take
good care of your friends that you send to my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Amazing! This guy has it together. And speaking from first hand experience as a participant in his
show, I can assure you it's not staged or scripted. My wife and I were blown away and left scratching
our heads into the next morning. We will definitely be bac,k with friends, and spread the word about
this great show for all ages. And don't be afraid volunteer, Bill is a generous guy! You won't regret this
one.

Thank you for the kind words. I really appreciate it. You were great on stage, and you are more
than welcome back anytime... Bring friends! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My Husband and I attended this show on February 12th. It was one of the best parts of our trip. If you
are in or near Gatlinburg you must go see his show, you will not regret it. The show is great for all ages.
When we plan our next trip to Gatlinburg this show will be on top of our must do list!

Kristin, I am happy that I could make your trip to Gatlinburg memorable. You both were great to
have at the show, and I look forward to seeing you again. Please, come back anytime.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I have been looking for fun things to do on Gatlinburg that I havent already done for my 21st birthday.
This is now on my list! Excited that I found something new!

Looking forward to seeing you in the audience! Happy 21!!! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I traveled to Gatlinburg for a Valentines getaway. Based on the excellent reviews of
The Mentalist I purchased tickets online and even received a discount because I am military. Bill is
absolutely entertaining and we are now believers that there are mentalist out there who really know
social dynamics and can predict what will happen next. This show will make you become a believer as
well. This is the real deal and by no means fake or theatrical. Excellent show Bill! Congratulations on
your upcoming nuptials!

Thank you for the review. I am very glad you enjoyed my show and that I could be part of your
weekend getaway. Come back anytime! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I know this is the part where I'm supposed to talk about the show, but I haven't been yet. I was unsure if I
wanted to go as I was worried that it might be corny. After reading all these wonderful reviews I've just
bought my tickets and must say I'm so excited. I must say that I'm extremely impressed at how
personable you are at taking time to respond to each one yourself and remembering them personally.
Very refreshing. I can't wait to meet you.

April, I promise that you will have a great time. If I don't live up to your expectations, I will refund
your tickets... Promise. I am looking forward to meeting you! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We loved this show! My friends and I talked about it all weekend! We did Ripleys, the ski lift, ate some
awesome pancakes, and shopped the strip. Of all of those things we did the show was our favorite! We
would see it again if we ever came back :)

Laura, I remember you! You sat in the back row with a terrified look on your face. The only time you
looked more terrified is when you came up on stage! Seriously, you were great; and I can't wait to
see you again! You are an o$icial lifetime VIP guest of mine. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Very interesting and entertaining! Well worth the money and time!
Will definitely see again when I'm back in the area

Thank you for coming to my show, and thank you for the review. I appreciate it, and I'm glad you
had a great time. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

...suitable for the the whole family. Something di$erent in an intimate setting. We'll return on future
visits. Still trying to figure it out...

Let me know when you are back in town, and I will make you VIP guests to my "Cool Show". Thank
you for coming to my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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DAVID P
Marietta, Georgia, USA • 2 contributions

DAVID & NANCY

Jan 2013 • Couples

Written January 29, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 30, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Anne P
Biloxi, MS • 4 contributions

Must see Bill Gladwell

Jan 2013 • Family

Written January 28, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 30, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Terri P
Roaring River, North Carolina, United States • 8 contributions

Cool Show!!!!

Jan 2013 • Couples

Written January 26, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 28, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Stacey T
Gainesville, FL • 4 contributions

Amazing.,

Jan 2013 • Family

Written January 23, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 25, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Lisa P
Woodstock, Georgia, United States • 1 contribution

He is absolutely AMAZING!!!!

Jan 2013 • Family

Written January 21, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 23, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

ChrissyAdventures
Knoxville, TN • 234 contributions

Impressive show

Jan 2013 • Couples

Written January 17, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 23, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Corey N
Lafayette, Louisiana, USA • 1 contribution

Mind blowing!

Jan 2013 • Couples

Written January 15, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 23, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Angie M
Oliver Springs, Tennessee, USA • 18 contributions

Great new show

Jan 2013 • Couples

Written January 14, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 23, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jeremy H
Brandon • 1 contribution

!!DON'T LET HIM IN YOUR MIND!!

Jan 2013 • Couples

Written January 11, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 11, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

trvl_jph
Atlanta, GA • 21 contributions

Fascinating Show!

Jan 2013 • Couples

Written January 9, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

My wife & I attended the show & thoroughly enjoyed it. It is well worth your time and the small
investment. Totally di$erent than anything else you will see in the Gatlinburg area.

Totally di$erent is what I am shooting for. I am very happy that you enjoyed my performance.
Thank you for spending your evening with me. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This show was well worth the money. Everyone in my family had a great time. It was clean entertainment
while being educational at the same time. I have been to several of these shows and Bill Gladwell is one
of the best.

Thanks for the "Must see Bill Gladwell". It's awesome to be seen. I am glad that you and your family
had a great time. Please, come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Very intimate show, guessed my childhood pet's name. A very uncommon name, Snooter. Very
impressed. A must see!

That was a very unique name. You were great on stage, and thank you for coming to the show.
Come back anytime! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

I picked this show based on the great reviews, and I'm so glad I did! What a great entertainer! He kept
us guessing the whole show! 
We will definitely be back to see him in Tennessee, until he gets his own Vegas show - then we will see
him in Vegas!! :)

Vegas may be an option down the road. For the next 7 years, however... Come see me in
Gatlinburg, and bring all your friends and family! Thank you for attending my show, and I look
forward to seeing you again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This is a must see if you are in Gatlinburg. I plan on seeing Bill every time I am there. He says he isn't
psychic, but there is no other explanation. My son and I are still talking about the show and how he
guessed my son's favorite show and how he guessed I was thinking about the Good Year Blimp.

It's good to hear that I'm amazing! I'm glad you and your son had a great time, and you're
welcome back whenever you're in Gatlinburg! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

He starts o$ by telling everyone that he is NOT a physic & has nothing to do with the paranormal. Yet,
after the show, you leaving asking yourself, "How did he do that?" for many of his show features.

Nope... Not psychic, but it is my goal to get you to believe that I am by the end of the show. I'm
glad you enjoyed the performance. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My fiance and I went to see "Head Case." We loved the show! It started right on time. Bill interacts with
all of the audience, even the kids. He stays after the show to visit with everyone and answer
questions.He is very talented. Next time we visit, we will be sure to go back to the show! We have friends
going next month to Gatlinburg, and we have recommended they also go to the show! We look forward
to seeing him on America's Got Talent:)

I'm looking forward to seeing myself on America's Got Talent! So far, so good. Stay tuned for
updates. Thank you for being at my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

2

We visit Gatlinburg several times a year and wanted something new and fresh to do this time around.
Boy did we find it! We are still scratching our heads with this one. The show avenue was intimate and
sparked audience participation. The length of the show was just right- long enough to entertain, but
not so long to become monotonous. Since it is at the Space Needle, the location was in the middle of
everything- walking distance to most places and easy to find. I would definitely recommend to anyone
going to visit.

Scratching heads is what I want to see as people leave the theater. Thank you for coming to the
show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

What can I say? Thought my wife and I were just going to see a cool show and I ended up being a part
of it! Bill got in my head and guessed a childhood pets name from 25 years ago!! Bill will include
everyone in his performance either from your seat or on stage.The theatre is small and will fill up fast so
buy your tickets in advance or you will miss out on a great show!! We didn't bring our kid's on this trip,
but Bill's show is family friendly and we will definitely bring the whole crew next time to his show. I know
my kids will enjoy his talent!!

Jeremy, Thank you for allowing me to walk around inside your mind, and I appreciate you
choosing to come to my show. You are welcome back anytime. I look forward to meeting the entire
crew. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We attended Bill Gladwell's "Head case" show while visiting the Gatlinburg area. It was held in a small,
intimate environment, with much audience participation. Mr. Gladwell's abilities are truly amazing. We
don't know how he does it - nor, it appears, did the rest of the audience - but we saw it with our own
eyes! We highly recommend this show, and we appreciate the very attractive rate for seniors.

Thank you for the kind words. "Fascinating" is a great description for the show. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18
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Terrible 3

misseyr001
Soddy Daisy, TN • 1 contribution

THE MENTALIST

Jul 2012 • Couples

Written January 9, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Chalt17
Spring • 4 contributions

Great Show

Dec 2012 • Family

Written January 8, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Hudzikjohnsons
Je$ersontown, KY • 28 contributions

Great show!

Jan 2013 • Family

Written January 8, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Chris J
Madison, MS • 16 contributions

Great family experience

Jan 2013 • Family

Written January 8, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Mike S
Georgetown, KY • 10 contributions

A Fun and Welcome Escape From the Norm

Dec 2012 • Couples

Written January 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

laurarm908
Louisville, Kentucky, USA • 1 contribution

Great time with the Mentalist

Dec 2012 • Family

Written January 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

SouthernGirl611
Atlanta, Georgia, USA • 52 contributions

Blown Away!!

Dec 2012 • Couples

Written January 7, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Valoree Z
Seminole, Florida, USA • 2 contributions

Must See Show!

Jan 2013 • Family

Written January 6, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Anna E
Dumfries, Virginia, USA • 1 contribution

Great show!

Jan 2013 • Couples

Written January 6, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

MeAsNeptune
Cincinnati, OH • 27 contributions

I thought he'd be easy to figure out...

Dec 2012 • Family

Written January 6, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Great show and experience bill had us wondering how he done things even after we left the show. we
loved it so much we will be going back for more shows my husband and myself do not get to get away
often just he and i so when we do we want to find shows both of us will enjoy and this is so the show we
seen bill on youtube and wanted to see him in person so we had to go we liked it that every one was
involved that was in the audience. super cool .

It makes me happy to bring people together and closer. It also make me happy that you said I was
"Super Cool"! Thank you for attending my performance, and come back anytime. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

Loved the show, Amazing, Funny knew everything about you. Could read from just writing your name on
a piece of paper!!!!

Thank you for coming to my show! I love when people leave amazed! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

My family of 5 attended Bill's show in Gatlinburg. Our group included 2 teenagers & one 10 year old. We
all really enjoyed it. Especially the teenagers. Well worth the ticket price.

It's my goal to exceed your expectations, and it's good to hear that my show is "well worth the
ticket price". Thank you! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Visited in January 2013 with 3 kids, aged 12 to 16. Clean, intelligent fun, with everyone in the audience
involved. Had the kids wondering for days, "How did he do that?" Not really a magic show; instead Bill
shows how well he knows people. Would definitely do it again. Interestingly, he o$ered a refund to
anyone not completely satisfied with the show, which I'm sure he's never had to do. A great entertainer;
he stays after the show to talk to anyone interested.

Chris, Although the entire audience plays a part, I attempt to involve as may audience members
on the stage as I possibly can. By doing this, it proves that plants or stooges are NOT used during
my performance. Thank you for attending my show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My wife and I had such a fun time at Bill's show! We were amazed at the mind boggling presentations
he made on stage. We are still trying to theorize how some of the events occurred....but continue to
reach a dead end.

Bill's persona on stage is perfect for this type of show. He is willing to admit there is really no "psychic"
power penetrating our innermost thoughts... but a series of well seasoned mental exercises which
indicate to him how we will act...…
Read more

My show is designed from the challenges that I threw out to psychics over several years. Psychics
would claim to have an ability, and I was able to uncover the trickery they used... and most times, I
was able to duplicate their claimed ability better than they could. The things you see in my show…
Read more

0

We decided to see Bill Gladwells show on a whim as we had a 6 month old baby with us, it was cold,
and there wasn't a lot to do. I had read the reviews and thought the show sounded interesting and
definitely had peaked my curiosity. We had my 22 year old daughter with us as well who is a HUGE
skeptic and it was really funny to watch her during the show trying to point out the "how and why" but
she couldn't. Bill has a great personality, a good sense of humor, and made you want to know him
personally - like really we all decided we could have stayed, bought him a drink, and talked for a long
time! The show was very interesting and we are still trying to figure out his "magic"! We would definitel…
Read more

Laura, You should have asked. I would have went for a drink with all of you. You all are the most
important part of my show, and I'm glad to spend time with my audience after the show.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I purchased tickets for this show on New Year's Eve. We were worried that there many
not be enough attendees, given the holiday, and that we may not get to see the show. We were proven
wrong, as there was almost a full house!

Bill is a very friendly and funny man, and did an excellent job at WOW-ing the entire crowd. I don't know
how many times I nudged my husband and said, "How did he do/know that??" Every act of his show
was truly amazing, and when we left I told my husband that we have to see it again the next time we a…
Read more

It was a great end to a great year! The New Year's Eve audience was a lot of fun. Let me know
when you are coming back to Gatlinburg, and you can be my VIP guests. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Myself, husband and 8-year-old stepson were all amazed by Bill's performance. Although he tried to
persuade the audience he is not psychic, we left there with no other conclusion! Bill was also a very
funny and entertaining performer, and worth every penny spent! If we are ever back in the area, we will
be sure visit his show again!!

Psychic... No. As I tell anyone who asks me after the show... I lie, steal, and cheat. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

My husband and I attended this show together while on a anniversary trip to Gaitlinburg. We both were
very impressed with the show. We are still trying to figure out how he did some of the things he did! Bill
involves a lot of audience members which makes it even more fun. Very family friendly although I
personally wouldn't take kids under the age of 10, they just won't appreciate it.

It was my pleasure being a part of your anniversary getaway. Come back anytime! Successfully,
Bill Gladwell

0

...but he most definitely wasn't. A so-called "mentalist", Bill Gladwell puts on some of the most stunning
illusions I've seen anywhere. He doesn't use audience plants; it doesn't seem like there are any hidden
cameras (not that it'd help with a number of his illusions, anyway!); and yet, he pulls o$ some amazing
things that - if I were a bit more gullible - would make me believe in mind-reading. My family and I spent
hours discussing how he might've pulled o$ some of his illusions, and just couldn't come up with
anything for most of them. Now that's what I call entertainment!
…
Read more

Did you know that "gullible" isn't in the dictionary? Just kidding. I hope that everyone walks away
from my show a lot less gullible. I want people to question everything. And you're right, the stage is
for the sharp-witted. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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115 Historic Nature Trl Iris Theater, Gatlinburg, TN 37738-3321
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

s t
Tampa, FL • 78 contributions

amazing

Dec 2012 • Family

Written January 5, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 6, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

David Q
Sevierville, TN • 62 contributions

Slow paced...

Written January 5, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 6, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Hacklerfam
7 contributions

Great show, must see!

Written January 5, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 9, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Carlos A
Miami, FL • 55 contributions

Best Show in Gatlinburg

Dec 2012 • Family

Written January 3, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 5, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Adam K
Delaware • 5 contributions

Fun, interesting, and confusing

Dec 2012 • Couples

Written January 2, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 5, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

dawgmc
HSV, AL • 124 contributions

Leave you scratching your head and smiling!

Dec 2012 • Family

Written January 1, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 2, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

MyRealNameIsMidwest
Midwest • 15 contributions

Excellent Show!!!

Dec 2012 • Couples

Written January 1, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 2, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Suzanne M
She$ield, Alabama, USA • 1 contribution

Awesome show!

Dec 2012 • Couples

Written January 1, 2013

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 2, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

favteacher2004
2 contributions

Good Entertainment for family with older kids 9 and up

Dec 2012 • Family

Written December 31, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 2, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Laurie D
Harrod, Ohio, USA • 1 contribution

Good time for the whole family!

Dec 2012 • Family

Written December 31, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 2, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

it's an interesting show, how bill able to control situation for answers. first come first serve seating.
small theater of about 90 seats or so, comfortable. located inside the arcade space needle. almost
like magic.

Thank you for coming to my show, and I am very happy you left amazed. Come back anytime.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

Michelle was okay if you're trying to kill some time. It was slow paced and not exciting but it was
interesting. We had seen several of the illusions previously. The audience interaction was excellent. The
theater is small and tucked in the back of an arcade. It felt like we were in the back room that wasnt
being used for anything else so lets have a show here. It was justt OK for us.

Dave, I am glad you enjoyed the show a litte, but keep in mind the very last thing I said to the
audience before leaving the stage... "I pride myself on my customer service; so if I did not meet or
even exceed your expectations, you may tell me while I am mingling with the audience in the lobb…
Read more

0

Bill puts on a great show. He's a super nice guy, fun, & will definitely have you wondering how he does
what he does. Highly recommended and ok for kids!

I am so very happy that you and your family enjoyed the show. Please, come back anytime.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This is by far the best show in Gatlingburg. I am glad I read the reviews and decided to go.. He is
amazing. The theater is small and cozy. It is located on the ground level of the Needle. This is not the
usual fare in Gatlinburg since it is not cheesy or corny (two reasons I go to Gatlinburg every year :-) )
You must make time to see this show!

Carlos, I like to think I have the top show in the Gatlinburg area, but I'm a bit biased. It's the
opinion of you and others who have been at my show who back me up... and really matter. You put
me at the top of all the charts. Thank you! I wrote the show to be di$erent from any other show in…
Read more

0

We had a very good time at the show. When we left we discussed how we thought Bill was doing things,
but we couldn't come up with good guesses for most of the show.

I would recommend the show to everyone.

Adam, Thank you for the recommendation. Who knew confusion could be fun and interesting?
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Awesome time. Bill is a great showman and a superbly talented Mentalist. Our family talked about it
well after the show. Take yourself and your kids- all will enjoy. Thanks Bill!

Leaving the audience talking is one of the goals of my show. Thank you for the kind words and the
recommendation. Come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I went to this a few days ago, and we both want to go again! We have both seen
shows like this before, and we have never been disappointed. We know we will be back to the
Gatlinburg area someday, and we have already decided we are going to see this show again when we
return.

It's great to hear that my show is right up there with the rest. If there is anything that I can do
better, feel free to let me know. I am always open to improving my performance. I look forward to
having you back in my audience. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My husband and I really enjoyed the show. Left us wondering how in the world did he do that!!! He
seems like a really genuine guy and he is passionate about what he does. I would definitely
recommend the show to anyone visiting Gatlinburg to see his show.

Suzanne, Thank you for the kind words and for recommending my show. I really appreciate it.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

Will definitely go back again! Will NOT take my youngest son again, he is 6....he did not understand the
show and didn't hold his attention. 
My other 3 kids(9,10, 11) absolutely LOVED it! Overall it was well worth it! Will go again upon return.

My show definitely plays to an older crowd. I recommend ages 10 plus. Since I'm dealing with
mental feats, the younger crowd sometimes does not understand what's going on. I look forward
to seeing you again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This was an excellent show with amazing psychic type abilities, but Bill tells you right o$ that what he
does is scientific and based on social crowd dynamics. Our family included a young adult (21) and a
teen(13) as well as my husband and myself. We all had a great time. If you get to Gatlinburg, you need
to make time to see this show!!

Laurie, Thank you for the recommendation. It is much appreciated. Word-Of-Mouth is the most
important marketing that I can get. I look forward to seeing you again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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This location was reported permanently closed

What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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Brad N
Washington Court House, OH • 41 contributions

An absolute MUST SEE show. Must see it to believe it!

Dec 2012 • Family

Written December 30, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 2, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

wduke36832
1 contribution

By far the best show in the Smokies!!

Written December 29, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 2, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Tim S
Louisville • 17 contributions

A MUST-SEE ATTRACTION

Dec 2012 • Family

Written December 23, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 24, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Marshall C
Corbin, KY • 98 contributions

Great experience.

Dec 2012 • Family

Written December 22, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 24, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

TLC1036
Fy$e, AL • 2 contributions

Still Amazed!

Dec 2012 • Family

Written December 22, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 24, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Julie B
Clarksville • 12 contributions

Awesome!

Dec 2012 • Solo

Written December 19, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 19, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Carrie G
Lima, OH • 4 contributions

We will be back!!!

Dec 2012 • Friends

Written December 18, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 19, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Rod F
Jonesborough, Tennessee, USA • 1 contribution

Don't tell me how you did it

Nov 2012 • Friends

Written December 11, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written December 11, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

akvazquez
Charlotte, NC • 3 contributions

Excellent Show

Nov 2012 • Family

Written November 28, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 29, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

J M
Prattville, AL • 1 contribution

Excellent.

Nov 2012 • Couples

Written November 27, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 29, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

I first heard of the show here on Tripadvisor. So glad I did. We have been to many shows over the past
couple of years both here and in Branson, Mo. and this one ranks up there with the best of the best.
This guy is entertaining while he is telling you he is not a magician or a mind reader. Yeah right! The
only way he could have pulled o$ some of these stunts was if he in fact was a physic. Super nice guy.
My family of nine, ranging in age from 14 to 64, enjoyed his show %100

Would HIGHLY recomend this show

Mentalism is a very specialized category of magic. With a combination of hypnosis, NLP™,
suggestion, psychology, directed awareness, and showmanship; I can create the psychological
illusion of mind control. I can assure you that I am not a psychic, but I am able to read the body…
Read more

0

The show was outstanding. Bill does a great job of keeping your attention, getting everyone involved,
and overall entertained. He has a great personality as well as a great sense of humor. It was definitely
a mind blowing experience from the beginning to the end. Good job, and keep it going! 

-The Duke family

Hello, Dukes! Audience involvement is essential to my show. I need minds to walk around in. I am
glad you had a great time, and come back when you're in town next. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I went with my 2 sons and we were all amazed.
If you only see one thing while in Gatlinburg, don't miss this.
You will leave astonished and glad you went.
Well worth the money--not audience plants-both of my sons were participants and Bill revealed
things that were "impossible" to know.
We are still talking about it 
**DON'T MISS THIS SHOW**

Tim, I have been told that my show is the "must see" thing in Gatlinburg. I am glad that you and
your sons had a great time, and I welcome you back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We had a great time at this show. Bill really tries to get the whole crowd involved and he will blow your
mind. There are no tricks, and no explanation. We still can't figure out how he did what he did. Possibly
planted audiences but who can say. It wasn't a huge crowd. We had a great time.

Marshall, I assure you that I never use plants in the audience. I do like your description... Maybe
my new title will be "Professional Mind Blower". Come back when you're in Gatlinburg again.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

I made reservations online trying to find entertainment for us and our young adult kids. This show was
perfect! The small audience made it more intense as Bill interacted with almost everyone. After the
show,we were all talking for days trying to fiqure out just one of his "tricks." No one has a clue but we all
want to go back and see it again. Highly recommend the show!

Come back anytime. The venue is the perfect place for an intimate evening of mind reading.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

I loved the show, making me wonder how he does all that. A bit too serious, I would have perferred the
hypnotist show, but it wasn't o$ered until after leaving the area. Maybe adding a little bit of the other
show to get people laughing? Maybe more people would return to see the other one too! I am here for
my birthday, what can I say, except I want to have the most fun before the end of the Mayan calender. I
was pleased they had a military discount for veterans and not just active duty. :D

Julie, I am glad you enjoyed the show. Stay tuned for other shows. See you again! Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

1

We were so amazed. You leave with "How does he do that" in your head! Unlike some of the other shows
in the area, there is no way this could be the same show the next time you go. We visit every year and
Bills show will definately be a do-over! Had a great time. Thanks!
Carrie & Angie

Carrie & Angie, It was a pleasure having you in the front row, thank you for helping me out on
stage. You guys were great! Come back any time. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

I would normally want to know how someone blew my mind, but this time it was so thoroughly blown, I
don't want to know. I just want to savor the fact that for the first time since believing in magic as a child,
I am a believer.

Glad I could make you a believer. Come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We had a great time and Bill's show was well worth the money. The show was family friendly - my kids
are ages 14 and 11. Bill Gladwell is just as entertaining and talented as other performers we have seen
in Vegas. If you are in Gatlinburg, you must see this show.

Bringing a Vegas quality show to downtown Gatlinburg is my goal, and it seems to be getting
accepted very well. Thank you for the kind words. Bring your family back anytime. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

3

The show was great. I was incredibly skeptical when my wife suggested it, as I dislike so-called psychics
taking advantage of people, but Bill was nothing like what I expected. He immediately pointed out that
he's not claiming to be a psychic and even pointed the audience towards the work of James Randi, a
renowned skeptic. 

Bill was very attentive to the audience and is clearly a hell of a salesman. Top notch customer service.
…
Read more

J M, I am a sales and customer service coach when I don't have my entertainer hat on. Thanks for
the compliment. I have the same view of psychics who take advantage of people, and that's why I
enjoy debunking them. This is also why I make it clear in the beginning that I am not a psychic.…
Read more
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Susan B
Russellville, KY • 58 contributions

Time to visit "Head Case"

Nov 2012 • Couples

Written November 25, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 29, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jacki B
Virginia Beach, Virginia, USA • 1 contribution

Headcase....Still shaking my head

Oct 2012 • Couples

Written November 23, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 23, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Donna G
Bloomington, Indiana, USA • 1 contribution

Well worth the money.

Nov 2012 • Couples

Written November 20, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 23, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Meghann M
Greenville, SC • 29 contributions

Best Show in the Area!

Nov 2012 • Couples

Written November 20, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 23, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

linda8445
Talladega, AL • 2 contributions

A must see show : Bill Gladwell , The Mentalist in Gatlinburg Tenn.

Oct 2012 • Family

Written November 11, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 15, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Christina T
Chuckey, Tennessee, USA • 1 contribution

Definitely a "Head Case"

Nov 2012 • Couples

Written November 8, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 9, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Mindyj2469
New Lebanon, OH • 26 contributions

LOVE LOVE LOVE!

Nov 2012 • Couples

Written November 7, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 9, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Ron E
Nashville, Tennessee, USA • 1 contribution

High-quality entertainment

Nov 2012 • Family

Written November 5, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 6, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Heath W
Landrum, SC • 2 contributions

Headcase show is well worth the ticket price

Nov 2012 • Family

Written November 5, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 6, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Connie M
Jonesborough, Tennessee, USA • 1 contribution

Fun for the Family

Oct 2012 • Family

Written November 4, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 5, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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1

"Head Case" is an entertaining experience that is a must to visit if you are in the Gatlinburg, TN area.
Bill Gladwell states he is not psychic but will have you wondering if he is by the end of the show. We are
still scratching our heads and wondering how he was able to pull o$ some of his "tricks". The crowd
there was a smaller one which was really great because it allows for a more intimate atmosphere and
greater audience participation. The show is well worth your time and money.

Tim, Thank you so much for attending my performance. Come back anytime! Successfully, Bill

1

When visiting Gatlinsburg TN, a MUST see attraction is Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist. In the show call
Head Case at the Space Needle, Bill is not a psychic and tells you so at the beginning of the show but
by the end I believed he was. With audience participation/interaction your taken through a series of
"mind games" that will leave you laughing, shaking your head, amused entertained, and walking out
saying "how did he do that?". Our next trip through Gatlinsburg, we'll definitely attend Head Case
again as well as go to his Hypnotist show which was sold out during this visit. Get tickets to this show -
you'll be happy that you did!

Jacki, Thank you for recommending me as a "MUST see" in Gatlinburg. I appreciate it very much. I
look forward to seeing you the next time you are in the area. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We took our adult children and their boyfriend/girlfriend and everyone was entertained. Bill involves
the audience which makes it even more entertaining. We guessed at how he pulled of some of the
'tricks' but others had absolutely no clue. Made for interesting dinner conversation afterwards. Bill is
very good at what he does. See him in Gatlinburg while you can, I'm sure he'll move on to Vegas as
good as he is!

Donna, Thanks for the kinds words. I will be performing in Vegas o$ and on, but I will definitely be in
Gatlinburg for at least the next seven years... probably a lot longer. I like it here. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

My husband and I decided to go to this show on the spur of the moment. We were in Gatlinburg for a
quick getaway. Tickets were easy to purchase on his website and we had an amazing time. You will
leave completely satisfied and wondering how did he do it??? Pure entertainment and so much fun.
MUST SEE! Worth the money for sure!

Meghann, Thank you so much for deciding to come to my show. I appreciate it. I look forward to
seeing you again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We go to Gatlinburg and Pigion Forge around twice a year. This year we took our grandson. The first
time was in June and we saw many shows in Pigion Forge. His favorite was the comedy barn, We took
him again in Oct. during his fall break. i found Bill's show online and called him to ask about his show
and he was so nice. I wanted to know if it was suitable for my nine yr, grandson . He said it was for all
ages.Before we arrived my grandson said he did not want to participate in the show because in June
he did participate in some of the shows in Pigion Forge . After the show started he was just amazed
how Bill could read everyones mind. Bill called me and my husband up front and after that he got so…
Read more

Linda, It was great having you and your family at my show. Your grandson was great! Please, come
back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

The show is as promised...The things he can tell you when he does not know you is unreal. I know there
are many thing to "entertain" in Gatlinburg, but this is something that you do not see elsewhere.

Christina, I keep the really juicy things I learn from people to myself. I am glad you chose me over
the many other entertainment options in Gatlinburg. It is much appreciated. Come back anytime.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

My boyfriend Joe and I went to see Bill's Head Case show last weekend and we loved every second of
it. The show itself kind of blew our minds and come to find out he grew up in the same Ohio town as my
boyfriend. I will recommend this show to anyone looking for something to really make you think.. We
have talked about it several times since we left the show and are still trying to figure out how Bill was
able to pull o$ some of his mind tricks. It was Joe's birthday and I sent an e mail a couple of days prior
to Bill asking him if he could make it extra special for my man's birthday. He did, and the way he
handled it was hilarious. If you are in the area... definitely check out Bill's show. I know we hope to be…
Read more

See, Mindy... Good things come out of Lima. I am so happy that you and Joe came to my show. It
was a pleasure performing for you, and you are welcome back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Mr. Gladwell puts on an entertaining show that's well worth the ticket price. I attended the show with my
wife and son; after the show, we spent a lot of time discussing what we had just witnessed. In short, it
was a GREAT time!

Ron, Thanks to you and your family for attending my show. It is much appreciated. My goal is to
meet and even surpass your expectations. I am glad you all had a great time! Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

My family and two friends attended the show and were all impressed. Based on the topic of the show,
we were not sure what to expect but ended up very glad that we went. Very captivating and
entertaining. We were all impressed and glad we went. A few of our group were called up to assist on
stage which made it even more special. We will see it again when we are back in Gatlinburg.

Heath, Thank you so much for attending my show as well as for the review. I very much appreciate
it. I look forward to having you in the audience again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Myself, my 8 yr old daughter, and my mother attended the show and really enjoyed it. Their was a lot of
audience participation which I thought kept it very interesting. I loved watching my daughters mouth
drop when Bill amazed her. I will recommend this show to everyone. I also will throw in Sweet Fanny
Adams Theatre's "Out on a Whim" was the other show we really enjoyed the most out of the 5 we seen
on our vacation.

Connie, Jaw-dropping entertainment is what I am shooting for. I am very happy that you and your
family had a great experience. The next time you are in town, let me know. I will make you my VIP
guests. Thank you for coming to my show and for the review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1 64 65 66
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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115 Historic Nature Trl Iris Theater, Gatlinburg, TN 37738-3321
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Billy P
Dayton, OH • 1 contribution

Great Show!

Oct 2012 • Couples

Written November 2, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 3, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Dehla
Morrisville, NC • 21 contributions

Pleasant mind-bending experience

Oct 2012 • Family

Written November 1, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written November 2, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Cathy V
Fall River • 4 contributions

Great show!

Oct 2012

Written October 30, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 31, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Darrah C
Columbus, Ohio, USA • 8 contributions

Still perplexed

Oct 2012 • Friends

Written October 29, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 30, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Pioneer65638
1 contribution

Pleasantly Surprised

Oct 2012 • Friends

Written October 29, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 30, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

JDF
Johnson City, TN • 34 contributions

The Best of Gatlinburg

Oct 2012 • Friends

Written October 28, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 29, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

klay36
Roanoke, VA • 623 contributions

A must see attraction

Written October 28, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 29, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

HolyCityTravelers
Charleston, SC • 224 contributions

Mentaltaining

Oct 2012 • Family

Written October 28, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 29, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

D S
Franklin • 14 contributions

Not a Halloween Show and no hypnosis involved

Oct 2012 • Family

Written October 28, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 28, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

TEEGAN4
WALES • 14 contributions

Not to be missed

Oct 2012 • Family

Written October 26, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 30, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

This was a great show. The show was family friendly for all ages and thought provoking. Bill kept you
under suspense trying to anticipate what he would do next. This show is very a$ordable for the
entertainment. Bill shows his appreciation by meeting each person after the show is over. Would highly
recommend this show to everyone.

Billy, It was great meeting you and hearing the stories of Lance Burton. Thank you so much for
coming to my show. Please, come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

First of all, Bill Gladwell show is not a scary show, but a pleasant mind-twisting experience. Secondly,
you are an active participant in the show. Lastly, Bill easily "predicts" and "guesses" the outcomes of
additions of numbers, or words in a list, or cards that you will you chose, or the names that you think
about. It is a great interactive show and is suitable for 10+ years old kids.

Some people think I'm scary, Dehla; but I try not to be. I am glad you enjoyed the show.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Very talented man who brought the audience into the show. My husband as part of the act so I know it
was real!

Cathy, Thank you so much for coming to my show. I appreciate it. Please, come back anytime.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

I still don't know how Bill was able to read people's minds like he does! Great interactive show. I loved
how he was able to get even the most reluctant spectator up on stage for the most dangerous (to him)
trick! Worth the 72 minutes!!

After 23 years of performing, it is no longer a skill to get reluctant audience members up on stage...
it is an art. I have found that even reluctant people end up having a great time after they get on
stage. I may very well have the most audience participation of any show in the Smokies. Thank yo…
Read more

0

Very entertaining and engaging show. Bill did a great job of getting a wide variety of people involved in
the performance. I admit I went in very skeptical about what I was going to be seeing but I would
definitely recommend this headliner to others visiting the area. Amazing :)

One of my goals with the show is to involve everyone in the audience. I believe there is more of an
impact when you participate in something that seems unbelievable instead of just watching it. We
see so many unbelievable things on television, and the experience itself is what you will remembe…
Read more

0

Wow-- how have I not heard about Bill and his show before now?! 

Honestly, I can't figure out any of the "secrets" of Bill's show-- which means it was good. The venue isn't
great, but everyone starts somewhere. I hope great things happen for Bill and his show-- the show
deserves a wider audience. 

I will definitely return again and will spread the word to my friends.

I am shooting to be the best in Gatlinburg... both with my performance, and also with the customer
service and experience that I o$er. Tell as many people as you would like! I appreciate the word-
of-mouth. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I went in skeptical but with an open mind. It was very entertaining. Im sure just like magicians there is a
secret to how he does the things he does but some are just ba$ling to the mind. Very entertaining, well
worth the money.

klay36, Skepticism is a trait I admire, but I'm glad you also had a good time. I am very skeptical
and critical myself, and I have designed my performance as if I were sitting in the audience. Thank
you for being in the audience. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

We did not know what to expect with this show but we thought it would wrap up our first day in
Gatlinburg well. It was a very entertaining show. I think everyone in the audience was involved with at
least one of the bits. My twelve year old boy and fifteen year old girl really enjoyed the show. Suitable
for all ages.

David, I am glad that I helped make your visit to Gatlinburg memorable. Thank you for allowing me
to be a part of your trip. Come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

We were led to believe this would be a special show for Halloween. Although Bill did a good show, we
were a little disappointed. We were expecting someone to be hypnotized as well, but that was not part
of the show. Seemed to be more of a card trick/magic show. Not sure how he did some of those things,
but we might have gone to Pigeon Forge to the magic show if we had known that's what it would be.

At the end of every show, I explain to the audience that my goal is to provide a superior
experience and outstanding customer service. If I did not meet or even exceed your expectations,
I o$er a full refund of your tickets... No questions asked, and I will be more than happy to process…
Read more

0

I attended the show with my family (including my 8 year old grandchild) who participated in the show.
We were all enthralled with the performance and thoroughly enjoyed it. Audience participation is
required and this helps make the show very successful.

A must see show on your visit to Gatlingburg.

It was a pleasure having you and your family in the audience. Your granddaughter was adorable.
Please, come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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1

I honestly was expecting a hypnotist! But, the show was still very entertaining. If you like illusions and
mind tricks then this is a show for you. Some of the illusions were easy to figure out. However, there were
some that left me scratching my head. Presentations are top notch and Bill is extremely personable. I
would strongly recommend his to show everyone. MUST SEE

heyjimmy23, I am a hypnotist; and I spent the last 23 years performing my comedy stage hypnosis
show, "Hypnoitized!". With "Head Case", my current show, I wanted to do something that
challenged me and took the show to the next level. There is hypnosis involved in the show, but it's…
Read more

0

Found out about this show on a website promoting events in Gatlinburg. My friend and I decided to
go--it sounded interesting. And boy, was it ever. We had a wonderful time and are still trying to figure
out how he knew the things he did! Bill has a fantastic interaction with the audience, he remembers
your names and things about you. This is very much an audience participation show and I think he
used pretty much everyone in the audience by the end of the show. The ticket prices couldn't be beat--
especially when you consider a dinner show is close to $60 per person. I would definitely see the show
again :)

I try my best to remember everyone's name, because you are the most important part of my show.
You all make it fun (and possible) for me. I am thankful for all of you. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I attended the show titled The Mentalist with a group of friends on Saturday evening and was truly
amased. Bill was very entertaining. This was the first show of this type I had attened and we enjoyed
every minute. I plan on another trip in January or February and I hope to be able to see the hypnotized
show. I would refer this show to anyone who is in the area. Bill is a fantastic entertainer. Wish I could
figure out the bottle trick! Cheryl Arter

Cheryl, Thank you for coming to my show, and thank you for helping me out on stage. I very much
appreciate it. Come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I recently visited Gatlinburg with some friends. We saw the Mentalist show and really loved it! Very
impressive. I'm not sure how he does it but it was an amazing show. This show is appropriate for all
ages, a total crowd pleaser. Bill was funny and very entertaining. I will defineately bring the whole
family next time we are in town and I can't wait to see his "Hypnotized" show. I highly recommend
checking it out. He gets a big thumbs up from us.

Thank you, Rebecca, for the review and for attending my performance. I really appreciate it, and
it was a pleasure meeting you. Come back whenever you escape Ohio again. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

My husband and I and our 4 teenage children attended Bill's show. It's not easy to engage teenagers,
but they couldn't stop talking about the show after we left. We highly recommend it.

Thank you for attending my performance and for the review. I appreciate it very much. You have
great children, and they were amazing in the show. You all are welcome back anytime.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

The show was very entertaining and very impressive! I was genuinely amazed at what he could do.
Exceeded my expectations!

Holly, Thank you for the review. It was a pleasure to have you in the audience and on the stage.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

2

Caught the show on a Saturday night, Bill has the routine down and doesn’t make many mistakes
(unless you watch him close), This is a great show for kids, just OK for adults.
Decent to fair parlor tricks with the help of the semi-hidden assistant. Great audience involvement, a
lot of bait and switch illusions. 
All and all it was something to do in Gatlinburg on a Saturday night without a long line, the venue was in
an arcade so that should tell you something. Good Job Bill, I wish I could make that kind of money per
hour

Ladies and Gentlemen, As you can read on many previous reviews, I am always respectful; and I
welcome constructive criticism. However, I cannot be passive on this review. We focus on customer
service from the moment of your first contact with us and through your entire experience with us.…
Read more

0

I saw his Halloween show. Didn't really have anything to do with Halloween but was still great. It's
unbelievable the tricks he performs. It's not your average magic show, it's unlike anything I have ever
seen. He had a small audience tonight so almost everyone in the room had a chance to play a part in
the show. That proves it can't be fake right? If you are in gatlinburg this is def a must!

Many people think I am scary enough. I was afraid that adding any additional "scary" to my show
would be a bit much. You are correct when you write " It's not your average magic show, it's unlike
anything I have ever seen." The average magic show is comprised strictly of illusions, tricks, and…
Read more

0

Went to the Shoctober show, and we assumed we were going to see hypnotism performed. Evidently,
Bill Gladwell can do much more! He was fantastic. Almost everyone in the crowd was chosen to help
out or be a part of the show. When I was chosen, he asked me to think of my favorite toy as child (a
Dukes of Hazzard big wheel). He guessed exactly what I thought of without any other questions. He
was accurate to the point of even mentioning a southern flag on a big wheel. I felt that our money was
very well spent!!!

Nope, no hypnosis in my performance... At least, not the goofy stage kind that most people think
of whenever they hear the word "hypnosis". I do use a covert form of hypnosis to influence the
thoughts and actions of the people I recruit from the audience; and if I have done my job…
Read more

0

This is an unusual show, with some magic and tricks but lots of just, "how did he do that?" moments.
Just one example; a lady in her sixties was one of several people chosen from the audience.
Bill said he would guess the name of the boy who gave her her first kiss and told her to think of that boy.
Then after a while he showed her the name he had written on an erasable whiteboard. He got it right,
and had not spoken with her or anybody who knew her. That's an example of, "How did he do it"? Go
see him. Its a bargain and you'll have an enjoyable evening.

macinga, I like the "unusual" description of my show. My performance is the most unique and
unusual show in the area. You will not see the things I do demonstrated by any other person
around, because it has taken over 23 years of focussed study and practice to reach the point th…
Read more
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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Excellent 652
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Mike H
Port Washington, Wisconsin, USA • 2 contributions

Cool Show! WOW

Oct 2012 • Couples

Written October 19, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 20, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Elizabeth M
Savannah, GA • 32 contributions

Hidden gem in Gatlinburg

Oct 2012 • Couples

Written October 18, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 19, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Roseann P
Athens, GA • 34 contributions

Awesome experience

Oct 2012 • Couples

Written October 17, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 19, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Rotarytraveler03
20 contributions

Mind-boggling!

Oct 2012 • Couples

Written October 16, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 19, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

JenniDubs
Charlottesville, VA • 1 contribution

Mind Blowing!!!

Oct 2012 • Family

Written October 16, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 19, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Dàniel S
1 contribution

TIME WELL SPENT!

Oct 2012 • Couples

Written October 15, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 19, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jen L
Chrisman, IL • 1 contribution

If you don't come to this show, you are missing out!!!

Oct 2012 • Couples

Written October 9, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 12, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Tommytwoputt
Kingsport, TN • 43 contributions

Most amazing thing i've seen in the smokies!!

Written October 7, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 12, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Alyssa N
Troy, OH • 1 contribution

Simply Amazing!

Sep 2012 • Family

Written October 7, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 8, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

CharmingCharlee
Crossville • 1 contribution

Incredible!

Oct 2012 • Couples

Written October 7, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 8, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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1

This guy (Bill) realy makes you scratch your head....A LOT. Just when you think you might have an idea
how he does it, BAM, you don't. I think I figured out, maybe, only about 3% of his show. That's darn good
for me. I'm not easy to fool, at 50 yrs.old, with a whole lot of experences. Good job Mr. Bill, GOOD job!!!!!
:-) Mike.....Port Washington, WI

Mike, I am very glad you enjoyed the show. I enjoyed speaking with you after the show. People like
you who really have an eye for detail are the ones who help me tweak my performance the most.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill Gladwell is amazing! Hands down this is the best thing we did on our trip in Gatlinburg. We were
entertained the moment we walked through the door. He not only read our minds he blew them! We will
definitely come see him again when we come back. A must see!

Thank you for coming to the show, Elizabeth. The next time you all are in town, you can come to the
show as VIP guests. Simply give me a heads up before arriving. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This is great for cynics, children, couples, etc. I was very surprised. I am a huge cynic of psychics and
such. He is not a psychic and basically says they are frauds. I basically sat there the whole time
(except when I was volunteering on stage) trying to figure out how he gets the information he needs. It is
very entertaining for all ages. He uses a lot of audience participation. We seen the Head Case show. It
is well worth the money and 70+ minutes to see. I hope he is still in town next time we go so we can see
him again.

Roseann P, thank you for the nice words. I can't do a show if it wasn't for people like you. I am glad
you were at the show. Let's hope that we run into a psychic who is legit at some point. Successfully,
Bill Gladwell

1

My husband and I thoroughly enjoyed Bill Gladwell's show! We can't figure out how he did what he did,
even though he often explained as he went along, referring to research and statistics. We watch The
Mentalist on TV and have seen some programs about how magicians misdirect our attention during
their performances, as well as how we can be led by subliminal suggestions in what someone says. We
looked for those things and still couldn't figure out how Bill does what he does. The most amazing thing
is the locked box at the end. I especially liked that everyone in the audience had a chance to
participate in this very interesting show--and at a very reasonable price!

The real art of what I do is when I have great audience members like you two who are looking for
the "trick", and then you can't find it. I have to look at everything and everyone else that does what
I do and then be di$erent. The "trick", there isn't want one. It's a combination of suggestion,…
Read more

0

OMG, seriously the best thing to do in Gatlinburg! You've got to experience it for yourself.I am still in
total awe of Bill!

Being in "total awe" is a good thing, right? Thank you for attending the show, and you are welcome
back anytime. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

My Wife and I went to Gatlinburg for our honeymoon this October and for fun we decided we wanted to
visit the space needle as well as catch a show in the Arcadia Theater. Which ended up being a
Hypnosis show.
now let me first state that i am a very hard man to impress as well as fool, and I really didn't believe that
I would enjoy the show all to much but the new wife wanted to go "yes dear"
I guess the real reason that I am writing this review is to admit that I was wrong. Not only did I enjoy the
show fully, I was also AMAZED and ASTOUNDED at what I saw. My wife happened to go up to be…
Read more

Although we I did not perform a stage hypnosis show in October, I appreciate the kudos. I thought
perhaps you attended my "Head Case — Mentalism and Psychological Illusion" show, but I
wouldn't have had anyone singing or dancing in the show. At any rate, I am happy you had a gre…
Read more

2

What can I say about his show? This was fantastic! I've been to a lot of shows similar to this one in style,
but this one definitely stands out in a positive way for many reasons!

*Even on a Saturday night (October 6...when it starts to get really busy), the crowd was large enough to
appreciate but small enough that the act was truly enjoyable. I hate going to a crowded theater to see
an act 50 rows in front of you with complete strangers. Expect a more intimate setting.
…
Read more

Jen, Thank you for coming to my show and for the positive review. I really appreciate it. And no, I
am not "COCKY OR CONCEITED". I am confident, however. I have worked with many, many people
who are classified as famous; and so many of them fall under the cocky and conceited column.…
Read more

1

My wife and i went to see Bill Gladwell's head case at the brand new theatre inside the space needle
saturday night. First of all, i am naturally pessimistic of shows like this. I've seen all kinds of hacks and
there are plenty of corny/goofy shows in the pigeon forge/gatlinburg area, so we were not expecting
anything di$erent with this one! WOW, we were wrong!! Bill starts the show o$ by denouncing so-called
psychics who do similar shows! His show is more of a study in human psychology! I cant go any further
in detail but believe me, you wont be disappointed. We may actually go back next weekend to try to
figure out the locked box trick....believe me, if you see this show, that trick will leave you scratching yo…
Read more

The most amazing thing that I have seen in the Smokies is the bear that figures out every lock that I
put on my trash cage. Thank you, Tommytwoputt! I am very happy that you and your wife had a
great time. Come back anytime. Successfully, Bill Galdwell

0

This show was pretty much "mind blowing"! Although i do believe that some of the stunts were a set up,
there were other things that i could not explain. After the show, i spent the rest of the night trying to
figure out how he did the things that he did! Another great thing was the fact that it was a small crowd.
Everyone was included which was good because i was very skeptical. Loved the show and the next
time i am in town, i will be going to another one!. And did i mention that he is totally adorable?! ;) Trust
me, it is worth spending $24.00!!!!

Alyssa, I assure you that I use no stooges or plants in my show. Every audience member and
volunteer is at my performance enjoying the show just as you. There is an explanation for
everything that I present on the stage. So, in a sense, my entire performance is "a set up". The…
Read more

0

That's the only word I can use to describe it. You have to come to Bill's show to see for yourself! It's the
best show I've ever been to. An absolute MUST when in Gatlinburg. Unique entertainment and
excitement for all ages.

Unique is what I am shooting for with my performance. There is not another show in the area that is
like mine. I am very humbled that the show has been so well accepted in the area. Thank you,
CharmingCharlee, for your review. It means a lot to me. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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115 Historic Nature Trl Iris Theater, Gatlinburg, TN 37738-3321
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5.0 712 reviews

Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

Amber H
Chattanooga, TN • 16 contributions

Amazing!

Oct 2012 • Friends

Written October 7, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 8, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

robbie m
Gatlinburg, TN • 2 contributions

wonderful Amazing!

Sep 2012 • Business

Written October 5, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 6, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Ronnie H
Monroe, NC • 5 contributions

Amazing!

Oct 2012 • Family

Written October 1, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 2, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Heather1026
Woodburn • 7 contributions

This show will AMAZE you!!!

Sep 2012 • Couples

Written September 30, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written October 1, 2012

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Brenda H
Ellenboro, NC • 10 contributions

Best show in the area!

Sep 2012 • Couples

Written September 30, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

bgarrison58
1 contribution

Awesome Show!

Written September 29, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Susan G
Wake Forest, NC • 3 contributions

Amazing Show

Sep 2012 • Friends

Written September 28, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BobLindaF
Munhall, PA • 56 contributions

Excellent and Entertaining Show!

Sep 2012 • Solo

Written September 25, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Jessica B.
Franklin, TN • 14 contributions

A mind-blowing good time!

Sep 2012 • Couples

Written September 25, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

xx_tosha_xx
Evansville, Indiana, USA • 6 contributions

Amazing

Sep 2012 • Couples

Written September 25, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Best show in the Smoky Mountains! This guy deserves a bigger theater and more advertising. Ripley's
should adopt him. Best deal too.

Amber, My goal is to have the best show in the Smoky Mountains. Thank you for your review. I very
much appreciate it. As for the adoption, I don't think Ripley's can a$ord my allowance. Perhaps,
we'll partner up in some other way. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I highly recommend the "Headcase/Mentalist" show in Gatlinburg Tn. As the concierge at a major
resort hotel in Gatlinburg,it is my job to go to and review the shows in town.This show was a truly
enjoyable experience,Mr.Gladwell is amazing! I came away beliving that he is indeed a mind reader.A
must see while visting Gatlinburg Tn.

Robbie, First, thank you so much for attending my performance. As I have said many times before,
I cannot have a show without audience members. Second, thank you for reviewing my show. I am
grateful for every review that is given. Coming from someone who makes it a point to attend ever…
Read more

0

I have to admit that I was skeptical but was amazed from the beginning. Bill Gladwell dismisses anyone
who claims to be have psychic powers and challenges anyone who claims to have the gift. He explains
that he leads you to say, choose and write. Bill Gladwell did this and more. If you want a show that will
leave you saying, WOW, then this is the show for you.

CyberChier, I am so happy that you enjoyed the show. Yes, I do challenge "anyone who claims to
have the gift". There are many people who claim to have psychic power; but when it comes right
down to it, they are simply fooling other people... many times they are also fooling themselves. I…
Read more

0

WoW is all I have to say! So worth every penny! The show was great and Bill involved everyone in the
audience, it was lots of fun and perfect for the whole family. I am still trying to figure out how he does
this stu$. Loved it!!

As I write this, I chose the most recent review of my performance to post this message. This note is
meant, however, for each and every one of you who have attended my show. Thank you. Thank
you for attending my show, thank you for the positive reviews, and thank you for making my show …
Read more

0

This show was awesome! My husband and I both participated in the show as did everyone else in the
audience. It's unbelievable what this man can do. We've been to almost all the shows in the area and
this show is one of the best! After the show, we couldn't quit talking about it. Please don't come to
Gatlingburg/Pigeon Forge without seeing Bill Gladwell.

Your review means a lot when you've seen so many other shows in the area. Thank you for the kind
words and the recommendation. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Went to head case and thought it was awesome. I have no clue how he does what he does. I
recommend this show to anyone who comes to Gatlinburg.

Thank you for the recommendation! I appreciate it very much! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Get ready to be amazed by Bill Gladwell. Our party of four adults attended his Head Case show during
our September 2012 visit to Gatlinburg. Bill involved everyone in the audience with his show. We had a
very enjoyable time and laughed so much! On the way back to our cabin, the guys spent lots of time
trying to figure out "how he did that". We all talked about what a great show it was for families. It was
nice to see the kids participate on stage. Keep up the good work, Bill.

"How did he do that?" seems to be a common question after my show. The secret... I lie, steal, and
cheat; but I do it honestly. Come back! I would love to see you all again. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

We chose the "Head Case" show in the Arcade at the Space Needle and were not disappointed. Bill
Gladwell was amazing!!! We're STILL trying to figure out how he does it. There is a lot of interaction with
the audience. The show was about an hour and a half long. The time flies by. Some attractions in
Gatlinburg are over-rated and over-priced. This one was not. Well worth the price of the tickets. Don't
miss it!

Time flies by when you're having fun, and we do have a lot of fun in my show. Please, come back
the next time you're in Gatlinburg. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill Gladwell, The Mentalist, is absolutely incredible. My boyfriend
and I actually wanted to see his show last year, and it was SOLD OUT,
so we made sure we bought tickets ahead of time for this year’s trip.
(Tickets were VERY a$ordable!) We saw Bill’s show, Head Case, in
which Bill captivates his audience with his unique ability to “read”
people. I wouldn’t call him a psychic, but he is exceptionally
intuitive to the participants of his acts.…
Read more

You leave me speechless, Jessica! Every word in your review is the truth. Come back anytime... I
miss you on stage! Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I thought the show was amazing. Very entertaining & my significant other & I couldn't stop talking about
it all night after we left. I will definitely go see Bill again when I return to Gatlinburg!

Come back anytime! I will make sure you get VIP treatment. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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Excellent 652
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Terrible 3

Jeannine H
Highland, IN • 11 contributions

Great show must see!

Sep 2012 • Couples

Written September 25, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

steveandtonya
1 contribution

Totally worth the cost of our tickets, we were totally blown away by his show!!!!

Written September 24, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

lovinsumvaca13
45 contributions

Interesting!!

Written September 17, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

faye d
Sevierville, TN • 1 contribution

WOW!!!

Sep 2012 • Family

Written September 14, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Travis R
Lexington, Virginia, United States • 1 contribution

Amazing, Great preformance!

Sep 2012 • Family

Written September 14, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

johndeck
Sevierville, TN • 1 contribution

the most unbelievable show in sevier county

Aug 2012 • Family

Written September 13, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Family1985
1 contribution

Amazing

Written September 10, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

aa_rum
Lima, Ohio • 5 contributions

"Did he really read my mind?"

Sep 2012 • Family

Written September 10, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Comcam21
1 contribution

Your mind will be melted by this amazing show!

Written September 10, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

TajPal
louisville • 25 contributions

hypnotized show

Sep 2012 • Couples

Written September 5, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

We really enjoyed the Head Case show. We dont normally go to shows when we visit Gatlinburg but we
are sure glad we went to this one! Bill did a great job and pulled everyone in to particpate and be part
of the show. Next time we come to TN we want to see the Hypnotized show! I highly recommend going it
was worth the money and very entertaining!

As I have said in other responses, I can't have a show without an audience. I like to get as many (if
not everyone) people involved as possible. Thank you for coming. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This show in my opinion was defiantly a highlight of our vacation. The show was very entertaining and
never a dull moment. If your in the area you don't want to miss this show!!! I promise it is worth your time
and money!!

I'm happy I could be the highlight of your trip to Gatlinburg. Please, come back anytime!
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

There wasnt that many people in our show but it was still pretty good. My husband and i loved to watch
Lie To Me and this is pretty much what he does! Its really neat to see it in real life.

"Lie To Me" was pretty close to real life, and I'm glad you had some background coming to my
show. It makes it even that more interesting. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

If you want to spend an evening with your teenager and granddaughter go to this show.
My husband got on stage and was hypnotized! I would have never in a hundred years would have
thought he could hypnotize him. Bill did and it was so much fun to see him doing everything he told him
to. I wish I could do that! Bill had an entertaining show and every trick he did in his "Head Case" show
always ended in "How did he do that" and he told us some secrets at the end of the show! Very good
and well worth every penny !!!!!!

You guys were great, and you're welcome back anytime. You will be my VIP guests. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

This man is truly mindblowing, A great family or couple type event, He has a true talent and Truely
seems to pull things right out of your mind

I do pull thoughts out of your mind. Sometimes, I put them back. Thanks for coming to the show.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

this guy is mind blowing if you want the most for your money this is it if you miss it you blew your
vacation it is funny it is mysterious it entertaining and you will think about it for years this is my opinion
and everyone else's i have talked with even the locals keep going back you will won't to go time after
time wow wow wow it is also absolutely funny I can't figure it out

Those are some big shoes to fill, but I'm up to the challenge. I am shooting for the #1 show in the
area. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

2

I never saw anything like this until now, and it absolutely blew my mind. It waa like Bill was inside my
head, and he knew my thoughts before I did. And ladies, as a bonus... he's very easy on the eyes.

It's true... I am very easy on the eyes. Thank you for being in the audience. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

I wonder, if Bill could read the minds of strangers? Yup, I m pretty sure he can! I recently was in
Gatlinburg, TN and I wanted to see a show or two. I went to see Bill Gladwell's show "Head Case" at the
Arcadia Theatre. He does some card tricks, mind reading and some comedy. He also provides you
with some insight about how the mind works. All in all, it was a great show. I hope he has a long run with
it. The show is "clean" so bring the big kids(little kids might not be as interested, even though it is
entertaining). Good job Bill!

Little kids are a bit less interested. They just don't understand what the concept of mind reading,
because their imaginations already do that for them. Thank you for coming to the show.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

His performance is top-notch and highly recommended if you are planning a visit to the gatlinburg
area!

Thank you for the high recommendation. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

1

I had seen two hypnotized shows before but of a di$erent person. So I had very high expectations. This
show was good and funny but not as good as the others I have seen before. I felt like there were some
scenes where the volunteers weren't doing anything at all. Sometimes I felt like the volunteers were
acting. I dont know, maybe its because I have seen a better show but I felt like this was average and
not as great as I had expected.

The show is a mentalism show... not a hypnosis show. That probably explains the disconnect.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"

Suggest edits to improve what we show.
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Excellent 652

Very good 33

Average 18

Poor 6

Terrible 3

aa_rum32
Lima, Ohio • 35 contributions

"How did he do that?"

Sep 2012 • Family

Written September 3, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

tamara_hatfield
oceana wv • 2 contributions

great show take a friend and watch it

Aug 2012 • Friends

Written August 29, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

tamara_hatfield
oceana wv • 2 contributions

bill gladwell ;headcase;

Aug 2012 • Friends

Written August 29, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Alan S
Merchantville, NJ • 34 contributions

Great show

Written August 28, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Truly Amazing!!!

Written August 25, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Inthemarsh
Knoxville, TN • 3 contributions

All I want to know is HOW!!

Aug 2012 • Friends

Written August 19, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

StephanieM07
2 contributions

This was the best experience I have ever had and am looking forward to my next experience!!!

Written August 18, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

AppleOfYourEye
5 contributions

Simply Incredible!!!

Written August 17, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

funloverstoo
Bristol, VA • 17 contributions

A Must See! Best Show in Gatlinburg

Aug 2012 • Family

Written August 16, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

Howiejoey
3 contributions

Amazing!!!

Written August 12, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

"Hmm, how did he do that?" A term I heard after watching the "Head Case" show with Bill Gladwell. Bill
does a mind blasting, interesting and informative show about how the human mind works. His "Head
Case" show includes card tricks, comedy and mind reading. It is a clean show so bring the kids! He also
does a hypnotist show at the Arcadia Theatre. If you are in the Gatlinburg area, I suggest going to one
of his shows. Maybe you will find out that you are normal(not crazy)?

I'm a comedian who walks around inside your head... That's scary, but it makes for a great
performance. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

i like all the show , it was great to be a hipnoise show it was exciting watching him do all the stu$ he did
and getting into peoples head

Walking around in people's heads is my hobby. Thank you for o$ering yours up. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

1

my experience at the show was great go and watch this show and take a friend we took 6 and we all
enjoyed our show take a friend and watch the sow you will enjot it.

0

Took the family (incldg two 14 year olds) to see the Head Case show. Everybody loved the show, lots of
audience participation. Good mix of fun, some obvious tricks and some mind blowing!

Fun, amazement, and walking away a bit smarter... That makes for a good performance.
Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

This is the best show I have seen in a long time. The Mentalist will have you on the edge of your seat
wondering what amazing feat he will pull o$ next. Congratulations on a truly unique and amazing
show!

Probably the best show ever! I strive to be amazing, and I'm glad you were a part. Successfully, Bill
Gladwell

0

The head case show literally blew my mind and me away as well. I attended the show with some friends
and from the time we walked in the door, until the end of the show I kept asking myself how he could
know what we were thinking. Great show! And I will certainly go watch it again.

I know what you're thinking now. Thanks for being part of my audience. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Everyone was so nice the show was beyond amazing blew my mind I would recommend this show to
everyone as a must see trust me you won't be disappointed!!! I can't wait to go back and see another
show!!!

I'm glad I could blow your mind. My pleasure. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I was amazed at this show! I did not know what to expect-- but I'm SO glad I went! I really liked that Bill
made sure to involve the entire audience-- including kids. He SWEARS that he's not a psychic, but I
can't explain how else he would know everything he knew! It seriously astounded me! I travel a LOT and
I've never seen a show like this anywhere else!

I am definitely one of a kind. Thank you for coming to the show. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

Bill is an extremely nice guy and spent a lot of time talking to us all after the show. Bill made it very clear
he is not a psychic, which eased our minds. He told us its years of training in reading body language
etc. But STILL his show Head Case...HOW Does he Do it? This show is unlike anything I have ever seen,
the closest is a couple acts i've seen on Americas got talent. He literally knew what my husband was
thinking! If you are in Gatlinburg make time for this show at the Space Needle. Great time for me and
my family! Can't wait to see it again.

Nope, not a psychic; but I play one on television... and the stage. Give me a shout when you're in
Gatlinburg next. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

You don't want to miss this show. It will amaze you, get you thinking and allow you to have a lot of fun. A+
++

You REALLY don't want to miss my show. Thank you for the review! Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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This location was reported permanently closed

What people are saying

By Leah H

“SIMPLY AMAZING!!!”

The venue was small and intimate but the show was
a huge serving of awesomeness. I am a skeptic
when it comes to mind reading and such but…
now...not so much. I got called on for him to guess
my favorite pet. There was NO WAY he could know
what he did. I'm hooked. Add to that the other
parts of the show and I'm a believer. A MUST SEE!!!
DEFINITELY!!!

“Worth the money.”

Feb 2015

I'm pretty picky when it comes to...well, just about
everything. I was worried this was going to be a
very low energy show. Boy was I wrong. This was a…
great show. I gotta say that the most entertaining
part of the show was watching the audience
members around me. It was definitely shock and
awe in a great way. The guy is so confident in his
show that he even o$ers a money-back guarantee.
I would be surprised if anyone has taken him up on
this o$er. After a couple of days of reflection, we're
still talking about it. "How the heck did he do
that?!?!?!!"
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P_Wizzle50168
Canton, OH • 19 contributions

Mind BLOWN!

Aug 2012 • Friends

Written August 10, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

DOVESEYES
Knoxville, TN • 5 contributions

AMAZING!!!!

Aug 2012 • Family

Written August 8, 2012

This review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC.

BillGladwell

Written January 10, 2013

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC.
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0

Gatlinburg is always a great place to visit, and there are many things to do. I recently saw "Head
Case" with Bill Gladwell. It was such an entertaining time. Prepare to be mystified! Great entertainment,
and definitely worth the time spent. I would recommend this highly, and return again!

Mystifying + Entertaining = Mind BLOWN! That's about the formula for my show. Thank you for
being in the audience during the early years. Successfully, Bill Gladwell

0

I couldn't believe how he knew exactly what I was thinking. I went in the show doubtful, and left a
believer. YOU WILL BE AMAZED. WELL WORTH YOUR TIME..

Sometimes I amaze myself. Thank you for being my first review. Successfully, Bill Gladwell
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